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Abbrevi a ti ons --------

All page numbers referred to are placed ;n parenthesis with the 

dates of articles and books. If more than one page re renee is 

necessary ~ the f'i rs t reference is pl aced with the date and subsequent 

references.are placed 'in separate parentheses. The titles of periodicals 

are repeated. but for books, the title is given the first time and 

thereafter on ly the author! s name and date of pub 1 i cat; on are g1 ven. 

Philip Collins's Dickens: the Critical Herita~ (1971) is an invaluable 

source of repl"ints, and for the sake of brevity, all references to it· 

are indicated merely by adding II Call ins" in the parentheses where it 

is necessary. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the critical reception of Dickens's comedy, 

from 1836 to 1906 and, in separate chapters, discusses four major critical 

concerns. 

The central demand of the critics is that fiction should be somehow 

true to human experience, and Dickens's comic scenes and characters do 

not alw~ys receive the critics ' approval. When the demand is rigidly 

enforced, Dickens's work is rejected as exaggeration and caricature, 

but his comedy forces many critics to relax their restrictions, and there 

are a number of more flex"ible approaches wlrich recognise in his work ~ome 

kind of comic heightening of reality. At best, his comedy "is felt to be 

a kind of idealism which requires a high degree of imaginative involvement, 

and towards the end of the period there is a feeling that what he lacks in 

realism seems to be compensated for by the originality and vividness of 

his art. 

There is some unease among the cri ti cs tha:t comedy may do no more than 

amuse readers, and early critics in particular constantly point the moral 

of h"is~humour and praise the satil"es for their practical effectiveness. 

There is latel" some disillusionment with Dickens's l"ole as a moral teacher 

and reformer, and especially after his death, his alleged over-concern fol" 

effect is felt to be clumsy and unintelligent. An increasing desire for 

intellectual satisfaction leads some critics to reject him as an over

emotional writer who at best cheers his l"eaders but offers them no 

"philosophy," Only a fel'" cdUcs in the period cla"jlll for him any weight

ier intellectual appeal. 

There is much interest in the autho0 as a person, and his moral 

qualities and faculties of mind are often deduced from his works. He is 

ahvays popular as a gen"ial lover of his fellowmen, but to a sect"ion of 
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the critics he a.ppears uncultured and lacking 'in the intelle'ctual power 

required to be more than a mere humorist .. Forster's biography reveals 

new personal details and helps perpetuate the kind of criticism which 

insists on explaining the literary in terms of the author's character 

and experience. Dickens's comedy is generally felt to be a highly person

al art, both in its successes and in its failures. 

Much of the criticism is ultimately directed at an ~valuation of 

Dickens's stature as a writer. The majority of the cdtics agree that he 

is a great comic writer, but his stature as an artist is often held in 

doubt. He is recognised as being excellent in his own field of comedy, 

but there is often a feeling that a comic artist is not, after all, a serious 

arti st. 

Each chapter wO\~,ks towards Chesterton's Charl es Di ckens (1906) 

because he is the most important of the critics who insist on the serious

ness of Dickens's art yet do not lose sight of its essential comic nature. 

In a sense, the study works back from 1906 to discover what previous critics 

had said about the comedy of Dickens, but in a sense too1it works forwatd 

from 1836 to show that what concerned early critics is still of concern 

in Chesterton's time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Because of his comedy, Dickens did not always seem to his contemporary 

critics to be a serious writer, and even though his resolve to be more than 

a source of amusement and entertainment was evident from the first, there 

is often some discomfort among the critics, dep~nding on their attitudes 

to comedy in general or to his comedy in particular. As I shall show~ 

comedy is recognised by them as an important - often as the most character

istic - ~lement of his fiction~ and there is at times a self-conscious 

air about their attempts to reconcile it with what they consider to be the 

concerns of "serious" art. I use the term "comedy" here in a general 

sense to include, as conrie "modes," humour, wit, satire, farce, irony, 

fun, burlesque, and so on. This usage is a matter of convenience, and 

my intention "is not to become embroiled in a tortuous consideration of how 

these terms ought to be used, but to examine how they were used by nine

teenth century critics in their dealings with a great and versatile comic 

artist. That is, this thesis has as its subject critical practice rather 

than theol~y, although a number of theoret"ical considerations are bound up 

in it. 

Before examining their usage, a brief introduction to the critics 

themselves, and an exam"ination of the"ir working conditions is necessary, 

During Dickens's career, most of those whose articles I shall examine 

were in full - or part-time employment for one or more of the numerous 

Reviews, magazines, newspapers or other kinds of periodical which already 

existed at the beginning of Dickens's career or came into being during it. 

They may have had other professions .. in parliament, in law, in literary 

endeavour itseH ~ but they undertook to review books for the per.iodicals"1 

lAs a simple cover-all term, I shall use this, even though it does not fit 
all of the types of publication with which I am concerned. And I shall, 
for var"jety~ also use the word "journal" similarly. 
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e'ither occasionally, or for each issue, week by week, month by month, or 

whatever. Although I shall continue, for want of a better term, to call 

them critics, often they were not literary critics in the modern sense of 

the term, but rather book reviewers. It was as much their job to sum-

marise the plot and give typical extracts as it was to interpret and 

evaluate, and they wrote for the general public rather than for an audience 

with a specia'lised interest in literature. In a way, however, they did 

write for audiences with specialised interests, because most of the period

icals addressed themselves to a more or less particular social level and 

adapted their tone- and interests to their chosen audience. Many Qf them, 

too, were the organs of political and religious groups or at least had 

affiliations with specialised groups. Extra-l iterary concerns at t'imes 

colour criticism of literature, especially when the work under review 

makes some foray into a periodical's special area of interest. Much of 

the criticism remained anonymous, and the periodical assumed the respons-

ibility for what was said. How far revi eVvers were i nfl uenced by thei r 

periodicals' editorial stances and how much freedom they in fact had as 

literary critics, is not certain, but it is not my aim here to consider 

such a~question. Indeed, although I name critics where possible, I do 

not take any great interest in the critics as individuals unless there is 

a special need to do so, because my primary intention is to consider their 

ideas in relation to those of others. There are far too many critics 

included in the survey for one to be concerned over-much with individuals. 

Not all of those with whom I am concerned are reviewers of Dickens's 

works, but most of them, whether they write general articles of interest 

on some aspect of hi s work as a whole, whether' they compose 1 iterary 

histories which include chapters on Dickens, whether they are biographers 

or whether t~ey are novelists themselves, are of a class that may loosely 

be termed men of letters2 rather than 1 'iterary critics proper. Even 

2 See J ) G • l. ros s , The Rise and Fall of the Man~Ltetters (1969) . 
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whenthey do not write for a periodical with a definite editorial stand

point, many of them have their own standpoints: criticism is riddled by 

such things as aristocratic bias, OxbridQean contempt, literary partisan

ship, personal antagonism and so on. Despite an increasing interest in 

and achievement of theory of fiction,3 the critical world to be surveyed 

below is markedly different from the modern. 

Because of the nature of much wi neteenth-century crit; ci sm, many 

critics do not have our interest in exactitude of terminology. Because 

they are often journalists as much as critics and might be accused of 

pedantry by an unsympathetic public, they rarely offer definitions of 

theil" terms but rely on their readers' understanding of what they mean. 

R.B. Martin4 claims that there is a growing interest in the state of 

'English comedy around the late 18605 and continuing into the 1870s, and 

that there is an increasing preference for the more intellectual mode of 

wit over what was regarded as the emotional mode of humour. He finds 

a large number of articles on the subject of comedy in the 18705 in 

particular, and if his suggestion of an increased interest in definition 

is correct, it ties in with the advancing tendency to theorise about 

fiction and expla'ins the fact that there are, later in the period to be 

surveyed, more attempts to describe what is meant by humour and by 

Dickens's humour in particular. Martin's general thesis, that there is 

emphasis on intellectual comedy later in the century, is also explainable 

by a greater emphasis on the intellectual aspects of fiction than there 

had been in the mid-Victorian period. But the intellectualism of the 

later period has its roots in the l850s and 18605, and there is a prefer-

ence for wit above humour discernable occasionally during Dickens's 

career. Be the reason what it may, Dickens is early known as a humorist, 

3Examined in particular by Richard Stang, The Theol~Y of t~e Novel in 
...,-'.~-'..:..,;:~~8 ___ 5_0.;;-.;·~·.;·I,~'::r" (1959) and Kenneth Graham) Eng]J.sh Criticism of the 

965) 

4 \ -'---________ .....>..-......:....:..______ (1974) p p. 38 ff. 
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and especially after his death he is known particularly as such, and 

there are more frequent attempts than there had been to 'Idefine" 5 

Dickens1s humour and humour in general. But even i"f many critics do not 

often define their terms, they use \lJOrds like IIhumour~1i "wit," "satire~~' 

"fun,1I IIfarce,11 IIgrotesque" and II caricature ll in fairly consistent ways, 

and a brief consideration of them is necessary, 

Some of them may be dispatched quickly. IIFarce ll is often a derog-

atory term linked to a cheap kind of drama noted fOl" its extravagances~ 

its impossibil i.ties and its general purpose of a simple kind of amusement. 

As such, the word offers to adverse critics a quick and concise method 

of denoting stature> but towards the end of the period the term becomes 

neutralised a little, and W.L. Cross, in Th? Development of the En9lish. 

Novel (1899, p.189)6, is able to say that at times farce is held in 

restraint by Dickens, in which cases he achieves pure comedy. Gissing~ 

in Charles Dickens : a Critical Study (19027~ p.202) accepts that Dickens 

writes farce at times, and characterises it as a comic mode which merely 

seeks to amuse. Another term which may be pejorative because it suggests 

an intention merely to amuse, is IIfun. II Its most notor'ious appearance for 

this pur'pose is in G.H. Lewes's article in the Fortnightly Review 

(February 1872)8, but many critics wishing to demote Dickens as a comic 

writer to the status of a mere amuser of the public, use it in this way. 

5There are few "def'j ni ti ons II ina stri ct sense of the term, but for want of 
a better word, I shall continue to describe them as such. 

61n order to reduce the need for footnotes and to make all references concise, 
I place the page number thus together with title and date. Full details of 
page numbers of articles and chapters are included in the Bibliography. 
Since the titles of books are usually long, I shall not repeat them after 
their first" mention. This source will therefore be cited hitherto as 
Cross (1899, p.189). 

7substantiallj the same as the original (1898) edition, except in pagination. 

8See below , p.302. 
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Such terms are pejorative especially vJhen the kinds of comedy they denote 

are all 'that are attributed to Dickens. Even Forster would not have 

denied that there was fun in Dickens's works, but he becomes incensed when 

-it is suggested that that is all there is to his comedy. A further term~ 

used less often, is "buffoonery.1I This suggests that Dickens does no more 

than make merry in order to steal a laugh from the public. For example, 

W. Sargent, in the North American Review (October 1853, p.421), feels that 

Dickens too often descends from the level of his own dignity and is 

Ilcareless'~ apparently~ as the buffoon in the ring, ttVhether he is laughed 

wi th or 1 aughed at. II The use of such terms depends, in many cases, on the 

critic's motive. He may be describing an element of the works of D';ckens, 

and a purely crit; ca 1 moti ve shoul d not be di scounted, but at the same 

time, his purpose may be to ridicule Dickens as a comic writer or as an 

artist generally. IIBur1esque il and IIl ow comedyll are terms VJhich carry 

similar adverse connotations, partly connected with popular theatre, and 

in the case of the second term, reinforced by class prejudice. Low comedy 

describes lov-I "life and unexalted personages. Such terms are bound up 

closely with the quest'ions of truth and stature a.nd are discussed furthet 

in Chapters One and Four below. 

There are, in addition, vwrds which may refer to the comic but do 

not necessarily do so -"extravagance," IIgrotesque,1I "caricature ll and 

lIexaggerati on" are the most common. They appear frequentl y in criti c-

isms of Di dens and most commonly with intent to decry, because they an 

refer to art that is somehow not true to 1i or to human nature. 

Indeed 9 there is a hint of ugliness in some of them, and whether comic 

or not, such elements of art are rejected because they are repulsive. 

An aesthetic objection to them is that they spoil the harmony of the art. 

Most critics have in mind the creator of fictional character as a kind 

of portrait pain r. The portrait painter would never over-colour part 

of his picture or exaggerate any single aspect of his subject's appearance. 
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Certainly he would not make his subject appear ugly. It was a matter of 

proporti on and total effect, and the 1 itera'ry artist was expected to ab'j de 

by s'imil ar rul es. But there are many objecti ons to the 1 aek of truthful-

ness of caricatu~e~ The fictional portrait is compared to life, 

and exaggeration is rejected, as I shall show in Chapter One. Dickens 

creates non-comic caricatures and grotesques as well as comic ones, and 

there is a possibility that I may discuss a cr'jtic's use of such terms v.Jhen 

he is not talking specifically about the comedy. The policy I have used in 

the selee'tion of critical statements here and in all other cases is as 

fall ows. Comments definitely about comedy are~ obviously, included. 

General discussions of Dickens's charatterisation which make use of comic 

characters as examples may be included, as may general discussions of 

Dickens1s art which have implications, at the time or at other stages of 

the pei~iod, for the reception of his comedy. This may appear to a11o\"/ 

too much liberty, but if a particular critic is not concerned with the 

comic I shall, where necessary, point it out. That comedy is not always 

separable from the non-comic in fiction is no doubt a truism, but a con

sideration of the critics' use of the major terms which denote the comic 

will show that,in the period to be surveyed,the comic is related regularly 

to a nUl1iber of non-comi c elements. 

More specifically, however, it is humour that is most interesting. 

Satire is rarely defined - most cl"itics seem to assume that everybody 

knows what satire is, and moreover they are largely interested in dis-

cussing the satirist's fairness and the effects of his attacks. Indeed, 

many of the critics later in Dickens's career who become upset by the 

alleged unfairness of his satire, seem to forget that it is a comic mode 

at all, and spend much of their time in retali ioo against the satirist 

and his alleged opinions and injustice. Even those who admire his work 

are more interested in the instruction and practical effects that may 

result from it. There is a latent distrust for the satirist, best seen 
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in the English Review's description (December 1848, pp.259-66) of satire 

as "basely negat-ive humour." The critic obviously has in nrind a particl(lar 

kind of satire rather than the mode in general~ and he objects to it as 

a power which corrodes the heart and corrupts within. Dickens, in con-

trast to Thackeray at times, some critics claim, is early regarded as 

a kindly and genial satirist who points out the follies of mankind but 

does not become misanthropical and shows his love for his fellowmen rather 

than his contempt. As will become clear in the descriptions of humour, 

this is a mixture of humour with satire, and in his later l1!ovels Dickens 

is sometimes seen to fail because he no longer includes this more attract

ive element and seems to become bitter: This complaint is made quite 

early by John Eagles, in Blackwood'~Magazj.!1~ (October 1848, p.468), and 

later critics do not laugh at the satires so much as earnestly discuss 

the truthfulness and effectiveness of Dickens's attacks on institutions. 

A certain kind of wit may also be disliked. S.F. Williams, in the 

Rose, Shamrock and. Thistle (IV 1864, p.73) says that "wit may be associated 

with the false and superficial ,II and he adds that humour is ptefelTed 

because "it is" always all i ed to the deep and true. II Humour is 

"related to the heart, while wit never has that affection and charity which 

are attr-ibutes of the heart." There is little dispute over the relat.ive 

qualities of wit and humour because it seems to be assumed that Dickens 

is a humorist rather than a wit, and although on occasions a particular 

piece of wittiness is praised in his work, the term "wit" appears most 

frequently in discussions in which the critics are attempting to ascertain 

the qualities of humour. For much of Dickens's career, humour is the 

preferabl e mode because of its tel ation to "the heart, II and after emphas; s 

on the feelings had worn off, humour was still popular in certain critical 

sectors because of its appeal to the sympathies and the charity of the 

reader. 
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But humour is also used as a general tetm in the \'Iay I use "comedy", 

This creates some confus'ion because at the same time as they are attempting 

to define or describe the term~ critics occasionally use it in a general 

sense. The reviewer in the English Review quoted above used "humour" 

as a general term, as does a writer in the Ecclesiastic and Theologian 

(October 185 p.472), \'1110 says) IIGreat as are Mr. Dickens's powers of 

humour, he has rarely used them for purposes of satire. I
' The tendency may 

be seen much later in the period. In the Spectator (7 February 1874, 

p.170), R.H. Hutton, having defined humour in an earlier article which 

I shall presently discuss, and having in this article followed up his earl

ier definition, nevertheless seems to use the term in a general sense when 

he 'includes lithe presence of mind (which 'is the soul of wit) displayed in 

his satire ll among a number of qualities which make Dickens "such a humour-

i as many centuries are not likely to reproduce." Thus Hutton, who 

uses the term very carefully~ as a rule, and st. John Topp, in the 

-'-C.....-'-C......::-'-________ '--"-___ (July 1881, p.280), vlho is not so skilfu'] a critic, both 

- use the term ina general sense. Topp says that 1101 ckens 's humour 

assumes many forms. It is present in good farce or burlesque as much as 

in good comedy,1I Sometimes, Topp continues, "it is of the IrigfJest order 

of comedy, sometimes playfully satirical, sometimes broadly farcfcal ll and 

so on. Yet humour is frequently seen as a specific comic mode with special 

characteristics of its own, and because of the nature of much of his comedy 

and of his art in general, Dickens is usually referred to as a humori 

This may be illustrated at great length, but since many of the descriptions 

of humour encroach upon top; cs cons i dered 1 ater, I shall do no more than 

indi the kinds of qualities expected of humour during the period. 

The first kind of'quality) and probably the most commonly expected~ 

is,broadly, emotional. The Christian Examiner (November 1839, p.l?l) 

says that humour is found in lithe most 'loving souls ll and that it exists 



in "intimate connex"ion with the pathetic." As S.F. Williams~ quoted 

above, says, humour is related to the heart~ and not so much to the 

intellect, 1i/hich is the preserve of wit. Humour is often l"inked to 

pathos, especially in the first half of the century, but also in later 

years, sornet"imes \AJith intent to decry the hurnoristls over-emotional 
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qual ities. Humour and pathos are so closely l"inked that they seem to go 

naturally together, and at times the t00 modes are in danger of losing 

their separate qualities. John Hollingshead, in The Train (August 1857, 

p.76), praising the novels after Pickwick Papers, and especially The 

01 d Curi~9s ity Sh.2Q, says that Di ckens shO\'IIs hi s IIcommand over the 

emotions of his readers, provoking tears and laughter at the same moment,

a power that only falls to the lot of the pure humorist. 11 After the 

period of unreserved acceptance of smiles and tears had passed, and 

maudlin pathos became the subject of ridicule, critics still discuss the 

mixture of humour and pathos because in their opinion one element tones 

down or dignifies the other. Mrs. Ol"iphant, in B1ackwood ls Magazin5~_ 

. (June 1871, p.675) says that it is the boast of the humorist to mingle 

smiles and tears, but finds that, in Dick Swiveller,. for example, the 

pathetic touch dignifies and deepens the laughter, and makes humour out 

of what ~otherwi se woul d be mere IIfun. II Theodore }funt, "in Representati ve 

~l"ish Prose and Prose Writers (1887, p.458), says that the highest 

forms of humour contain an element of pathos, which gives seriousness 

and richness to it, but the humour in turn controls the pathos and prevents 

it from becoming sickly. In the later decades of the century, pathos is 

definitely out of fashion and Dickensls most valuable quality is felt to 

be his humour, but even so, there are some genuine tributes to his 

excellence as a pathetic writer, and the two elements of his art are still 

discussed together by Gissing (1902), who has a chapter entitled IIHulTlour 

and Pathos II in which, at last, he feels he "is able to speak with unstinted 
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praise. There is some feeling in this that the combination of the two 

elements is particularly early-Victorian, but Gissing nevertheless 

accepts witilout decrying it. A less emotionally-charged concept of 

humour remains to satisify the "intellectual ll critics of later decades. 

George Stott~ ;n the yontemporar,L_Review (February 1869, p.220), says 

that great humour always has an undercurrent of sadness, and Andrew 

Lang, who dislikes Dickens's pathos, speaks, in the Fottnightly_Review 

(December 1898, p.959) of the IImelancholy" which is, among other things, 

typical of humour. 

Humour is more closely linked with the hea0t than with the head. 

Early in the period, it is mentioned as being close to love, and love 

for his fellowmen is said to be typical of Dickens's work as a humorist, 

but in the work of less emotional critics, or in less emotional periods, 

the quality of love is watered down to charity. benevolence, humanity, 

tolerance, and so on. Often these qualities are said to be possessed 

by the 11umorist and expressed through his fiction. The American 

Christian Examiner (November -1839, p.lll) says, during a review of 

Oliver Twist, "There is a comic side to everyth-ing, And there is 

a fondness of this side of things which is not heartless, and which does 

not interfere with reverence. Indeed, the perfecti on of humor, and 

the 1110st of it wi n be found i II the 1110St earnest and 1 ovi n9 soul s. II 

Another religious journal, the (December 1848), spends 

a long til11e discussing humour and showing how its development over the 

centuries has been (according to the reviewer) closely linked with the 

development of Chri sti anity. Freedom, he says, is the 'Iessent-j a 1 

element" of humour, and only under the pr'otection and care of the 

Christian Church have m~n been free to appreciate it. Humour is stressed 

above other comic modes. Satire, as I said above~ is described as 

IInegative humour," and the rev-jewel" continues to say that "D-irect satire 
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and more especially polHical satire) deals much wHh wit, and may dea" 

with fun also, but makes little use of humour. 9 . It very rarely bids 

us laugh. He who loves God and man,supposing him to be possessed of 

equal1y sound sense and fert'ile 'imagination with the misanthr'opic thinker, 

must needs be a far higher humour'ist" (p.260). The description is 

prescriptive rather than merely descriptive: what the reviewer means 

is that other comic modes, especially political satire,ought not to 

make us laugh and that the loving kind of laughter is the right kind. 

Thackeray, in his En~llish Humorists (1851, p.1310 ) makes a typical 

Victorian statement about the humorist: 

The humorous writer proposes to awaken and direct your love, 
your pity, your kindness - your scorn for untruth, pretension, 
imposture - your tenderness for the weak, the POOf, the 
oppres ,the unhappy. To the best of hi s means and abi 1 ity 
he comments on all the ordinary actions and passions of life 
almost. He takes upon himself to be the week-day preacher, 
so to speak, 

This stresses the moral intentions of the humorist, and although other 

descriptions of humour similar to this might be quoted, the question is 

best treated in Chapter T\!JO below. Clearly Thackeray uses Ithumorist" 

in a general sense, because "scorn for untruth,1l if it typifies a comic 

writer at all, seems to belong to the satirist more than the humorist. 

The highly emotional quality of humour and its beneficent effects are 

felt to be expressions also of qualities in the humorist, and even in 

the late-century when greater rational and intel'lectual content is 

sought in novels and ;n comedy, humour is st"ill often regarded as basic-

ally an emotional mode. Thackeray; in his lecture on "Charity and 

Humour" (1857))), stresses the plhox;mity of the two elements in his 

title, and Gissing (1902~ p.106) says that humour "is inseparable from 

charity" and shovJS the author's tolerance, humility and kindness. 

9 Here humour is still used as a general term, it seems. 

10 1949 edition. 

11 Extract in Philip Collins, Dickens: the Criti 
~~~~~~.~~~.~~~~ 

(1971, pp.353-55), 
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The humorist is felt to be good-natured~ kindly and humane. Forster, 

hav-j n9 1 i ved through the Di ckens peri ad, carr; es the Id nd of attri butes 

thought typical of the humorist into the generation after Dickens's· 

death, -in his biography. Humour, he says (Life, II p.27312 ), shows 

up the '~ffinities between the high and the low, the attractive and the 

repulsive, the rarest things and things of every day, which bring us all 

on the common level of humanity." W.B. Rands,13, in the Contemporary· 

Revi elt-I (July 1880, pp. 172 ff.) speaks also of the humanising influence 

of humour, and its cheerfulness and love. Chesterton, in Charles 

Dickens (1906, p.130) briefly stresses the kinship of humour and 

"human ity. " Scrooge, he says, is too· humorous to be worse than a crusty 

01 d bache-lor whose inhospitabl e sentiments are more hearty than mi s-

anthropic. His very humourousness makes him humane, and Chesterton 

suspects him of secretly giving away turkeys all his life. Whether 

Dickens is the humorist o~ whether one of his characters has that title, 

humour is linked to love, benevolence, feno\t~··feel-ing, sympathy, charity 

and human'ity. 

Because of these emotional and moral qualiiies, humour is felt to 

be quite different from wit, and attempts are often made to distinguish 

one from the other. A typical contrasting of the humorist and the wit 

appears in the London University Magazine ( I, 1842, p.392), where the 

revi eVJer says ~ 

True wit and great comic power are separable qualities, in the 
latter of which Mr. Dickens more peculiarly excels. It is hard 
to define where humour ends and wit begins; but, where the smile 
becomes a loud and hearty laugh, where the fine intellectual 
discrimination, which is the essence of wit, is less remarkable 
than the love of the comic in situation or character; and where 
from the union of this quality with acute powers of minute 
observation, a tendency to caricature is at all perceptible, 
hUlllour must be acknovvledged to have got the bettet of v.Jit. 

12Rev-ised edition (1969) in two vo"lullies. 
for the sake of btevity. 

References are in this form 

13 Rands uses the pseudonym ", Matthevv Brevme," but I shan use his real 
name throughout. 
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"l~it" 'in one sense means "intelligence,1I of course~ and a man's IIhumour ll 

in a sense is a personal trait. Probably working ultimately from this 

distinction, humour is often felt to be concerned with human charact~r, 

as the ernphas is on love and char'i ty suggests. The Eng" ish Rev; ew 

(December 1848, p.266) claims that Dickens is no wit and says that wit 

is a less desirable comic mode. It is lias i nferi or to humour as soap-

bubbles to genial nectar. Wit is no more than a curious collocat- . 

ion of apparently dissimilar objects. 1I Humour involves, as he says 

earlier,~4 the love of God and man t and this leads him to say that 

humour is "internal" rather than II ma inly external." He attempts, with 

oppositions of this kind, to mark wit ~nd humour off from each other, 

but is forced, finally, to admit that they are not wholly separate and 

that "wit may be sometimes found in humour, and even humour in wit. 1I 

G.F. Talbot, in Putnam's Monthly Magazine (March 1855, pp. 268-69) also 

attempts to mark off humour from wit because he believes Dickens has 

the former but not the latter. Wit, he says, is "an effort of the 

intellect to arrange ideas~ conceptions, and pictures of the imagination 

-j n such combi nat; ons as sha 11 provoke surpti se and exci te m; rth, II but 

humour 'is "more inst'inctive; it belongs to the character; it ;s a quality 

of the 'Imagination and intellect, giving to theircreat'ions and thoughts 

the ori gi na 1 forms of the grotesque and extra vag ant. II Justi n McCarthy, 

in the Westminister Review (October 1864,pp. 418-19) dissents, however, 

from those who allow Dickens humour but no wit. The distinction between 

the two comic modes should not, he feels, be pressed too strongly 

because "they belon~J to the same family and are related, having some 

character; sti c differences. II Such differences "may be expressed 'j n 

various ways. We may say that wit resides chiefly in the expression; 

humour in the thought: that we adll1ire the former, and are amused by the 

14 11 sC(~ above, p . 



latter; that one depends on the assemblage of ideas which are congruous. 

the other on the cannexion of ideas which are incongruous. But they 

agree in flowing from a particular turn of thought which enables 

a Wl"-j ter at once to s urpri se h; shea rers and to affect the i r fancy. If 

As soon as McCarthy attempts to catalogue the opposing qualities of 

humour and wit - and this is seen in what he says about congruous and 

incongruous ideas - he runs into the same kind of trouble that the 

---- had. The value of Talbot's and McCarthy's attempts 

at marking the two modes off from each other is that they stress a kind 

of brain-power in humour. rather than emphasise the emotions involved. 

The '----C.~-.C_~_~--'--"'-"-'----- quoted above does not over-stress the 

emotions~ but speaks of the humorist's power of observation and use of 

cari ure. R.H. Horne. in his A New S2i!it of the Age (1844, p.42) 

speaks of Dickens the humorist's knowledge of his characters,15 and 

Gissing (1902, p.202) says that humour "always suggests a thought, 

always thl"oVJs 1 ight on human nature. II Humour is often felt to be an 

emotionally-charged comic mode, less intellectual than wit, and Dickens 

is at times felt to lack the intellect requi\~ed for wit,16 but nobody 

suggests that there is no intellectual involvement at all. His humour 

requires knowledge of character and a particular kind of habit of 

thought. best described by Dickens himself in a letter to Bulwer 

Lytton, quoted by Forster (Life, II p. 273), when he says that it is hi s 

"infirmity to fancy or perceive relations in things which are not 

apparent generally." Tlris raises the idea of incongruity which is 

from time to time mentioned by the critics. The noting of incongruity 

does not especially characterise the hUI11Ol~ist - it could be said of the 

15 below, p. 75. 

16 below, pp.224.225. 
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sath'ist, too, for examp'le - but it allows at least what Saintsbury, 

in rJ"is Corrected ImJ?J:essions (1895, p.136), calls "a quaint and fantast'ic 

habit of brain." 

The best attempt at definition made during the period to be survey

ed is that of R.H. Hutton t in the Spectator (25 June 1870), in an article 

entitl ed "What is Humour?". Hutton says, "We do not bel i eve that there 

can be found any definition of h~mour which will hold water for a moment 

that will either draw a clear and impassable line between wit and humour, 

or between humour and any other subdivision of the faculty of the 

ludicrous." Yet Hutton, too, goes on to make a distinction between the 

intellectuality of wit and the concern of the humorist with human 

character and with what Hutton calls "persona'i and subjective feel'ing." 

The "faculty of the ludicrous" is characterised generally by its 

dependence on a sense of incongruity. Wit and humour therefore contain 

an element of surprise, or, to use Hutton's term, paradox. The differ

ence between a humor'ist and a wit cOl1s'ists 'in the "greater degree of 

sharp intellectual paradox" in wit and the "paradox of personal and 

subjective feeling" in humour. There is hardly any intellectual in-

volvement in humour, but the humorist passes from one condition of 

personal feeling to another which is "almost inconceivable in close 

connection with it (p.77?)." The humorist, Hutton says, "ahvays moves 

on the inner line of impulse and motive always plays on the 

moral paradoxes of the mind within; while the wit occupies a critical 

and external position, and makes his play with the cross-purposes and anti-

theses he discovet's in the field of external thought or action. 1I In 

comic character'isat'ioll, therefore, the "most decisive note" of the 

hUl11or"j st is" "the preference for speaki ng by the very mouth of the person 

to be made 1 udi crous," whil e the wit has a "preference for 1 aunchi ng 

criticisms at h"im from the outside." In concluding that there is 
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"comparat"ively 1 HUe of the wit~ and a tru1,y astound'ing amount of the 

humouri II in Dickens, Hutton reinforces the idea of him as an emot"jonal 

humorist who lacks high intellectual powers,'? But in fact he combines 

the tendencies to see his humour as an emotional kind of comedy and as 

a faculty of the mind, in saying that the humorist deals with states of 

fee 1 i ng and has the power to illustrate oddity at great 1 ength and with 

great variation because of his keen sense of the ridiculous. 

One of the main charges made against Dickens as a comic writer is 

that he exaggerates. As I have already said, this charge is not 

dil"ected sol y at his comedy) but his comedy frequently offends and 

a number of crit; cs argue that exaggerati on is typi ca 1 either of comedy 

or of Dickens's comedy at least. The London University Magazine 

quoted above is among the first to accept that caricature may be 

essential ~ and Hutton, in the article discussed, goes on to find (p.778) 

that the shock of moral paradox which characterises humour is greatest 

in Dickens's work when he exaggerates. 18 Critics during his career are 

a little embarrassed by his exaggeration and attempt to argue around the 

charge, but ially after his death they are inclined to accept it as 

an essential ingredient of his comic art. Fo~ster (Life II, p.277) says 

that all humour "has in it, is indeed identical l"'Iith, what ordinary 

people are apt to call exaggeration,1I and Robert Buchanan~ in ~--,--"....;.:.c.. __ 

Magaz"j l1e (February 1 , p.146) claims that Dickens's humour is "a very 

simple matter - merely the knack of seeing crooked - of posing 

every figure into odd"ity," St John Topp, in the 1\1elbourne Review 

(July 1881, p.278) says that "without going more deeply into the subject," 

humour may be cal'led lithe faculty which a writer possesses of evoking 

17 For further discussion of Hutton's articles, see below, pp.93f., 
296-98. 

18 See below, p.94. 
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mirth or laughter from his readel"s, Nhethel" it be by the exhibition of 

odd or eccentric characters, the invention of laughable situations, or 

the bringing into juxtaposition incongruous or grotesque ideas. 1I 

Again, humour is a general term, because these methods of raising laughter 

may characterise re, wit or farce as well as humour. But similar 

statements may be found throughout the period. The Reverend R.W.G. 

Hunter, in t an (January 1906~ p.6L for example, says that 

the "philosophy of humour ll is lithe odd conjunction of persons and things," 

which might equally refer to a kind of wit. 

Even if a strict definition is not achieved (or even sought, in 

many cases,) some critics show at least a concern for arriving at some 

kind of clari cation. Frederic Harrison, in Forum (January 1895, 

p.545) says, "t~e shall never get an adequate definition of that imponder

able term - humour," but he goes on to say that it serves his immediate 

purpose to with Samuel Johnson, that humour is II grotesque -imagery,1I 

and "grotesque" means IIdistorted of figure. I! Humour, therefore, is 

. Ilan effort of the imagination presenting human nature with some element 

of distortion or disproportioh which instantly kindles mirth. It must 

be imaginative; it must touch the bed-rock of human nature; it must 

arousenE!'rriment and not anger or scorn. I! Some kind of exaggeration is 

inevitable, but there must be a basic faithfulness to human nature, 

imaginative rather than simply realistic. Harrison is especially 

attempting to reconcile Dickens's comedy with the concern fat truth 

which I shall discuss in Chaptet One, and because he finds that it is not 

always sufficiently truthful to nature, he does not give it high artistic 

stature, a question which I shall discuss in Chapter Four. It is 

eV'j dent that comedy is fe 1t to depend on personal qual iti es such as the 

power of observation, the imagination, love, sympathy, and, most obviously, 

a sense of humouf Ol~ sense of the ludictous. These questions are dis-
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cussed in Chapter Three below. Comedy also has cel~tain effects - the 

most obvious of these is that it causes lauqhter~ but there are other , 

effects attributable to the comic, which I shall discllss in Chapter Two 

below. 

w. S. Li l"Iy, -j n Four Engl'i sh . HUlTlori s ts of the Ni neteenth-Century (1895, 

pp.4-9) "is concerned initially vvith thei .mean-ing of the term " humour." 

The humorist, he says, is "an artist who playfully gives us his intuition 

of the world and human life," The only dHference between a humorist and 

any other,kind of great art"ist "IS this "playfulness~" and the humorist must 

have the other qualities which distinguish a great artist - imagination, 

knowledge of human nature, and so on. This reduces the comic to a level 

of lesser importance than the "art"istic." Art is felt to be something. to 

which the comic must be subordinated. Not all of the critics in the period 

suggest this as simply.as Lilly does, but Dickens's comedy poses problems 

for them in their attempts to evaluate his art. At worst, it aims merely 

to amuse, but Dickens obviously aimed to do more than that in his early 

wot'ks, and he combi ned ser; ous purposes VJith hi s comedy. Critics attempt 

to dignify the com"ic by attaching it to concerns such as morality, which 

have little to do with its purely comic nature. Comedy needs to be 

reconciled with the important demands made of fiction, and it is evaluated 

according as it most satisfies those demands. The more D"ickens is seen as 

a comic writer -a view of him that increases during the period surveyed -

the more important is "it that his comedy should be so reconciled. It is 

his strongest element, and if that fans to satisfy the critics, then h-is art 

may founder VJith it.. The impulse is towards evaluation of his \lJOrk~ and 

because comedy "is seen as an "important aspect of D"ickens's novels.~ tllis often 

means that it is evaluated first and his work as a whole is judged according 

to the cr"j t'i cs I asseSSI11(~nt of the comedy. 

This tlleS"is, exanrillinSl nineteenth-century attitudes to Dickens's 

cOlllecly~ has sOlne rc"levance to the century's attitudes to comedy aenerally, 



but my pr'imary aim is to examine the critics' reception of a single 

author, the greatest comic writer that the age produced. Basically, 
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I am attempting to determine how important they thought comedy was in 

Dickens's art and in fiction generally. The second of these questions 

may only be answered with a full study of the reception of other comic 

noveli ~ but the reception of comedy in Dickens's fiction indicates 

some tl~ends which may be observable elsewhere, and shows I1mv far Dickens 

was a special case because of the peculiar nature of his comedy. 

Although the whole of this study may be seen in part as an attempt to 

show how important the critics of the period thought Dickens's comedy 

was, I shall briefly survey their comments on its importance to show 

that many of them felt that it was the most attractive and the most 

successful element of his fiction. Later chapters may add the quali 

ications to such a simple generalisation. 

What was thought to be the importance of comedy in Dickens in the 

period under review may be illustrated in several ways, and it is some

times equally important to note that comedy is placed alongside other, 

non-comic qualities. Early critics are struck by the appearance of an 

orig'inal and appealing comic writer. The Court rV1aga~j~Q~ (April 1837, 

con ins p.33) notes a new lIappe'Ute for the jocose" in the "literary 

public~tI which 'is put dOl'!" to lJ'ickens's leadership in Pickwick~papers. 

The ·impact of the comedy of thi s novel is eV'j dent on even a most cursory 

reading of ear'ly reviews; and it remains the comic novel of the century, 

and is recognised by almost every subsequent critic as Dickens's highest 

achievement as a comic wri some would say his highest achievement 

as an artist generally. In P rs, but more clearly in 

_0.:'_ c:...i v,-e"C~r~_~,-,,-, _:..;...;~~>.:c_".:c,-,...c.,'-":"":'-'-'L~ and IhCLQ,ld Cuti as Hy Sh~, Oi ckens 

shows that he intends to much more than just a source of amusement, 
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and his other endeavours do not go unnoticed. His versatility is often 

pa-jd tribute in admir-ing lists of his qualit-ies, Typical of these is 

that of G.H. Lewes,19 "in the Nationa"' Mag_azine ansl ~10nthly Cr.iti~ 

(December 1837, Collins p.66). He says, IIlf asked by what peculiar 

talent is Boz characterized we find ourselves at a dead fault - if we 

feel inclined to say, startling fidelity of observation, his wit and 

humour r-j se before us, and compel us to pause, II and the way out of the 

problem is to conclude that Dickens is characterised by a combination 

of the qualities which are listed earlier in th~ article (Collins p.65), 

namely lithe nicety of observation, the fineness of tact, the exquisite 

humour, the wit, heartiness, sympathy with all things good and beautiful 

in human nature, the perception of character, the pathos, and accuracy 

of descri pti on. II Forster, revi ev,ri ng Barnaby Rudge and The_ 01 d Curi os i ty 

.?hop in the f.!Saminer (4 December 184"', p.772), claims that these works 

display Dickens's "best q-ualities," which are, lithe decisive grasp of 

reality vlith I'llhich character and circumstance are se-ized; the discern-

ment of good in its 1 east attracti ve forms, and of evil in its most 

captivating disguises; the cordial wisdom and so~nd heart; the wit and 

humour', luxuriant, yet under right control. 1I S-illl"ilar lists of qualities 

appear frequently in later criticisms. 

1865, Coll ins p, 454), the reviewer finds that, contrary to reported 

opinion, Dickens has not "out-written himself," and "his fancy, his pathos, 

his humour, his wonderful powers of observation, his picturesqueness and 

td s versatil ity ~ are as remarl<abl e now as t.hey were tl'llenty years ago. II 

And near the end of the period to be su0veyed, Richard Graham, in The 

I~~sters of J"j ctoril~!lJ. i ter9t~L~ (1897, p. 21 ), says that the "character-

ist"ic qualities of this genius" are his "astonish-ing faculty of obser-

vation, h"is fertnity of invention, his inexhaust-ible humour, and pathos." 

Clearly, Dickens is felt to be more than just a comic writer, but. some 

reference to his comedy appears in all such lists, which shows its 

19 Attributed to Lewes by Collins (op.cit). 
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importance. There is almost always some reference to his accuracy of 

observation~ to his individualisation of character or his heightening of 

reality, and to his pathos to at least some kind of moral or emotional 

quality; and many of the aspects mentioned are personal qualities, at 

least potentially. 

From the preceding survey of the critics' use of the terms, it is 

clear that Dickens's humour is felt to be his most important character-

istic. Because "humour" is often used -in a general sense~ I shall 

continue to use the word "comedy," but most critics see humour as being 

one of Dickens's prime characteristics, and there is a growing tendency 

to see it as his most important quality. Early in his career, his moral 

characteristics and his powers of accurate observation may be said to be 

~quallY important~ or more so, and as I have briefly shown but will show 

later in more detail, these are inextricably linked with his humour or 

with other aspects of his comedy. Either because a term such as IIhumour li 

is understood to include such elements or because Dickens is seen as 

a II mere li humorist, an amusing writer and no more, towards the end of his 

career and especially in the generation after his death, humour comes to 

be seen as his prime characteristic. 

At first, humour is frequently linked closely with pathos and where 

the two elements are not confused with each other, Dickens is felt to be 

as good in one as in the other. Indeed ~ the Spectator (20 February 

1836, p. 182), reviewing Sketches by Boz,90es so far as to say, "Humour, 

we venture to think, is not his forte. . . . We suspect that his 

strength lies in pathos 9 if he would eschew over-elaboration." 

The Globe (8 June 1836) notes, however, that pathos and comedy alternate 

in Picl(vvick_Paper.~, and the reviewer says that this shows "that the 

writer's forte does not lie exclusively in one vein, and that if he has 

by inclination passed from 'grave to gay,' he can retrace his steps at 
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will 'from live'ly tb severe. 'II A m-ixture is "Jhat -is liked most, howeve\~, 

and it is this that makes Dick Swiveller popular with reviewers, from 

the one in the (Exeter, 6 March 1841) to the otherwise ------------
antagonistic Margaret Oliphant in Blackwood's Magazine (June 1871, pp.684-

85), Although maudlin pathos is not liked in the generation after 

Dickens's death, and there is a general demand for more "rational ll enter-

tainment, the mixture of humour and pathos has still some appeal because 

one element tones dOl"in the other: the humour makes the pathos bearable~ 

and the pathos in turn holds the humour in restraint. Forster, (L ife, 

II p.296), emphasises the importance of the blend in Dickens's work, and 

its truth to 11 ,when he says that "Dt ~larigold's Prescriptions ll 

"expressed as perfectly as anything he has ever done, that which con-

stitutes in itself velAY much of the genius of an his writing~ the 

wonderful neighbourhood, in this life of ours. of serious and humorous 

things; the laughtel" close to pathos, but never tOllching it \vith ridicule. 11 

Pathos is a kind of "seriousness,1I and the comic modes which could be thus 

attached to a more ser-jolls element Vvel"e given a dignity -in the eyes of the 

ctiticls that "1owerll comic modes such as farce or fun did not have. 

Dickensls pathos is sometimes ridicul later in the century, but an 

ea r 1 y ins tance 0 f ri d i eu 1 e appea r-s in the -'--'---'---.-'-_~;"---.-'-'- (I, 1842, 

p.103L \.vhere J.M. Rymer sarcastically says that Dickens's claim to be 

a writer of pathos reminds him of the comic actor Liston's attempt to 

become a tragedian. 20 His appearance on stage as Hamlet was greeted with 

roars of laughter from the audience,which only grew louder when he went 

forward to the footli9hts and solemn'ly exclaimed, "I am serious. 1I But of 

course. much depends on the criticls willingness to find seriousness -

a psychiatrist might, perhapsy see a preference for slapstick comedy as 

the symptom of latent aggression. And much depends on the critic's 

20 This example is also used by the ?aturc@y~eJ'.ie\" (4 Ju'ly '1857, p.15), 
protesting 'in Dickens's attempts to become a social reformer. 
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wi ll-j n s to laugh - to read some accounts of Dickens's moral purpose 

in the creation of Pecksniff or some of the political objections to the 

Circumlocution Office would make one wonder whether the fiction was 

comi cat all. Dickens's reputation as a comic,writer often suffers from 

those who will not laugh and from those who will only laugh. 

Rather perversely, Rymer' s cOlTlment suggests the impolntance of 

Dickens's humour, and there are innumerable other testimonies to its 

importance. The mere fact that very few crHics fail to say something 

about it indicates their awareness of its position in his work~ but many 

of the critics state clearly that it is a highly important~ or that it is 

the most important aspect of his work. As expected 9 reviewers of 

_..;...;..;....'-___ ......:.:..L, ___ ___ pay handsome tribute to it, but even after Dickens's other 

powers were more amply displayed in the following novels. the importance 

of humour is noted. For example,IIJ.S,D.,1I in the Amer'ican Chr'jstian -----

:;;:..;...;.=.;.;:..;.;c._-,- (November 1839. p. 170), revi ewi ng 01 i vet TIA/; st, enthuses: 

"Of the humour of I Boz I \lJe cannot tl~ust OUi~se 1 ves to say the f-j tting word, 

It seems to be the natural posture of his mind, All his thoughts flow 

out in humour. All his portraits are steeped in it. Over all his 

desctiptions hovers this quaint presiding gen·ius." The ubiquitousness 

of comedy is suggested also by \~illiam Howitt, in the People's Journal 

(3 June 1846, Collins p,205), who says, "Everyone feels instantly the 

keen which he has for the ludicrous in evelAY character, and the un-

controllable tendency to have his laugh at it,ll Such statements may 

give the impression that the reviewers believe Dickens is nothing more 

than a comic novelist, but as was seen in the survey of critical usage, 

statements like that of the Christian Examiner implicitly see Dickens as 

more than a comic vJr'iter'. Honle (1844, pAO) says that humour -is h-js 

most prominent characteristic, but it is not his highest because moral 

teaching is more important than amusement, but most of those who use the 

term mean something mOI"e by 'it than just the power to amuse~ wrl"ich is 
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sign'if1ed by terms such as IIfun. 1I It is therefore a matter of stature 

that D1 ckens 'j s a humori st more than a mere jestet" and I shall d'j scuss 

this in Chapter Fout below. 

Some comedy - most often humour - is expected of Dickens, however, 

and there is usually some disappointment 'in contemporary reviewers of the 

novels and other works when they do not find it. Thus, 

(1 June '1846), reviei'ling Pictures from Italy, IIdid not expect learning, 

but . did look for fun," and the reviewer expresses his disappointment. 

The reviewer of r\1a.rtin Chu::zl~\tlit, in Brother Jona~han (29 July 184l'), 

misses all the II rea l genuine humor and jollity" of Pickvvick Papers, and 

hopes that the author I s "natural fun " wi 11 soon reappear. A more pro--: 

longed lament ovel~ the absence of IIPickwickian li humour and fun in later 

novels, especia"lly "in L'itlli~orrit and Bleak House, is made 'in E.B. 

Hamley's "Remonstrance I\fHh Dickens ll in Blackwood's ~la~_ (April 1857). 

Dud ng the 1 ament, Haml ey says (p. 497): "when, at 10n9 i nterva 1 s, we see 

a bit of the old rich natural humour, we groan over it as travellers who 

love w'ine groan over the scattered vines of Madeira ,II and a similar 
, 

comment appeal"s in the review of Great Expectations in the .:....::.::.....:.....:...:..:-.:.-'-'-_______ -" 

Magazine (December 1861, Call ins p.435), \'Jhere the reviewer says that 

lithe old Y'ich humour shines wan and watery through an ever-deepewing f'ilill 

of fanc-i es tched. 0\" utterly absurd," Humour is felt to be typical 

of Dickens as well as the thing he does best, and such statements may be 

found in later criticisms. Lang, in Good Words (April 1888, p.237) finds 

the humour of A Cities poor, and in the Fortnightly Review 

(December 1898, p.9S7) he says the novel is not IItrue ll Dickens because his 

humour is veiled. Gissing (1902, p.G?), speaking of the same novel, says 

that D'jckens aimed \tJrHing a story foY' the story's sake, lithe one tIring 

he had never yet been able to do. II He therefore cut out humour' lIamong 

21 l"epr, Die (Apy,n '1914, pp. 97-99), p.99. 
~---~.----
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other presumed superfluit'ies)1I and Gissing feels too much restraint in 

the nove'l and mi sses II the best of [hi sJ author. II 

A tacU c used by contemporary crHi cs \t.Jhen the comedy is not so 

obvious is to insist that the art is better. Reviewing ---'----,--------" 

in --'-_~..c... (29 November 1865, p.6)) E.S. Dallas says that if it is not 

as funny as P..:-.i . .::.;..;..;.:....:....::-:..:......:....::L~:...J "it is better lIin all the higher qualHies of 

a novel ,II and the Arnel"ican E.P. Wh'ipple, in the Atlantic ~1onthly (r~ay 

1867. Collins p.482) says similarly that Our Mutual Friend shows that 

IIthought and experience" have given greater clepthUevell to his humorous 

vein," Wh"ile many critics go to great lengths to sho\tJ that there is 

depth ;n Dickens's humour and that he does satisfy some of the require

ments of art made by criticism$ these comments suggest that his humour 

was indeed clumsy and shallow, and that Dickens is at last improving as an 

artist. Dallas, reviewing Great EXQectations, in The Times (17 October 

1861, p,6), pro ts mild']y against those who think that Dickens has 

failed if he is not as funny as he once was, and says that for those who 

see Dickens as chiefly a humorist, the novel will be more welcome than 

recent works which \t1e)~e found disappointing in tIlat respect. One of the 

strongest opponents of I~ecent works is Fitzjarnes Stephen, who hails Great_ 

in the (20 July 1861, p.69), as a return to 

the sprightliness and fun of the earlier novels, but his motive in doing 

so is to criticise obliquely the recent works in wh'ich he felt that Dickens 

went beyond hi s pov~el"s of all1us i ng the pub 1 i Co The di ffetence between 

Dallas and Stephen is immense: Danas admires D"ickens as an attist but 

does not rate the comedy high"ly , while Stephen dislikes Dickens as an 

arti stand ta the comedy highly because it limits Dickens to the lowest 

kind of art, in his eyes. Because of a kind of embarrassment among Dickens's 

supportets that he is a comic novel ist~ and therefot'e inherently not serious, 

in many (Titics' opinions, they att(~mpt to dignify his art in a number of 

ways. 
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Qui early in Dickens's career, e.c, Felton s~ys, in the ~~ 

____ ~" __ (Januar'y 1843, Con"ins p.13"1), that although to many 

people lithe very name of Boz suggests a thousand comical tra"its, and he 

is generally Y'egarded as chiefly to be praised for wit and hUlnour," 

this is so far from being the case that it is necessary to point out 

a few II more serious aspects of h"is genius." Felton does not deny the 

comedy, but he diverts his readers' attention away from it partly because 

it is a reviewer's job to encourage the public to seek more in fiction 

than mere amusement. Felton goes on to speak of Dickens's moral in 

structiveness and his artistic qualities. This is a deliberate shifting 

of attention from the comic to the non-comic, but because of the kinds of 

ways in \lIhich "humour" 'is defined and because of the critics' interest in 

morality and the uses of fiction, shifts of focus of this kind are not 

always del"iberate, as will be seen in Chaptel" TI'Io. Later in the century, 

the heavy moral emphasis wears off a 'little; and there seems to be no 

need to WOtry about seeking amusement in books. Especially in a time of 

morose literature) Dickens's novels became valued as sources of cheerful

ness. As Clement Shorter says in his Vi (1897, p.43), 

those who object to technical deficiencies in his art and who, for one 

i~eason or another, de ri de hi s work, are II a mere drop in the ocean of 

readers,!! and most peop"le have enjoyed his novels as "an aid to cheery 

optimism. 1I But such an emphasis attributes to the novels little more 

than Le\AJes's attribution to them of IIfun. 1I There is always a danger that 

anyone who admires Dickens for his humour ;s likely to be either not taking 

Dickens seriously himself or accused of not taking him seriously. 

Andrew Lang, in his various articles on Dickens, pays particular tribute 

to his humour, but he is tvritted fot~ this by W.E, Henley, in and 

--"-<--- (1902, pp.1-3). who says that Lang decries Dickens's pathos, 

melodrama Cl,ne! bad plots then attacks those who "cannot read O'ickens." 

Henley points out that l.ang 'is IIhalf the ideal of his 01'111 denunciat-ion ," 
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and goes on to show that Dickens did care for his art and should be read 

as an artist and not merely as an entertainer. But again, the suggestion 

seems to be that artistic excellence does not have much to do with 

excellence as a comic writer. 

Yet, in turning elsewhere to find an acceptable kind of excellence, 

the crHics do not deny the importance of comedy in Dickens's work, and 

there are many who make explicit reference to it. Two comic modes in 

particular are paid the greatest attention satire and humour. The 

satires are frequently discussed, as will be evident from later chapters, 

and satire is so much expected of Dickens that, as I shall show, critics 

begin to find it in all sorts of places where modern critics may not 

100k22 for it. But his later satires are unpopular with some critics s 

and it is as a humorist that Dickens becomes most widely valued. To 

admit admiration for the later satires would be to stir up controversy, 

and although the early satires remain popular, Dickens is often enough 

seen to be such a failure in his later efforts as to tarnish his reputa

tion as a satirist. As a humorist, however, he was seldom so harshly 

cr'iticised. He was seen to have faults, but these were felt to be 

tolerable in a humorist, who aimed for no literary heights. After his 
-

death, when there was needed a label with which to describe him, he was 

more and more dubbed a humorist above all. While he was alive and still 

writing, there was no such great need for a label because there was 

continuing evidence of his humour and no need for reminders of it, and 

moreover, his versat-il ity was such that even if his humour seemed to be 

in decline there was always a chance that he would return to it or turn 

to some completely different style of fiction. There is much recognition 

of the" importance of his humour during his career, as some of the comments 

22See be'lo\,l, PP.133, "136-37. 
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, , ' 

(r\1al~ch 1855) p.269),saYs that it is lithe p'ith and worthll of D'ickens's 

works, although he links it to other qualities such us the imagination,23 

love, sympathy and charity, and both the ~nglish Review (December 1818) 

and Masson, in the North British Review (May 1851) pay strong attention 

to humour in Dickens's work. Justin McCarthy, in the Westminster 

Review (October 1864, pAl?), says it is h'is IImost important and dis

tinctive" quality, although he spends most of his article shov!ing that 

Dickens has few other high qualities and that he will not retain fame 

as a classic English novelist. That it is felt that humour is important 

in Dickens does not mean that it is felt to be important in itself. 

Two strong champions of Dickens's humour are Forster and Hutton. 

Forster conducts his famous dispute with Taine and Lewes (Life, II 

pp.272 ff.) to prove that Dickens has humour- IIhis highest faculty," 

according to Forster - r~ther than mere fun, as Lewes suggested, and 

Forster goes on to show how humour is truthful and imaginative and there-

fore artistically acceptable. Hutton does not claim such literary 

excellence for the humorist, but he says that a~ a humorist Dickens out

shines even Shakespear~4 because humour is Dickens's best and greatest 
- . -

characteristic. He says this repeatedly in his articles in the Spectator.. 

from 1869 to the end of the period surveyed, and in part, his attit~de 

becomes common. Dickens has his limitations and his deficiencies, but to 

concentrate too much on them is to mi ss hi s excell ences, As Frederi c 

Harr'ison says, in Forum (January 1895, p.553), if "we mean Charles 

Dickens to live," v-Ie must fix our eyes upon his "supreme gifts" - that is, 

that "in certa"in elements of humour he has no equa"' and no riva1." 

Ear'lier Hanison says (p,545) that O"ickens is I'before all tlrings" a humorist, 

23See above, p.13. 

24 See below, P.~97. 
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and there are similar comments in profusion througho,ut the genel"ation 

after D'jckens1s death. A literal~y historian such as Henry Nicoll, 

'in Landmarks of En~jl'ish Literature (1883, p.384),says that humour II s tands 

out most prominent ll in h'is works;, a prol inc writer such as Lang, in 

Letters to Dead Authq~ (1886, p.16),says the comic charactel"s are 

assuredly Dickensls best,and in Good~ (Apl"il 1888, p,235),says 

that humour is his forte; and the influential book by Gfssing (1902)25' 

contains the opinion (p.197) that humoul" is Dickens1s supreme quality, 

and that it is the II soul" of h'is work (p.198), Like the soul of man, 

Gissing says, 'it Ilpel"'meates a living fabric which, but for its creative 

breaths could never have existed," However, Vida Scudder, in Social 

Ideals in Engl'ish Letters (1898, p.l~8L though admitting that "Dickens1s 

humol" is real, and mere contagious high spirits do much to presel"ve h'im," 

adds, "yet humor, like salt, can keep a good thing alive, but cannot 

long lend interest to a poor one." Artistic excellence lies elsewhere, 

ane! Scudder f'inds it in his II soc ial delineation,1I but many cl"it'ics seek 

artist'ic excellence elsel·\lhere, even if they do not seek it in the same 

place that Scudder does. 

George Enot, in the vJestrn-instet Review (July_1856, Coll'ins p,343), 

also sees Dickens1s humour as a "precious salt" which leads him to describe 

external traits which serve Ilin some degree, as a corrective to his 

frequently false psychology.1I She recognises that Dickens's comic art 

suggests what Forster calls t.he II inner and unchangi ng veracHi es, 11
26 

by the use of external description, but she prefers profounder analysis 

and more minute art. For Henry James, l"evielrving Our Mutual Friend in 

The Nalioll (21 December 1865, Coll'ins p.473), Dickens lacks IIphilosophylJ 

in his fiction, and the creation of Boffin and Pickwick, James says. is 

25 . . - Flrst publlshed 1898. 

2GSee belolrJ~ p. 10'1. 
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"not serious writ"ing," James does not mean that merely because 

Dickens makes readers laugh he is not serious, but he finds that the 

comi c characters "j ack depth and betray 1 ittl e knowl edge of humanity. 

Earlier, Bagehot, in the National Review (October 1858, reprint27 p.218), 

sees Dickens as primarily a comic writer, but says lilt is not the function 

of really artistic productions to contribute to the mirth of human beings." 

Again, the comedy is important in that' it is prevalent "in Dickens, but it 

is not important when it comes to judging Dickens as an artist. Another 

reviewer, in the same periodical (July 1861, p.135), says that "no writer 

l"ikes to be wholly comic," and Dickens has, after his early comic: efforts, 

ensured that he has had a "ser"ious" side to all his books. The fear that 

comedy and setiousness are incompat"ible, made explicit here, is apparent 

throughout the period to be surveyed. Critics are often intent on proving 

either that Dickens is more than a comic novelist, or that comedy is 

somehow sed ous, In attempting to prove the latter, they often go too 

far and end up not talking about the comedy at all. The best critic in 

the whole period, so far as discussion of Dickens's comedy goes, is 

Chesterton (1906). 

Chesterton does not apo 1 og1 se fot the comedy or seek Di ckens 's 

excellence elsewhere. He shows (pp. 143-44) that the comic characters 

are superior to the solemn characters and says that Dickens could only get 

to the most solemn emotions if he could do so through comedy. His 

solemn characters are ridiculous, but "once he has laughed at a thing 

it is sacred for ever. II Di ckens looked at the worl d th\~ough a 1 ens of 

comedy, and Chesterton~ in return, looks at Dickens through his comedy. 

Although he discusses many of the matters that previous critics had dis

cussed, we are scarcely ior a moment allowed to forget that it is the 

27 Literary Studies, ed R.H. Hutton (vo1.2, 1879), All future references 
are to this. 
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comic Dickens Chesterton means. Near the end of his study (p.2l7), in 

a statement about Dickens's "serious genius," he says, "and by his 

serious genius, I need hardly say, I mean his comic genius." Tl1issums 

up his basic attitude throughout, and for the first time in a major piece 

of criticism comedy and seriousness are del it)'erately stated to be 

compatible. Many of Chesterton's arguments and emphases may be found 

scattered throughout earlier criticism and in a sense he sums up what 

had gone before and ties it to the comic where others had done so im-

perfectly, but he makes it his main business to rescue the comic in 

Dickens from the artistic oblivion into which it had threatened to sink. 

It would be wrong to say that nineteenth century critics did not 

recognise the importance of comedy. That they so often discussed it, 

and discussed it in such solemn terms, is proof of that. ~~any of them 

have some excellent things to say about it, and very few say nothing 

about it. Yet my concern "is with the value they give to it as well as 

the fact that they notice it. If they accept humour, as most of them do, 

they may not value it highly, and they may cavil that Dickens has lesser 

qualitfes too, such as farce, Increas"ingly, his faults are played down 

and his humour emphasised. His lesser comic qualities are accepted, as 

are his artistic faults, for the sake of his humour. But Chesterton$ 

prefi gured here and there by others, -i s the f"j Y'st to accept the comedy in 

all its guises and to claim the highest stature for Dickens both as 

conric artist and as art"ist. The very "insistence on humour elsewhere 

i ndi cates an attempt to di gnify Di ckens' s comedy: humour is a superi or 

form of comedy to fun and farce. Chesterton often uses words like "fun," 

"fal~ce" and "caricature" in order to stress the comic nature of Dickens's 

work, and he emphasises the creative, imaginative and poetic nature of 

the comedy. Dickens's "poetic" qualit"ies had been stressed before, but 

again Chesterton is the first extensively to speak of them with reference 

to the comic. 
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It is obvious that this section has constantly strained in the 

direction of evaluation of Dickens's stature. In fact, the whole of 

this thesis ultimately moves in that direction. . In considering the 

comedy of the novels, the c)~itics judge it according to certain standards 

of what fiction ought to be like and of what comic fiction ought to be 

like. During his career, reviewers of the novels need to be able to 

tell their readers that he is worth reading, that he is a good novelist, 

that the novel under review is as good as his last or as good as his 

best. After his death~ he still needs to be evaluated. What did he 

achieve? Where did he stand amongst other novelists? The importance 

of comedy for Dickens's art therefore means two things: it is an import

ant element of his art~ and it is important because it makes or helps 

make him a great artist. My study, in a way~ ends where it begins, 

with the importance of comedy. 

With such a wide sweep of materials, it is impossible to do justice 

to all of thr critics. Indeed it is not even possible to include 

reference to them all. More time could obviously be spent on the longer 

studies by Forster, Gissing and Chesterton. In a way, the task has been 

lightened by considering only what the critics say about the comedy, 
-

but their discussions of this aspect of Dickens's art, as I have already 

shown, spillover into other matters and at times must be seen in the 

light of other matters. The four topics which are discussed below are 

most important especially in the first half of Dickens's career. There 

are some changes as time goes on, but essentially the critics at the end 

of the period surveyed are still taking the same approaches to the comic 

as those at the beginning. Interest in Dickens's comic techniques is 

not absent, -but d-j scuss -j ons of hi s cOllledy are domi nated by the four 

topics I have chosen, and although it would be possible to consider other 

Illatte\~s~ these four set up the larger framework vvithin which nineteenth-

century crit-j cs operated. It would be possible, for example, to compare 
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the critics ' work with that of modern critics and find prefigurings of 

modern approaches, but that is not my intention. Nor is "it my aim to 

discover necessarfly who is the first to say any particular thing about 

Dickens. Since I do not have access to a wider range of materials, 

that is impossible. Nor again, do I intend to claim novelty of ideas 

for the critics I discuss. Many of their ideas stem from earlier 

theorists - Aristotle, Plato, Goethe, Coleridge, and so on - but I shall 

not point out antecedents. More important here is what they say, and 

what they say it about, i.e. I am interested in their statements about 

Dickens's comedy. 

The broad historical sweep 'is, I believe, necessary. Chesterton 

nlust be included, but since there is a great amount of preference amongst 

the critics for the earlier novels, the reaction to them could not be 

excluded. No doubt the survey should ideally have been extended to 

include Edmund Wilson who radically changed the course of Dickens stUdies, 

but a halt had to be called somewhere. To make such a large amount of 

materials manageable, I have divided them into four periods. The first, 

from 1836 to 1842, covers the'early novels, in which Dickens makes his 

reputation as a comic writer. There are already signs of adverse 

reaction, but in general there is little objection from the critics either 

to the nature of the comedy or to its content. Dickens's satire and 

pathos~ both of which later cause objections, are accepted readily, and 

clearly both satisfy and help create the demand for such elements in 

fiction. There is some unrestrained acceptance of his fun, but already 

critics seek more in him than a mere comic writer and begin to reconcile 

his comic art with their main demands of fiction. 

The second period, from 1843 to 1852, contains only three novels, 

but in the reaction to them and to his travel books28 and Christmas Books, 

28American Notes, published in 1842; awkwardly spans both this and the 
previous period. Since a number of the reviews considered appeared in 
1843, and since the work must be discussed with Martin Chuzzlewit in most 
cases, I include it in the second section of eacnchapter. 
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there is a notable development of adverse criticism and of defences of 

his work against it. The adverse criticisms are partly directed at what 

the reviewers consider to be artisticflaws~ but they are also caused by 

political and social differences. Dickens's satire is therefore often 

criticised because the reviewers do not agree with his views, and the 

snobbish reaction of "educated" reviewers to popular fiction begins. 

The period is, however, a transitional one between the early enthusiasm 

and the later frequent objections. It is a period in which Dickens's 

fortunes may be said to fluctuate. 

During the rest of Dickens's career, the voices of discontent - more 

and more spurred on by polit'ical and social diffelhences - become louder. 

That this is so, should not be allowed to obscure the work of persuasive and 

intelligent favourable critics, but in general Dickens is under attack 

on several fronts, not the least of which is that there is increasing 

oppos it i on from other 1 itera ry modes and pract it i oners. Thackeray's 

influence began in the 1840s, and George Eliot offers a further major 

alternative in this period.The6ries of Realism and the desire for a change 

both work against Dickens, wh6 appears to attempt modes of fiction for 

which he is not suited and who offends many with his political and social 

satires. The tolerance of humanitarian novelists appears to be less 

widespread, and both mid-Victorian complacency and the feeling that 

reform should be done by qualified experts, work against him. 

After his death, a strong reaction sets in, but it is at all times 

answered by a vigorous counter-reaction. However, many things work 

aga"inst Dickens "in this period, Illost of which have their roots in the 

earliet periods but come to flmver most strongly after his death. There 

is much greater evidence of intellect and emphasis on psychology, philosophy 

and reason, in the novels of this period. Moreover, there is much Illore 

conscious attention to style and technique, to the novel as an art which 
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might be learned by study. Dickens's art seeills irrational, c'lumsy 

and outdated, and many novel ists and theor'ists decry it. The object'ions 

of "educated" or "hi gh brov"" criti cs mingl e with those of the pract-

itioners of kinds of fiction that seem new and advanced. Dickens's 

concern for his audience, his apparently simple effects - tears and 

laughter~ for example - h'is style, and his technique all seem primitive. 

Yet at the same time there is dissatisfaction with the "new fiction." 

Both St John Topp in the Melbourne Review (July 1881, p.269),and W.D. 

Howells, in Harpers Monthly Magazine (July 1902, p.308),mention the 

possibility of a Dickens revival, and Cross, in his Development of the 

English Novel (1899, pp.186-87) says that after the reaction towards 

reason and away from sentiment, there is likely to be a reversion towards 

sentiment, just as there was in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries aga'inst the age of reason. Some late-century critics and 

theorists ar'e confident in their feel ;ngs of novelty and of superiority to 

an earlier period, but there is a sense of uneasiness too, to which the 

continued popularity of Dickens contributed. For all of the advances 

tliatseemed to have been made, there is much discontent with the pessimism 

and morbidity of the new fiction, and the posturings of some of its 
. -

practitioners. It is heard at least as early as 1876, when Samuel Davey, 

in his Dan'lin, Carlyle and Dickens (p.152), protests against the "vanity, 

self-conceit, and affectation" of the "1 iterary dandies" in "these days 

of ultra-refinement." And Andrew Lang, in the Fortnightly Review 

(December 1898, p.954) pra'ises Dickens's "creative pOllJer" in contrast to 

the mere technical expertise of the moderns. There are many testimonies 

to Dickens's creative powers and the vividness of his work, in late-

century criticisms, and'part of the appeal of his novels is simp'ly that 

they are enjoyable whereas the gloomy late-century works are not. 

Early in Dickens's career, the fact that his novels may be enjoyed is 

almost brushed aside by endeavours to point out that he is more than just 
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an amuser of the public. This passes through a stage in which it is 

cynically asserted that he is fit for no more than amusing the public, 

until a reawakening to the value of the power to amuse takes place, 

Bui vividness suggests more than just amusement, and there is a slow 

growth, in some quarters, of recognition of the power of Dickens's 

imagination. This is a gross oversimplification of the developments 

of seventy years of criticism, but in general it remains true that 

O"ickens's comedy, which is one of the most easily notable elements in his 

work, is also the element which is most often brushed aside by critics, 

and it is among the 1 ast to be found val uab 1 e. That its value 1 i es in 

more than its power to amuse, and in more than its abil ity to carry 

moral messages, is recognised by only a few critics in the period under 

survey. 
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COMEDY AND TRUTH 

J ion 

The ideas expressed by Dickens's critics 6n the relationship between 

fiction and truth may be traced to earlier theorists, and although many of 

the statements quoted will look familiar to anyone well-versed in neo

classic and Romantic poetic theory, it is not my intention to link the 

Victorian reviewers' theoretical assumptions back to their antecedents, 

but merely to show how certain ideas were applied to a body of fiction, 

and how adequately they were found for understanding it. If the search 

for truth may be traced through centuries of poetic theory,l a Illore humble 

source. so far as the novel goes, is in the early reaction to the English 

novel. The novel form, because of its content and great popularity, 

came under strong attack from moralists in the eighteenth century2 because 

it appeared to them to be a frivolous way of wasting time and expending 

menta 1 effort. Largely in order to al1ay their objections, novels were 

often passed off as "histories!! or as biographies of persons who really 

existed or as descriptions of " real events, and there were usually pre~ 

fatorial protestations of fidelity to fact and moral purpose,3 These 

became the central canons of criticisnl for a long time, and although 

novels may not have been expected~ in the nineteenth century, to be 

devoted to a particular moral purpose, but they were certainly not allowed 

to be immoral. Moral teaching through the novel will be discussed in the 

next chapter but for the purpose of this, it may be said that the novel 

was expected to describe life. and therefore it was adversely criticised 

when it was seen to be lacking in truthfulness to the known world. 

2 

3 

See r~.H. Abrams, The Mirror and the L~E!!£ (New York~ 1953), especially 
chapters 10 and 11. 

John T-i nnon Taylor, Early~Q.os iti on to the Ell,CJlish Novel_ (New York, 
"1943) • 

ibid., p.SS, 
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"Tl'uth," hOWGVGI', 'is a notoriously vague term. The most common 

kind of truth expected is that fiction should mirror life, that it should 

be as much like life as possible. This kind of demand is strengthened 

after the 1850s by the rise of Realist and Naturalist fiction, but it 

is made before the mi ddl e of the' century and Reali sm seems to be the 

natural development of an interest which led some critics to see Thackeray 

as a superior artist to Dickens. But a mirror - at least an ordinary 

kind of mirror - does not shape the world as an artist does, and it does 

not show the artist's understanding. And there is more to men than can 

be seen from the outside. Often, therefore, the demand for accurate 

mirroring is modified by a demand for accurate perception of human nature, 

and the demand for faithfulness to externals is relaxed if the creation 

is true to human nature. This allows that the novelist is a creator as 

well as a descr'iber of 1 ife, but he is never allowed to stray very far 

from that which may be verified by experience or observation. If he 

creates, he must attempt to create a kind of "ideal" \",o\~ld which is par

allel to but less imperfect than the real world. This may be recognised 

as an "idea" of the creator's but in it men can still recognise themselves 

and their own world. Thus creation and representation are reconciled. 

An artistically created vJorld or personage may be heightened by obviously 

fictional details which do not seem to be of the real world, but in 

general so long as the world or character is consistent with itself, and 

not too far removed from the real or actual, it is excusable. Not all 

critics accept the concept of an ideal world, and while some of them seek 

as literal a copy of the real world as possible, most are willing to accept 

some degree of heightening of reality. The artist heightens real'ity, by 

means of his imagination or his art, in order to make reality interesting 

or to open the readers' eyes to the novelty of what they think they already 

know. 
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Fiction is, however, also expected to be useful in helpin~ men to 

live their lives or at least to understand life. .This chapter in some 

ways must be seen to be very close to the next. Only art that somehow 

corresponds to 11 can be of any moral, practical or philosophical 

benefit to readers. It is therefore often asked 11hether fi ct"j on is true 

about life as well as merely to it. The novelist makes statements, or 

statements are in rred from his work, and their truthfulness is dis-

cussed. This is particularly true of periodical crHicism because 

Dickens touches upon topical matters on which most critics and the 

journals they \vrite for have some political, moral or social standpoint. 

Dickens's fiction at times offends critics on such extra-literary 

grounds, but because of the element of exaggeration in his work, he also 

fails to satisfy some of the demands fo\" t\"uth. His works do not simply 

cor\"espond to real i ty, hi s characters do not seem to be true to human 

nature, and they are said not to be perfections of human nature but 

rather distortions of it. Against all of these objections, there are 

opposing viewpoints which I shall not consider further here because it 

would be to anticipate what is shown in this chapter. The comedy of 

the novels is not the sale offender in the eyes of those who bel ieve that 

Dickens offends, but it is one of the main culprits. There is, as some 

critics realise, no reason why comic fict"ion should not satisfy the demand 

for truth, but often Di ckens' s does not, and it therefore causes 

opposition from his adverse critics and embarrassment aillong his supporters. 

His confic art is defended in what may be called traditional ways - ways 

which have been sketchily described above. This means that. often, 

the comic is justHied insofar as it approximates to standards applied to 

the non-comi c. Whi"1 e thi sis not necessati ly dangerous. preference for 

truthful fiction critics to reject some aspects of the conrlc which 

most c'leatly offend - reB, for example - and the bias towatds real Hy 

and verification by experience is often stronger than the appreciation of 
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the comic. In essence~ cl"itics carry out a process of dignifying the 

comic in accordance with their preconceived notions about the require-

ments to be made of fiction. 

Revi eVJi ng Pi ckw'i ckJ:.QQers) the AthenaeulJl (3 December 1836, Co'I'/ ins 

p.32) says that "a wit or humorist should remind you of human nature - . 

human nature 'in its vivid and lustrous colours," and this statement shows, 

very early in Dickensls career, an acceptance of some degree of heighten-

ing of the real. Yet there must be, at bottom, truth to human nature 

or to life in general, and the English.novel is characterised by T.H. 

Lister in the Edinburgh Reyiew (October 1838, p.97) as "that rich and 

useful department of fiction which is founded on faithful representations 

of human character , as exemp1 if'i ed in the aspects of Eng1 ish 1 ife. II 

That fiction should faithfully represent man and his environment is an 

opinion held by most reviewers throughout the period under survey, but 

awareness of Dickensls comedy presents problems for many of them. The 

potential clash between faithful representation and comic representation 

of the world is not always avoided in his novels, and it is a source of 

anxiety to sOllle critics who, however much they are attracted to the comic 

in the novels, feel that they should nevertheless judge them according to 

the critical canon of truth. Those who do not simply decide that the 

attraction of truthfulness is stronger than the amusement that comedy 

affords, usually end up making some kind of special plea on behalf of the 

COlll'i c . 

A simple approach to the truthfulness of D'ickensls comedy may be 

seen in the AIllIC'ri can Southol"n U tel"al~Y Messenger, where Judge Bever'l ey 
"'"_'_~~'7._' _____ ._'~ __ ~ _____ ~_ 

(MClY '1837) und then Pi c kl"_1 ck~~c~~l"S (September 1837). In the f'i rst 

article, Tucker refuses to give extracts from the works because they 
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These words point towards the charge of exaggeration which is made most 

strongly in the second article, where Tucker mentions (p.526) a critic4 

who had defended Dickens's exaggeration, and he says (p.531) that 

we are not of the number of those v.[l1o bel ieve that "effect can 
be heightened by exaggerat'ion," or that any picture is the better 
for "being overcharged. 1I He who shoots above the mark may miss 
it as r as he who farls below. ' The skill rem ~,----, __ c..c... ____ ';"""""L:....:--7 

is What we require from him who claims nence as a pa nter. 
This skill we must deny to Mr. Dickens, and we maintain that the 
great body of his work is made up of grimace and absurd caricature, 
and impossible incidents happening to beings that have no 
exi in nature. 

In assuming that Dickens does "claim pre-eminence as a painter,!! Tucker 

manages to miss the point of much of the comedy. He sees ~for exalllpl e , 

no reason why Tony Weller, who is, he says (p.530), "qui sagacious,1I should 

be made to lIact the part of an idiot," nor why Mr. Pickvvick, who is "no 

madman,1I is made to play the fool" whenever it suits the coarse humor of the 

author (p.528). II Thel~e is, he says (p.528), no exhibition of character 

in the novel, but only of the lIextremes of knavery and folly, 
h 

"illustrated by im~ssible incidents.o ll Clearly, Tucker expects English 

fiction to contain accurate descriptions of England and its people, for 

one of the few characters he praises is Mr. Wardle. He hopes that there 

are such people in England, so that there is fla place in the Is'land where 

a Virginia gentleman would feel that he was at home and ;n the midst of 

his kindred}' Thus it appears that Tucker is unable to d-jstinguish 

between the exaggerated bonhomie of Wardle and the comic exaggeration of 

Pickwick, yet he accepts one character and not the other. 

Part of his problem is that he appears to be ignorant of English 

'Ii I and perhaps the same trans-Atlantic ignorance leads "J.S.D.," in 

4 He is not named, nor is the newspaper in which the criticism appeared. 

r: 
::> The emphasis here is the reviewer's. 
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the Christ:ia!}_~xanJ.il~~T (November 1839, p.l72), to see the Picl>wickians 

and their adventures as a satire on modern society. The comic 

characters are said to be "nothings in themselves, made altogether by 

society, whose 'IHe consists in appeating, and v/hose tragic sufferings 

spr'ing from their failute to do this wen." The reviewer's failure to 

define his terms here leads to a kind of chain reaction: comedy which is 

a mixtute of farce, humour, word-play, and perhaps a little satire, 

becomes, in the reviewer's eyes, not only predominantly satire, but even 

tragedy, However, the New York Star (18386) says that "some inconsider-

ate critics" have objected that Sam Weller is unnatural. It i sus u,a 11 y 

untravelled American writers who have said such a thing, the reviewer 

says, and, going by Bulwer's Pelham and Paul Clifford and by the police 

reports in London newspapers, the language is, he says, not exaggerated. 

These three American critics, in their search for truth in Dickens's 

fiction, illustrate some of the possible results of the quest. The 

Southern Literary Messenger finds no truth to human nature in the comic 

characters, while the New York_ Star believes that there is truth in some 

of them, and the Christian Examiner thinks that the comedy offers truths 

about modern society. 

extent, 19nored. 

But in all three cases, the comedy is, to a large 

English reviewers stress the truthfulness of the early works to 

English life and society, too. In the Examiner (2 July 1837, Co'llins 

p. 37), Forster says of the Fl eet scenes in Pi ckwi ck Papers, "A 11 of it 

is real life and human nature. It is not a collection of humorous and 

pathetic dialogues about people who have no tangible existence in the mind; 

but it is a succession of actual scenes." This sU9gests a compromise 

between the treative art of the novelist and the real-life materials he 

6 repro pick(~Jl~ian (August 1908, pp.219~'20). No IllOY'e exact date is 
given. 
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works With, but the emphasis is nevertheless strongly on the realistic 

basis of the art, The tendency to pra"ise art that c an impl"ession 

IS review7 of reality "is even more clearly apparent "in the -'-----

(27 October 1839, p.678) of Nicholas NicklebYt where it is stated that 

the Ilcreative povJers of the novelist~ when properly dire d and well 

sustained, ke rank with history itself,I' and if Dickens carries on in 

the same vei 11 he may eventuany emul ate Burke and G"j bbon. The §J2ectator 

(24 November 1838, Collins p.43), praising the characters in '::-:-~-'---' _____ ~< 

says that liThe Londoners of Boz, are flesh and blood - living creatures,1I 

and the U of the same date (Collins p.79) praises Dickens -----"-----

for lithe rais-jng up and embodying of a number of original human beings ... 

endowed with such living feelings and passions, and acting in so real and 

natural a manner, that •.. we no more doubt of their exis nee than if 

we had seen them in the flesh, conversed with them, and observed their 

conducL" This statement is about Dickens's characters in general, but 

the examples the reviel'ier g;ves~' P'jckwick, t~el1er, Squeel~s, Ralph Nickleby, 

Smi ke and Newman Noggs - are, wHh tvJO excepti ons ~ comi c characters. 

On the other hand, the.Atlas (3 February 1836, p.123) obj to 

Boz I s vul gar cad cature, and Abraham Hayward,. in the Quarterly Re-yi ew 

(October 1837, p .4-95), says that the two l~e 11 ers tal k a 1 anguage and 

employ allus'ions "utterly irlAeconcilable with their habits and stat"ion." 

Fault-finding may, at times, become rather trivial, as when a writer in 

the Litera (July 18388) complains about the 

"rheumatic sparrmv" (in the tree at the back of Arthur Gridels house). 

7According to Brice, "Reviewers of Dickens in the Examiner.1I Dickens 
Studies Nevlsletter ( ptember 1972, pp.68-80). possibly by LeTgh Huirt, 
but I shall henceforth' 'leave it unattributed. 

8 
Quoted in liThe Offending Razor,1I L.B. Chollilondeley, Dickensian (Autumn 
1939. pp.269-71.) The reviewer of Nicholas t1ickleby ma y complains of 
the seemingly incolllpr'ehensib'le orde)A from Squeers that every boy 
admitted to his school should bring a rawl' with him. 
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He says, "there "is not the "least spark of truth in such a description, 
" 

and the author has no right, for the sake of the laughter of the vulgar, 

to invest an object with any peculiarity diametrically opposed to its 

real nature,ll When Dickens seems to sacrifice truth to gain laughter 

he is likely to be condemned in this way. A less uncompromising 

statement on this question is made by the Metropolitan Magazine (May 1836, 

p.15) which, reviewing Number One of Pickwick Papers, warns Boz against 

extravagance, but says that even this may be excused in him because he 

makes it "S0 "Iaugh-provoking," However, the same journal (August 1836, 

p.llO) is much happier with the fourth Number because the humour is now 

"not that of extravagance but of nature. II Dickens I s move towards even 

greater seriousness, in the Fleet scenes, is hailed with high praise by 

Forster, in the ~xaminer (2 July 1837, Co"llins p,37). He says, "We can 

now rarely find anything that approaches to caricature or exaggeration 

without finding a"lso some very shre\"id truth concealed beneath it.1I The 

attitude towards Dickensls exaggeration is indulgent because improvements 

are both expected and found, but sterner voices than Forsterls are heard, 

and if a degree of heightening, whether comic or not, is accepted, it is 

the underlying truth that matters most. Forster also says that there is 

now in D~ckensls work "a superior insight into the-general principles of 

character joining itself to the old and exquisite representations of local 

peculiarities and humours." The word "humour" in this sense does not, 

of course, refer merely to the comic, and Forster in this passage is not 

praising Dickens simply as a comic writer, but it is already clear that 

Dickens is going to have to face up to a demand for depth of character-

isation, and whether he can satisfy it as a cOlllic III/titer is not yet certa-in, 

The danger of comedy is that, in laughing at it, readers may miss 

the truths contained in it. Lewes, "in the Nati9na"1 Magazine and_Mon!l1..11'. .. 

Cri t'i c (December 1837, Collins p.65), feels that it "is necessary to say 

that the early nove"1 s are "vo l umes of human nature, that have a deep and 
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subtle philosophy in them, which those who read only to laugh may not 

discover.11 The need may be quas"j'"'philosophical as it 'is here, and it 

may be political I as it is in the New Moral World (18 July 1840, 

p.34), where the reviewer says that "beneath his highly humorous 

descriptions, we discover the most important truths so clearly developed 

. And they are truths 9 (which) ... advance the cause of Socialism. 1I 

But the kind of comedy Dickens offers "may be seen to be simply true to 

life, The Ihr"isti~Exanriner (March 1842, pp.17-l8), for example, 

feels that the abundance of tears and smiles in Dickens's works gives 

a true pi cture of 1 ife, because "i n the most tri vi ali nci dents or in the 

gayest scenes there is always an under current of the plaintive and the 

sad." 

But much of this stressing of the solemn, the profound, the 

philosophical and the merely true to life in D"ickens's comedy is mote 

a matter of the reviewers I final emphasis in many cases. Summarising 

their opinions of a novel, they seem to feel bound to say that there .are 

deeper things in Dickens than mere comedy. 

encourage a frivolous attitud~ to fiction. 

To say otherwise might be to 

But there are a number of 

comments about truthfulness in fiction which hint at a more understanding 

apPr'oach to Dickens's comedy. For example, the 5pectator (31 March 

1838, p.304) says that D"ickensls art "imparts vitality to the liteY'al ,II 

and that his "literalness" has been Y'edeeilled from the IImeanness and 

dryness of the inventorial style" by his IItouches of pathos,1I his 

"penetrating reflections,1I and his IIpoints of un"iversal truth." Th is is 

not a reference specifically to the comedy of the novels, but in apprec

iating art that is not merely IIliteral ," it opens the possibil ity of 

a more complex apPY'oach to the cornie. This may be seen in the Examiner's 

9Here truth is clearly almost synonYlllous with effect. Such "truths ll 

are, in fact, II"lessol1s.11 See below, p.130. 
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comment (27 October 1839, Collins p.48) that Dickens "individualises 

what he takes in hand." He both observes and invents, and thus 

Nicholas Nickleby shows readers many things which they are already 

acquainted with, and can recognise, and it also shows them "passages of 

nature and life of which they before knew nothing, but of the truth of 

which their own habits and senses suffice to assure them." There are 

many comments such as that of the Morning Post (12 March 1836, p.6) which 

praises Sketches by Boz for "giving importance "to the common-place scenes of 

every day occurrence, II or the assertion in Chambers IS Ed'j "burgh Journal 

(9 April 1836, p.83) that Dickens "has much comic power, and perceives 

tra'its which are not consciously noted by ordinary observers, and yet, 

when mentioned, remind every body of the thing described. II Verisimilitude 

is the basic canon of art against which Dickens is at times seen to fa'il, 

but the vividness and the heightening powers of his art are praised, and 

so long as he does not stray too far from the truth and does not abuse 

his readers I knowledge and experience of the world, his artistic licence 

is felt to be allowable. But just how far he was to be allowed to go, 

and when he was seen to succeed and when to fail, remained questions upon 

which there were wide Varieties of opinion. 

Even in the conservative Ed; nburgh Revi ew (October 1838), there is 

an, allowance for Dickens's artistic heightening of truth. T.H. Lister 

finds much to praise,in the early novels, and he says (p.76) that Dickens 

is adep·t at rendering the foll ies of human nature "more apparent by 

humorous exaggeration. 11 Later (p.85), he adds that Dickens's characters 

are "not complete and finished delineations, but rather outlines, very 

clearly and sharply traced, which the reader may fill up for himself; and 

they are calculated not so much to represent the actual truth as to 

suggest it." Some of thelll are "not sufficiently true to nature," but 

the better ones are, although they Illay not be slavish imitations. The 

legal figures in Pick\.vick Papers, for example, are "touched, though 
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slightly, yet all with spirit, and a strong appearance of truth." 

The word I emphasise suggests how accommodating Lister's argument is to 

this stage, but a little later (p.86) Oliver Twist is said to be 

superior to Pickwick Papers because there is less of "that tone of humorous 

exaggeration which, however amusing,sometimes detracts from the truth

fulness" of the earlier novel. The review ends with the hope that Dickens 

Will "check all disposition to exaggerate" and continue to practise 

"faithful representation of human character." The emphasis is thus re

placed on truthfulness, but Lister's earlier arguments offer some liberty 

to the comic artist. He does, near the end of his article (p.96), 

compliment Dickens, saying "There is such perfect truthfulness in the 

generality of his characters, that deviations from nature are less in

tolerable than when found in other works," and this again seems to open 

the loophole for Dickens's comic and artistic heightening. Lister does 

not want to be too restrictive of his author, but it is clear that 

although he allows Dickens some liberty he is willing to take it away 

again once "extravagance" seems to rear its head. 

Lister touches on the early satires and finds little to complain 

of, but when Dickens offends a reviewer's social or political viewpoint, 
. -

the truthfulness of his art and the freedom" to deal freely with fact are 

both likely to be denied him. Richard Ford, "in the QuarterLt Review 

(June 1839, p.90), for example~ begins by p}~aising Dickens's "artistic 

skill'" and says that he "translates nature and life." Here be does not 

refer specifically to the comic in Dickens, but he suggests that the· 

method is allowable. Boz is allowed to set th"ings in a "strong 1 ight." 

For artistic or moral purpose, things may be given more prominence than 

they might have in reality. Yet, Dickens offends Ford's politics in 

his treatment of the workings of the Poor Law, in Oliver Twist, and Ford 

sharply says (p,94)~ "The abuses which he ridicules are not only 

exaggerated, but in nineteen cases out of twenty do not at all exist." 
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What exists in life is determinable by the reviewer's experience, and 

what he says about fiction may be influenced by his motive. The truth

fulness of Dickens's fiction is therefore often a source of contradictory 

conclusions among the critics when it touches on sensitive matters such 

as politics. To take a trivialexarnple, both the Examiner (27 October 

1839, Collins p.50) and the Literary Gazette (7 April 1838, p.2.14) find 

the early passages of Nicholas Nickleby involving the "Muffin and 
'" Crumpet Joint-stock Company" - as the Examiner abbreviates it - to be 

exaggerated, but the Athenaeum (31 March 1838, p.227) claims that the 

"ridiculous speculations at this time actually carried on through the 

attornies and newspapers, defy invention to surpass them.1I A more 

important difference of opinion, in view of the later controversy over 

the justice of Dickens's legal satire, may be seen in the comments of 
. 

two reviewers of Pickwick Papers. In the Quarterly Review (October 

1837, p.509), Abraham Hayward, a bar)"'ister, says that Dickens is IIby no 
10 

means happy" -in delineating the "profession of the law and its dependants. 1I 

Buzfuz is, we are told, nothing like the original he is supposed to 

portray, and of the other legal gentlemen in the novel, only Stareleigh 

is an accurate portrayal. However, in the rationalist London and 

Westminster Review (July 1837, Collins p.54), Charles Bulle)""l writes 

that the Bardell v. Pickwick trial is a II strikingly ludicrous" but not 

exaggerated view of the "absurd and odious effects of the English law of 

evidenc~," and that. Nupkins~ who seems to be a caricature, is in fact 

only a IIs1 ight exaggeration of the foll ies and injustice of the Great. 

Unpaid.1! The justification of the fiction, in these cases, most clearly 

depends on the experience in life and the motives of the reviewers. The 

10nds is linked to the arguments \AJhich see Dickens as being limited by 
his ignorance. See below, pp.204-5. 

11 Collins, op.cit., p.52, says Buller was a pupil of Carlyle's and one of 
the parlianjentary radicals. 
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,appeal to experience is hard to refute, but it is not necessarily 

trustworthy and it tells us very little about the fiction. Lewes, for 

example, in the National Magazine and Monthly Critic (December 1837, 

Collins p.6.6), asserts that Jingle is true to life because he once knew 

someone who talked in Jingle's manner. Art is defended by the critic's 

experience of life, which may be a most dangerous practice. 

Lewes's review is, however, the source of a more intelligent 

defence of Dickens's methods than such a statement may seem to indicate. 

He says that the characters have their individualities but they are 

nevertheless faithful to nature and represent classes of mank'ind. In 

this, they are just l'ike ordinary human beings, who are representatives 

of general humanity yet retain their own individual characters. Lewes 

admits (Collins p.66) that the Fat Boy is a caricature, but he defends 

the creation firstly because it gives variety and drollery to the novel, 

and secondly because the Fat Boy is at least a consistent character. 

This raises Dickens's characterisation above the level of mere caricature, 

which can only create inconsistent characters and extravagances. The 

Fat Boy is quite obvious'ly not true to nature, but he is acceptable 

because he is true to himself. This opens up a PO~sibility, which Lewes 

does not discuss further, that art need not be wholly true to nature; but 

there is a difference between accepting an occasi,onal comic caricature and 

accepting that art itself need not be closely restricted to what is natural, 

and none of the critics in the period under survey allows Dickens any wide-

sweeping freedom in this respect. If they adopt arguments that allow 

him freedoms they attempt ultimately to tie his art to the real. 

The idea 6f consistency is fairly widespread in the early period. 12 

12 See also Hazlitt1 Lectures on the EngJish Comic Writers ('l818 1930 
p. 11 ) . 
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A common term for it is "keeping." The ~~onthly Review (March 1836, 

p.350) dislikes the "gloomy" scenes of Sketches by Boz because they lack 

lithe most advantageous subordination or keeping13 in the parts," and 

the Eclectic Review (April 1837, p.343) finds in Mr. Pickwick lIa very 

grievous want of keeping and consistency,1I while Hayward says in the 

Quarterly Review (October 1837, p.485) that Dickens cannot hope to 

compare with the "exquisite delicacy, fin~ finish, and perfect keeping of 

Steele's'and Addison's pet characters." Dickens's consistency of 

characterisation seems to be rather heavily under attack, and Fraser's 

Magazine (Ap'ril 1840, Collins pp.87-88) adds its voice to the detractors. 

The minor characters of Dickens's novels (the reviewer instances Dr. 

Slammer of the 79th ,) are co~sistent, but when a major character has to 

be supported through several scenes and chapters; the reviewer believes, 

Dickens's sustaining powers wilt and inconsistencies appear. Caricatures 

like Dr. Slammer are easy to sustain, but in Mr. Pickwick, Dickens is 

secn to fail; and indeed all of the Pickwickians show inconsistency, 

according to the reviewer. He says, "All this, certainly, is not, as the 

pa'inters say, in keeping." Th.e idea is picked up by Poe in two articles, 

in the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post (1 May 1841 14 ) and in Graham's 

American ~onthly Magazine (May 1841). The first 6fthese is a review 

of Barnaby Rudge, in which Poe says that Miss Miggs and Sim Tappertit 

are not caricatures because in them there is a "well-sustained exaggeration 

of all their traits, which has the effect of keeping." The idea is 

repeated in the review of The Old Curiosity Shop in Graham's Magazine 

(p.251), where Poe reiterates that caricature does not exist where lithe 

component parts are in keeping." Unlike his earlier English counter

parts~ Poe takes ~p a position similar to that of Lewes in the National 

13The emphasis is the reviewer's. 

14repr ., Dickensian (July 19'13, pp.174-781. 
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Magazine (December l837)and finds that, on the whole, Dickens's 

characterisation is consistent. His argument spills over into a dis

cussion of Dickens's "idealism," to which I shall return later. 

Another argument which explains the use of what appear to be 

caricatures is to say that the characters are true to life, but true to 

the unusual or the extraordinary. Lewes says that he knew a man who 

talked like Jingle, and statements made by other reviewers either show an 

interest· in odd characters or state that such oddities might be found 

existing if readers know where to seek them. The Morning Post (12 March 

1836, p.6), in its notice of the Sketches,says, for example, that 

provincial readers may find in the work insights into lithe manners and 

customs of some extraordinary classes of people in the British capital." 

Boz, that is, is truthful, but not necessarily to the common run of 

humanity. Similarly, in the London and Westminster Review (July 1837, 

Collins p~52), Buller says that Dickens employs his powers of humour and 

wit in "describing and commenting on the comic peculiarities of the lower 

orders of Englishmen." Boz's dual achievement is "exactness and comic 

effect," and Buller adds (Collins p.53) that, compared to Theodore Hook, 

Dickens is remarkable for his "simplicity and truth to nature." 

Chambers's Edinburgh Journal (29 April 183715 ) praises Dickens for 

chronicling the lives of lithe most odd-looking and odd-speaking beings" 

who inhabit London but who hav~ sirice the time of Smollett, largely been 

1 eft to .. vegetate unheeded." Simil ar statements that Di ckens' s characters 

are true to the oddities of real life may be found in a number of early 

reviews. 16 Thomas Hood, reviewing The Old Curiosity Shop in the 

AtherLaeum (7 November 1840, Collins p.98), says th-at Quilp is a "Little 

Enormity," but adds, -"Whether such beings exist in real life, may appear, 

15 repr., Miller and strange, A Centenary Bibliography of The Pickwick 
papers, 0936, pp.85-86). 

16 See Bells Life in London (3 July·and 10 April 1836)1 Sunday Herald 
(21 February 1836) and News and Sunday Herald (10 Apr1TT836) 
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at first sight, somewhat questionable; but in fairness, before deciding 

in the negative, one ~ught to go and view the 'wilderness' assigned as his 

haunt; and then ask whether there may not be for such scenery fit actors 

and appropriate dramas? ... although remote from our personal experience, 

there may be such persons as Quilp about the purlieus and back slums of 

human nature." The appeal to experience could ideally send the reader on 

. a tour of London's by-ways with the novel as guide-book, but Hood's 

interest is only partly "topographical," as he calls it, and his argument 

slides from the "back slums" of London to those of "human nature." 

Readers are asked perhaps to search parts of London, but in the end Hood 

merely advises them to ,~tudy the oddities in human nature. The appeal 

is ultimately to experience and to the reader's knowledge of human 

nature, but it is not as simple an appeal as Hooa at first makes it look. 

But the truthfulness of Dickens's comic characterisation is 

suspected, and even though it may be difficult to find Quilps in the world, 

they may be there. As a comic artist and creator of sheer nonsense in 

some of his poems, it is not surprising to find Hood allowing a lot of 

freedom to Dickens in this respect. Different again, however, .is his 

comment on Dick Swiveller who, he says (Collins p.97), is the "repre-
-

sentative of a very numerous class - plenty as weeds," and whose "shifts and 

shabb"jnesses are similar to those of a whole class of persons in 

London. If such people exist, the truth of the characterisation may 

be verified by observation, although such people do not necessarily 

exist in life in the form that they do in fiction. Hood's idea is 

expressed elsewhere. For example, the Spectator (16 April 1836, p.373) 

briefly notices "The Tuggses at Ramsgate," published in The Library of 

Fi cti on_, and the r,evi ewer says, "Boz' s characters represent classes of 

people formed by circumstances: they are .-individual only in costume." 

But such a statement harks back to the idea, examined above, that there 
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observed and the oj nvented. "Truth" is hei ghtened. The Court 
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Magazine (April 1837, Collins p.34) expresses this nicely. It says, 

liThe vraisemblable is not IBoz'sl l"ine of art; the vrai is with him 

all in all. What he gives you is literally true, but like a consummate 

artist, he does not give it to you literally. It is not enough that 

a portrait should be a good likeness, it must bear a certain air and grace 

beyond the likeness to constitute excellence - and in this IBoz l is 

perfect." There is, in all that Dickens does, a "felicity that is in

separable from truth'Z,.. but the presence of the artist is visibly, yet 

tactfully, evident. The reviewer accepts his presence and does not see 

it as destroying the illusion of reality. The comment is not specifically 

about the comedy, but the examples given refer mainly to comic characters, 

and the argument itself opens up the possibility of a more flexible 

approach. 

Poe, in his Grahamls Magazine article (i~ay1841, p.251) strikes 

a similar note when he says that a certain amount of exaggeration is 

lIessential to the proper depicting of truth itself." Not only does 

Dickens exaggerate, the suggestion is that all artists, comic and non-

comic, exaggerate. Of course, lIexaggeration" here does not mean what 

it means in others' criticisms, but has the sense of "heightening. 1I 

Unnecessary exaggeration leads to"a loss of "keeping" and consequently 

to caricature, but Poe believes Dickens avoids this. The laugh caused 

by his characters is di fferent fI~om that caused by cari cature because it 

is the result of "properly artistic'll incongruity18 - the source of all 

mirth." Like Lister,19 Poe is'willing to allow enough exaggeration 

for the effect of , heightening, but no more than is necessary. The best 

17 Quoted by J.W.T. LeY$ liThe National Dickens Library," Dickensian 
(May 1908~ p.1l8) as lIunimpeachable for truth." 

18 The emphases in quotations from.Poe are his own. 

19 See above, p p. 46-47 .. 
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characters are not caricatures but "creations" which belong to lithe 

most august regions of the Ideal." The"importance of Poe's use of the 

words "creation" and "ideal ll needs to be stressed. He says,a little 

earlier (p.250), that lithe Art of Mr. Dickens, although elaborate and 

great, seems only a happy modification of Nature,1I but he praises 

Dickens's originality and calls him a creative artist. For Poe, as for 

many others, the creative artist creates - in a sense recreates - reality 

in a form that is true to nature20 yet shows the unmistakeable presence 

of art. 20 The best characters - Poe instances IINelly, the grandfather, 

the Sexton, and the man of the furnace, are noble characters who belong 

to the "most august regions of the Jdeal," and it appears that the comic 

characters are not automatically included in this praise because the 

materi a 1 s used to create them are IInot a 11 of the hi ghest. II Later, 

still praisiD9 Dickens's idealism and his IIchaste, vigorous, and glorious 

imagination," Poe mentions lithe haunts of Quilp among the wharf-rats" 

and lithe tinkering of the Punch-men among the tombs," which is as near 

as he gets to including the comic characters among the "ideal ll elements of 

the work. Thus it may be seen that Poe begins with a defence of the 

comic in Dickens but when ~e goes on to claim high poetic powers for his 

author, he leaves the comic behind and prefers thehlghly emotional content 

of the novel and scenes of symbolic significance. 

The comic characters - and some non-comic characters too, no doubt, 

but Poe does not specify - are not considered fit for the august regions of 

the Ideal. Without special reference to comedy, the Christian Examiner 

(November 1839, p.168) feels that Dickens's characters IItell more of his 

true perceptions of the actual, the local, the conventional ,II than of his 

lIaspirations to th.e Ideal. 1I Even if it is a compl iment to Dickens that 

he is true to life, this comment suggests that he may be felt to be 

2°1 dispense with Poe's capitals. 
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limited if he does not seem to rise above the ordinary levels of life. 

Homely and uninspiring characters, as well as eccentric and unusual 

types are equally felt to be of a lesser order of creation than those in 

which the real is clearly seen to be heightened but not falsified. 

Eccentric characters are not typical of the world, and although there is 

felt to be some merit in accurate portrayal of common people, it is 

felt that the highest fiction treats of the highest natures. This 

feeling- increases during Dickens's career and in the generation after his 

death, and at times leads to a confusion of literary with social class. 

Low social types amongst the characters are felt to ensure low comedy, 

and those who seek intellectual satisfaction become more and more dis-

satisfied with Dickens's work. In this early period, however, sympathy 

for the poor, whose portrayal in fiction is yet a novelty, is acceptable 

to most critjcs. 

Exaggeration of any kind is felt by most critics to be either un

acceptable, or if acceptable, to be so only to a limited degree. The 

Monthly Review (March 1836), reviewing the first series of Sketches by 

~oz, objects to the occasional -tendency towards exaggeration, and in its 

review of the second series the Monthly (February 1837, p.153),beginning 

with a discussion of the same subject, says that "it now occurs to us 

that this sort of colouring should be characterised as a feature belonging 

to a certain order of wit or humour." In the first of these two reviews, 

the reviewer accepts (p.350) II strong relief ll in sketches of real life 

because this may "make up for the want of a number of nameless touches, 

movements and influences, which the actual objects and scenes sought to 

be represented, necessarily possess and are surrounded by. II The 

writer of sketches., that is, must select details, and use his IIjudgment, 

fancy, and taste ll to colour an otherwise drab reality. Ironically, 

the novelist, who does not merely describe actual scenes, is expected 

to be more truthful to life as it is. As far as the comic novelist is 
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concerned, a degree of heightening is accepted, and at least the 

reviewer recognises t~at comic exaggeration should not be condemned out 

of hand; but he does not value it very highly. The London University 

Magazine (I, 1842, p.393), too, feels that Dickens "does not sufficiently 

restrain his tendency to caricature," and the reviewer does not think 

that Dickens has achieved the degree of truthfulness found in Goldsmith, 

but he does admit (p.39l) that Dickens lIis eminently successful in 

catching the habits of thought or expression belonging to particular 

classes of men, or callings; while his keen sense of the comic enables 

him to give a highly humorous, and generally not too palpable exaggeration 

of them. II This reviewer, according to his distinction between wit and 

humour,2l accepts a degree of caricature in the humorist's work, but 

Dickens is not to overdo it. Some reviewers already claim high excellence 

for hoi s work ~ but because anything that has car; cature or any kind of 

. exaggeration in it is disqualified from such a level, his comedy is already 

under suspicion in the more demanding reviews. Often it is the under

lying truth that is most important, and although there are some accom

modating arguments, there are ~lso signs of opposition. The seeds of 

both the defences of and th"e attacks on Dickens's "truthfulness" have been 

sown. 

The Middle Years : 1843 - 1852 

This section includes only three novels, but the reaction to them is 

interesting because it is at times similar to the enthusiasm which greeted 
, 

the earlier works and at times more akin to the loud protests about the 

later novels. Since this study is concerned mainly with the novels, I 

shall do no more t~an touch upon the minor works of Dickens, but it must 

be said that in this middle period of his .career, it is the minor works 

which do much to arouse the adversely critical tendencies of the reviewers. 

rr-Quoted above, p.12. 
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The first work to arouse widespread opposition is American Notes, and 

since much of the adverse reaction is based either on a dislike for 

Dickens's politics or on disappointment that he has not written a dif

ferent kind of book, I shall not go into it here. However, a refrain 

which runs through a number of reviews - in Blackwood's Magazine (December 

1842), the Southern Literary Messenger (January 1843), the Quarterly 

Review (March 1843) and the London University r~agazine (I, 1842) - is 

that Dickens has failed to enhance or sustain his reputation as an 

accurate observer of men and Places. 22 Dickens was disappointed by the 

reviewers' reactions and, according to Forster (1 ife I, p,285), sent 

Martin Chuzzlewit to America to "make good his Notes," If the success 

of this intention could be me'asured by the vigour of critical reaction, 

then it was certainly successful, and the truthfulness of the represent

ation of America is as hotly debated in reviews of the novel as it was 

among reviewers of the preceding book of.travels. 

American reviewers were naturally angry with Dickens over his 

"pretended pictures of morals and manners in the United States," as the 

Knickerbocker (September 1844" p.274) calls them. The reviewer 

continues to say "They are for the most part caricatures, so gross as to 

be incapaole of exciting any emotion save one in the-mind of any American 

reader," but he is, compared to some other American writers, fairly 

restrained in his criticism, and he admits the truth of two of Dickens's 

observations,23 Some journals mount energetic attacks on Dickens, 

~nd even those who retain some respect and liking for him feel that he 

22 See Ada C. Nisbet, liThe Mystery of Martin Chuzzlewit," Essays Critical 
and Historical Dedicated to Lily B. Campbell. 1950; rpt. New York 1968, 
pp.208 ff. 

23 That Americans, in their speech, emphasize the smaller words and 
syllables and leave the more important units of sound and sense to then
selves; and that they have a curious sense of Liberty - as ~1ark Tapley 
says, they are so fond of Liberty they keep tak"ing 1 iberties with her. 
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is in temporary decline. Brother Jonathan {29 July 184324 }, for 

example, noting that Dickens has landed Martin in America, wonders 

"whose turn to be abused and belied will come now,1I but feels that there 

is "good fun ll in Dickens yet and that once he gets in a better mood his 

work will improve. 

Despite their typical tendency towards seeking faithful represent-

ation of men and manners in novels, reviewers may be excused for expecting 

accurate pictures of America in Martin Chuzzlewit, since it follows so 

closely on Dickens's visit there and his book of travels. Nevertheless 

there is some irony in the fact that British reviewers who have not been 

to America find fault with Dickens's work, just as earlier Americans who 

had not been to Britain criticised Pickwick Papers for its lack of truth

fulness or praised it for its fidelity to London life. 25 In the case 

of Martin Chuzzlewit, national ant"ipathies are involved, and some Engl ish 

journals, like the Monthly Review (September 1844, p.146),are delighted 

to be able to have the laugh of the Americans. More soberly, the 

Westl11inster Review (Decel11ber 1843, p.458) finds it "unaccountable" that 

in so vast a land Dicken~ should find "all barren of goodness." That 

there should be "slanderers and swindlers" in so large a country is 

not surprising, but to concentrate the readers's attention on such people 

alone is to give a false impression.. Any artistic purpose that Dickens 

may have is ignored, and the feeling seems to be that if he could not 

state the whole truth about America, Dickens should have left the subject 

alone. 

Thomas Cleghorn, in the North British Review (r~ay 1845, p.74),has 

no quarrel, however, with Dickens's intention which he describes as that of 

tracing "the influence of selfishness in disfiguring a national character." 

24 repro Dickensian (April 1914, pp.97-99). 
p.97. 

25 See above, pp. 41-42. 

Comments quoted are on 
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He feels that the "well known faults of social life in the United States" 

are satirised powerfully, but says tha,t the American scenes fail because 

the satire is so bitter and coarse, and because Dickens neither achieves 

his intention nor integrates the scenes with the rest of the novel. 

Artistic excellence does not rely on verisimilitude and truth-telling 

alone, but if the art serves a useful purpose, its deficiencies as art may 

be ignored or played down. The American satire is disliked because it 

is felt ,to be ineffective and bitter, but Pecksniff, though "undoubtedlY 

a caricature ll and neither tlprobable" nor "consistent," is half-accepted 

because he serves a useful moral purpose and is highly amusing. However, 

Cleghorn says, Dickens has spoiled his hand of late by drawing too many 

grotesque Quilps, Dennises and Tappertits. Mrs. Gamp is a production 

similar to these, and despite the conviction that "her dialect is doubt

less copied ,(ery faithfully from nature, "Cleghorn dismisses her because 

he finds her revolting. But his amusement at both Pecksniff and 

Mrs.Gamp almost gets the better of his moral repugnance, and he pays 

tribute, with some embarrassment, to the comedy of Mrs. Gamp by saying 

(p.73) that "she seems to be sU,ch a favourite of the author that ... 

we are almost provoked to laugh in spite of our disgust." Clearly, his 
. --

taste is too squeamish to accept what he sees as a mixture of unpleasant 

reality and grotesque exaggeration that goes to make up characters like 

Mrs. Gamp, Quilp and Sim Tappertit; and although the desire for truth

fulness is still much in evidence, it is modified by Cleghorn's concerns 

for effect and morality.26 

The (26 October 1844, p.675) has, in Forster, a reviewer 
=..;;..;.;..~.c..::",-

whose stomach is not so squeamish, and he praises 'the satire of Martin 

Chuzzlewit for strtking at lithe core of the vices of the time." The 

wrath of the Americans is noted, but Pecksniff is said to be more loath-

26 See below, p.143. 
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some than anyth"ing in the American part of the work. America has 

nothing as evil asPecksniff in its society, and if Americans would stop 

abusing Dickens they might profit by him and never attain to Pecksniff1s 

IIfull-blown vice,1I an evil that is deeply English and lIa swamp less 

easy to be drained ll than the swamp of Eden. In this way, Forster 

attempts to divert critical attention from personal attacks on the author 

to the morality of the novel. But he runs the risk of offending his 

English readers, and hastily adds, liThe confession is not encouraging to 

national pride, but we must plainly aver this character to be emphat

ically English. We do not mean that Englishmen are Pecksniffs, but that 

the ruling weakness is to countenance and encourage the race. 1I People 
, 

allow themselves to be deceived in life by such a character, but when 

they meet with it in a fiction they call it an exaggeration, Forster 

argues. Pecksniff is invented, he says, to II subserve the purposes of 

the deepest and most genial truth. 1I Genial the truth may be, but apart 

from this admission to the comedy of the fiction, the emphasis is 
27 clearly on the sober seriousness of the moral lesson, based on its 

truthfulness. But Forster does not merely seek truthful representation 

of reality, and is willing to accept the comic art that surrounds the 

reality lying beneath. He says, of the novel generally, lilt seems to 

us that with no abatement of the power which gives out sharp and bold 

impressions of reality, we have more of the subtler requisites which 

satisfy imagination and reflection.1I The possibility of more profound 

reading of the comedy is present, but there is still a need to dignify 

comedy by reference to its morality and truthfulness. 

Already it may be seen, from the reaction to ~lart"in Chuzzlewit, 

that the question of truth continues to figure strongly in discussions . 
of the comedy of Dickens1s work. That there is a heavy tinting of 

27 See be low, p. 141. 
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m<?rality in the debate is not surprising since, as Cleghorn's comments 

show, offensive truths are still seen to be out of place in fiction. 

The standard of "truth" is flexible, even if within fairly tight limits, 

and fiction that is less truthful but morally more elevated than that 

which indicates greater veracity or verisimilitude, may be placed 

hi gher because of its moral effect. This may be seen "in two reviews of 

David Copperfield, in The Times (11 June 1851, p.8) and The Monitor 

(1 February 1851, p.29), in which Thackeray is found to be the more 

truthful writer, but Dickens is preferred because of his higher 

morality.28 

The strongest and most valuable vein of criticism in this period, 

as in the last, involves the tendency to find in comedy some kind of 

heightening of the real. R.H. Horne (1844, p.29), putting forward the 

idea of the characters as types, in answer to the charge of caricature, 

stresses their underlying reality. Already he is uncomfortably aware 

that the term "cari cature" has often been appl ied to them, and at one 

point (p.25) argues that tllOse who call them this have been misled by the 

illustrations, which are ·caricatures. Dickens's characters, however, 

are, in his opinion, creations which have the roundness of reality 

combined with generalisation about human nature. The characters are 

"not mere realities, but the type and essence of real classes; while the 

personal and graphic touches render them at the same time individualized," 

When Dickens does create "mere realities" such as Mrs. Maylie or 

Mr. Brownlow, they wa'lk about in the novels with "a very respectable and 

uncomfortable air," Horne says. This is not praise specifically for 

comic heightening, because Horne includes Oliver T\tJist among the praise

worthy characters, but most of the examples he gives (p.26), in a long 

28 See below, p. 139 for similar arguments on this point. 
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list, are comic characters. Earlier (p.6), he seems to want to prove 

that Quilp may be true to life, because he says that it is possible 

that the student of character may, once in his life, observe such 

a person, and he says that "that were quite familiar proof enough for 

nature and art." And in fact, bickens's wide range of different 

characters including such ~s Quilp, proves that he knows life well. 

Recluses and those who paint purely from imagination, he says, draw 
.. 

only monstrosities or ideal types. The ordinariness of most of the 

characters, the extraordinariness of a few of them and the sheer 

fecundity with which they are produced adds to the impression that 

Dickens has seen a good deal of life. 

Dickens's adverse critic$, however, might say that his characters 

,show no depth of insight. Dickens sees many things on the surface, but 

not deeply. But the American critic, E.P. Whipple, no admirer of the 

superfictal, is satisfied to an extent by Dickens's characterization. 

In the North American Review (October 1849, Collins pp. 239-40), he says 

that Dickens gives the impression of observing, not creating, the creatures 

of his brain. Squeers, Pecksniff, Sim Tappertit, Mark Tapley, Tony 

Weller and "old Joe Willet,1I 29 may be felt to be a little overcharged, 

but Whipple says they are caricatured II more in appearance than in reality, 

and if grotesque in form, are true and natural at heart." A basis of 

reality is necessary, but complete truth to life is not. Whipple, 
30 however, succinctly expresses what others say in a more roundabout manner, 

when he says that such caricature "is to character what epigram is to 

fact, - a mode of conveying truth more distinctly by suggesting it through 

29 Whipple confuses old John Willet with his son, Joe. 

30 The idea is not new, though. See above,pp.47,53 . (Lister and Poe). 
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a brilliant exaggeration." The reader's mind, according to Whipple, 

limits Dickens's extravagance and "discerns the actual features and 

lineaments of character shining the more clearly through it." The method 

is not the finest, Whipple says,31 but it must be accepted because of 

its "piercing insight into actual life. 1I Dickens may be a caricaturist 

of a sort, but of a superior kind, because whereas a caricaturist 

"rarely. presents anything but a man's peculiarity,"Dickens lIalways presents 
" 

the man," he is always true to human nature. 

That a more or less profound knowledge of character is clearly 

and vividly expressed through a degree of exaggeration is also suggested 

by Forster in his review of David Copperfield, in the Examiner (4 December 

1850, p.798), when he says of the comic characters, liThe cherished and 

. absurd peculiarities lose nothing of their prominence, but the character

istics of the heart which they cannot obscure or destroy are all the 

more quaintly and forcibly presented." William Hickson, in the 

Westminster Review (April 1~47, Collins p.226), however, says that 

there is little exaggeration to object to in Dombey and Son, although 

"In the humorous parts of the narrative, there is as usual a vein of 

caricature, but not too extravagant, nor more than is required to render 

the descriptions graphic." Because caricature leads to some loss of 

truthfulness it is treated warily, and Hickson does not seem to see in 

it a heightening of.truth. At best it makes for vividness, and even 

then Ire fee 1 s that it mus t be kept under control. 

While the praise for vividness and vitality may degenerate into 

seeing Dickens's fancy and imagination - whether comic or not - as 

a source of amusement or a means merely of lending colour to his work, 

there are a number of critics who make some attempt to reconcile nature 

and art. Often the vividness and vitality is said to lead to a greater 

31 It limits Dickens's stature a little. See below, p. 276. 
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sense of reality. Charles Kent, for example, reviewing Dombey and Son 

in the Sun (13 April 1848, Collins pp.228-29), notes that Dickens 

IIsketches a locality with as much vividness as a painter, and 

imparts to a fictitious being an absolute and visible individuality.1I 

His imagination, that is, creates characters who are lias actual as flesh 

and blood, as true as humanity.1I Kent does not discuss only comic 

characters, but he recognises that there is more to Dickens's character-

isation than merely colouring unreal figures into life by lithe lustre 

of his imagination." Forster, reviewing the same novel, in the Examiner 

(28 October 1848, Collins p.233), also attempts to reconcile nature and 

art in his discussion of the world of Dickens's fiction, although he too 

is not merely discussing the comic. Though the characters are products 

of Dickens's imagination, they are accepted as real people, Forster says, . 
and though the events are seemingly unnatural in themselves, they are 

made to seem natural because they are part of, and are explained by, 

the rest of the novel. The re~lity of the everyday world must be in the 

novel, but the novelist is not restricted to it. Forster therefore 

discerns two senses of the word "nature. 1I In the first place it means 

the everyday~ the usual, the understandable, all of the things that men 

can verify by their own observation and experience;-but there is a "higher" 

sense in which the word refers to what might be, given certain circum

stances. For Forster, Dickens combines both kinds of "nature" "in his 

works.. In Dombey and Son, "v>/1 th no abatement of the 1 i fe and energy 

which in his earlier works threw out such forcible impressions of the 

actual, we have in a far higher degree the subtler requisites, which 

satisfy imagination and reflection. 1I This is a repetition, almost 

word for word, of what he said about Martin Chuzzlewit,32 and Forster 

is clearly doing his best for Dickens in trying to make his readers see 

32 See above, p.60. 
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that he is much more than a mere exaggerator. He pays tribute again 

here to the vividness of Dickens's art, and argues that Mr. Dombeyand 

Edith are not caricatures because, according to the fictional world they 

inhabit, their antecedents are such as make them what they are. 

Fiction is to be accounted for by its own natural laws,but the IIhigher 

nature U he speaks of is not far removed from the nature of actuality. 

What Forster in fact argues for is a kind of "idealism." This 

idea is taken up and applied more closely to the comedy by David Masson, 

reviewing Thackeray's Pendennis alongside David Copperfield, in the 

North British Review (May 1851). Thackeray, he says, (Collins pp.255-

56) is "essentially an artist of the real school," whereas Dickens 

"works more on the ideal." It is nonsense, he says,. to call Dickens's 

characters lifelike, because "Not only are his serious or tragic 

creations . persons of romance; but even his comic or satiric port-

raitures do not come within the strict bounds of the real." Comic 

characters are, in a sense, ordinary, everyday people, but Masson paints 

out that the Wellers, Mr. Pickwick,Micawber and Toots are "transcendental 

renderings of certain hints furnished by nature," in the creation of which 

Dickens, "seizing the notion of some oddity as seen in the real world," has 

"run awar with it into a kind of outer or idea 1 reg fon, there to play 

with it and work it out at leisure as extravagantly as he might choose, 

without the least imeediment from any facts except those of his own 

story.') Shakespeare, though on a higher level of achievement, uses 

a similar method: his characters are II grand hyperbolic beings created by 

the breath of the poet himself out of hints taken from all that is sublime 

in nature ll (Collins p.257). Quoting Goethe, Masson says that art is 

called art precisely because it is not nature, and while he insists that 

nature be at the basis of art, Masson nevertheless allows Dickens some 

freedom in his comic art. It is fair, he says, to judge Thackeray by 

the canon of verisimilitude, but Dickens must be allowed lithe right of 
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hyperbole." Masson's debt to Goethe33 leads him to stress the artist's 

transcending of nature, which is apparent in Shakespeare,and on a lesser 

level, in Dickens's comic art. It also leads him to seek "harmony." 

Too much of what he calls "hyperbole" in art is not a good thing, and 

a "truer accusation" against Dickens is, he says, not that he is not 

truthful in the way Thackeray is, but that lIin the exercise of the right 

of hyperbole, he does not always preserve harmony; that, in his romantic 

creations, he sometimes falls into the extravagant, and in his comic 

creations, somet"imes into the grotesque." Here, Masson asks that 

a fictional creation should be a finished product, consistent with itself, 

and the grotesque appears to him to be lacking in careful artistic shaping. 

On the whole, though, he believes that Dickens is successful, and he 

extends his praise for the artistic heightening of the real that occurs 

in Dickens's works, in his British Novelists and Their Styles (1859).34 

Homer, Cervantes and Shakespeare, he··says(p.250), are said to be true 

to nature, but their characters will not be found in the world exactly 

as they may be found in literature. In a character such as Mr. Micawber, 

Dickens transcends nature in the same way. Masson says (pp.25l-52), 

"There never was a Mr. Micawber in nature, but Micawberism pervades 

nature through and through; and to have extracted thls quality from nature 

is a feat of invention. 11 The imagination of the comic artist - though 

Masson would say of the artist generally - does not forsake the real 

world, but it is not tied to it. The artist invents, but paradoxically 

he invents what is partly real, and ends up heightening it. Art is art, 

and not nature, Masson says, and while he stresses the art that trans

forms, others feel the need to show that Dickens's art, at least, has 

33 Goethe's liOn Truth and Probability of the Work of Art" argues for 
consistency in art and for art that is above, but not lIout of "nature. 
See M.H. Abrams, op.cit. pp.278-79. 

34 This belongs in the next section, but since Masson's criticism is of 
a piece - partly because he condenses his 1851 article to suit his book 
I discuss it here. 
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a basis in nature. Masson, however, keeps alive the kind of criticism 

seen best in the earlier period in Poe, and in fact his idea of IIharmony" 

is similar to Poe's emphasis on IIkeeping.1I 

The concern for consistency of characterisation which Poe and 

:Masson develop briefly is also evident in Whipple's article in the North 

American Review (October 1849, Collins p.240). He says that Dickens 

"so preserves the keeping of character, t.hat every thing said or done 

by his personages is either on a level with the original conception or 

develops it. 1I It is already evident that reviewers do not expect mere 

copying of nature from Dickens and although they expect truthfulness, 

they begin to argue that his art includes exaggeration and needs to be 

judged by its own standards. Over-use of exaggeration must be decried, 

but restrained use of it is acceptable. ~horley in the Athenaeum 

(23 November 1850, p,1210), seems to be saying this, when he says IIWe 

do not demand from [Dickens] a sacrifice of that exaggeration in which 

his forte lies, so much as a distribution of it. We would not yield up 

any characteristics of so keen an observer . only bring them into 

greater harmony one with' the other, and himself into better agreement 

with himself." But lIobservation" is still Dickens's strong point, 

in Chorley's- vie~", and he seems in fact to be arguing both for "harmonyll 

and for a greater degree of truth to nature as well. Chorley therefore 

applauds the movement away from exaggeration,which he detects in David 

Copperfield. 

Two opposing view points may be observed in two reviews of David 

~opperfie1d. In the Spectator. (23 Novernber 1850, p.11l9), the reviewer 

complains of the lack of careful structure in the novel and finds no 

consistency in the whole, nor any consistency between the parts. He is 

willing to dispense with lithe great rule of unity of action,1I he says, 

so long as the novel has some ethical lesson for the reader, and so long 
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as it appeals to "the common kinship of humanity," but he finds none 

of these elements. Samuel Phillips, in The Times (11 June 1851, p.8) 

finds a moral lesson in the nove1 35 and though at times he feels that 

Thackeray is more truthful, he seems also to have some doubts on the 

matter, because he says that while Thackeray has accurately described 

"the peculiaritiesof the world he depicts," Dickens ."has more skilfully 

gauged universal humanity." The Yarmouth group is, we are told, "no 

exaggeration," and it evidences at once DOickens's "knowledge and 

imagination." Dickens's wider range of characterisation, which Horne 

said proved his wide knowledge of life, for Phillips is the cause of 

Dickens's occasionally getting out of his depth. Thackeray, dealing 

with a smaller cross-section of humanity, is safe within its confines, 

and Dickens fails, it seems, when he introduces details that are perhaps 

outside of his reviewers' .experiences. However, the immediate cause 

for objection in this case is not a comic character, but Rosa Dartle, 

whom few Victorian reviewers understood, or perhaps, finding her disturb

ing or repugnant, did not wish to understand. 36 

An area of concernowhich has 'more relevance for the comic, and in 

which Dickens is often said to create untruthful characters, is in his 

portrayal-of the higher classes of society. Phillips mildly objects to 

this, when he says "we must suppose either that people in the best society 

have not their tricks - little tricks of the body, that is - or else 

that Mr. Dickens has an unnatural faculty of detecting them." Phillips 

praises Dickens as much as he can, but he is clearly unsettled by the 

feeling that Dickens is not as "truthful" as might be wished. It seems 

strange that he shaul d fi nd the Peggotty s true to nature and yet object 

35 For the attitudes to morality in the novel, see below p. 139. 

36 See, for example, Fraser's Magazine (December 1850, Collins p.247), 
which dismisses her as unnatural and unnecessarily incongruous. 
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to the unnaturalness of the conversations between David and Steerforth 

and of the whole character of Rosa Dartle, but in the latter example 

his objection is prompted partly by moral considerations. And, as for 

many reviewers, a certain degree of social snobbishness allows him to 

react favourably to lower class eccentrics - he feels there were more 

eccentric characters in the lower orders - but leads him to reject the 

higher class ones. A similar concern, for these reasons, is also 

expressed earlier by Sharpe's London Magazine (May 1848, p.201): the 

aristocratic characters in all of Dickens's novels are painted as idiots, 

whereas in real life the aristocracy is honourable, talented, generous 

and above ridicule. The inference to be drawn from this seems to be 

that the lower class characters may be made to look ridiculous but the 

upper classes are not fit subjects for satire; the reviewer applauds 

Major Bagstock and Miss Tox as "real" characters. All of this follows 

. on from a discussion of Dickens's faults which the reviewer, despite his 

professed admiration for the novels, feels he must point out. The 

first fault he discusses is the lack of truthfulness in Dombey and Son. 

There is, he says, a "good broad road of probabil ity" down whi ch Di ckens 

may travel, and if he does not, his characters will fail to earn the 

readers' -sympathy and to teach useful 1 essons. 37 It is necessary, the 

reviewer solemnly says, to protest against the falsities of fiction as 

much as to approve of its realities. What in fact happens is that his 

social sympathies are pricked by Dickens's satire of the upper classes 

and he feels the need to defend them more than the desire to evaluate 

the fiction. 

Despite SharQe's Magazine's objections, its review is fairly 

enthusiastic and not too adversely critical. Previous to it there had 

37sharpe's Magazine is mentioned again below, p.142. 
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been some harsh reviews of the Christmas Books ,many of which objected 

to Dickens's politics as had reviewers of American Notes. 38 As in 

the reaction to Ameritan Notes, however, there is a strong vein of 

objection to the exaggeration and caricature that the Books contain. 

One of the harshest of these reviews is that in the Union Magazine 

(February 1846), where the writer says (p.223) that "Mr. Dickens's 

forte lies in extracting some touch of the picturesque from the hack

nied circumstances which pave most of our paths "in ordinary life, and his 

foible, in distorting them into the fantastic." In the Christmas 

Books - the review is of the first three - Dickens's "foible" is much in 

evidence. He employs" a mob of revel elves," the reviewer says 

(g224), to hustle the readers off their legs, but insists that his 

fiction says something valid about the real world which it very imperfect-

ly represents. Dickens's. "reigning fallacy" is to immerse "real life 

in romance, in order to distil poetry from it (p.234)," but he achieves 

neither poetry nor truth, according to the reviewer. Partly the 

reviewer's objection is to Dickens's politics, but even when he agrees 

with Dickens's stance, a~ he does (p.233) when he gives limited praise 

to Alderman Cute, he dislikes the manner in which Dickens portrays him . 
. -

But "poetry" in general, and not just the fa.lse "poetry" descried by the 

reviewer, is disliked by some because it appears to be out of place in 

a prose work. The Court Journal (21 December 1850, p.809), reviewing 

David Copperfield and Pendennis, says "Novels are supposed to be a 

description of life," and complains that Dickens is too "poetical" and 

imaginative. He is successful in creating purely imaginary characters, 

but "we miss in the creation the mark of actual existence." The beauty 

38Michael Slater, "The Christmas Books," Dickensian (January 1969, p.l?) 
suggests that Dickens deliberately wrote Th~ Chimes as a tract for the 
times, and predicted (Letter~, Nonesuch I, p.55?) that it would cause 
an uproar. 
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and drollery of the novels is evident, but in reading them the reader$ 

according to the critic, seldom says "How true! II Yet the reviewer 

chooses two predominantly comic novels - Pickwick Papers and Nicholas 

Nickleby - to illustrate his point that Dickens might just as well have 

lived all his life at the top of the Duke of York's column for all the 

resemblance there is between his caricatures and reality. This should 

not be seen as a distrust of the imagination altogether, but "poetryll 

is felt to be out of place in the novel, and the strict demand for 

realism prevents the reviewer from accepting comic exaggeration. John 

Eagles, in Blackwood's Magazine (October 1848, p.468),also objects to 

the over-use of "imagination in Dickens's work. The characters are always 

in extremes, "as if a painter should colour each individual in his group

ing in the most searching light.1I This, he says, gives "a false view of 

life as it is,1I and Dickens, in over-colouring, appears not to give his 

readers any credit for imagination themselves. 

Objection is also made to the unreality of recent works by Parker"s 

London Magazine (February 1845, Collins p.169) which fancifully draws 

a distinction between "Boz," the writer of the early works, and "Dickens,1I 

of the Christmas Books and Martin Chuzzlewit. IIBoz lI accurately describes 

Cockney life, but "Dickens ll has ventured into areas of life which are not 

suited to his IIpeculiar pO\l/ers of satire and descr"iption." "Boz" described 

"real u people, but "Dickens ll invents fictitious unrealities. Even 

earlier than this~ the Monthly Review (September 184-4, p.145) makes 

a similar point more charitably, about the creation of Mark Tapley. The 

reviewer says~ IIIt would be no criterion to say we never knew such 

a character," but he is uncomfortable because Tapley seems to be a product 

of Dickens's lIinventive genius ll rather than a creation from reality. 

Tapley's actions in leaving the Blue Dragon because there is no credit 

;n being IIjolly" there are~ the reviewer says, "too much a stretch of 

imagination for even Dickens to claim a licence for." Again, hoy/ever, 
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morality triumphs, and Nark Tapley is accepted because he is a morally 

good and kindly character, but there is an unwillingness to accept the 

imaginative in fiction in these reviews, and though imagination is not 

decried as having no place in the novel, some reviewers are more strict 

in tying the novel to real life than are those who speak of idealism 

and "imaginati ve hei ghtening. 

The novels in this period are received in ways that prefigure the 

harsher reactions to later novels, and American Notes and the Christmas 

Books draw similar criticisms. Dickens's satire is felt to be untruth

ful and offensive, and his characters are felt by some critics not to be 

true to nature. Blackwood's Magazine, beginning with its hostile review 

of American Notes, rarely has much good to say of Dickens. Warren, who 

had written the unfavourable review of American Notes, reviews the first 

Number of Dombey and Son, i~ Blackwood's Magazine (November 1846, p.638), 

and says that its thirty-two pages "contain very many provocatives to 

unfavourable 'criticism." They "bristle all over with mannerisms -

abound with grotesque, unseemly, extravagant comparisons and personation," 

and "many of the scenes contain truth and humour smothered Jnd lost by 

prolixity." It is no doubt Dickens's comic style that most bothers 

Warren, and he feels that it endangers the truthfulness of the fiction. 

Humour does not endanger truth, but it is not really humour that Dickens 

creates. This is the substance of the Rambler's later objection 

, (September 1849, p.334) to David Copperfield. The comedy is just above 

the level of fa~ce~ the reviewer claims, and the characters have only 

just enough of humanity in them to save them from being outrageous 

improbabilities. The PrOs8ective Review (July 1851, Collins p.265) 

seems to agree. The reviewer notes that David Copperfield is an improve

ment 011 Dombey and Son Which, the reviewer says, "led many to despair of 

ever reading anything more from Mr. Dickens which was not either over-
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charged or caricatured. 1I Even more harsh is the review of the first 

Number of David Copperfield, in the Guardian (9 May 1849, p.304). 

Having made a hit with the Wellers, the reviewer says, Dickens has 

abundantly shown in every subsequent book, that he has "only one idea 

of men and women - the Sam Weller idea." All his characters are said 

to be "slang travesties of the respective persons in real life whom they 

are intended to represent." Major Bagstock is "an extra va, ganza that 

exists nowhere save in the crazed imag'ination of ~1r. Charles Dickens," 

and Thackeray is IIby far a truer and more real painter." 

A criticism that is similar in its harshness and its statements 

appears during the publication of David Copperfield, in Thomas Powell IS 

Pictures of the Living Authors of Britain (1851). Powell, in fact, 

includes a number of the objections seen earlier in this section, but like 

the Guardian reviewer, he finds that Dickens travesties reality, and 

. says (p.97) in a statement that is similar to the Guardianls about the 

"Sam ~Ie 11 er idea of character, II that men-mn 1 iners and vi rtuous nursery·· 

maids appear, in his works, to be "the Alpha and Omega of mank·ind. 1t 

Dickens can describe low'life characters well, but Powell oe1ieves 

(p.96) that when he attempts IIl oftier and more compl.§!x phases of human 

nature," he fails, and he is therefore "perhaps one of the most one-sided 

del ineators of the human family that ever enjoyed a popul ar reputation. II 

Powell also accepts (p.l03), hm'/ever, that ulike most humorists;1I 

Dickens uhas a tendency to exaggeration,1I and he concedes that a certain 

amount of exaggeration may be "necessal~y to get the reader up to the 

authorls mark," but he still considers that Dickens overdoe£ it. 

Di ckens liS ins in excess, II for Powell as for a number of prey; ous comment

ators. Yet the comedy still has its attraction, despite Powell I s 

objections, and he "adds (p.l04) that "while the judicious blame the artist 

for his sacrifice of truth and nature, they laugh at the outrageousness 

of the d'istortion. II 
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Often discussions of Dickens's imaginative "distortion" of the real 

or his travesties of human nature condemn the novels as wholes and include 

the comedy under a general objection. Those who admire Dickens,too, 

often include the comedy under a blanket of praise. Yet there is almost 

always some mention of the comic, even if it is only the quoting of 

a comic character in support of a general argument. There are several 

good, accommodating criticisms in this period which allow Dickens some 

latitude in his heightening of the real, whether comic or not. All 

critics would have agreed with the English Review (December 1848, p.272), 

that "truth is stronger than fiction," but the novelist's manner of 

conveying truth, it is recognised, may vary. The truth to life of his 

satire, clearly, is likely to be scrutinised most carefully, but there 

is a feeling that a degree of exaggeration is likely to be committed by 

the humorist. When "humour" is used as a general tet'm, Dickens's 

exaggeration may be called in question, but when it is used with more 

specific reference to something different from and higher than farce 

and comic extravagance, there seems to be a feeling that it is not 

incompatible with truth. Exaggeration, reined in so that it gives 

a genial, pleasing account of human nature, creates humour; an excess of 

exaggeratjon distorts comedy into farce. 

The best discussion specifically of the comedy in this period is 

made by Horne (1844, pp.40-42). He accepts the whole of Dickens's 

range - fun, farce and burlesque - but in effect shows that Dickens is 

better than a mere funster or farceur. When Mr. Bumble has been 

accepted by Mrs. Corney, Bumble does a solemn dance of joy round the tea

table while Mrs. Corney is out of the room. 39 Horne finds in this not 

only amusement but also revelation of Bumble's state of feeling, and he 

39 Oliver Twist, chapter 23. 
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says that the humour of the scene shines through its fun. The author's 

"knowledge of life and character" shines, too, through the scene in which 

Mrs. Garnp seeks permission to do a half-day's duty for a fellow-nurse 
• 40 who wishes also to take on an extra patient. The two nurses neglect 

their patien~for half a day, therefore, and Mr. Mould agrees with the 

proposal because he "has a good chance of a funeral or two" among them. 

This, and other scenes, Horne says, shows Dickens's knowledge of "his 

men." Here humour and truth are clearly not felt to be incompatible, 

and Horne does not sacrifice humour for truth. Truth must be there, 

and fiction that is not truthful is inferior, but it takes the more 

perceptive and the more tolerant critics to discover it in Dickens's 

comedy. Unfortunately, Dickens's later novels have more in them that 

offends, and tile irasC"ible and intolerant critics begin to have more to 

say. 

The Later Novels: 1853 - 1870 

This section begins with adverse criticism simil~r to those 

discussed in the previous section. Although there is a large number of 

novels and critics to be included here, the terms of the attacks on and 

defences of Dickens's work are predictable to a certain extent, and need 

not be exhaustively illustrated. The attacks on Dickens's later novels 

in this period are well known, but many of the persuasive and sensible 

defences of them are not, and to avoid giving an impression of over

whelming opposition to Dickens, I shall emphasise the anti-Dickensian 

argumentsfirst, before spending some time on favourable reviews. 

The charge of caricature is persistently made in this part of his 

career. Even the usually favourable Chorley, in the Athenaeum 07 September 

1853, Collins p.276), says of Bleak House, "There is progress in art to 

be praised in this book, - and there is progress in exaggeration to be 

deprecated .. Were its opening payes in anywise accepted as represent-

40 Mari1n Chuzzlewit, chapter 25~ 
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ing the world we live in, the reader might be excused for feeling as 

though he belonged to some orb where eccentrics, Bedlamites, i11-

directed and disproportioned people were the only inhabitants.1I The 

Athenaeum, in fact, remains favourable to Dickens, but this statement 

could have appeared in anyone of the journals which consistently oppose 

him in this period. Blackwood's Magazine and the Rambler have always 

opposed him in ~he past, and the Westminster Review and Fraser's Magazine 

almost always, while the Spectator, in the early 1850s, enters its phase 

of hostility to Dickens which lasts until the end of the sixties, when 

a fairer and generally encouraging position is adopted, The most 

formidable opponent in the field is, of course, the notorious Saturday 

Review, whose aristocratic, Oxbridgean bias is directed against all 

popular literat~re, and especially against Dickens, the leader of popular 

writers. All of these journals share with the Saturday Review a highly 

educated readership in the upper and upper middle classes, and frequently 

they simply demand from Dickens what they know he will not supply, and 

because of his failure to supply it, they relegate him to the lower ranks of 

literature. For example, they expect his work to be more realistic and 

intellectual than it is, and they ridicule him for not satisfying their 

expectations. 

George Brimley, -in the Spectator (24 September 1853, p.924), for 

example, in his review of Bleak House, compares Dickens with the farce

writer in his method of characterisation, which consists, we are told, 

in the selection of IIthat which is purely outward and no way significant 

of the man, an oddity of feature, a trick of gesture or of phrase. 1I 

This is caricature, which is marked, for most reviewers, by its shallow-

ness in the reading of character, and if the people met in the novels 

are real people, they are considered, for example by William Forsyth, 

in Fraser's Magazine (March 1857, Collins p.350),as IIstrange, grotesque, 

out-of-the-way peopl e, of whom we hardly ever meet the prototypes -j n 
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flesh and blood. 1I At fault is Dickens's manner of presentation, too. 

Dickens, according to Forsyth, always IIfastens some distinctive oddities 

upon two or three of his characters, and never allows them to speak 

without bringing out the pecul iarity "in the most marked and prominent 

manner. II The criticism is comprehensive. Dickens is unable to present 

the inner man, and even his external characterisations are not of the 

common run of h~manity. When Henry James reviews Our Mutual Friend, in 

the Nation (21 December 1865, Coll ins p.470), and objects that lIevery 

character here put before us is a mere bundle of eccentricities, 

animated by no principle of nature whatsoever," he follows a strong 

critical trend. James's criticism is rather severe. Dickens, he says 

(p.471), no longer describes humanity, for this' is IIwhat men have in 

common." Rather, he describes IIwhat they have in dist"inction;1I and 

the characters not only have nothing in cornman with mankind, they have 

. only in common with each other the fact that they are all inhuman. 

The Westminster Review. (April 1866, Collins pp.474 ff.) contains 

a number of the attitudes of such-minded critics, as if in summary, and 

the reviewer seems to echo JaMes when he says that the characters are 

"a bundle of deformities. 1I Dickens does not satisfy the demand that the 

writer should describe humanity, nor does he transcend nature. Every-

thing in the novel is not above nature, but outside it. The strongly 

rationalist and practical Westminster reviewers are rarely tolerant of 
. 

Dickens's imaginative fiction and probably would not react favourably 

to a transcending of nature unless it were very close to the facts. 

Unfavourable attitudes to Dickens are seen elsewhere. One method of 

transcending nature is by the use of idealism, which is discussed by 

George Stott, in the Contemporary Review (February 1869, pp.208-9). 

There is a tacit assumption, Stott says, that "idealization implies 

the exaltation41 of the characters idealized,1I but he atgues that it may 

41 Stott's ernphasi~. 
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equally lead to the grotesque. Both farce and caricature, he says, 

show man at his worst and this is as much the result of idealisation 

as is Italian art which shows man at his heroic best. Dickens's lIideali sm l! 

had earlier been discussed by Masson 42 and others, to show that he 

transcends nature in an acceptable way, but Stott attempts to show that 

the kind of transcending that is apparent in Dickens's work is not really 

admirable. He picks out one of the commonest defences of Dickens by 

his supporters and turns the tables on them using their own terminology. 

Stott then goes on to explain why Dickens's genius is lIessentially akin 

to that of the farce-writer and the caricaturist." He supplies no 

"pictures of life," but creates instead a "funny fairyland" whose in

habitants are created by lithe lavish use of the exaggerations and 

distortions, the tricks and artifices of caricature" (p.209). The 

minuteness of elaborate detail in Dickens suggests that he should be 

,numbered among the realists, Stott says a little earlier (p.207), but 

the realism is illusory and in fact II we are introduced to a state of 

things quite inconsistent with fact - a world peopled by grotesque 

impossibilities. 1I The terms of Stott's indictment - pictllres of life, 

realism, and fact - show an uncompromising attitude to imaginative 

heightenirig, and it will become clear during this section that critics 

are divided on the role of imagination in literature and the position of 

Dickens ill relation to the Realists. 

In fact, Stott's need to point out that Dickens is no realist is 

felt much ear1"i~r, by the Illustrated Times (8 December 1855, p.435). 

The reviewer of the first Number of Little Dorrit says, "There is 

a common notion that Dickens's strong point is real life. This is quite 

a fallacy. His strong point is romantic and poetic talent - imagination 

42 See above, p.65. 
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and phantasy - as you will see if you meditate one of his characters, and 

try and conceive it apart from the halo of fancy, grotesque fun, &c., 

which he has thrown round and round it." This question is again raised 

after Dickens's death. The Illustrated london News (18 June l870,p.639)t 

while believing that he is strongest in creating odd, eccentric characters, 

says that he is among the Il ablest authors of our day" who have "kept 

within the realistic lines." The Times (10 June 1870, p.9) too, says 

that Ilall men" have accepted Dickens's characters as lithe true reflection 

of human nature,1I but this obituary is mentioned by Alfred Austin, in the 

Temple Bar Magazine (July 1870, p.561), who says that he totally dissents 

from the opinion that Dickens is "an eminently realistic writer" who is 

"an humble and accurate imitator of actual life." But Austin says this 

because he believes that no realistic writer can be a great writer, and 

that Dickens,. by his idealism and imagination, attained a height lito 

vklich the realistic novelist cannot even look up" (p.562). 

Vet another possible argument is illustrated, however, by George 

Woods in the Old and New Magazine (November 1870, p.533). He notes 

nickens's "extravagant caricatures, rather than true humorous cr~ations,1I 

and says that Dickens and his admirers would agree that these have been 

painted from living originals. Thus Woods argues that it is mere 

observation and not true creative power that creates such characters as 

Pumblechook, Sapsea and Honey thunder. liThe blood of life does not run 

through their veins,lI he says, because realism - by which he seems to 

mean the mere copying of externals - lIis not art.1I An actual personage 

may be transferred from life to the page lias by the photographer's camera, 

and yet be a monstrosity there. II Mrs. Gamp is, hO\l./ever, praiseworthy 

because though Dickens II probably never met ll her, she is lias solid an 

addition to the characters of the world as Falstaff and Sancho Panza." 

This appears to be a fairly complex attitude to realism and the use of 

the imagination, but it is based on. the reviewer's distaste for caricature. 
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Caricature is not art, nor, in his opinion 5 is photographic realism. 

Both are preoccupied with externals. The true creator of character 

understands the inner life of his characters and conveys his understand

ing to the reader. Woods seeks imagination in art, but like many of his 

~redecessors he likes"it to ... · create the illusion of reality. He seems 

to take at face value the claim made by Dickens's supporters that his 

seemingly impos~ible characters were copied from life, and he argues 
~ 

accordingly, that mere copying of externals is not art. Creativity 

is superior to copying, but creation of the impossible is not necessarily 

acceptable: a basis of the real is needed. 

The demand for imagination in literature and a consequent distaste 

for extreme realism appears much earlier, however. In the American 

University Quarterly (January 1860, p.97), Frank A. Walker seems to have 

become tired of those who place Thackeray above Dickens because of his 

supposed greater truthfulness to life. The humorist, he says, works 

from "a ground-vwrk of truth,~' but this truth is "varied in circumstance 

and appearance, or modified in essence. 1I Like Woods,. he finds "truth" 

in humour, but unlike Woods, finds it in Dickens's humour. Woods seems 

to think that Dickens is too faithfully true to the odd in life, but 

Walker claims that Dickens's art is imaginative. Thackeray, for him, 

copies facts, but if it is accepted that imagination has a role in 

literature, Dickens's imaginative truth is superior to Thackeray's 

"facts" because "truth becomes fact only as it is alloyed and confused 

with that which is base or trivial. This is sorrowfully so; to gloat 

over it, and exaggerate its deformity is a miserab'le kind of Realism." 

In this way, Walker turns the tables on the Realists - seemingly at 

Thackeray's expense - and realism is branded as being unimaginative and 

even a distortion of truth. The kind of truth Walker seeks is truth 

to the fundamentals of life - the "ground-work of truth II - but he seeks 

also some kind of imaginative heightening, in which he finds highet' truths. 
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It seems therefore that, in the debate between Realism and its opponents, 

Dickens is claimed by both sides even though he really only suits those 

who do not greatly admire Realism. 

But to read some of the adverse criticisms, one would not have 

thought that there was any chance of Dickens's being confused with the 

Realists. The Saturday Review (17 September 1870, p.369) attacks 

Mr. Honey thunder. as a gtotesque wooden figure, "both lifeless and un

amusing, and this is the kind of criticism that had been, almost invariably, 

levelled at Dickens by the magazine since it began reviewin9 his work. 

The paradox that a more creative novelist describes more realistic43 

characters is expressed by the Roman Catholic Rambler (January 1862, 

Collins p.437), in a review of Great Expectations, when it says, .. A 

novelist of more creative genius describes not a particular individual, 

but a general character, summed up in one, but fitting many, nke Major 

Pendennis.1J The very defence begun by earlier critics is here dismissed 

by a reviewer who, like many 9f his contemporaries, distrusts the kind of 

imaginative creation that is not easily checked against the real world for 

its veracity. McCarthy, in the Westminster Review (October 1864, p.424) 

perhaps not unaware of the irony of his statement - complains that in 

Hard Times Dickens allows his fancy to run away with him. IIWith much 

submission to Mr. Ruskin,44 11 he says, "imagination is not exactly the 

most truth-telling faculty of the human mind,1I because it "sometimes 

misleads," and sometimes it "overpovlers by its own brilliancy." Most 

often, McCarthy, believes, lIit destroys the effect of a whole by the 

prominence which it gives to subsidiary parts." The use of fancy prevents 

. Dickens from being a great artist and from being the philosopher McCarthy 

43 These are distinct from Realistic characters~ the characters created 
by the Realists. 

44 See Modern Painters, volume two. Work~s edd. Cook and Wedderburn 
(1904 , vol. 6) • 
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sees him as making claims to be. 45 

Ruskin, however, does not intend that imagination should lead too 

far from reality, and he too complains that Dickens caricatures, in his 

famous note on Hard Times, in Unto This Last, in the Cornhill Magazine 

(August 1860, p.159). Yet, Ruskin's point is that, despite Dickens's 

caricature, if we allow for his "manner of telling things,1I there is 

IIwit and insight" in what he ways. Dickens's work should, Ruskin says, 

be carefully studied by those who are interested in social questions. 

Such people, "will find much that is partial, and, because partial, 

apparently injust; but if they examine all the evidence on the other side, 

which Dickens seems to overlook, it will appear, after all their trouble, 

that his view was the finally right one, grossly and sharply told," 

There may not be an exact representa t i on of the world in Di ckens I s works, 

that is, but truth is not therefore necessarily absent. The kind of 

truth Ruskin finds is similar to that found by Walker and others, and it 

is his respect for the imagination that stops him from dismissing out of 

hand what at first sight appears not to be true to nature or to the facts 

with which Dickens, as satirist, purports to deal. 

To the rationalists and realists in philosophy and fiction, however, 

the imagination is dangerous, especially when it meddles with politics 

and society. At Fitzjames Stephen puts it, in the Edinburgh Review 

(July 1857, p.125), novels "address themselves almost entirely to the 
. 

imagination upon subjects which properly belong to the intellect," such 

as politics. The propersphere of the novelist, according to Stephen, 

is "domestic relations," and the novel has no power to deal with any 

question which does not come under this head. The religious are also 

at times unlikely to trust the imagination , when it fails to teach 

moral lessons. For example, the Christian Spectator (December 1865, 

p.72l) says of the Dickens world, "It is not our world; the world of 

See below, p. 228. 
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duty, temptation and hopes; but it is one into which we are sometimes 

glad to escape. 11 Evangelical doctrine stressed duty and involvement 

with the world. Escape might be attractive, but it could not really 

be condoned, and luckily for Dickens the reviewer finds valuable moral 

lessons in his work. But such an attitude is not peculiar to evangelical 

reviewers - for almost all Victorian critics of Dickens, even if reality 

may be heightened in fiction, it must not be abandoned. Thus the 
.. 

rationalists, the realists and the evangelicals all have their reasons 

for distrusting an over-use of imagination. 

Opposition to Dickens is sometimes caused by class difference and 

political viewpoint. The Spectator (20 July 1861, p.784) does not relent 

in its opposition, even in a review of Great Expectations, a novel in which 

eyen the Saturday Review finds praiseworthy material. The Spectator 

continues with its usual criticism,that Dickens paints lithe accidents, not 

the essence of human character," and adds that this is especially so 

when he describes lithe more educated ranks of society," because their 

professions or their inward characters do not shine through their 

exteriors, and since Dickens relies on describing striking externals, his 

upper-class characters fail. This is said also by Brimley, in his 

review of-Bleak House in the same periodical (24 September 1853, p.924). 

He objects to the Dedlock family and surmises that either Dickens knows 

nothing of such people, or their external appearances do not offer 

enough that is funny or grotesque, and Dickens is forced to caricature 

them in order to make them interesting. This kind of statement may also 

be found in the Westminster Review (October 1854, Collins p.307), where it is 

stated that Dickensls method of studying lower-class oddities from the 

outside is both acceptable and successful, but when he describes more 

cultivated characters who have no external peculiarities,he fails 

because he is unable (through ignorance of such people) to work from 

the inside. Often it appears as if reviewers who make such statements 
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cannot see further than the externals of Dickens's characters because 

in real life they do not see further than the outsides of people in 

the lower orders. The class snobbishness of such statements may also 

be seen "in the Saturday Review's reaction (11 November l865~ Collins 

pp.462-63) to the satire of the Veneerings and Podsnaps,46 and in 

Stott's comment, in the Contemporary Review (February 1869, p.223), that 

Dickens can describe ordinary people well but "seems incapable of 

creating a gentleman." 

Most objection to Dickens's satire, indeed, comes from critics who 

are of different political, social or religious viewpoint. Even if 

they recognise that he does not attempt faithfully to represent the in

stitutions he attacks, they adversely criticise him because they fee1 his 

op"inions are mistaken. And sometimes they claim that his imperfect 

delineations of institutions reflect his imperfect understanding of 

them. Imaginative heightening, accepted to a degree in ord"inary and 

humorous creation of character, is regarded, therefore, with more suspicion 

when it appears in satiric characters or scenes. Important issues are at 

stake, and most critics and the journals they work for have varying stand

points which colour their literary criticism. FHzjames Stephen 

is a leading figure in the protests against Dickens's satires in this 

period. In the Edinburgh Review (July 1857, pp.126-27) he protests 

against Dickens's injustice to some of the institutions of English society 

and his animosity to the aristocracy, but the journal Stephen writes 

mostly for is the Saturday Review. In an earlier article in the Saturday 

Revi ew (3 January 1857, Coll ins pp. 347-48) ~ Stephen protests pa rti cul arly 

against Dickens's comic exaggeration of social and political abuses. 

To many people, he says, Jarndyce vs Jarndyce represents the Court of 

Chancery and the Ci rcuml ocuti on Offi ce represents Downi n9 Street. 

46 See below, Pp.158-59. 
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J liTo any.one who remonstrates,1I however, the comic writer's answer would 

be that lIit is nothing, but a fair repr~sehtation of what exists, just 

exaggerated enough to make the subject entertaining. In this, no 

doubt, there is a certain amount of truth; and so there is in the plea 

of the old woman who destroys her neighbour's character over her tea, 

that she only adds colour enough to her story to make it piquant. 1I 

Artistic exaggeration, Stephen insists, is a "fallacy,1I especially when 

the truth about important social or political matters is deformed. At 

best, Dickens tells half-truths, and where an abuse does exist, he highly 

exaggerates it. The comic novel ist, 5tephen fears, escapes responsibil ity 

for his lies or half-truths because when he is contradicted he merely 

laughs and pretends he was only in sport. 

All of the opposition, fro~ the Edinburgh Review, the Saturday 

Review and others, to the satire of the later novels, is founded on the 

conviction that Dickens's views are wrong - he has made an error',or he 

is deliberately telling lies. In July 1857, the Leader takes up issue 

first with the Edinburgh Review and then with the Saturday Review over 

the satire of Little Dorrit. 47 . It is amusing, the writer saY$ (11 July 

1857, p.664), to hear the reviewer in the Edinburgh Review licensure 

Mr. Dickens's pleasant fiction of the Circumlocution Office in the most 

solemn tones, as though it were offered as a full and fair account of the 

whole science and art of government. II The defence of Dickens's right to 

satirise Government and its officials is, largely, sensible and effect-

ive, but it is ~s much founded on the Leader's belief that Dickens is 

right as Fitzjames Stephen's opposition is based on a conviction that he 

is wrong, as the Leader shows, in its own review of Little'Dorrit on 

47 See the Leader 4,11,18 July and 1 August, and the Saturday Review 
11 and 18 July. Reviews of Little Dorrit in these journals appear on 
25 June and 4 July respectively. 
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25 June 1857 (Collins, p.364), when it praises Dickens's "independence of 

thought" and the "truth·of his scorching satire." Ruskin's agreement 

with Dickens's social teaching, too, depends on his belief that Dickens 

is right in what he says. Both defenders and opponents have, underlying 

their arguments, a basic decision whether Dickens is right or wrong, which 

they may then proceed to jus t i fy on "art is tic" grounds. 

In a long and persuasive article in the National Review (July 1861) 

on Mart~n Chuzzlewit (recently reprinted), the reviewer agrees with what 

Dickens says about America. There may be Americans like Mr. Bevan, the 

reviewer says (p. 142),but he feels that too many of the "very noxious, 

ill-bred, swaggeri ng, silly s~t of persons" have got into the "most 

prominent places in their social scheme," and Dickens's satire against 

them is both justified and truthful. Again, this depends heavily on the 

fact that the "reviewer agrees with Dickens's attitude, but the reviewer's 

argument in favour of the partial truth48 of the satirist is interesting. 

He says (p.139) that "the whole representation of America may be more 

ludicrous than America is in reality; but the separate facts are not 

exaggerations further than the skill of the artist, which brings .out 

forcibly every point he takes, makes a certa"in degree of exaggeration 

inevitable." And to clarify even further this point about the satirist's 

tendency to exaggerate, he goes on io say (pp.143-44),of the satires 

in more recent novels, "The court of Chancery was, until its recent 

changes, most dismally slow, expensive, and disappointing; and in many 

public offices nothing was done, and donein a pompous and imposing 

manner, as if to do nothing was a laudable and gentlemanly thing in 

a public officer. The comic writer satirised that which was ridiculous 

and foolish, and left out of sight what was commendable in the institutions 

The criticism that, if we look at the whole truth, we ought to say 

481 mean this in a slightly different sense from Ruskin~s. See above 
p. 82. 
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that the institutions were substantially good, but with a few striking 

flaws, does not touch the comic writer. He only affects to address 

himself to a partial truth; and if he brings that truth into a strong 

light, he has effected his aim.1I Like the writer in the Leader 
" 

mentioned above, and like Ruskin, the reviewer here asser.ts that the 

satirist need not be concerned with the complexity and fairness of his 

attacks. And exaggeration is not only acceptable to the reviewer,but 
• 

in his opinion it may be an essential part of the satirist's method. 

If this is so, it may be unreasonable to ask the satirist accurately to 

represent life or comprehensively to debate any topic which he may include 

in his work. The truth needs to be there, but it need not be the whole 

truth. 

In non-satiric comedy, the process is sometimes said to be similar. 

Wa"lker, in the University Quarterly (January ;860, p.98),says that 

only a IIground-work of truthll is necessary to humour, and he asks IIWhat 

difference is there whether the novelist pictunes a few real characters 

in his work and infers from them, or first philosophizes in a broad, 

crowded world of life, and, fr'om a myriad of characters, idealizes beings 

pvssess'ing more than the significance of any actual L and thus makes, as it 

were, his whole tale a mora1?11 There is no difference in IItruth,1I he 

says, but there is a great difference in power, because truth is a higher 

thing than mere fact. Thackeray describes facts by keeping as close to 

real life as poss"ible, but Dickens, through the use of his imagination, 

reaches higher 'truths and creates better art. Walker appears to place 

together two ideas which are not entirely separable. To see the 

characters as IItypes li seems to stress the underlying reality, and to 

see them as being idealised seems to emphasise the art that heightens, 

but the distinction is not always clear. Still discussing Dickens's 

satirical method, Forster49 , in his ~eview of Little Dorrit in the 

49 I assume it is ~orster, who left the Examiner in 1853, but may still have 
written reviews of Dickens's works. 
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Examiner (13 June 1857, p.372), adds another term. He praises 

Barnacle as the i:dealisation or "personification" of "a common abuse in 

statemanship" in the mode of Pecksniff, who "personifiesll a "particular 

form of hypocrisY,1I Forster continues to say that each of these 

personifications must be regarded as lI one of the elements of truth 

reduced to its pure state by the chemistry of genius" rather than as the 

"ordinary compound truth which enters into every-day 1 ife." In justif-

icationof the method, Forster argues, "Of course one may complain of 

the chemist who experiments on oxygen that it is air with the nitrogen 

improperly left out," and so one may complain of Dickens's sketch of the 

Circumlocution Office, he says, IIthat it shows only one half of the 

constitution of the air in Downing Street. II The same might be said, 

~orster adds, of many of the characters, because linearly all the elements 

of which the world ;s made, when seen alone, can be seen as only mon

strosities in nature." The analogy suggests, of course, that Dickens's 

art is not only true to basic nature, but that it makes use of the 

essential elements of nature, just as the chemist who works with oxygen 

uses the most important element of air. Dickens's truth is only partial, 

but it is not therefore negligible, and, in fact, his method makes truth 

more easily visible. A similar analogy50 . appears two years earlier, 

in the (October 1855, p.470) where it is 

argued that Dickens's truth is at once "more and less than the whole 

truth.'~ The nove1ist ' s method is simoilar to that of a "chemist or 

mechanical philosopher" who, wishing to illustrate a particular effect 
., 

and its cause, selects a phenomenon in which they can be seen more 

50 These Uscientific" analogies are interesting~ because the Realists 
and Naturalists often see the novelist as some kind of scientist, and 
Dickens's critics defend him against Realist criticism by claiming 
for him similar methods. 
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easily than they can in the real world. The novelist, in like fashion, 

"takes human nature as it were into the laboratory, selects the 

character with which he wishes to make us familiar, and holds it up to 

view, with some of its features exaggerated indeed, but not falsified. 

There are fewer characteristics, and therefore each must occupy a more 

prominent place than if it were curbed and ~eutralised by others." 

Exact truth to nature may not be required by t~e reviewer, but falsity 

in the novelist is deplored as much as it would be in the chemist. The 

reviewer finds fault with Mr. Chadband, for example, not because he is 

a satire of a religious hypocrite - the reviewer is ~areful to say this -

but because he is completely unnatural. The anaclogy to the chemist, 

used by the Examiner and the Ecclesiastic and Theologian is designed to 

give the artist some freedom with which to demonstrate truths about human 

nature or about social institutions. But significantly, the aim of the 

scientist is to seek truth, and if truth is permitted to be modified, it 

must nevertheless be present and be made clearly visible. By exaggerat

ing, Dickens suggests tr~th more clearly. This is recognised also by 

S.F. Williams, discussing Pic~wick Papers in the Rose Shamrock and Thistle 

(IV, 1864, p. 77) ,who says that readers are "never led away into mis

taking the excess for the truth." They "all ow so much discount ll and see 

truth beneath the heightened exteriors of the characters. 

. 51 
The idea that the characters are "types,1I denied by the Rambler, 

is suggested by Forster and Walker, and, in varying \lJays, by others. 

The Leader (25 'June 1857, Collins pp.363-64) recognises the psychological 

truthfulness of William Dorrit and Mr. Merdle, and the reviewer says, of 

the latter of the two, that although it is well known that he is a portrait 

from life, he is "not merely a reflex of one individual," but of a whole 

51 See above, p. 81 . 
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class of men. W.H. Dixon in the Athenaeum (6 June 1857, p.724), seems 

to recognise the same thing when he predicts that the novel IIwill meet 

with opposition from the Barnacles and the Merdles, and from all who are 

interested in the maintenance of humbug and circumlocution. 1I On the 

other hand, the Eclectic Review (October 1861, p.463) prefers to stress 

the individuality of the characters. Dickens does not give us types 

or representatives of classes, blJt rather describes "humanity in all 
.. 

its little details." This is merely the reverse of the coin because 

in his creation of idealised types, Dickens is seen to overlay basic 

human characteristics with vivifying detail, so that his characters seem 

so different from rea 1 peopl e and from each other, yet bas i ca lly are 

true to nature. 

Some reviewers argue that Dickens's novels describe the real world, 

because the real world is, in fact, like the Dickens world, or at least 

. it could be so with very little change. G.F. Talbot, in Putnam's 

Monthly Magazine (March 1855, p.268) speaks of Dickens's tendency to 

IIheighten the illusion of reality" by the use of unusual speech, 

'grimaces, eccentricities of movement, and whimsicality of habit.1I He 

says, IIIn fact ~1r. Dickens's creations are too intensely individual to 

be true to ordinary life. This is the reason why, upon some prosaic 

and exact minds, they have the unpleasant effect of caricature. 1I In 

ordinary life, men r~rely reveal their true selves, but revelation comes 

in pertods of great excitement or when they are "under the spell of 

some great nl"ind. 1I In Dickens's novels, the characters are under such 

a spell, and there is such an atmosphere of lIexcitement ll that "true 

acting and true speakingll become IInatural. 1I The world of the novels 

is not like the real world as it is, but it is what the real world might be 

like if all restraint were taken away. Talbot here does not seem to 

make his point clear, but he suggests that the Dickens world is a kind 

of fantasy of life which is in essentials not untruthful to real life, 
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and that real, life itself ;s only different because its conventions and 

patterns of behaviour are rigidly enforced. Dickens's imagination pierces 

conventional behaviour and shows men as they are. Talbot spends some 

time discuss'ing Dickens's comedy~ but his argument at this point does 

not refer merely to comic characters. Nor does Forster's argument, in 

the Examiner (8 October 1853, Collins p.292), but with Talbot's it 

shows the lengths to which Dickens's favourable critics will go in order 

to prove the truthfulness of his characters. The characters "personify 

some main idea" and "are ever found ,universallyapplicable." Some 

people seem to require that character should be dissected psychologically 

and analysed minutely, but, Forster argues, this in itself is unlife

like. We see nobody minutely in real life and men have contact with 

each other only by the touching of their extremes. 52 The salient points 

of character are therefore what the novelist finds ~ost useful, and the 

reader instinctively fills in the rest of the sketch, just as he does 

in real life when he assesses his fellowmen. The greatest writers 'in 

all literature have used this method, Forster claims, correctly pointing 

out that character-analy~is is not necessarily more realistic, but is 

a literary convention. Forster is asking for a more subtle reading of 

Dickens's-characters, in reaction against the too-ready dismissal of 

them by hostile critics, and, noting the tendency to expect of fictional 

characters what may be expected of real people, he argues that their 

acquaintance needs to be made in a similar way. Life is "read" as 

literature is, and vice versa. 

In all of the reviewers' comments, the concern for truth may be 

observed, and whether they believe that Dickens is not truthful either 

in his portraits of humanity or in his statements about social institutions, 

for example, or 0hether they find truth that is heightened or made 

52 Th' . t d' F' t ' L . f d' d b 1 101 'f s passage 1 s repea e 1n ors er s~, 1 scusse e ow, p. . 
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pleasing in some way, their demand that truth be present is unvarying. 

Clearly the tendency for Dickens's com~dy'to include the exaggerated, 

the eccentric, the unusual and the fanciful, places some strain on the 

reviewers who find that a central canon of literary judgment appears 

not to be respected. The simple answer is that exaggerated art is 

inferior, and an equally simple answer is that Dickens is a truth

teller. Truth-tellers in all ages have been persecuted.says Dixon in 

the Athenaeum (6 June 1857, p.724), so it is not surprising to find that 

Dickens is too, while Blanchard Jerrold, in the Gentleman's Magazine 

(July 1870, pp.236-37) solemnly brings forward the might of the British 

Medical Journal and the Law Journa1 53 to vouch for the accuracy with 

which Dickens describes disease, death and lawyers. But aside from 

such simple statements, there are a number of elaborate attempts to 

reconcile Dickens's outward lack of truthfulness with the feeling that 

he is basically true. Where it is a matter of pol itical opinion, few 

qUGstions are settled, but the large question remains, whether the 

Dickens world is true to the real world. Some reviewers are undecided 

on the question of truth. Bentley's Miscel~ (October 1853, Collins 

p.289) finding both truth and falsity in :::....:....:.:.::.:.:.:.--=...:..:~=-, says that, "if 

the whole of such a work ... were equal to its parts, what a book it 

would be,1I but there are more decisive - and more fruitful - comments 

elsewhere. Many of the discussions I have quoted above range - quite 

naturally - beyond the comedy, because discussions of Dickens's comedy 

raises important critical questions; and where comedy does not spark , 

the debate) it is usually referred to or is of some relevance. The 

whole situation may be summed up to an extent by consideration of 

a series of articl,es by R.H. Hutton, in the ..::..1:.;="::':::"::":::.:' at the end of 

Dickens's career. Hutton is fully aware of the comedy's importances 

53NO dates or page references are gi yen by '::::":::';~::"";_::';';';~--"'-";"';";;;;'.J.~~;";;" 
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and~he discusses intelligently the relationship between the comedy of 

the novels and the need for the truth i·n fiction. 

In an article entitled "Mr. Dickens's fYloral Services to Literature," 

in the Spectator (17 April 1869, p.474), Hutton praises Dickens, as 

a humorist, above Aristophanes and Shakespeare. 54 On successive weeks, 

after Dickens's death, ll~ 18 and 25 June 1870, the opinion is repeated, 
, 

but in the 18 June issue, a correspondent, J. Hain Friswell, questions 

such high praise. 55 While Shakespeare paints ab intra, Dickens can only 

work ab extra, Friswell says, and the result is that while Shakespeare 

gives us human nature, Dickens can, at best, only give "particulars and 

classes." Dickens has nothing to compare with Falstaff, nor even 

with Shakespeare's lesser comic characters,56 in their truthfulness to 

human nature. This sugges~s what I shall show below~7 that some of 

the things claimed for Dickens by his defenders limit his stature: 

the creation of classes or types may mean no more than that he "is good 

in a 1 imited range, but that he has not created universal humanity. 

Hutton does not claim that Dickens is on the same level as Shakespeare in 

this respect, but shows that he"had not intended to place Dickens on that 

level in the first place. He says, "We do not beli~ve .... that 

Dickens ever drew a real character. Mrs. Gamp is - in a very true 

sense - though it sounds paradoxical, .... his highest idealism. 

54 See below, p.297. 

55 repro Dickensian (June 1905, pp.146-47). Also in Friswell's 
Modern ~~en of Letters Honestly Criticised (1870, pp.43-44). 

56 

This assessment ,of his stature is discussed below, p. 297 too. 

57 p. 313," 
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Shakespeare hardly ever created a character that was not real in its 

whole basis. But as a feat of humour58 , we do seriously hold that 

Mrs. Gamp stands above Shakespean='sgreatest efforts in the same 

direction." What is meant by Dickens's "idealism" is explained in the 

same issue (18 June 1870, p.750). Dickens may appear to be a realist, 

but in fact he re-arranges reality like a "moral kaleidoscope." 

Mrs. Gamp, for example, is based on an idea, that of selfishness, and 

Dickens continually plays upon the idea, placing her in varying situations 

all different and all minutely described in their circumstances, but 

always Mrs. Gamp illustrates the idea that forms the basis of her nature. 

This is not realism, it shows no depth of knowledge of human nature, 

and it entails no analysis of character, but it makes Dickens a great 

humorist. Hutton is apparently anxious to justify what he says here, 

because on the following week he returns with yet another article entitled 

."What is Humour?" This has been discussed above 59 because of Hutton's 

definition of humour as a mode involving paradoxical shifting from one 

state of personal feeling to another almost inconceivable in relation to 

it. The humorist, Hutton says, may achieve his end best by "careful 

selection" and "subtle exaggeration II of moral qualities. Pecksniff, 

for example, is "vastly overdrawn," but there is therefore more, not 

less, of humour in him. Humour, which depends on the reader's surprise 

at the incongruity, ~ay be greater when the humorist has 1I1 eft something 

out of 'nature, and perhaps exaggerated something in it. 1I Dickens's 

best characters, Hutton concludes, are IIpure embodiments of his humour, 

- not real characters at all, but illustrations ... of the deepest 

moral incongruities of the heat't.1I 

58 The emphasis is Hutton's here and above. 

59 See pp.15'.]6. 
> 
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Hutton's argument is cogent and persuasive, and he strikes 

a balance between those who condemn Dickens for his exaggeration and 

superficiality 'in the creation of character and those who find truths 

about human nature heightened by art. Hutton finds both, but he tones 

down the arguments of both sides. Dickens is neither as full of 

insight nor as lacking in it as the two opposing groups make out. 

Hutton writes on Dickens almost throughout the rest of the period under 

survey and he substantially repeats these arguments and the general 

assessment that Dickens is a great humorist but no more than that,60 

each time. His enthusiasm for Dickens's humour is genuine, but his 

assessment is echoed by others, in a much more condescending way, 

especially in the generation after Dickens's death. 

The arguments whi ch seek to reconcile Dickens I s art with truth may 

be seen in this period as fn the last, with the difference that the 

opposition becomes much more aggressive and the defences become more 

elaborate. Not all that I have discussed has had a direct bearing on 

the comic, but this is partly because the attacks and defences are made 

with the widest possible reference to Dickens's work, and tile comedy is 

therefore included in a wider reference. The comedy of the later novels 

is consciously discussed to a lesser extent because the reviewers often 

do not think that Dickens's works are as comic as they were. There is 

much talk of a decline in his comedy and the old Pickwickian days are 

mourned and Dickens's comic grotesque is merely dismissed as grotesque. 

The comic aspect? are not discussed because they are not felt to be ;', 

funny. His satire is discussed, but its comic nature is often lost 

sight of. The balance is tipped in favour of the early Dickens, and 

it ;s never redressed in the rest of the period. Hutton says, in the 

~ectator (18 June 1870, p. 751), that it is lias a humourist alone, that 

60 b 1 See e ow, p.313. 
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Dickens will be immortal ," and he finds that the novels up to David 

Copperfield are the best because they are the most humorous~ The emphasis 

of Hamley on Pickwickian fun, in Blackwood's ~1agazine (April 1857), 

and less charitable comments in the unfriendly reviews, that fun is 

all that Dickens is good for, reinforce the idea of him as above all 

a com; c wri ter. The usual term is "humorist," but Hutton's discussions 

often use the word in a wider sense, and are a strong force in ensuring 

that Dickens's reputation for comedy is carried over into the next 

period. 

The Generation After Dickens : 1871 - 1906 

After the ten years of this period had passed, St John Topp, in the 

Melbourne Review (July 1881, p.274),summarises the state of opinion on 

the truthfulness to human nature of Dickens's characters. The debate, 

he says, is between those on one side who see them as unnatural monstros-

ities and those on the other who claim that they are such as may be met 

with in real life. He suggests that the truth lies between these 

extremes, that some characters are true to life, while others are un-

natural, and yet others display mingled truthfulness and untruthfulness. 

This general pattern is observable in earlier perlod~,and to an 

extent that it holds true of this, but the middle ground, in which 

Dickens's faults are admitted and his excel1enc~concentrated upon, 

becomes. more populous. 

In one way, this period begins badly for Dickens's reputation because 

there is a concerted attack on it in several journals. The alleged lack 

of truthfulness in his works forms one of the central complaints. Perhaps 

the harshest of these attacks appears in the London Quarterly Review 

(January 1871), a ~1ethodist journal which especially objects to his 

moral influence. The charge of caricature is made as a three-pronged 

assault on his work. It is low comedy - a question of stature - it is 
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~ntruthful, and it does not inspire love, but rather a feeling more 

akin to contempt, for the exaggerated characters. 61 The characters are 

the products of "acute" but rarely "profound" observation, and Dickens 

is given credit for vividness (p.268), but his caricatures are said 

(p.276) to be "modifications of fact, which but seldom come under the 

head of idealisations." Not surprisingly, in view of the journal's 

religious affiliation, Mr. Chadband is singled out for special condem

nation, and the reviewer says (p.277), "Let any man search the dismal 

outskirts of Christianity for the foundation of this personage, and 

where will he find it?" But even where his religious standpoint does 

not affect his judgement, the critic finds that Dickens's characters are 

not true tolite except only in a superficial way. A similarly harsh 

criticism comes also from the Dublin Review (April 1871), a journal 

whichappealed to educated "upper-class Roman Catholics. The article is 

a long comparison of Dickens and Thackeray, mostly to the latter's 

advantage because he paints truthfully and with insight whereas Dickens is 

said (pp.324-25) to be merely a caricaturist. As such, Dickens is fit 

only for amusing his readers, and the critic praises (p.33~) such 

"harmless old ladies" as Mrs. Nickleby, Miss La Creevy, Mrs. Blimber and 

othel's because although "they are not like life," they are "very amus"ing." 

When the critic says, however, that "everyone of them has become a reality 

to us, and we like them," he is granting to Dickens mere vividness of 

characterisation, and his unwillingness to react otherwise to Dickens's 

conlic characterisation is evident when, praising the characters of the 

early novels, he says (p.347) that Dickens influences the feelings of 

readers "at the expense of our common sense," For many reviewers, 

rational rather than emotional response to fiction is required, and 

61 See below, pp.177,304 for further discussion of this and the 
critic's assessment of Dickens's stature. 
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although caricature may, when it is funny, be accepted - with reserv-

ations - as a mere form of amusement, the critic in the Dublin Review 

does not find anything deeper because he62 has made a conscious decision 

not to. Because of the caricatured characters of Little Dorrit and 

Our Mutual Friend, the reviewer says (p.348), IIWe do not want to remember 

them or any of the people in them.1I The rear;tion is an upper-class 

rather than a literary one, as prejudiced as the revealing comment about 

Barnaby Rudge. Dickens's ignorance of religion and the Catholic Church 

is mentioned (p.338), and his untruthfulness and caricature are 

incessantly decried, yet the account of the Gordon riots is said (p.34l) 

to be a II mas terlyll description of IIthat disgraceful episode in the history 

of ignorance, bigotry and folly.1I 

Both of these articles, apart from finding much untruthfulness, note 

the vividness of Dickens's work. Mere vividness by no means suggests 

truthfulness, and in fact it is sometimes attributed to him in place of 

it, but it is linked with Dickens's creative and imaginative powers, and 

eventually in the period there is a greater respect for his vivid yet 

truthful inventiveness. The whole question ranges well beyond the 

confines pf the comic, but Dickens's comic imag"inatton is eventually 

lauded by Chesterton, whose criticism links more strongly to the comic 

what others had suggested before him. Early in ~his period, the 

attribution to Dickens of mere vividness is a means of adverse criti£ism. 

Forster (Life, II p.1l6) says, IIThere are plenty to tell us ll that we 

know Di ckens' s 'characters IIby vi vi dness of external observati on, rather 

than by depth of imaginative insight, by tricks of manner and phrase 

rather than by truth of character, by manifestation outwardly rather 

than by what lies behind. 1I The main target of this is Lewes, whose 

62 Possibly "she. 1I Collins (p.551) says the Iflriter may be Frances 
Cashel Hoey. 
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a.rticle "Dickens in Relation to Criticism," in the Fortnightly Review 

(February 1872) is countered by a later discussion in Forster's Life 

( ) L 'f (. 63 ) II, pp.267 ff.. ewes s amous statement reprlnt p.59 

g,boutthe "hallucinative" nature of Dickens's imagination follows on 

from his assertion that Dickens's imagination is "imperial ," while 

lithe other higher faculties" are "singularly deficient" in him. The 

absence of thought and logic, and the over-abundance of imagination and 

feeling is a personal criticismto which I shall return later,64 but 

Lewes goes on to say (p.61) that this is why Dickens falsifies the 

real. Because of the vividness of his presentation of characters, their 

"falsity was unnoticed "in the blaze of their illumination." Criticism 

attempted in vain to show that the characters are not real people but 

"personi fi ed characteri sti cs, cari catures and di storti ons of human 

nature. II People found th'em satisfactory though, Lewes explains (pp.62-

63) because, "if the scenes and manners were unl'ike those we were 

famil iar with, the feel ings and motives, the joys and griefs" of the 

characters were "universal, and therefore universally intell igible." 

Dickens, that is, appeals to his r~aders' emotions, and because readers 

do not sufficiently scrutinise their feelings, Dickens is successful 

even though he us untruthful. Characters such as Mr. Dick, Mantalini 

and Mr. Micawber - to choose only the comic figures from Lewes's 

examples (p.65) - contain "only touches of vet~isimilitude," and they 

are, for him, errors. Lewes constructs an analogy between Dickens's 

characters and ,a painted wooden horse, and suggests (p.62) that they are 

equally artificial but are brought into the range of readers' sympathies 

because of their superficial brilliance and by Dickens's power to affect 

63 In . Ford and Lane, The Dickens Critics (Cornell , 1961, pp.54-74). 

64 

All references are to this. 

See below, p. 250. 
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his readers' emotions through them. 

Lewes's arguments and analogies are recounted with horror by 

Forster, who notes that neither Taine nor Lewes gives Dickens credit for 

humour, and goes on to explain (Life, II, p.273) the use of exaggeration 

by Dickens. Lord Lytton had written to Dickens and asked ,him whether 

in a particular passage in one of his works, lithe modesties of art were 

not a little overpassed II and Dickens replied that flit is my infirmity 

to fancy or perceive relations in things which are not apparent generallyll 

and that he constantly studied to restrain his inventive powers. (It 

is interesting to note that, in a private letter to a friend and fellow

artist, Dickens is apologetic, the reverse of his demeanour when assert

ing the truth of his novels in his Prefaces.) Forster says that this 

perceiving of relations between things which are not apparent generally 

is one of the exquisite properties of humour - mainly, it seems, because 

of its moral effects65 - but it is one which has dangers. Humour, he 

says, "has in it, is indeed identical Y/ith, what ordinary people are apt 

to ca 11 exaggeration, II and Di ckens sometimes committed II an excess beyond 

the allowable." A few pages later", he reiterates (p.278) that occasionally 

humour is Dickens's master and not his servant, in which cases "it 

reproduced too readily, and carried too far, the grotesque imaginings 

to which great humorists-are prone." Dickens studied hard to confine 

exaggeration "Y/ithin legitimate limits," he says, and he quotes (p.279) 

Dickens's letter to another writer in which he says that in any fiction, 

although lithe truth must be there," the "merit or art in the narrator is 

the manner of stating the truth. II That is, Foster argues on Dickens's 

behalf, for imaginative fiction and the heightening of truth by art. 

Those who object to his exaggeration, he says (p.273), assume that the 

occasional "splendid excess of his genius" is "its integral and essential 

qual ity. It 

65 See above, p. 12 and be"low p. 179. 
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Without claiming that Forster's ideas are new a it may be said that 

his expression of them is highly influential in the generation after 

Dickens's death and that they appear in some form or another in many 

'criticismswhich are favourable to Dickens. But in a way Forster 

expresses typical Victorian answers to the adverse criticisms, and perhaps 

the ideas would have remained current anyway. Elsewhere he argues in 

'other ways on the same topic. Discussing Bleak House (Life, II pp.ll6-

17}he says that it is "difficult to say when a peculiarity becomes too 

grotesque, or an extravagance too farcical,to be within the limits 

of art, II because these things "exist in the world in just the proportions, 

and degree in which genius can discover them." And he goes on to repeat 

the argument, from his earlier review~6 that men only have contact with 

each other by the touching of their extremes, and that therefore "it 

may very often become necessarily the main business of the novelist to 

display the salient points, the sharp an'gles, or the prominences merely" 

of characters, , for readers to be able to know them. Men seldom know 

their fellows deeply, but only form IIrough estimates of character,1I 

which, "if we have any truth of perception, are on the whole correct." 

In an oblique reference probably to George Eliot, Forster says that 

Dickens never stopped to "expound or discuss his creations, to lay them 

psychologically bare, to analyse their organisms" and so on, but, he says, 
. 

"no man could better adjust the outward and visible oddities in a del in-

eation to its inner and unchangeable veracities." Forster, that is, 

argues in two ways. Firstly, what appears odd and exaggerated may be 

discovered in the world by a man of genius, and secondly, there is 

psychological truth underlying many of those characters which have been 

objected to as oddities. Dickens's characters are true~ either directly 

or indirectly, to life. A further argument for indirect truth appears 

66 
See above~ p. 91. 
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in the later passage (Life, II p.274) when he says that the better 

characters are those \'Ihi ch combi ne "traits vi vi dly true to parti cul ar 

men and women with propensities common to all mankind." This statement 

forms the basis of what Forster says of the characters in the novels 

during the next few pages. They are vivid creations of real human 

types, combinations of real istic bases with creative heightening. He 

discusses many comic characters, but his defence of Dickens's character

isation has wider application than merely to the comic. For example, 

he claims (p.277) that the characters of the later novels "will live, as 

the earlier do, by the subtle quality of genius that makes their doings 

and sayings just part of tho~e general incentives which pervade all man-

k·j nd" . Forster considers David Copperfield one of the later novels, and 

he continues,"Who has not had occasion ,however priding himself on his 

unlikeness t6 Micawber, t~ think of Micawber, as he reviewed his own 

experiences?" At all times, Forster argues that Dickens is much more 

than a comic writer at the same time as he insists that Dickens is 

primarily a great humorist. This is possible because.humour is in

extricably linked, in the period, with a degree of truthfulness as well 

as with certain emotions, attitudes and effects, but as usual there is 

a tendency to look through the comedy to underlying qualities. Forster 

is appreciative of the comedy, but in his efforts to justify his friend's 

work he feels that he has to stress its underlying truthfulness and 

moral seriousness. 

Whether because of Forster's influence or not, similar arguments 

reappear elsewhere, and the topics he discusses retain their importance 

throughout the generation after Dickens. There are, for example, those 

who suggest that Dickens's oddities are descriptions of real life. 

David Pryde, in h·js entry on Dickens in the Treasury of Modern Biography 

(1879, p.425) says that people who criticise· the characters for their 
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unnaturalness fail to realise how many oddities there are in the world. 

Gissing (1902, p.126) is, like many fin de siecle novelists and critics, 

aware of the advances in society and education since Dickens's day, and 

he says of Mr. Dick that lunatics were much commoner in the era in which 

he was created. And Chesterton (1906, p.20) seems to make a similar 

criticism when he says that the Dickens world is like life because, 

like life, it is "incredible and irresponsible." But both Gissing's 

and Ch~sterton's treatment of the question of truth is much more complex, 

and I shall return to them later, although it may be said here that 

Chesterton's statement is a gesture of defiance against Dickens's adverse 

critics. He suggests that those who do not understand Dickens fail not 

only to understand his work and his vision of the world, but fail to 

understand the world itself. 

The most common kind, of argument, however, is that in some way 

Dickens minages to heighten the real through the use of comedy, and 

critics endlessly point out the underlying truth of his characterisation. 

Buchanan, in St Paul's Magazine (February 1872, p.14) ,says that Dickens's 

IIFo01s" are '"perhaps truer to nature than is generally conceded" by the 

Hcritical criterion.1! The Dickens world is a fairy::tale world, accord

ing to Buchanan, but he descries reality beneath the fictional surface. 

Even the Realist, W.O. Howells, admits this. In Harper's Monthly 

Magazine (July 1902, p.312), he speaks of Dickens's "often grotesque 

and extravagant ll moral parables and calls his work "a sort of fairy 

story, with people ostensibly of the actual world for the elves, the 

gnomes, the kobolds, and all the qther imposs'ible little fo·'k." Yet, 

he says, Dickens was "true to certain needs and hopes of human nature. 1I 

Howells's sympathie's obviously do not lie with Dickens, but it is a 

tribute to him that he can see past his own strong preferences and 

appreciate a different kind of art. As long as there is some observable 

truth to human nature at the base of Dickens's creation he is likely to 
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draw at least limited praise from late-century critics, especially from 

those who are not happ-x wi th the trends in the fi cti on of thei r t"ime. 

H.D. Traill, for example, in The New Fiction (1897, p.294), says that 

there is always "genius" even in Dickens's exaggeration, and, in his 

best work, there is usually "some broadly human vice or foible to 

sustain it.1I It is only, Traill says, the IItoo narrowly local, the too 

eccentrically individual element which has perished." 

Traill raises an old answer to the charge of exaggeration when he 

discusses (pp.294-95) Mrs. Gamp as a "type." He f"inds that "beneath 

her lifeless bizarrerie of externals,1I Mrs. Garnp is "liv"ing still.," 

Although monthly nurses are no more, she is true to permanent human 

characteristics such as "greed and cunning, vanity and unscrupulousness 

and gross animalism, and the semi-salacious interest of the lower order 

of womankind -in the reproductive side of life." Less vigorously and 

certainly less co1ourfu1ly, others note the same kind of thing. 

St John Topp, in the Melbourne Review (July 1881, p.274),says that some 

of the characters may be recognised as real human types heightened by 

art. We may,he says, meet "a less brilliant Mrs. Gamp" and observe 

"Pecksn iffi an touches II amongst our acqua i ntances . f~any of us have, he 
-

claims, knovm less amusing r~icawbers, but still Macawbers in lIall 

essential qualities." Samuel Davey, in Darw"in, Carlyle and Dickens 

(1876, p.125),claims that in real 1ife men see and recognise the 

Pecksniffs, Micawbers, Swivellers and Nick1ebys which Dickens has created. 

Dickens, he says, is no caricaturist, because he always describes mankind 
, 

in its essentials, not its externals. A.W. Ward, in Charles Dickens 

(1882, pp.216-l7), praises at length the underlying truth of characters 

such as Dombey, Mi~awber, Pecksniff, Chadband, and a little later 

(pp.219-20),he says that many of the characters illustrate the "life and 

ways" of particular classes, professions or other divisions of mank"ind. 
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Likewise, Marzials, in Charles Dickens (1887, p.59), points out the way 

in which "characters of the keenest in.dividual ity" are used to "sum up 

a whole class." This argument,that the characters are types,answers 

the objection that they are unreal and retains a sense of the artistic 

heightening and variety of the comic artist's achievement. However, 

after the l880s it does not seem to appear except very occasionally, 

and Griffin, in the Irish Monthly (October 1896, p.542),perhaps explains 

why. He does not like the creation of types because it suggests an 

absence of analysis of character. Such characters are fixed illustrat

ions of characteristics and do not develop but "remain the same to the 

end." Pro-Dickensians are therefore more apt to celebrate the 

heightening powers of his comic imagination and the vividness of his 

creation. Gissing (1902, p.265) defends some of the characters as types -

Hugo uses th~ method too, he says - but he does so in conscious 

opposition to lithe critic who dismisses Dickens's figures as types. 1I 

T.S Omond, in The Romantic Triumph (1900, p.113),says that those 

who "cannot read Dickens" fail to pierce through his "deficiencies of 

presentment ll to the reality beneath, but he values the heightening as 

well as the heightened, for he says later (pp.115-l6) that the comic 

characters are "more living than real life, more actual than life itself. 

Imagination transcends real~ty." This pays tribute to the vividness 

of Dickens's art and recognises a quality in it which few were willing 

to decry, although some were willing to deny that Dickens makes the 

best use of it. One term for the imaginative transcending of the real 

-is, as in earlier periods, "idealism," and like earlier critics, many 

later' critics are happier when the basis of reality is solid and sure. 

It is not just for, the adverse critics that caricature, extravagance 

and the grotesque are derogatory terms. . Forster bel ieves that Di ckens 

occasionally errs in this way, and so does Topp, in the Melbourne Review 
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(July 1881, p.274), who finds that Quilp, Squeers and Uriah Heep are 

"unnatural monsters. II . Much of the hostile opposition to Dickens is 

from critics who are sympathetic to Realism and Naturalism, but there 

is also some dissatisfaction with these sometimes unpleasantly truthful 

modes. Harrison, in Forum (January 1895, p.547), for example, says 

"Dickens is a realist in that he probes the gloomiest recesses and 

faces the most disheartening problems of life," but his lIidealism" 

savesh1s work from Harrison's contempt,and he praises Dickens because 

"he never presents us the common or the vil e with mere commonplace or 

repulsiveness, and without some ray of humane and genial charm. 67 " 

A similar preference, for the tactful Dickens over the distasteful 

Dandet, is expressed by A.E. Street, in the Cornhill Magazine (October 

1891, p.400). In an age in which Realism seems to triumph over 

Dickens's romantic art, the Realists are sometimes forced to defend 

themselves. Howells compll,a"ins, "in Harper's Monthly Magaz"ine (December 

1837, reprint68 pp.124-25), that lithe young writer who attempts to 

report the phrase and carriage of every-day life" is asked to "idealize 

his personages" after the manney' of Shakespeare or Dickens. That is, 

Howells says, he is asked to "take the life-likeness out of them, and 

put the literary-likeness into them." In the same journal fifteen years 

later, he says (July 1902, p.311) that in Dickens's day "imagination of 

the kind that bodies"·forth the known was a thing not understood at all." 

Howells is, in these articles, unfair to both Dickens's and his own 

period, and what in fact is the case is that while earlier there was 

a demand for greater realism, in the period in which Realism triumphs 

there is, in some places, a demand for more art. 

67 See also Davey (1876, p.15l) and Ward (1882, p.217). 

68 W.O. Howells as Critic, ed. E.H. Cady (1973) 
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Initially at least, however, the demand for realism continues. 

Lewes blames Dickens for an over-use of imagination, and his criticism 

is echoed long after his article first appeared. In the same journal, 

Mowbray Morris retains a Coleridgean distinction between fancy and 

imagination - lost sight of in many criticisms69 - when he says 

(Fortnight1x Review December 1882, Collins pp.608-9), that in most of 

his novels, Dickens's fancy predominates. Only in David CopperfjeJp he 

claims, does Dickens manage to avoid the grotesque and to create 

imaginative rather than fanciful fiction. Of the characters of the 

novels, he complains that linearly all, indeed, of the comic ones, real as 

he has made them to us, are not, when we come to examine them, realities, 

but rather conceptions of his fancy, which he has to shape into realities 

by the use of certain traits and .peculiaritiesof humanity with which his 

extraordinary observation has supplied him." Thackeray "idealises" 

his characters from reality, but Dickens' merely uses his fancy to make 

unreal beings vivid to the reader. I1hat amounts almost to a distrust 

of the imagination is present in many criticisms. A.G. L'Estrange, in 

his Historx of Engl ish Humour ·(vol. 2, 1878, p.235), notes the tendency 

to caricature, and says that Dickens is not afraid to leave it to his 

readers to "deduct the discount7011 from his excess. Yet his humour 

is most admirable, L'Estrange says (p.237), when he controls the flight 

of his fancy, and he adds (p.239) that the humour becomes weak when 

Dickens relies too much on imagination and too little on reality. 

Ward (1882, p.2~9) complains that Dickens too often approaches the 

grotesque and feels that his art was "not without certain affinities" for 

the IIpurely imaginative romance. 1I All through his study, Wat'd points 

69 See, however, Alice Meynel1's "Charles 'Dickens as a Writer,1I in the 
Pall Mall Gazette 08 January 1899, p.3). 

70 cf. Whipple, above p. 62 and l1illiams above p.89. 
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out, almost ad nauseam, where Dickens is and is not true to life, and 

when he enters doubtful ground such as the grotesque~ Quilp, he says 

(p.44), is Dickens's most successful attempt at the grotesque, a mode 

that IIwas full of danger for him, as it is for all writers; II and Tom 

Pinch surprises Ward because, while he approaches the grotesque, he is 

found (p.5 6) to be "so charmingly true to nature. 1I He recognises that 

comedy itself h~s its excesses, but he feels (p.219) that Dickens 

lIat times makes his characters more laughable than nature. 1I In his 

idea that Dickens creates types, mentioned above, he seems to prefer 

fiction in which he can pierce the artistic heightening to the reality 

beneath, and this is reinforced by what he says about Dickens's idealism. 

Dickens, according to Ward (p.208), "found the ideal in the real and 

drew his inspirations from the real world around him.1I To feel his 

strength, he claims, Dickens "needed to touch the earth with his feet,1I 

and he adds la.ter (p.2l5) that the kinds of chat~acters Dickens II chiefly 

del ights in reproducing are ... those\llh~ch most of us have opportunities 

enough of comparing with the realities around US,·I This test, he 

claims, was the test Dickens demanded. Whether this is true or not, 

it is certainly true that many of his critics demanded it. 

James Oliphant says, in Victorian Novelists (1899, p.34), that 

every novelist ought to be both a realist and an idealist in one, but 

in Dickens he finds wan unhappy alternation." At times he merely 
. 

represents particular institutions, for example, and Oliphant says that 

this is II no prajseworthy realism" because the real is not heightened. 

On the other hand, especially in his plots, Dickens is at times "wildly 

imaginative,1I and Oliphant says that this is II no praiseworthy idealism." 

It is truth to human nature~ however, that seems to count most, and in 

sumnling up, Oliphant asserts (p.47) that Dickens did little to deepen 

the hold of the novel on lithe realities of human character. 1I 
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The kind of balance that Oliphant cannot find in Dickens appears 

to be found by Cross (1899, pp.187-88). He calls Dickens an idealist 

because he gives the impression that "this is the best of all possible 

worlds,u and he goes on to say (p.189)that his humour is II a most 

delightful manifestation" of his idealism. Yet where there is satire 

and humour there is "i f not reality itself, a sense of reality. II Events 

and characters must touch the real at some points because "the region 

where humor dwells is somewhere between the real and the ideal; in an 

imaginative treatment of real life," Only lithe out-and-out romancers 

and the out-and-out naturalists ll have no humour, he says (p.190), and 

although there is a basis of the real in Dickens's work, both in 

treatment of fact and in character; sat; on, "the essence of Di ckens I s art 

is grotesque exaggeration" (p.191). Many of the characters, he claims 

(p.192),are "humors highly-idealized, and yet retaining so much of the 

real that we recognize in them some disposition of ourselves and of the 

men and women we meet." Cross's discussion is largely sensible. 

Despite the fact that he seeks realism, he is not disappointed because 

he does not always find it, but accepts Dickens's imaginative - even 

grotesque - art for what it is. His discussion ranges beyond the 

concern f6r the relationship between realism and idealism, however, and 

earlier (p.184) he says of the satires in the novels, that even though 

Dickens is ignorant of much that was done early in' Victoria's reign, it 

is necessal'y to grant him "greater freedom in dealing with facts 

than we are called upon to grant to any other modern novelist of the 
, 

first order; greater freedom, it is often maintained, than art can 

reasonably expect. II Cross is sympathetic to realism and the demand for 

truth to the facts - he mentions Bagehot's 1858 objection?l that many 

of the evils Dickens attacks are the natural results of present society -

but he resists the temptation to condemn, and says (p.185) that Dickens 

71 See be 1 0\'1, p. 164. 
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seized on imperfections in society and made them the germs of "fantastic" 

tales as if from the Arabian Nights. He exaggerates, surely,but he creates 

an artistic picture which is logically completed down to the last 

detail. 

Hutton, in the Spectator (29 July 1893, p.139) also speaks of 

Dickens1s idealism. Characters such as Sam Weller, Mrs. Gamp and Mr. 

Pecksniff are a1'l artistic perfections of human~ traits. They are all 

impossibilities,72 but they are delightful nonetheless. Sam, for 

example, is much more loyal to Mr. Pickwick and much more attractive and 

wise than an education in the streets could have made him, and no hypocrite 

"was ever so ideally hypocritical even to himself as Mr. Pecksniff." 

The truth is there, but it is so heightened as to have become an impossib

i'lity, and Hutton delights 'in the art that heightens rather than the 

reality that is heightened. Something similar is noted by Harrison,in 

Forum {January 1895, pp.548-49),who says that caricature is the essence 

of Dickens's humour, and that-characters such as Tony Weller, the Fat 

Boy, Toots, Traddles, Micawber, Gamp or Mantalini are "never possible," 

but are in fact always - as they are meant to be, he says - "comic 

distortions of nature." Harrison recognises this, and he appreciates 

such exaggerated comic art, but he spends much of his time deciding on 

whether Dickens is a humorist of the highest class or not. 73 

L.illy (1895) rates Dickens as a humorist lm'ler than Thackeray, 

Carlyle and George Eliot, but his chapter is interesting because of what 

he says of the humorist's possession and use of imagination. He draws 

a distinction (pp.5-6)~ with Goethe, between passive and active imagin

ation. The man of genius has the latter kind, and he uses it to recreate 

reality. A fictional character may not be found in the world, but he is 

72 cf . Chesterton below, p.12l on the ideal as the "impossible. 1I 

73 See below, p. ~1l. 
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a llliving type," and a IIreal creation." These two terms indicate 

a balance held by Lilly between life and art. The humorist holds up 

a mirror to nature, he says (p.4), and it reflects men and their 

environment, but the mirror is a IImagic mirror of artistic imagination," 

which means that the real is transcended at the same time as it is 

reflected. 74 This idea is not new in Dickens-criticism, of course, 

but Lilly merely gives it more sophist-icated expression than it has 

hitherto had. He goes on to say (p.10) that side by side with the 

real world there is an ideal world which the novelist paints, so that men 

can contemplate themselves and their existence heightened from what 

t.hese are in ordinary 1 ife. Nen constantly wish to break away from the 

actual, and hence they read and write fiction. However, all of this 

;s general theory, and in discussing Dickens, Lilly finds that he is 

a poor artist, but that he possesses a "violent and lurid imagination7511 

(p.ll) which makes his characters "live in his pages by the power of 

his creative genius." But he has no high opinion of Dickens's art 

partly because he does not create the ideal that is ba~ed solidly enough 

on the real. There is too much caricature and exaggeration. 

What he allows Dickens is vividness: his characters are "1iv"ing 

types./I A similar term is used by R.C. Lehmann, in his article on 

Dickens in Chambers's Cyclopaedia of English Literature (1903, p.468). 

He no the IIliving strength" which Dickens bestows upon his characters. 

The "faithful accuracy of genius,1I he says, is quHe different from the 

"accuracy of the instantaneous photographer. 1I The characters are 

caricatured, but the externals are true to lI'inward character. 1I This 

74 See below, P.115. 

75 See below$ pp.250-51. 
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is similar to Forster1s idea,76 and Lehmann appears to follow Forster 

in noting the psychological truth as well'as the vividness of the 

characters. But, as Lewes's criticism shows, it is possible to 

reject Dickens despite his vividness. Mrs. 01iphanthad done so, 

indeed, in her article in Blackwood1s Magazine (June 1871, pp.677-78), 

where she says that Dickens captivates his readers to Sam Weller and 

Mrs. Gamp .. coarse, common figures whose creation requires only 

a minima" knowledge of a narrow section of life - by the vivifying power 

of his genius. like Lewes, Mrs. Oliphant argues that Dickens's vivid-

ness is not a good substitute for truthfulness. Yet in the 1890s and 

around the turn of the century in particular, there are a number of 

critics who find value in Dickens's art because of its vitality. 

Lehmann is one, and similar feelings may be found in Dawson's 
..;...c.;...=---..~_ 

of English Fiction (1905, p.llO) and in W.F. Lord's article in 

Nineteenth Century (November 1903, p.780). Because these critics find 

value in Dickens's art despite its lack of profound truthfulness, they 

must be mentioned here, but a discussion of their criticisms appears in 

Chapter Four below. 77 

Gissing (1902) is obviously concerned to show that Dickens's fiction 

is truthful, and he uses several tactics to evade the charge of caricature. 

One argument is that some of the odd scenes and characters are true to 

Dick~ns's time. He says (p.43), for example, that Sketches by Boz 

was true to the facts of the 1830s, and (p.13) that IIsixty years ago, 

grotesques and ~ccentricities were more common than nowadays.1I Men 

were not so highly educated and were free to expres~ their individual 

quirks in a way that late-century men, apparently~ are not. But Gissing 

also subscribes to ·two ideas common in previous criticism :that the 

76 See above p.10l. 

77 See pp.316,317. 
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characters are types 78 and that 'Dickens is an idealist. The Wellers, 

for example, are "soci~lly representative-:":each is a "human type" 

basically copied from nature. However, Sam and Tony are both "creations 

strictly humorous," Gissing says (p.203). In humour there is always 

some light thrown on human nature, some thought suggested,79 and, he 

adds (p.204), after discussing the moral and "philosophical" teaching 

that occurs through the Wellers, that "to survey all [Dickens's] 

humorous characters woul dbe to repeat, in substance, the same remarks 

again and again." Some of the "satiric portraitures "discussed in an 

earlier chapter are also "types." Pumblechook is an "embodiment of 

dishonesty" with "English traits" remarkably varied from other embodi

ments in Dickens of the same- failing (p.152). 

The satire is, however, also characterised in some cases, by 

a vein of exaggeration. For example, Gissing says (pp.129-30) that 

a degree of exaggeration gives point to the American scenes in Martin 

Chuzzlewit. Rather unfairly, Gissing says that early critics had only 

objected to this element of Dickens's art when it had been a matter of 

"morals or national character,", but not when it was a question of art. 

Dickens exaggerated, he says (p.13l), in "all but every page," and 
, -

through hls exaggerated characters he achieved his triumphs. There 

are moments of subdued truthfulness, the main example of which is 

William Dorrit (p.1l4), but the ty'pical Dickens is the one who 

exaggerates, and the only real question that can be put about the 

exaggerated characters, he claims (p.13l), is whether they are consistent 

78 Gissing defends Dickens's characters as "types l
' (see above, p. 1(:)5), 

but he prefers Dickens's vividness and vitality, and elsewhere protests 
aga i nst the 1 i fe 1 essness of "types" in the work of others. See K. 
Graham, English Criticism of the Novel (1965, pp.87-88). 

79 See above, p. 14. 
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or not. The argument for consistency does not seem to appear very 

much in the period aft~r Dickens's death, -possibly because, with the 

rise of Realism and Naturalism in the novel, critics become obsessed 

with fiction's truthfulness to life or nature. 

The Realists, however, often described disgusting and odious aspects 

of society, and even with Gissing, Dickens finds favour because he 

refines and humours his subject to make it acceptable to the public (p.86). 

He believes Dickens had to do so for the squeamish Victorian public, but 

even if he does not agree that Dickens's practice is necessary al1y 

longer, he appreciates Dickens1s art of softening truth, despite the 

occasional "misrepresentation of social facts," Dickens's main method 

is idealism. Mrs. Gamp is the most successful example of this. She 

is lithe sublimation of the essence of Gamp;' Gissing says (p.103),and in 

his discussion of her (pp.l02-8), he shows that Dickens describes the 

truth about her, but omits the most offensive parts and uses his humour 

to soften what rema ins. Ali ce r~ar\'JOod, in Dombey and Son, is an 

idealised character, but Gissing finds in her a substitution of falsity 

for truth rather than a partial -omission and softening of it. The 

difference between the two characters is that one is comic and the other 

is not: through humour., Dickens could safely look at Mrs. Gamp's 

repulsiveness without offending anyone, but without its aid in the 

characterisation of Alice Marwood ,he is forced to repress details and to 

conceal the truth, in order to avoid offending. Caricature, Gissing 

says (p.154), is not Dickens's method, because caricature "proceeds by . 
a broad and simple method," whereas Dickens's characterisation is complex 

and subtle. Like Shakespeare,. although not on such a high level, he is 

a "supreme idealis~." HArt was art, not nature80 ," he argues (p.86), 

and Dickens used his idealism most to soften the bitterness of truth. 

80 A reference to Goethe, used by Masson in 1851 and 1859. Gissing's 
argument is in many ways like Massons's. 
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But in his most successful cases, he creates the sublime, as he does in 

Mrs. Gamp. Gissing dQes not agree with Dickens - note that he says 

lIart was art, not naturel! - and clearly feels that he belongs to 

a different age with different standards, but he pleads convincingly for 

understanding of Dickens's art, arid he has a solid awareness of the value 

and function of the comic in the novels. 8l Gissing discusses frequent-

'ly the truthfulness of Dickens's comedy, although he does not spurn farce 

because it merely amuses (p.202). He mentions the sublime in connection 

with Mrs. Gamp and more than once discusses Dickens's idealistic method, 

but the underlying truthfulness is clearly what he values most. 

In essentials, Gissing's position is similar to that of most critics 

who favour Dickens, but others give more emphasis to the imaginative and 

creative powers which heighten the real. There is still a feeling that 

Dickens I s art· is over-imagi nat; ve and 1 acki n9 in arti sti c control. 

Lilly, (1895) speaks (p.4) of the "vision ll or lIintuition ll which a man of 

genius brings to his representation of the world, but finds that Dickens 

has too lurid an 'imagination and fails to give IIform ll to his works. As 

a humorist, therefore, he ;s inferior because a11 that separates a humor

ist from any other creative artist is that he treats his subject IIplay-
. ~ 

fully." -But Lilly seeks an idealism that transcends reality by recreating 

it82 into a sublime reflection of itself. This is a high poetic power, 

and although Lilly does not find it in Dickens, it is clear that, in 

the terms of the criticism of his WOl"'k during the period surveyed, the 

highest praise that can be given to Dickens is that he is a good creative . 
artist who does not merely describe reality but imaginatively transcends 

it and envisions a world superior to that which is known to the senses. 

81 See below, p. 181 for further discussion of Gissing's ideas. 

82 Lang, in the Fortnig~~~yiew (December, l898~ pp.947 ff) speaks . 
briefly of Dickens's power to recreate objects by means of his IIvislOn" 
of reality, 
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The imagination creates truth, but it is not merely bound by the actual. 

There are signs that Dickens is accepted for this power, even if some 

critics would prefer that he described reality more faithfully. Critics 

in general realise, however, that Dickens does not simply describe the 

actual:. and that his art must be judged by its powers of rising above 

actuality. Swinburne, in the Quarterly Review (July 1902, p.32) gives 

Dickens high praise for his imaginative creativity when he says, liTo 

have created Abel Magwitch is to be a god indeed among the creators of 

deathless men. Pumblechook is actually better and droller and truer 

to imaginative life than Pecksniff •.. Mr. Jaggers and his clients, 

Mr. Wemmick and his parent and his bride, are such figures as Shakespeare, 

when dropping out of poetry, might have created, if his lot had been 

cast in a later century. Can as much be said for the creatures of any 

other man or god?" Despite the hyperbole, Swinburne's emphasis is 

clear. The phrase IItruer to imaginative 1 ife ll is the key to the most 

valuable emphasis that arises out of the period of Dickens criticism that 

has been surveyed. At the risk of over-simplifying, the phrase 

may be said to mean very much the same as the word lIideal,1I because what 

is expected of idealism is the creation of an imaginative world. No 

one denies the importance of the real, but this is a ~enial of the 

necessity for strict fidelity. The characters of such fiction are 

lI'impossible ll because they are not to be found in the world, but they are 

still recognisably human. 

The great~st exponent of this line of argument, and the one who 

finds most value in the comic lIimpossibilities" of Dickens, is Chesterton. 

It is important for Chesterton that Dickens is a treator and not a mere 

copier of life. Because he creates, he is superior to those who merely 

copY,and his work will last 10nger83 because it will not pass away with 

83 See below, pp. 305-6. 
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time. At first sight this appears to Illean that because no s'imilarity 

to the real can be found, readers will always be able to react to what 

was never tied to the local. But Chesterton does find truthfulness in 

Dickens and in fact his ai)Q'ulllent for lIimpossibil ity" is 1 ike the 

argument for idealism seen elsewhere. He begins (1906, p.20) by saying 

that in one respect Dickens's art is like life because like life it is 

incredible and i,rresponsible. Life is not shaped and it is often 

surprising and unpredictable, and Dickens copies this aspect of life in 

his art - he is like life in that he is alive, and his art copies 

nothing, just as life copies nothing: life creates the rhinoceros and 

art creates Mr. Bunsby. Later, he says (p.95) that even the most 

wildly exaggerated and impossible character may be copied from life, 

a,nd Dickens may be blamed for caricaturing when he in fact copies from 

life. This only appears to be an artistic fault because "Nature is as 

. free as air: art is forced to look probable. 1I Indeed, Dickens is most 

accurate when he is freest to invent. Major Bagstock is, he says 

(p.141), a tlgrotesque," but he is II a glowing and glaring exaggeration of 

a thing we have all seen "in life,1I the jolly fellow who beneath his 

exterior is a gross "deceiver of mankind. 11 Both of these ideas are not 

new, and amount to saying that Dickens is at times true to the odd 

characters in life and that he creates idealised types. 84 

Chesterton seems to have a new approach when he speaks (p.140) 

of Dickens's "incurable poetic" and Ilhopelessly non-realistic" character: 

Dickens could oply make his characters probable if he could first make 

them imros~ible. Thus the Dombeys, who are non-comic) are unreal, but 

Stiggins and r'~antalini seem real; wh"ile "in Toots~ Chesterton cla"ims 

(p.142), he came nearer to the psychology of true love than he did in all 

of his solemn lovers. CI"isparkle Illay exist in the world, but the glory 

84 cf. Forster, above, p.101. 
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of Stiggins is, he claims (pp.137-38), that he could not exist anywhere 

"except in the head of Dickens. 1I In the later novels Dickens became less 

of a caricaturist, but he became less of a creator. The later works 

are better novels, while the early ones are farces, but the farces are 

superior because they are products of the great, creative Dickens. 

All of this rests on an earlier argument (p.43) that lIexaggeration is 

almost the definjtion of art - and it is entirely the definition of 
" 

Dickens's art." Earlier still (p.2l), he says, a little more certainly, 

that IIExaggeration is the definition of art,1I but Dickens exaggerates 

a mood of optimism that the moderns do not understand, and he creates 

something that people do not believe in. Moderns can, he says 

(pp.22-23), feel a sadness so great that only impossible characters can 

e~press it, but Dickens describes a joy that only impossible characters 

can express. Chesterton uses the word "farce" deliberately because it 

stresses the comic nature of Dickens's work, whereas "humour" might 

suggest other things such as truth or sympathy. Modern readers are 

out of tune with Dickens's farce. They know, Chesterton claims, that 

lithe soul can be so sad as to dream naturally of the blue faces of the 

corpses of Baudelaire,1I but they do not know that there is lIa point of 
-

exhilaration at Which one believes in Mr, Wegg." Every train of 

thOllght "may end in an ecstasy," and "all roads lead to Elfland." 

Readers "understand a.devout occultism, an evil occultism, a tragic 

occultism," but a IIfarcical occultism ll is beyond them. Exhilaration is 

a "mystical fact," and like sorrow, may be infinite: !tby simply going on . 
being absurd, a thing can become godlike; there is but one step from the 

ridiculous to the sublime. 1t Chesterton's terminology changes to suit 

different passages of his argument, but the words all tend in the same 

direction - lithe impossible,1I IIElfland,1I lithe occult," lithe sublime,1I 

lithe godl ike" all speak of a higher stra.tum of existence, just as lithe 

ideal ll 
- the term used by most others - does. Dickens made error's, 
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Chesterton admits, but in his most successful creations he achieves 

a kind of comic idealism or comic sublime which is equally as valid 

as any of the more usual forms which readers accept "in the works of 

others. 

Chesterton's ideas can be traced back to those of others, but in 

his insistence on the importance of the comic in Dickens, and in his 

claims for the importance of his comedy as a literary achievement, 

Chesterton finds most value in Dickens where few others were willing to 

find it ,and is the first to rescue his comedy from the second-class 

status it had hitherto enjoyed in many criticisms. Forster and Hutton 

had placed his humour on a high level, but Chesterton accepts farce 

and exaggerated characterisation deliberately in order to emphasise the 

comic rather than the humane, loving, cheerful aspects of humour which 

others celebrate. The comic leads to the poetic, and to aiVery 

. hi gh stature. 

Conclusion 

That fiction should represent life as it is and accurately portray 

human nature is expected by numerous critics throughout the per"jod 

surveyed. Truth to human nature is, indeed, the most important demand. 

Circumstances and events may be varied by the novelist, although it is 

expected that they should still be possible, but there is a great interest 

in character, and many of the discussions mentioned above are concerned 

with Dickens's portrayal of human nature. That his characters should 

be truthful in some degree is a demand central to critical discussion, 

but the degree of truthfulness required varies. At worst, Dickens is 

said to create caricatures which are completely unnatural ,but most 

adverse critics would allow him a small degree of truth and relegate 

him to a low stature as an artist because there is too much caricature in 

his work. The term "caricature" also suggests superficiality, and 
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Dickens is accused of being too much concerned with externals, and of 

either not being able or not bothering to delve deeper into nature. 

Fiction is judged insofar as it may be verified by experience, and 

because characters such as Dickens creates are not often seen in the 

world, his art is felt to be inferior to that of the great painters of 

humanity. 

But the appeal to experience leads to ditferent results from 

different critics, and there are many who claim that Dickens's characters 

are the same or are similar to real people. The objections and 

defences are made not solely with reference to the comic, but not only is 

Dickens's comedy one of the main causes of offence, it is also a means 

of his salvation, although there is often scarcely an awareness that the 

C'j"itics realise they are discussing comedy. Characters comic and non

comic are attacked and defended in the same terms, and although some of 

the defences may be applied specifically to the comic, specification is 

not always made. The most common form of defence is that Dickens's 

comic characterisation involves a degree of heightening of the real. 

This is bound up with an emphasis on art and imagination in some critical 

discussions,but elsewhere the basis of real"ity that underlies the 

artistic or imaginative heightening ;s stressed. On the one hand, the 

characters are human types, true to essential human traits, psychologically 

right and heightened"just enough to create art but not to lose sight of 

reality. But some critics lay more value on the heightening and praise 

Dickens as an imaginative and creative artist. The real is not lost 

sight of, even in the highest form of heightening~ idealism. The 

artist transcends nature, but he creates characters and a world that at 

once reflects and perfects the world of reality. The majority of critics 

who feel a desire to reconcile 1 ife and art, do so through an argument 

which leads to some kind of idealism. Even Chesterton, who speaks of 
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lIirnposs"lbilityll "instead of lithe ideal ll and who praises Dickens as 

a godlike creator,seem? to have a lot of regard for the artist who re

creates reality through art. There is increasing emphasis on the 

imaginative qualities of Dickens's work, despite doubts about the quality 

of Dickens's imagination; and despite the doubters, there is increasing 

respect for the vividness and vitality of Dickens's characters, 

especially in contrast to some of the colourless and lifeless characters 

of the Realists. But the charge of caricature and exaggeration goes 

on, and Chesterton finds it as necessary to defend Dickens in 1906 as 

Poe had found it in 1841. At the lowest level, he could be branded.: as 

an over-imaginative farceur, and at the highest he could be seen as 

a poet. 

As a satirist, Dickens probably did most to alienate certain review

ers, and he helped create the impression among them that he was irrational 

and ignorant. Satire which was in tune'with the thinking of most 

sections of the public was acclaimed for its truthfulness and few quest

ioned the novelist's right to treat of subjects of public interest. 

Perhaps novel-theor'y had developed by the 1850s and some critics were 

more concerned about art than about the novelist,'s teaching, but more 
-

importantly, it seems, Dickens offended more people with his later satires 

and his practice came to be questioned as a result of his giving offence. 

But at the same time there grew feelings that the novel should not be 

expected to treat fully and fairly of the facts and arguments; that in 

fact some degree of poetic licence should be allowed. Partial truths 

may be all that the satirist needs, and exaggeration may be part of his 

strategy. 

Because Dickens's satires touched on some important issues, and 

because the critics and some of the journals they wrote for had strong 

standpoints on those issues, the acceptance of exaggeration and partial 
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truths in satire is not widespread. The acceptance of exaggeration 

and partial truths in the humorist is more widespread because the 

humorist is felt not to over-exaggerate, as opposed to the farceur, 

and not to have a motive for distorting the truth, as it is feared that 

the satirist may have. Humour becomes popular partly because of its 

sentimental associations but increasingly because it is seen as a truth

ful comic mode, which makes it superior to the other modes. But still, 

humour involves some degree of exaggeration, and the amolJnt of humour 

in Dickens is greater than the amount found in the world and he is so 

far untruthful to the world. Moreover, as a satirist, and as a creator 

of farce, burlesque and the grotesque, he is even more untruthful, 

according to some of the critics. Even those who claim that he is more 

imaginative and artistic than the sober describers of life, and who 

claim the method of idealism for him, often do not place him on a truly 

high level. He is still a comic writer and therefore naturally prone to 

a degree of distortion; and the question remains whether a comic writer 

is a "serious" writer. 

In general, the concern for truth means that not enough attention is 

paid to the comic, but if some latitude is allowed the critics who seem to 

have included the comic in much of what they say, it is clear that there 

are many persuasive attempts to reconcile comic fiction and life. 

Another method of proving that fiction does its duty by life and of 

showing'that comic fict'ion is "serious u is to see the comic novelist as 

a teacher of worthwhile lessons. This and other kinds of arguments ~ill 

be considered in the next chapter. 
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THE USES OF COMEDY 

Introduction 

Accordi n9 to John Tinnon Taylor !:the standard preface to an 

eighteenth century novel contained a protestation of moral aim. He 

says L that the practice of judging fiction by its moral content had 

decreased by 1830, but interest in the novel IS moral effects on readers 

is apparent long after the beginning of Dickens~ career, and if some 

late -century novelists and critics object to Dicken's concern for 

moral effect,3 the tendency to consider the novelist's teaching is wide

spread throughout the period. Perhaps the emphasis on morality weakens, 

but even if more intellectual and philosophically-minded critics later 

in the century ridicule Dickens, their approach remains the same: they 

look at his novels for enlightenment about life and the living of it. 

Comedy in literature most obviously may have simple effects. The 

comic writer aims to amuse and frequently causes laughter in his reader. 

In farce, that may be the only aim and effect, but the comic writer may 

have more vJeighty purposes. Dickens certainly did, and his readers 

and critics expected it of him. His didactic intentions are not solely 

expressed by means of his comedy, but they are often combined with it. 

The most didactic comic method is satire, but the typical descriptions of 

humour surveyed above4 show that moral, emotional 'and sentimental 

elements are both discovered and expected in it, whether "humour" is'" 

meant as a spec~fic comic mode or not. 

Victorian critics are preoccupied with how readers respond~ and, 

writing for the same audience that Dickens did, they frequently work to 

op. cit., p. 88. 

2 p.98 
3 See Gissing (1902, p.74) 

4 See pp. 4-19, 
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point out his moral meaning, to r'e"inforce his pleas for the abolition of 

abuses, and to point out generally the significance of his art. Equally, 

if they disagree with him, they are likely to spend a lot of their time 

pointing out his errors and arguing against his political opinions. 

Comedy may, therefore, express opinions and seek effects which may be 

sought or expressed equally by non-comic means. The frequency with which 

the ends of comic fiction rather than the comic means themselves are 

discussed shows how seriously Dickens's comic art is taken by his 

reviewers. 

On the other hand, there are those who say that the comic writer 

can have or ought to have nothing important to say: his. business is, 

or ought to be, to amuse the public. Dickens is attacked either for 

bei ng too funny or for not bei ng funny enough. There are attempts to 

reconcile his serious purposes with his comic expression of them, but it 

is remarkable how often his seriousness is dwelt upon l·Ii'dle attention~5being 

paid to his comedy. This is, of course, quite natural to a degree: 

comic fiction is not mere1y laughable and amusing, and non-comic modes are 

often combined with it. " But there are strong feelings, especially 

early in the period under survey, that anything approaching frivolity 

must be either condemned or, if possible, shown not to be frivolous. 

Dickens's reputation suffers because some of his work is Illerelyfartical 

and high-spirited and for a long time his supporters may be seen to be 

defending him against the charge of be"ing a mere IIfunster'" His 

lI un truthfulness li often leads his adverse critics to dub h"im as such, but 

often they do so because he appears not to have a serious purpose. 

Admiration for his moral teaching or his education of the heart 

survives in some form or another throughout the period, but from the 

1860s onwards in particular, there are greater demands for intellectual 

and philosophical content in fiction, and it is assumed by many that he 

has nothing worthwhile to offer his readers in this way. Either in 
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a condescending tone or in genuine admiration, he is praised, however, 

for teaching his readers to look on the sunny side of life and for 

generally cheering them up. This is a refurbishment of calling him 

a funster, and it causes later critics to reemphasise his more solid 

moral and practical effects, and to seek some kind of philosophy in his 

works. The best of these attempts is made by Chesterton, but there 

remains a feelif)g that most consolation is found, still, in Dickens's 
" 

cheerfulness or in some kind of imaginative satisfaction which Dickens's 

novels are still felt to offer. 

It is difficult in this area, to sepa.rate COTImlents on the comic from 

discussions of the non-comic because the aim of many of the discussions 

is to show that the comedy satisfies ','serious ll concerns. What needs to 

be shown in many cases is an awareness of the comic in the reviewers' 

statements, and a reconciliation of solemn impulses with the comic 

materials they find themselves discussing. 

The Early Reaction: 1836 - 1842 

In early reviews, there is much uninhibited and fairly simple 

acceptance of Dickens's comedy. Reviewers of Pickwick Papers and 

Nicholas-Nickleby in particular are struck.by the hilarity of the comedy, 

but from the begi nni ng some of them are aware that there is more than 

just hilarity in it, and that Dickens is more than a mere comic writer. 

Dicken.s himself demonstrates this in his social concerns in Oliver Twist, 

in the pathetic scenes of The Old Curiosity- Shop, and in parts of all of 

his early nove~s, but he still gains a reputation as a comic writer, and 

rather than dismiss him,his critics seek in his comic passages the kinds 

of purposes and effects they usually expect of fiction whether it is comic 

or not. Most of the reactions that will be discussed here involve some 

kind of qualification of the straightforward response of laughter. 
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Laughter itself could be useful, of course. The Sunday Herald 

(21 February 1836, p·.62) recommends Sketches by Boz as a cure for the 

IIblue devi1sll, and Boz's power to afford mere amusement is frequently 

praised. The appearance of a new source of amusement - whether thera-

peutie or not - is welcomed by many reviewers. But the kind of critic-

ism reserved by some for that which had no higher aim is illustrated by 

The Mirror (16 ~pril 1836, p.249) which says that Sketches by Boz 
.-

lI ean only be said to amuse without any higher effeet. 5 This is to be 

regretted; because sketches such as Boz can write may be pointed with 

a moral, and made the vehicle of some excellent instruction, and improve-

ment of the hearL II Few early revi ewers waul d have agreed with the 

Mirror, even about Sketches by Boz. The comments of the New Moral 

World6 show that even the earliest of Dickens's fictions may be seen as 

the vehicle of heavy politico-moral instruction, and comments on the 

other novels show how solemnly they are at times discussed. 

There are, however, tho?e who predict distasteful results from 

Dickens's comic fiction. The fastidious Richard Ford, in the Quarterly 

Review (June 1839, p.92) objec:ts to the lI un deniable drolleryll of some 

of the characters -in Oliver Twist who are not only lI outcasts of 
-

humanity,1I but also speak slang language and offer other poor examples 

of conduct to young and especially. female readers. He continues later 

(p.97) to say that the tendency of such novels is to familiarise the 

rising ~eneration with the haunts, deeds, language, and characters of 

the very dregs~f the community. II The Eclectic Review (April 1837, . 

pp.353-54), reviewing pa.rt of Pickwick Papers, objects to II some few 

instances of profanity which we could readily dispense with,1I and says 

that in Pickwick Papers there are II some jokes, incidents, and allusions, 

5 This is a matter of stature. See below, p.265. 

6 See below, p. 130. 
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which could hardly be read by a modest woman without blushing," The 

reviewer's modesty~ of course, prevents our being told which these are, 

but he also protests against the satire of religious hypocrisy in the 

person of Stiggins. Such "making sport of fanaticism and hypocrisy" 

is dangerous~ he says, because II such matters are far too serious for 

sport" and because often "readers who know little or nothing of what 

true religion means, are easily tempted to apply to every thing whi~h 

bears its impress, the name of cant, hypocrisy, and fanaticism." And 

later, the United States Magazine and Democratic Review (April 18427) 

says of Dickens's morally bad characters - the examples given include 

Quilp$ Noah Claypole and Sampson Brass - that there are "no such 

characters in human life or human nature; and the moral effect of 

exh'ibiting such to the imag"ination is very bad, and a serious drawback 

on the useful influences of the rest of his writings." This comment 

shows the close link between the concern for truth and that for effect, 

but the problem usually only arises with evil characters because im

possible characters whose effect is potentially for good are rareiy 

a cause for concern. Fiction is expected to offer good examples to 

impressionable readers, or at least not to delude them into mistaken 

beliefs or immoral actions. Some reviewers feel that literary taste 

may be degraded by fiction which contains vulgar or common scenes and 

characters. The word "vulgar" often has both senses: "concerning the 

common ,people ll and IIdistasteful ll or "low.1! Often much of the 

argument around these questions lies outside the present discussion of 
"' 

the reaction to Dickens's comedy, but since the effects of comic scenes 

and characters - many of which are IIvulgarll in the neutral sense of the 

word - are discussed, the answers to these objections must be considered 

to some extent. 

7 repro .:-=-=.:..:..:::...:_:::.:..:.. (September 1907, pp. 229-233) . The comment quoted 
is on 
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In the Edinburgh Review (October 1838, p.ll) Lister says, in 

opposition to the kind of adversely critical viewpoint mentioned above, 

that liThe reader is ·1 ed through scenes of poverty and crime, and all the 

characters are made to discourse in the appropriate language of their 

respective classes - and yet we recollect no passage which ought to 

cause pain to the most sensitive delicacy, if read aloud in female 

society." And Lewes, in the National Magazine and Monthly Critic 

(December 1837, Collins p.67)t speaking of the @same novel - Oliver Twist -

says that although Dickens "gives us the language of vagabond, thief, 

footman, ostler, and gentleman ll most accurately, there is yet "not 

a single coarse word, or one allusion that could call a blush into the 

cheek of the most fastidious," Without reference to lithe cheek of the 

young person ," as Mr. Podsnap might put it, the Court Magazine (April 

1837, Collins p.35) says that Dickens gives lithe spirit, but not the 

letter of slang," so that the reader may "enjoy the broad drollery, 

released from all its repulsive associations,8 11 and the Examiner (27 

October 1839, Collins p.48) adds that because Dickens directs his 

readers' sympathies towards their fellowmen, it is impossible to 

"associate anything that ;s vulgar or 10~J with his treatment of subjects 
. 9 

that in themselves are avowedly SO.II (Dickens himself laughs at the 

kind of critical opinion which the Examiner here rebuts, in his ironical 

hea din 9 to ~N.:...;i c::..;.h.:..=o....:..l.::.:..:=-.~~.-:....:::;::...!...., Chapter Fourteen - "Having the Misfortune 

to treat of none but Common People, is necessarily of a Mean and Vulgar 

Character.) II 

The Examiner. mentions one of the central defences of Dickens during 

the period under survey: he encourages sympathy for his fellowmen. In 

8 This is personal praise for Dickens, too. See below, p.202. 

9 Such comments are often intended to mark Dickens's work off from the 
disliked Newgate fiction. For this, see the Athenaeum (26 October 
1839, p.803) and the London University t.1agazinel"T,1842, pp.381-(3). 
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the National Magazine and Monthly Critic (December 1837, Collins 

pp.66-67), Lewes says that Dickens throws charm over all of the characters 

in his work and makes the reader love them in spite of himself. The 

two Wellers and I~r. Wardle "gain everyone's good word," and even 

Jingle "shows many of the better points of our nature." Hood, in the 

, Athenaeum (7 November 1840, Collins p.98),praises Dickens for his sympathy 

with humanity and for his ability to make his readers in a better humour 

with the world, and adds, "It has been said that one-half of the world 

does not know how the other half lives; an ignorance, by the way, which 

Boz has essentially helped to enlighten: it is quite as certain that one

half of London is not aware of even the topographical existence of the 

other. II Before saying that characters l"ike Quilp do not exist, he 

suggests, it would be best to check his haunts,10 but Hood believes that 

Di ckens has revealed certa,i n truths about aspects of soci ety to comfort

able classes who may not have been aware of them. The Spectator 

(31 March 1838, p.304), however, says that Dickens's work affects lower 

c1 ass peopl e more. He has, the revi ewer says, "muc h of the most e 1 ectri c 

spirit for operating on the vulgar, where no appeal can be made to their 

interests or their prejudices - the real spirit of humanity, which spoke 

in Terence-' s Homo sum; nil humanum a me a1 ienum puto.*lll. In the Edinburgh 

Review (October 1838, p.77), Lister also praises Dickens's IIcompre

hensive spirit of humanity. II He adds, liThe tendency of his writings is 

to make us practically benevolent - to excite our sympathy in behalf of 

the aggrieved and suffer-ing in all classes." Such comments have little 
" 

to do with the comic, but some reviewers who begin by noticing the comic 

do little more than notice it. For example the writer in the New Moral 

10 See above, p. 52. 

11 I am a man; I consider nothing human i~different to me. 
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World (18 July 1840, pp.34-35) sees the "highly humorous" characters 

in Sketches by Boz as representatives of the suffering classes of 

society and urges his readers not merely to read the book as a source 

of amusement, but as a "treati se i 11 ustrati ve of the truest phi 1 osophy." 

Although readers might wish that such delightful characters should 

conti nue to exi st and to "furni shsubjects for droll ery," such laughter 

is felt to be "only in a trifling degree better than that vulgar merriment 

which is awakened by the sight of deformity." The danger inherent in 

many Victorian comments on the usefulness of Dickens's comic fiction is 

in evidence here: the reviewer's zeal for reform - prompted in this 

case by Socialist sympathies - places the comedy in danger of being 

totally lost to sight. Something similar may be observed in Fraser's 

Magazine (April 1840, Collins p.90). The reviewer says that Dickens 

"has one great merit independent 12 of his undoubted powers of drollery, 

observation, and caricature, - he has not lent his pen to anything that 

can give countenance to vice or degradation; and he has always espoused 

the cause of the humble, the persecuted, and the oppressed. 1I The 

comedy of the novels is sometimes, it seems, viewed as an exterior 

coveri ng beneath wh i ch seri'ous concerns are conta i ned, and havi ng removed 

the coverjng, critics sometimes merely toss it asid~ 

One means of creating a balance between the comic and the serious 

is to see comedy as inherently a serious mode. If love for mankind is 

the keynote of Dickens's humour, this is seen to be natural to the 

humorist. The Christian Examiner (November 1839, p.l?l) says, in 

a review of Ol'iver Twist, IIThere is a comic side to everything. And 

there is a fondness for this side of things which .is not heartless ... 

Indeed, the perfection of humor, and the most of it, will be found in . 
the most earnest and loving souls. And in them it exists in intimate 

12 The emphasis here is mine. 
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connexion with 'the pathetic.,,13 Humour, pathos, love and sympathy 

are all felt to be very close t~ each other, and Dickens's humanity, 

which at first sight may not seem to have much to do with the comic, 

often has much to do with it because of this kind of linking. Forster, 

in the Examiner (4 December 1841; p.722) speaks of the tenderness and 

benevolence of the humour in The Old Curiosity Shop, the novel which 

most satisfied public demand for the mixture of humour, pathos and love, 

and no doubt helped increase the demand. 

If, when the readers' and critics' emotions are aroused, the comic 

seems to be engulfed in sentimentality, a balance between comedy and 

seriousness is sometimes kept in comments on the early satires. Such 

a balance perhaps exists in Richard Ford's comments in the Quarterly 

Review (June 1839, p.93) that "Buzfuz and tOlllata-sauce are a fair 

exposition of the brow-beating system of our courts of justice; the 

verdict does honour to trial by jury. Nickleby is aimed, primari~y, 

at those cheap seminaries where starvation is taught gratis, and ... 

we rejoice to hear that the exposure has put down many infant bastilles." 

Earlier, in a similar tone, the, Metropolitan Magazine (January 1837, 

Collins p.3l) seems to retain a sense of the comic when it says of 

Mr. Pickwfck that he is "the legitimate successor to Don Quixote" and, 

lIinstead of armour of iron, he is encased in a good coating of aldermanic 

fur, and instead of spear and sword, has his own powers of declamation 

with which to go forth and do fearful battle upon the swindler, the 

wrong-doer, and the oppressor of the innocent. 1I And the Dublin 

University Magazine (December 1838, p.701) perhaps retains a sense of 

the comic when it says, ironically, that the actions of Mr. Bumble and 

Mrs. Mann in Oliver Twist IIwill, we have little doubt, be found most 
• 

13 Quoted above, p. 8 and mentioned below, pp.20l-2. 
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serviceable, not only to those of our readers to whose ambition our 

New Poor Law is about -to open ~p the new and honourable career of 

guardians to the poor, but also to all professors of political economy 

and others ... who may be troubled with anticipations of evil from 

the conti ngency of an ove.rgrown popul ati on. II Perhaps the comedy of 

Dickens prompts the half-jocular tone of the reviewer, but the reviewer's 

tone is as likely caused by a satirical impulse in himself as by an 

appreciation of Dickens's. 

Perhaps too, other reviewers, in treating Dickens's comedy -

especially his satire - in so solemn a tone, had noted what the reviewer 

in the London University Mag{l.zine (I, 1842 p.379) notices, that Dickens's 

tone changes in the latter part of Pickwick Pape~s, in Nicholas Nickleby 

.and in Oliver Twist. Earlier there had been IImany a quiet hint on every-

day duties,""and "many a ;;ly blow. at narrow-minded prejudices and 

foolish habits," he claims, but in more recent works there are "grave 

lessons" delivered in a IIhigher tone: 1I "Here they come in the shape of 

direct attacks on definite and tangible abuses, as in the account of 

I)otheboys-Hall, and the history' of Oliver's early life as a parish-boy; 

and in vividly truthful pictures of the terrible and degrading consequences 

of avaricious or sensual selfishness, or weak-minded want of principle, 

as instanced in the characters of Ralph Nickleby, Sir IVlulberry Hawk, and 

Lord Veri sopht. II One is tempted to ask here what has become of the 

comedy of the scenes and characters mentioned~ and it is a question that 

often threatens. to ari se in read; ng what reviewers say about the sati res. 

It ;s a little ironic that some later reviewers, unsettled by the harsher 

tone of Di ckens I s sati re) look back to the easy-go; ng mi rth that is 

associated with his early efforts, while early reviewers sometimes feel 

the need solemnly to point out the moral lessons involved. 

Reviewers have, however, a passion for satire~ and it is manifested 

in their tendency to stress the presence of satire in unusual places. 
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The Christian Examiner (November 1839~ p.172), for example, finds that 

the Pickwickians are a_ satire of moder.n society. He seems to believe 

that they are typical modern men who show up the ills of modern living: 

and are therefore ultimately. ' tragic rather than comic characters. 

"Modern society, II the reviewer says, "was never more successfully 

exposed, II Lister, in the Edinburgh Review (October 1838, pp.79-80) , 

shows that the novels are ransacked for their relevance to life when he 

says that Dickens does not merely confine himself to the obvious abuses 

in everyday life, but "elicits and illustrates absurdities" which are 

IIcomparatively unobserved,1I and he goes on to praise the IIPickwickian 

senseI! episode and the "Chinese Metaphysics ll joke. 14 

(October 1838, p.500) claims-that the IIPickwickian sense II scene has been 

effective in preventing members of parliament from insulting each other 

and then claiming that their words were only meant "in a parliamentary 

sense," and the reviewer notes that in more recent works Dickens has 

turned his satiric powers to greater account in his descriptions of 

lithe orphan in the workhouse - the exiled child at a Yorkshire school -

the poor millinerls slave.1! He adds that there is little that public 

sympathy can do in these in~tances but suggests to Dickens that he 

m; ght try-to do somethi ng for young chil dren who are: be; ng worked to 

death in the factories. Such statements give an idea of how readily 

the sati ri st was accepted as a pubn c fi gure, and it was, of course, by 

his major attacks on abuses that he was known. 

Lister, i~ the Edinburgh Review, adds that Dickens is a satirist 

"of a sterner kind,H and he discusses (pp.80-82) his satires of the 

administration of English law, and the system of imprisonment for debt, 

of the latter of w01ch he hopes that lIa statute of the past session ll 

w'ill have done much to achieve its abolition. The Literary Gazette 

(24 November 1838, Collins p.79) is enthusiastic about the satires in 

which Dickens "has nobly directed his energies to the exposure of evils -

Pi ckwi ck Pc!'Qers) chapters 1 and 51. 
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the workhouse, the starving school, the factory system, and many other 

things, at which blessed nature shudders and recoils. As a moralist and 

reformer of cruel abuses, we have the warmer thanks of the community 

to offer him." In the face of Lister's eloquence, the question again 

threatens to rise, whether he noticed the comic nature of the satires. 

A simi larly solemn assessment of the "moral qual ities ll of the author 

appears in the Monthly Review's article (January 1839, pp.40-41). Since 

there'is no grand passion or tragic force in the novel, it is naturally 

on a lower level of achievement than Richardson's and Goldsmith's, but 

Dickens does not write "for the mere sake of gain, of entertainment, or of 

merely harmless fiction." .He has, we are told, "high and pure aims; 

nor can he have failed of doing good, morally speaking. See how he 

identifies himself uniformly with the oppressed; how with his sly yet 

effective humour he has e:xposed systematic and institutional abuses, and 

what is more, how forcibly he shows that the vilest in the population is 

far more an object of commiseration than of anger. 1I For this reviewer, 

it seems, indeed, that grand passion and tragic force are a kind of norm 

to which all other kinds of fiction need to approximate. 

Comments about the i nstY'ucti veness and effectLveness of Di ckens 's 

satires vary from those like Lister's and the Monthly Review's to simple 

pronouncements such as the Litera~y Gazette's (7 April 1838, p.2l4) 

that Dickens's "sarcastic humour" is "ever aimed at the pillorying of 

folly or the whipping of vice)" but after reading so many accounts of 

the noble and solemn moral effects of Dickens's works, it is almost 

a relief to come across the simple, and - one trusts - jesting comment,· 

in the _ ............ --'l.. ____ :.:....::.... ............ ~_'_r (25 October 1836), which, mentioning Boz's 

descr-jption of a pie-man, says "Apropos of these, meat pies must now be 

at a discount according to 80z$ for'fruit's in, and eat's is out,."l5 

But even sueh a statement may obliquely reflect on the fact that instruct-

15 
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ion and, hopefully, action are seen as the desired effects of Dickens's 

satire. The satirist is felt to be a public spirited man who educates 

the public sympathies and encourages and expresses the right kinds of 

emotions. His comic qualities are recognised, and they are ~elebrated 

most unrestrainedly in journals like the Morning Advertiser, the 

Satirist, Bell's Life in London, and so on. But the more sober journals 

like the Edinburgh Review and the Examiner, and the reli.gious periodicals 

like the Christian Examiner expect more from literature than mere amuse-

ment, and they seek more than mere amusement in the comic, too. While 

it is good that Dickens is not left as the delight of the popular 

newspapers, at times there is an over balancing in favour of the solemn. 

Am,dst all of the considerations of the effects and the lessons 

of the fiction, there is some rud-imentary attention paid to the function 

of the comedy in the novels. The use of comic relief is noted by the 

Christian Examiner (November 1839, p.162). In Oliver Twist, the 

"wretched scenes ll describing lithe pauper system of England," though 

"true to the life,1I are yet relieved by much exquisite humor in the 

caricature of the petty 0fficials ,II Bumble and the Board. Ford, in 

the Quarterly Review (June 1839, p.93), in advising Dickens to keep to 
-

his "native vein of the serio-comic,1I says IIHe shines in this: his fun 

sets off his horrors.1I Yet at times Dickens may be too funny. Lewes, 

in the National Magazine and Monthly Critic (December 1837, Collins p.68), 

feels that he at times strains afterthe humorous, and this "gives 

a laboured air ~o the work, besides which, it gives a want of light and 

shade~ which fatigues the m-ind, if read'ing too much at a time." What 

is wanted here is not comic relief, but relief from the comic, and it 

seems that reviewers find this relief in the morality of the works. It 

is quite clear, however, that ilside from considerations of whether too 

much comedy can be fatiguing, most reviewers expect something more than 
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mere amusement from Dickens's fiction, and they are much happier, at 

this stage of his care'er, with his satire and his tearful humour than 

they are with his exuberant comedy. 

The Middle Years : 1843 - 1852 

Near the end of his review of David Copperfield, in the Examiner 

(12 December 1850, p.799),Forster says that "every page of the story is 

a lesson in self-denial, in the patient endurance of unavoidable ills, 

in strenuous effort against such as are remediable, and in that virtuous 

aspiration after the pure heart and unselfish will which can alone give 

true happiness or lasting pe~ce." No author rivals Dickens in creating 

works which "apart altogether from the amusement and instruction they 

convey, so uniformly strengthen the generous emotions, so carefully 

guard the delights and pu~ities of home, teach us increased tolerance 

and good will free from all tolerance of vice, or contribute so much to 

each man's means and power of enduring and conquering his fate. 1I 

One wonders why all this is said to be "apart" from the novel's l'instruction," 

but it is easy to see why it is separated from its"amusement." The 

tendency to dignify comic art and popular literature by stressing heavily 

the morality it contains, is evident here, and the kind of attitude with 

which the comedy is viewed is explained by the strong bias towards 

finding moral instruction. This bias leads reviewers to find satire -

often the most didactic of comic modes - in many places. For example, 

Forster, in the ~ame review (p.798), says that the depiction of the spend

thr"ift, impractical Micawbers is "one of the happiest pieces of good

natured social satire conceivable." But to recapture the feeling of 

immediacy that Dickens's novels created, one needs to turn to the monthly 

reception of his serial parts, in the newspapers as well as periodicals. 

For example, both Bell's Life in Londo~ (3 March 1850, p.3) and the 

Weekly Chronicle (9 ~1arch 1850, p.6) thank Dickens for his exposure of 
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the Prerogative Office ,in the eleventh Number of David Copperfield. 

Reform, they say, is overdue and Dickens's exposure of its incompetence, 

they hope, will bring about the desired effect. 16 

Novelists are regarded as moral teachers whether they wish to 

fill the role or not. Cleghorn, the the North British Review (May 1845, 

p.80), having discussed the moral tendencies of Dickens's works already, 

sets aside a fu~ther section of his review for the discussion of them. 

The able novelist, he says "exercises great power in moulding the feelings 

and judgment of his readers.1I R.H. Horne (1844, p.30) feels it 

necessary to point out any faults that Dickens's novels may have, because 

they are circulated in great numbers and have a widespread influence. 

Or, as the English Review (December 1848, p.274) puts it, the responsibil-

ities of the novelist are lIenormous. 1I Dickens and Thackeray are both 

recognised as popular humorists, and the reviewer says,IINo hID men are 

capable of exercising a wider influence for good or evil over thei~ 

fellow-creatures. II But, lithe weapons in their hands are keen-edged tools; 

they must cut in one direction; they may cut in both. II The right 

direction is towards moral instruction and the two humorists are 

counselled to continue to "labour for the correction of abuses, and 

denounce an pretence and hypocrisy,1I and, without plunging into the fray 

of politics, to IIpromote the spirit of reverence, both for Church and 

State. 1I This last comment exhibits a natural fear in 1848, the year of 

widespY"ead revolution in Europe, but the responsibilities of the comic 

writer are indeed lIenormousll if his role stretches to this extent. The 

English Review links the rise of humour with the development of Christ

ianity!7 so it is perhaps not surprising that so much is ultimately 

16 Unfortunately, I have been unable to follow up newspaper reviews of 
serial parts, and such references as I have, from rev·jews of DaviQ 
Copp~rf·ield mostly, are taken from Don Vann, IIDavid Copperfield and 
the Reviewers " QA (1968, pp.3l59-60A). 

17 See above, p. 10. 
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claimed for the humorist's powers, but the general moral character

istics and aims seen ·to be typical of. the humorist by many reviewers, 

lead naturally away from the mere comic. 

This is so because of a continuing fear that comedy may be 

irresponsible, or may encourage irresponsibility in those who read only 

to laugh. This is c1early pointed out by Felton, in the North American 

Review (January 1843, Collins pp.130-31), who sees the need to dignify 

Dickens's comic art and to lead readers away from regarding Dickens as 
18 

being "chiefly to be praised for wit and humour. Felton says, 

"Dickens is an original poet. Many of his characters are drawn with 

earnestness and enthusiasm. He has sounded the depths of the human 

heart, as well as skimmed over its surface." A~d Felton goes on to 

speak of his "practical moral aim" (Collins p.132), his love for humanity 

and his sympathy with "the great philanthropic movements which mark the 

present age. 1I Usually, however, "fun" is the comic mode which is said 

to amuse, whereas "humour" means something deeper. Horne (1844, p.6l) 

says, of the conversation between Snawley and Squeers ~n the subject of 

Providence,19 IILet no lover of "fun suppose that the ludicrous ciYcu~

stances of this dialogue are merely introd~ced to pr~duce a laugh at 

the graphic absurdity: they mark the hypocrisy and the total absence of 

any real sense of Providence in these two scoundrels." And Fraser's 

Magazine (December 1850, Collins p.245) agrees. Dickens's "fun is not 

mere fun. Had it been so. we should have tired of it long ago. Deep 

truths are hidden, scarcely hidden, beneath}! Partly this means that 

a taste for fun is dignified by t~e pointing out of serious moral concerns. 

but also there is a sense that a work that is artistically flawed may be 

18 This 1.s briefly discussed above, p. 26. 

19 Nicholas Nickleby, Chapter 38. 
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improved if it is morally uplifting. The Monthly Review (September 1844) 

accepts Mark Tapley, even though he seems unreal, because he is morally 

good,20 and the reviewer adds (p.138) that the author's "moral tendencyll 

in Martin Chuzzlewit as a whole, disarms criticism. The Monitor 

(1 February 1851, p.29) and The Times (11 June 1851, p.8) both excuse 

Dickens for his tendency to exaggerate and place him higher than Thackeray 

because of his tendency to inculcate higher moral lessons than does the 

occasionally cynical Thackeray. Horne explains this kind of critical 

emphasis when he says (p.13) that itA few touches of genu-ine good feeling, 

of rich humour, and of moral satire, will redeem anything, so far as the 

high principle, i"ight aim and end of writing are concerned. II He notes 

that the excuse is not really an excuse for art, when he says that 

a writer needs to be skilled also in other ways, such as the handling 

of dialect and the creatio~ of striking character, but later (pp.30 ff), 

he too objects to the likely moral effects of parts of the works, such 

as the false morality of some of Dickens's heroines, and the impression 

given in Oliver Twist that justice is vindictive. The latter is apt 

to mislead readers, and Horne also dislikes the sympathy that ;'s built 

up for Sykes during his flight from the law. Sykes is a criminal, and 

the novelist seems to take pity on h-im as a mere hunted man. 

This goes beyond the present concern for the comic, but it shows 

clearly that the concern for the moral sometimes take precedence over 

that for art. In religious jouma"'s like ...:...:..:..:=-.;;.:;::.:..:...:.~:c..:::..: and the English 

Review, such is to be expected, but elsewhere there is a balance held 

between the two concerns. MoralHy is at all times respected, but it 

is not exclusively pronounced upon and there is some emphasis on art. 

I~ost reviewers continue to seek, however, some kind of "teachingll in 

20 See above~ p. 71. 
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the novel. The Spectator (23 November 1850, p.l119) expresses the 

general "theory" on this point, when it says, "Any prose fiction that 

is to take rank in the first class, must have what in epic poetry is 

called a fable, - some lesson of life embodied in a story that combines 

the utile and the dulce. 1I Dickens's comedy is often recognised, to use 

these terms, as an important aspect of the "dulce" of his work, but many 

reviewers spend most of their time seeking the "utile." Earlier, the 

Dublin University Magazine (April 1844, p.520) says, in a similar vein, 

"Let this eminent man continue to instruct and benefit wh"ile he delights 

us. It is thus that fiction may lay cla"im to be called literature." 

"Fiction" here retains some of its old derogatory connotations, but if 

in general the "new" literary genre is beginning to be accepted without 

much question, it is definitely acceptable when its moral or practical 

purpose ;s clearly in view. What seems to have occurred is that comic 

fiction has become the scapegoat for the moralists who frown on frivolity, 

just as the novel form itself once was. And the result is, similarly, 

that purpose, moral ity, arid practical effect are sougilt to dignify the 

comedy just as they had been sought in the novel itself by its defend-

ers in the eighteenth century. 

Thus ~J.H. Leeds, revievJing the first two Numbers of 1'1arJin_ 

Chuzzlewit in the Athenaeum (4 March 1843, p.2l0)., says that in Mr. 

Pecksniff, Dickens "has opened to himself an opportunity of doing much 

more than amuse - of exposing the mal-practices which take place at 

architectural tompetitions ... and as he seldom loses sight of a moral 

purpose, we earnestly hope that the opportunity will not be 10st.1I 

In fact the vocation Dickens gives to Mr. Pecksniff plays little part in 

the novel, and when Martin and Mark, on their return from America, 

observe him laying a foundation stone, the scene seems almost designed 

to remind us that Pecksniff is supposed to be an architect. 21 The 

21 Chapter 35. The scene does, of course, serve other purposes. 
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wider moral significance of Pecksniff is discussed, however, by Forster, 

in the Examiner (26 October 1844, p.675), who concludes, "Mr. Pecksniff 

is a public example, and is doing, we have no doubt, great public 

good." The fear that odious characters may be objected to as encourag

ing moral degradation in readers is answered by Forster when he says 

"Mr. Dickens talks of vice, and his readers can but think of virtue." 

The lesson to be learned from Pecksniff is that "there is nothing but 

self- helpto save us" from the evil that he personifies, and his 

revelation in fiction should allow readers to define the evil and to 

avoid the "mistake of Tom Pinch," that "amiable weakness of putting the 

best face upon the worst things." The Examiner, under the influence of 

Forster, usually supports Dickens, but there are, in this period, others 

Wloare not so satisfied with the novelist's performance. 

For some, his moral influence is not good. The American satire 

is disliked because of its potential effects. Hickson, in the West

minster Review22 (December 1843, p.457),feels that it may increase 

"national antipathies," and the Athenaeum (20 July l8!.-4, p.665); guessing 

that Dickens's satire is -a retaliation against American piratical reprints 

of his work - which would not wish to include an attack on their own 

country - says, "the point gained was temporary, the injury permanent." 

But according to Hickson, the distasteful effects of ~artin Chuzzlewit 

are more widespread, because the world of the novel is one of "knaves and 

fools, destitute of anyone quality that could command respect." 

Dickens was not always like this, but his great creations of the past 

have been replaced by characters in whom human nature is contemplated 

"only under an aspect which inspires loathing." Such characters may be 

22 In a particularly anti-American period of English oplnlon, the 
Westminster is one of the journals which is consistently pro
Americah. See H.C. Allen, Conflict and Concord (New York, 1959) 
p.146. 
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used by a novelist as foils for IIhappier delineations,1I but the picture 

has, according to Hickson, II no relief. 1I The feeling of unpleasantness 

that is left in his mind by the comedy of the novel prefigures a similar 

feeling caused by the later novels. 23 

Improbable characters, as well as distasteful ones, may be objected 

to because of their potential effects. Thus, Sharpe's London Magazine 

(May 1848., p. 201) objects to the irnprobab 1 e characters of Dombey and Son 

beca~se when readers cannot sympathise with a character in fiction, the 

character IIceases to be a beacon for our guidance, or a quicksand to 

avoid. 1I Samuel Warren, in Blackwood's Magazine (November 1846, p.638) 

however, fears for the potel}tial effect of Dickens's fiction on lithe 

minds of tens of thousands of ypung and inexperienced readers who may 

take all for gospel that he chooses to tell them. II Warren seems 

mainly to be objecting to Dickens's characters, which he thinks are 

theatrical in the worst sense, and to an air of unreality in the first 

Number of Dombey and Son , and he distrusts the comedy, because he says 

that young readers should be livery guarded as to moral object or effect, -

if moral object or effect his writings have, and be not intended solelY to 

provoke, by their amusing and farcical absurdity an<! extravagance, an id"'e 

and forgotten laugh." Whether Dickens's comic fiction is merely said to 

amuse, or whether it does have some IIhigher" effect, it is, however, likely 

to be castigated by reviewers. Clearly Warren expects more than mere 

laughter to result from it, but the Union Magazine (February 1846) dislikes 

the comic - and more especially the fanciful - elements of the Christmas 

Books arid feels that Dickens is too much preoccupied with his "teaching" 

to have a care for his art. It says (p.236), "ihat he does not care what 

is thought of these Christmas ta"'es ~ tales, provided the public will 

allow their sympathies to be enlisted against Alderman Cute and Ebenezer 

23 See below, p. 152 for exampl e. 
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Scrooge is very likely; but the rule of justifying the means by the end 

is as false in literature as in ethics·. 11 Most rev;ewers,however, seem 

to be more interested in the end rather than the means, and this is 
, 

especially so when they discuss matters of moral instruction and the 

satire of the novels. 

Cleghorn, in the North British Review (May 1845, p.70), though 

sensible of the charm of the comedy which surrounds Dick Swiveller, protests, . 

IIBut we fear that the inimitable Dick is a dangerous character, for his 

vices are forgotten or even loved in the excessive diversion he affords 

us." For this reviev.Jer, writing in a strongly evangelical journal, 

Dick Swivell€r is inimitable.in two senses of the word. The old argu

ment - noted in the previous section of this chap~er24 - that evil fictional 

characters may blunt the reader's· "perceptions of moral purity" is again 

raised by Cle~horn. Vic~ is made the subject of merriment rather than 

of horror and the potential effects of this on impressionable readers are 

deplored. Later (p.85), Cleghorn uses an old eighteenth-century anti

novelar-gament."when he says that publications such as Dickens's may lead 

readers to dream of unreal worlds and to be unable to concentrate on the 

business of reality. Here Cleghorn adds a footnote referring to Dr. 

Arnold's belief that the decline of "manly thoughtfulness" and the 

increase of "frivolity and child'ishness" is 1I0wing to the periodical form 

given to works of amusement" such as Pickwick Papers and Nicholas 

Nickleby.. Not only do such publications seek mainly to amuse, the serial 

parts appear so often that the routine seriousness of daily life is too 

frequently interupted for those of such stern moral and practical demeanour 

as Dr. Arnold and Thomas Cleghorn. 

Horne (1844,'pp.14-l5) takes an opposite stance to Cleghorn's, 

and he speaks of potentially much more odi6us characters than Cleghorn 

does. He discusses the way in which Dickens describes the prostitute 

24 p.127 for example. 
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Nancy, as Uthis young lady,U and the revolting Fagin as lithe merry old 

gentl eman, II and says that everyone is Us truck with a sense of the 

1 udi crous ll at the preposterous nature of the compl iments. Dickens 

gains the truth and the humour of his scene at the same time, and by the 

use of his humour manages to avoid offending the fastidious. The agency 

of the comic in this way is not visible to Cleghorn who can only see the 

underlying immoral nature of Dick Swiveller. Horne, interestinglY 

enough, objects (pp.36-40) to the creation of sympathy for Sykes, who 

ceases to be a murderer and becomes a miserable IIhunted human creature. II 

This, he claims, defeats the author's moral aim. Here, comic art seems 

in fact, more useful in a moral way than non-comic art, although Horne does 

not say so. Clearly, though, because comedy is suspected of being 

frivolous, it is defended by critics like Horne as a moral agent and is 

shown to be compatible with truthful and useful art. When a definite 

use is found for comedy, it is much more likely to be accepted than when 

it appears merely to be an adornment of art. In the Victorian period, 

often the difference between a comic and a non-comic ',;riter is that the 

comic writer needs to be justified in some way. 

Potentially, the most useful kind of comic art is satire, 

but because it is a means of attack or criticism, it is usually treated 

warily by revievJers. Thus, in hop"ing that Dicke,ns will submit the 

architectural profession to some healthy satire through Mr. Pecksniff, 

W.H. Leeds, in the Athenaeum (4 March 1843, p.209), predicts, "little 

doubt is there,that~ whatever may be its success, some will protest 

against the character as unjust, and calcu"lated to excite a prejudice 

against the profess"ion generally, and others that the profession itself 

does not offer a sufficient number of salient peculiarities and absurd

ities for ridicule to fasten on." Almost as if in justification of this 

predi ct-j on, though not wi th the reference Leeds expects, Cl eghorn 

(pp.73-74) protests that the satire of Mr. Mou1d is an "unfeeling attack 
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on a respectable cl ass of tradesmen" who perform we 11 a necessary job 

in society. He does not, however, object to Mrs. Gamp for a similar 

reason - although she is said to be revolting - perhaps because he thinks 

her profession is not so noble or so necessary. A similar kind of protest 

is made, against Dickens's portrayal of aristocratic characters, by 

Sharpe's London Magazine (May 1848, pp.202-3). The reviewer does not 

believe that Dickens is guilty of partiality against the aristocracy, 

but he is so popular a writer that his works may "give a very dangerous 

impulse" to anti-aristocratic feelings in society. Around this time 

especially, but throughout much of the rest of Dickens's career, the 

fear of revolution is strong in English society, and his portrayals of 

idiotic aristocrats are rarely liked, particularly among journals which 

appeal to the higher ranks of society. Thus, it is not surprising to 

find John Eagles, in Blackwood's Magazine (October 1848, p.468) objecting 

to Dickens's "mischievous" aim to "decry, and bring into contempt .as un

feeling, the higher classes." Even the highly favourable English Review 

(December 1848, p.270) says that the first chapter of ~1artin Chuzzlewit 

is a "very pert and 'haberdasherlike' attack on all claims of ancestry 

and lofty bi rth." Because of thei r assumption that_fi cti on is, or ought 

to be, always relevant to life, reviewers are more inclined to discussion 

of the truth and justice of the satire than they are to consideration of 

its function within the work of art. 

The same kind of criticism arises in reviews of David Copperfield. 

Powell (1851, p~97) notes that there is a tyrannical schoolmaster in the 

novel and says that a survey of Di ckens' s works waul d 1 ead to the 

infallible conclusion that all instructors of youth were bad. This, he 

says, is not true and the fiction is therefore m·isleading. A similar 

protest is raised even earlier in the novel's course, by the Family Herald· 

(28 July 1849, pp.204-5). The educational satire contained in the novel's 
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fi rst three Numbers is un fa i r because teachers are no more evil or 

-immoral than members of any other profession. The details of the 

school are unreal - no such school as Salem House exists, the reviewer 

says "on this side of purgatory," and if such a brute of a headmaster 

as Creakle exists, It we should lay the blame entirely on the unnatural 

parents who supported him! II The question of the truthful ness of the 

fiction is here closely bound up with the ,question of its effect, and 

the reviewer adds, "It would be well for Charles Dickens' present 

usefulness as a moral teacher, if he were to take his sketches more 

frequently from Nature, and less frequently from the boards of the old 

Globe, or with an eye to the modern Adelphi Theatre." The suspicion 

that Dickens may not intend his description of Salem House as an 

educational satire crosses the reviewer's mind, and he adds that, 

a 1 though it may all be II mere fun on the part of the author, II if the 

satirist's whip needs to be cracked - which he does not believe - it 

must be cracked in earnest, because "wheresoever such jesting discipl ine 

is used, it is morally inefficient." And if Dickens is in sport only, 

his fiction runs the risk- of misleading public opinion with respect to 

the teaching profession. 25 The novelist is) as I have said, claimed 

to be a teacher of a kind himself, whether he intends to be or not, 

and as a kind of public performer he must watch that he does not set 

a bad example or mislead public opinion. 

Dickens's fiction in this instance is no doubt seen as satire 

because he was famous for his educational satire, after his early success 

with Dotheboys Hall. Hickson, in the Westminster Revie~ (April 1847, 

Collins pp.225-26), a journal favourable to Utilitarian, rational reform, 

praises him in this respect in a review of Dombey and Son. He says, 

"The riSing generation will have reason to be grateful to Mr. Dickens. for 

his temperate yet severe rebuke of all attempts to overtask a child's 

25 This argument is ident'ical to Fitzjames Stephen's on Dickens's unfair
ness to social institutions and public servants. See below, p.162. 
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intellect. By his quiet satire of a fashionable classical institution 

in the present work, not less than for his e~posure of a vulgar and 

brutal ignorance in another class of academies, described in Nicholas 

Nickleby, he deserves the thanks ,of all educational reJormers. And 

even Blackwood's Magazine (October 1848, p.469), which is angry with 

Dickens for his attitude to the upper classes and for the tone of his 

nove 1 s, has to .11 acknowl edge tha t he has done much good. He shaul d be 

immortalized, if only for the putting down the school tyrannies, exposing 

and crushing school pretensions, and doubtless saving many a fair intellect 

from withering blight and perversion." Not only is the exposure effect

ively carried out, there is some belief in the practical effectiveness 

of the sa ti re . 

Already Dickens's powers as a moral teacher are under attack, 

however. The Christmas Books in particular arouse some opposition, and 

in a review of The Haunted Man, Macphail's Edinburgh Ecclesiastical Journal 

(January 1849, Collins p.180) 'says that Dickens has attempted to become 

a solemn "regenerator of the human race" instead of just an amuser of 

the public, but in his new character he fails because he is "both too 

tiny and too playful." The implication here seems -to be that the comic 

writer should not attempt to be more than a source of public amusement. 

This comment prefigures the opposition from the Saturday Review and others 

in the ,latter part of Dickens's career, and represents the opposite side 

of the coi n from those who are bent on argui ng that Oi ckens ~ more than 

a mere comic wiiter. In general, reviewers are favourable to him in 

this middle period, but their uneasy consciences with respect to the comedy 

of the novels are probably concealed behind the kind of high-flown rhetoric 

which I quoted from Forster's review of David Copperfield, in the Examiner 

(14 December 1850). It is seen again, vJith closer reference to the 

comic, in Forster's comment (p.798) on the "blending of playful, often 
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~rotesque humour, with such stern delineations of selfish guilt, smooth 

dupl i city, and unmi ti gated meanness and fa 1 sehood ll as are presented 

in Littimer and Uriah Heep. At all times, reviewers seek ways of rising 

above the comic to IIhigherli effects. Thus, Sharpe's London Magazine 

(May 1848, p.200) despite its qualms mentioned above, attests its 

admiration of Dickens because IIhe has alwaY$ written, not only for the 

temporary amusement of his readers, but w,ith a view to their, general 

interests and improvement; and be his subject matter grave or, gay, the 

broadest humour or the deepest pathos, he omits no opportunity of 

inculcating religious and philosophical truths in his homely characters." 

This encouragement of IIrightli reactions in his readers is praised also by 

the Dublin University Magazine (April 1844, p.520) in its comment on 

A Christmas Carol: we rise from it "happy, smiling, and good; animated 

with benevolence and charfty. We have been obliged to sob as we laughed, 

and to chuckle through our tears. It softens and subdues the heart, and 

preaches powerfully though indirectly that creed which in the breasts of 

the best of us is acknowledged and adored as Christian." If this 

begins with a comment about the comedy of the work it quickly moves well 

beyond it into a realm that seems divorced from the comic. 

Near the end of the middle period, the Working Man's Friend and 

Family Instructor (21 August 1852, p.328) attributes benevolence to 

Dickens's humour and it is not surprising, in view of the ~ourna1's title, 

to find that it predicts a good future for Dickens's novels because, as 

well as exhibiting his geni us, IIthey appeal to our best sympathies, and 

sustain the cause of the suffering poor. 1I This is as much a political 

comment as is the more obv'iously political statement made earlier by the 
26 

New Moral World, but,void of definite party affiliat.ion, it may have been 

26 See above, p.45. 
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acceptable to most Victorians because it merely emphasises the need for the 

cultivation of certain feelings and attitudes. Dickens is usually 

successful when he encourages more general moral effects, but when he 

appears to encroach upon areas which are affected by the critics' 

political or social opinions, he treads dangerous ground, and the protests 

made by Blackwood's Magazine and others in this period indicate faintly 

what happens in the next two decades. 

The early novels generally retain their reputation for effective 

satire and acceptable moral teaching, but in the middle period doubts 

are beginning to be raised. The generally sensible Masson, for example, 

in the North British Review (May 1851, Collins p.253),notes that Dickens 

has "rendered, on various occasions, very zealous and important services 

to the cause of publ ic moral ity and benevolence," but in recent novels 

there has been some decline, and Masson suggests that this kind of public 

service is better performed through Household Words than through fiction. 

The danger is, he suggests (p.254L that discuss"ions of his fiction may 

degenerate into debates over his politics or theories. Masson is able, 

unlike some of his contem~oraries, to distinguish between Dickens as 

creator of Squeers and Creakle and Dickens as a man w_ho "tells us how he 

would have boys educated;" between Dickens as creator of Dennis the 

hangman and D"ickens as a man with an "opinion on capital punishments," 

and so on. Yet Masson sees Dickens as both a creator and a man who 

argues his opinions, and insists that if Dickens is going to include such 

matters in his works, itis not unfair that he should be expected to 

conduct his arguments "right-royally) like an Apollo in the robe of a 

barrister." Th"is is the price Dickens pays for being allowed to discuss 

topical matters in his novels, and though Masson finds that some of his 

ideas are "sound and excellent," he finds fault, generallys with the 

practice. Much of the debate that occurs later over Dickens's aims, 
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doctrines and effects is based on a similar assumption. The novel is 

not really the place to include discussions of serious subjects, but if 

they are included, the novelist must not treat them in a cavalier 

fashion, but must argue them fully and fairlY to some kind of conclusion. 

In his later book (1859), Masson quotes part of this earlier statement 

and adds (reprint27 p.34) that much is owed to Dickens IIfor this very 

opinionativeness. 1I He has thrown out ph:-ases such as lI'[he Circum

locution Office ll which have been "efficacious for social reform,1I and 

"it matters little that some of them might turn out on inquiry to be 

1 udi crous exagge ra ti ons ." 

Such arguments as the critics conduct with Dickens may be concern-

ed with highly important social or political matters, or they may be 

apparently trivial and slightly ridiculous. A reviewer of Number 

Three of David Copperfield in Bellis New Weekly Messenger (8 July 1849, 

p.6) protests about the character of Peggotty' IIwho takes stranger 

liberties with her mistress than any servant ever took before,!! and says, 

The demonstration of good-heartedness in a domestic servant 
is always effectiv.e in a novel, and we are not prepared to say 
that it is not without its uses; but at the same time it seems 
to us that the example of a servant not only neglecting her 
duties to gratify an inordinate affection for~n individual, but 
ac"fing in absolute contravention of the orders of her employel's, 
is not a good one to hold up to the class from which "Peggotti' 
is drawn. A real life Peggotty would lose situation and 
character both by acting in the way Mr. Dickens describes. 

This may seem trivial, but it recalls a point made earlier, that fiction 

is seen, by the critics, to be immediately concerned with life, and even 

such a trivial example in~icates their strong belief in the relevance of 

fiction to life and their consequent concern for the effects of fiction. 

When Dickens becomes even more embroiled in social and political matters, 

during the rest of his career, he arouses not only the critics' sectional 

27 Ford and Lane, op.cit. Again, I mention it here because it is of 
a piece with his 1851 article. 
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viewpoints but also the ever-present concern for the effects of fiction 

upon readers. 

The Later Novels: 1853 -1870 

A statement that seems even more ridiculous than that of Bell's 

New Weekly Messs.nger appears in an article by C.F. Riggs, on Dickens's 

characters, in Putnam's Monthly Magazine (November 1853, p.562). Riggs 

praises Mr. Jarndyce's proposal of marriage to Esther for its tenderness 

and delicacy and recommends it as Itan example worthy of being imitated 

by any soft-hearted old gentleman who may have a desire to marry his 

housekeeper. II But such an over-simple yet harmless reading of the 

relationship between literature and life comes almost as a relief amidst 

the heavily moral and often po1itieally-motivated discussions, during thi:s 

period, of Dickens's teachi·ng and the effects of his comic fiction. 

That reviewers, as well as the public in general, f'ind Dickens 

laughable is neither surprising nor particularly illuminating. His 

reputation as a particular kind of humorist, in fact, 1eads to stock 

responses whi eh are repeated even when they do not really fa the fi etion 

that is being reviewed. This occurs in the Athenaeum's review 

(1 December 1855, p.1393) of the first Number of Little Dorrit, where 

Dickens is thanked for bringing into every household such laughter and 

tears as "brighten and purify the heart.1I Perhaps the same person 

wrote the review of the same Number in the Month'ly Review (January 1856, 

pAD) because almost exactly the same words are used. t'lrs. Oliphant, 

for all her hardness towards Dickens'S fiction~ has a soft spot for his 

power of raising tears and laughter, \vhich she praises in Blackwood's 

,Magazine (April 1855, Coll'ins p.335).28 Buttt is more interesting when 

the reviewers find that the novels al~e not funny. The judgement made by 

28 She praises it again in her June 1871 article (p.675). 
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the reviewer in Bentley's Miscellany (October 1853, Collins p.288), that 

Bleak House is notable for its "al mos t enti re absence of humour" is 

surprising, especially since he goes on to say that while Dickens 

seems to have ceased to be a humorous writer he also seems to have 

been "warmed into a patheti cone." But the revi ewer probably expects 

humour to be truthful to hurran nature, and his complaint is "that the 

Smallweeds are revol ting and that many of the other characters are 

unnat~ral. According to Chorley, in the Athenaeum (17 September 1853, 

Collins p.277), the odd characters in the novel "cannot fail" to give 

the reader fatigue, not merely because of their unnaturalness but also 

because they are so numerou~. That later reviewers often find Dickens's 

characters to be unnatural needs no furthet comment, but theit noting 

an absence of comedy in the later characters and novels is bound up with 

their unwi11~ngness to l~ugh at characters who seem repulsive. 

But, if the later novels are felt to be less laughable, they are 

sometimes said to be better in art. I have a1 teady quoted above29 

comments made by Whipple, in the Atlantic Monthly (May 1867, Collins 

p.482)) and by Dallas, in The Times (29 November l865~,. p.6), which 
~ 

claim that Our Mutual Friend may not be as funny as earlier novels -

Pickwick Papers becomes the standard against which Dickens is constantly 

judged - but it shows greater purpose and deeper thought. These comments, 

however~ do not answer a question that is persistently raised by later 

reviewers: whether a comic writer is inherently not a "serious" writer 

and therefoY'e not worthy of seY'ious consideration. As I said above,30 

Henry James, teviewing the same novel in the Nation (21 December 1865, 

29 p.25. 
30 

pp. 29-30,77. 
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Collins p.473), says that Dickens, in his later comic characters either 

creates deformities or fails to produce "serious writing." As 

a student of human nature he fails, and Justin McCarthy, in the 

Westminster Review (October 1864, p.432) ,shows a typical attitude to the 

comic writer who attempts to discuss important social or political 

matters. He says that when an author proposes to write a "funny book," 

nobody "troubles himself to examine his theories.'! That is, the comic 

Dickens is in danger of being laughed at too much, both as a student of 

human nature and as a critic of society. 

Yet Dickens.i?. taken seriously. For some reviewers, the question 

does not seem to arise whether the comic writer ought to be taken 

seriously or not, and for some the desire to show that he is more than 

a mere comic writer is urgent because of their awareness of attempts to 

write him down. And even those who attempt to write him down take note 

of him in this way, because even if they do not believe that Dickens 

achieves what he sets out to do, they find nevertheless that there are 

or may be "serious" effects consequent upon his fictions. 

The expectation that Dickens should be more than a comic writer is 

voiced durjng the later part of his career. The American H. Dennison, 

in the National Quarterly Review (June 1860, p.97) claims that early 

readers preferred Pi ckwi ck Papers to Ni cho 1 as Ni ckl eby, despite the 

latter novel's better construction and greater human insight. This shows, 

Dennison complains, tha.t "after all it is more to be amused than to be 

instructed that'people read light literature," and he discusses the 

lesson that Dickens's works afford to readers who have more sense. The 

National Revie\"/ (Ju'ly 1861, p.135) says, "No writer 1 ikes to be wholly 

comi c," and one reason for thi sis that the oddities of the characters 

may make the reader forget the "general scheme of the story," and another 

is that the writer "would be a mere buffoon if he were always will ing to 
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grimace and caper, in order to steal a giggle out of the public. 1I 

Dickens, in his earlier novels, ~delivered himself up to his genial sense 

of fun," the reviewer claims, but since then he has lIalways striven to 

have a serious side to his books,1I and Martin Chuzzlewit is one of the 

novels which shows an increased sense of moral purpose. The II serious 

sides ll of characters like Mrs. Gamp and Mr. Pecksniff are later discussed 

(pp.144-49) to show that there is more than mere IIfun ll in Dickens, but 

comedy is nevertheless not rated high as a II mora l agent. II For a comic 

writer, Dickens achieves a lot, but a comic writer is naturally limited 

in what he can do. 3l Reviewing Our Mutual Friend, the Christian Spectator 

(December 1865, pp.721-22) looks beneath the exaggeration of the novel 

and discerns lessons beneath. The reviewer says, IIIt is not all fun. 

Mr. Dickens has always been something more than a comic writer, and this 

work contains evidences of'a set purpose to do good. 1I Dickens, that is, 

is IInever merely the humourist, it is still more unjust to call him s"imply 

a caricaturist,,' Still, Dickens is not of the highest class because 

his fictiona"1 world is not the real world of temptatioij and duty.32 

As a moral teacher" Dickens is often praised. The kind of thing 

that may be expect~d of 1 iterature is stated by John J1011 ingshead in 

The Train (August 1857, p.78). He says, liThe duties of poetry are 

well def"ined. They are the refining of the human. mind, the education 

of the emotive sympathies, and the spiritual alleviation of the suffer-

ings of humanity. II This claims more than most reviewers - even favourable 

ones - are willing to ad~it the novelist in general, let alone the comic 

novelist. But as Fitzjames Stephen says,in the Edinburgh Review (July 

31 This is a matter of stature, and is further discussed in Chapter Four. 

32 
See above, pp. 82-83. 
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1857, p.125), novels are, lito an inquisitive youth •.. a ser.ies of 

lectures upon life," and novelists are "perhaps the most influential of 

all indirect moral teachers.1I This feeling that a novelist is, whether 

he will or no, an instructor of his readers is apparent in this period, 

·and to a certain extent the influence is accepted. The Literary 

Gazette (13 July 1861, p.33) finds the lIindirect and incidental moral 

teaching ll in Great Expectations to be lIof the highest and truest kind,1I 

and Talbot, in Putnam's Monthly Magazine (March 1855, p.265),surprisingly 

says that as a moral ist Dickens is at t-imes better than Shakespeare 

because the dramatist, according to Talbot, almost makes us respect 

Macbeth and Richard III who are heroes as well as villains. Dickens, 

on the other hand, never allows us to lIabate our aversion ll to characters 

such as Quilp and Pecksniff: liThe novelist never toys with his victims, 

nor patches their unmixed depravity with any incongruous goodness, to 

perplex our moral percept-ions. II But Talbot only achieves such an 

opinion by avoiding the comedy of the two characters. In fact, he does 

not, at this point, seem to see any, because a third example given along-

side these is Carker. R..H. Hutton, however, is fully aware of the comic 

-in Dickens, and he says, in a discussion of Dickens's IIMora1 Services 

to Literature ll in the Spectator (17 April l869 s p.475) that in his 

work lithe humourist not unfrequently swallows up the moralist,1I even 

when Dickens denounces a Pecksniff or a Podsnap. He repeats the idea 

in an article entitled liThe Influence of Dickens on Society,1I "in the 

Spectator (11 ~une 1870). In the case of a character like Pecksniff, 

he says (reprint33 p."I44), humour "tends to obliterate the distinctions 

between good and evil a"1 together," but in general the effects are 

beneficent. In the same article he says that humour} in Dickens's case 

as in every other, is a IIgreat solvent of all exclusiveness and -intolef-

33 1 DC. cit. 
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ance, a great enemy to social, to i:ntellectual, to moral, to religious 

bigotry.1I He has shown, for example, that IIvulgarll life ;s a mine 

of interest and he has taught readers to be tolerant of individual 

eccentricity (p.146). Even more importantly, Dickens is said (p.143) 

to have taught a number of valuable lessons - through characters like 

Charley Bates and the Dodger - about the IIdangerous classes,1I and also, 

in various novels, about the Poor Law and about incompetent philanthropy. 

In the 1869 article, moreover, Hutton finds (p.475) that his greatest 

moral service to literature is to create humour that is not morally 

impure, like that of Swift, Smollett and Fielding. This seems to be 

little more than a reappearance of the favourite argument of early 

reviewers, that Dickens's fiction would not make a maiden blush, and 

Hutton's readi ng of the effects of the comedy is rather uni nspi ri ng, 

which is to be expected since he does not really believe the humorist 

to be capable of any deep or far-reaching insight into human nature. 34 

Though the blending of comedy and moral instruction may still be 

seen to be a precarious business, the achievement of it is felt to 

deserve special praise .. The Congregationalist Eclectic Review (October 

1861, p.47l) says, in this vein, that Dickens's II profusion of absurdity, 

his perception of the ludicrous analogies of things, is not short of 

amazing," and it is just as remarkable that this great comic power 

"does not appear to impair his moral character and balance," no mean feat 

when lIevery object and every chatacter met suggests a joke ,II The High 

Church Ecclesia$tic and Theologian (October 1855, p.472) at first claims 

that Dickens rarely uses satire. Probably the reviewer says this because 

he has in mind bitter, offensive satire, but he goes on to discuss what 

34 See above, p.93 
see below, p. 297. 

Fot Hutton's assessment of Dickens's stature, 
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appears to be satire when he says that Dickens has generally been able 

to "weave the objects of his indignation ... with the structure of the 

tale" or has devoted "detached passages, oftentimes of great eloquence, 

to their denunciation." Even in Bleak House, which "absolutely 

bristles with social questions," the reviewer feels that II no single 

all us i on to them seems out of place. II No man, he says, has wri tten more 

than Dickens has "so completely as though.he aimed at amusement only,1I 

even though "no man has written more than he has with other purposes in 

view besides amusement." For this reviewer, Dickens achieves a nice 

balance. 

As a satirist however, Dickens is sometimes felt to be too funny to 

be successful. V.H. Hobart, in Fraser's Magazine (July 1859, pp.99), 

claims Thackeray's superiority as a sat"irist because he exposes the 

"littlenesses, meannesses and vulgarities of his fellow-creatures; while 

Di ckens • s mos t successful "humorous characters II are said to be "rather 

amiable than otherwise." According to Hobart, we rarely feel for them 

anything like the "animosity or contempt"we ought to feel if the satirist 

has done his work. Reviewing Masson's British Novelists and their 

ttte British Quarterly Review (October 1859, f3P.463-64), a Con

gregationalist journal, comes to a simflar conclusion about the merits of 

the two authors. Dickens creates such merriment.over reprehensible 

characters like Mrs. Gamp) that the real moral lesson is in danger of 

being lost, but Thackeray is a much sterner mor-al ist who makes the faul ts 

of his characte~s clear and unambiguous. The problem with comic fiction 

is that it appears to be superficial and it therefore does not satisfy 

rev'iewers like Brimley, who, reviewing Bleak House in the Spectator 

(24 September 1853, p.924), says OWe read with some other purpose than to 

1 augh, II but fi nds that the sa ti re of the novel is so exaggerated it is 

robbed of "its "wholesome effect,fI and that Dickens's lack of 
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knowledge of human nature allows him only to amuse rather than to 

instruct his readers. No settled opinion is reached on the efficiency of 

Dickens's satire and moral instruction: much depends on the reviewer's 

opinion of Dickens generally, on his power to pierce the comic surface 

to read any lessons that are contained in it, and on his predetermined 

assumption whether comedy can or cannot be the vehicle of moral instruct

ion. In general, moral instruction is allowe,d Dickens,but the common 

feeling is that he would be even more effective were he not a comic 

wri ter. 

In satire, however, comedy and didacticism obviously go together. 

Often reviewers are still inclined to be carried away by their rhetoric 

when they discuss the effects of satire. For example the 
----'-~-'---"'----

London News (24 September 1853, Collins pp.28l-82), says of ~:..::..:..:.....;..:...;;~:::.._ 

that passages in it "expose fraud, unmask and brand hypocrisy, put sel 

ishness out of conceit with itself, show the pampered turpitude of cant in 

all the truth of its l~evo1ting deformity, and confirm, by irresistible 

impressions, whatever feelings tend in our day towards the reconciliation 

of estranged interests, towards the promotion of healthy sent"iment among 

the publi~, and towards the practical amelioration o£ society.1I One 

quickly realises that this is what the novel ought to do, rather than 

necessarily what it does, but there were many to testify that the effects 

of the novels were not as laudable as this critic appears to believe. 

IIWriting with a purpose II 'is often a term of abuse in the period, but it 

is especially reserved for those occasions on which the reviewer does not 

agree with the author. When he does agree, there is nothing wrong with 

the art, but when he disagrees, art as well as purpose are dismissed as 

improper. The for example, disagrees with Dickens in 

political matters and often in his social criticism, but in its review 

(11 November 1865~ Collins pp.462-63) of Our lY1utual Friend, hav'ing made 

a typical adverse criticism of the character of Veneering, the reviewer 
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praises that of Podsnap, which, he says, coarsely but effectively reveals 

an lIogre of societyll to readers. It ·is difficult to see why Podsnap 

is any truer to life than Veneering is and why one character should be 

preferred to the other, except that the reviewer agrees with Dickens's 

stance in one case and disagrees in the other. 

The uproar that usually surroundscriticism of Dickens's satire 

;s focussed mainly upon extra-literary concerns. Opposition is greatest 

from the journals which have strong political, social and religious view

points. Dickens is seen by McCarthy, in the rationalist Westminster 

Review (October 1864, p.4l7), as the leader of a movement which has 

"pervertedll the novel from a-work of art to a platform for the discussion 

of politics. In a later review, of Our Mutual Friend, in the same 

journal (April 1866, Collins p.476), an anonymous reviewer says, with even 

stronger practical emphasjs,that novels are not the place for the kind of 

reformist purpose Dickens has, because lithe practical English mind' is, 

as a rule, repelled by any advocacy in the shape of fiction. And to 

attempt to alter the Poor Law by a novel is about as absurd as it would 

be to call out the militia to stop the cattle disease. 1I If Dickens 

wants to d_abble -in such matters, the reviewer says,. ne should write a pam

phlet or enter Parliament. 

Not everyone dislikes the tendency to this extent, and J.C. 

Jeaffreson, in his Novels and Novelists from Elizabeth to Victoria (1858, 

pp.3l8-2l) also evokes the practical English mind when he protests at 

great length against the arguments of those who condemn Dickens for 

writing with a purpose. Dickens~s moral instruction and exposure of abuses 

evi nee hi s practi ca 1 ity and earnestness, Jeaffreson says, and those who 

protest loudest against this aspect of his art, pride themselves on these 

very qualities. Such people, instead of protesting, should in fact find 

the fictions interesting, but since they pro~est they only show that they 
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are dull and stupid. The "wisest and bestll men study such novels and learn 

from them, as does the majori ty of the popul ace, according to Jeaffreson. 

Aside from the debated wisdom of the general public andwhether it is only 

a minority who protest against IIwriting with a purpose,1I much does depend 

on whether the critic is disposed to be friendly towards the author. 

LS. Dallas, writing of Our Mutual Friend in The Times (29 November 1865, 

p.6),is well-disposed towards Dickens and ,merely says of the novel's 

protest against the Poor Law that it shows that IIwhen a man such as 

Mr. Dickens has a practical object in view, it is more in his mind than 

all the triumphs of his art. It would please him more to do good to 

the thousands of poor people ... than to entertain all the novel readers 

in the world. 1I The passages of social protest are not considered to be 

artistic, but recognition of this is not made the platform for vehement 

denunciation of the author, and Dallas goes on to discuss Dickens's art 

rather than his politics. Another friend of the author's, John Hollings

head, seems to dislike his politics, but also refrains from discussing them. 

In ,-,-,--_.....c.........:... (August 1857, p.78), having "defined ll the sphere of poetry's 

. fl 35 h t th t h t 1 th f 1 h In' uence, e goes on 0 say a w en poe ry eaves e use u sp ere 

set aside for it and "attempts the re-organisation of_society, II the 

result is "impracticable socialism." Hollingshead dislikes Dickens's 

tendency, but he does not discuss it further. 

Such restraint is not shown by the Westminster Review~ the Saturday 

Review~ and other journals who gleefully pounce upon Dickens's alleged 

errors and prej~dices. But they are not the only ones to object, and many 

sympathetic critics are sorry to see Dickens making the errors he does. 

Bentley's Monthly Review (October 1853) in a review of Bleak House, 

traces his career from the beginning, and claims (p.221) that it was in 

35 See above, p .154. 
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Nicholas NicklebY that Dickens threw aside Heap and bells H and wrote for 

the benefit and instruction of the public. His later satires, however, 

are said (p.227) to differ from the earlier successes, because now 

Dickens meddles with complex matters he does not understand. Chancery 

reform is needed, but Dickens's novel will not help to attain it. More 

kindly,the Eclectic Review (December 1853, pp.666-67) says that the 

exposure is ineffective because it is too late, but the reviewer adds 

that there is nevertheless a freshness about the portrayal of the abuse 

that makes readers grateful that reform is under way. He protests, 

however, against Mr. Chadband who seems to him to be an unfair attack 

on sectarian religion, and against the philanthropic ladies in the 

novel~ who, he feels malign the large number of ladies in society who do 

genu·j ne good. Chadband is also . objected to by Mrs. 01 i phant, in 

Blackwood's Magazine (April 1855, Collins p.334), who considers that 

all his attac~s on religious hypocrites are unfair. S.F. Williams, 

in the Rose~ Shamrock and Thistle (IV 1864, p.79) correctly observes, 

however, that Dickens's satire is on the cant of religion rather than 

religion itself, a fact that the British Quarterly Review (vol.24, 1854 

p.582) cannot grasp, for it says that Dickens only portrays religion in 

his works as "anelement of cant and hypocrisy, not as a matter rooted 

in hones t cony; cti ons. II 

Religious journals, quoted so far in this section, are generous 

to Dickens when he has a moral purpose, but religion itself is obviously 

a dangerous subJect for Dickens to handle. But the harshest attacks in 

this period of his career are reserved for his social and political 

satire. Dickens is felt to be so weak in these areas, that E.B. Hamley, 

in his "Remonstrance with D'jckens~" in 
~~~~-~ .. ~~:~~~: 

(April 1857), 

objects to Dickens's decision to become a moralist and a reformer of 

society. He was best as the humorist who created Pickwick Paper~ and he 

is writing below himself in his recent novels. The satire against the 
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Circumlocution Office is welcome and will probably be effective and 

popular, Hamley says (p.503), but IIwe like you more than we dislike it, 

and are sorry you wrote in a style below your reputation. 1I Here 

the former amuser of the public is missed because his humour was better 

than his satire now is. The Rambler (October 1854, Collins p.303) 

agrees, but with a different emphasis. The reviewer says, lilt is a 

thousand pities that Mr. Dickens does not'confine himself to amusing 

his readers, instead of wandering out of his depth in trying to instruct 

them. The one, no man can do better; the other, few men can do 

worse. II The attempt to reduce Dickens merely to an amuser of the public 

is common among those who disl ike his pol itics or otherwise feel that he 

has an unfortunate influence on his readers. This may be seen often in 

the work of Fi tzjames Stephen, Di ckens' s mos t vi gorous adversary dur'j ng 

this period. Not only are Dickens's opinions lacking in truth, Stephen 

says, in the Saturday Review (3 January 1857, Collins p.346), but 

Dickens II may , and as we believe, does exercise a very wide and very 

pernicious political and social influence. 1I As a comic writer, Dickens 

attempts to escape censure, according to Stephen (Collins p.347). He 

lIintroduces the gravest subjects in a manner which makes it impossible that 

he should do them justice. He scatters fire, and says, Am I not in 

sport?1I Later, in the Edinburgh Review (July 185.7, pp.130-3l),Stephen 

says that Dickens paints lIall who govern as fools, knaves, hypocrites and 

dawdling tyrants. 1I The IIpoor and uneducated" and lithe young and iriexper

ienced ll are like'ly to be mis'led in their opinions of society and its 

guardians, by the fictions of the comic writer. In the earlier article, 

Stephen says (Co'llins pp.345-46) similarly, that lithe vast majority of 

mankind" do not have the sense to understand when Dickens is telling lies. 

The comic writer ought not to be taken seriously. In fact, a comic 

writer - or any novelist - should not concern himself with such highly 

important matters as Dickens meddles with, in Stephen's opinion. But 
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since Dickens does so meddle, Stephen is forced to take his work very 

seriously indeed. 

Paradoxically, Stephen attempts to write Dickens down as a mere 

comic writer. The pose he ofteri adopts is to assume that Dickens 

should not be listened to. He asks, in the 3 January 1857 article 

(Collins p.345), whether it is not foolish to attempt to refute Dickens, 

just as it would be foolish to II undertake 'the refutation of the JOKes of 

a clown in a Christmas pantomine,1I and he says in his review of =....:...:...::..:...::::... 

Dorrit, in the Saturday Review (4 July 1857, p.1S), that Dickens "has 

a mission, but it is to make the world grin, not to recreate and 

rehabilitate society." On 11 July 1857, in the same journal (p.34), 

Stephen says that the charge he brings against Dickens is "that he makes 

himself a legislator and p~i1osopher because he is an amusing writer. II 

This is, of course, unfair to Dickens, but it clearly makes the point that, 

for Stephen, comedy and social purpose do not go together. The business 

of wr'iters like Dickens, he says in the same article (p.35), is to amuse 

the public, but the position seems to be "unwelcome and degrading" and 

SliCh writers go out of thei r way to propose a number of "impertinent and 

unfounded ilssumptions" which mislead ignorant readers. 

The main point of all this is that Dickens's effects on society 

are pernicious and he has such a wide-reaching influence because he is 

extremely popular as a comic writer. Comedy sornet'imes deals lightly with 

the subjects it treats of, and therefore comic writers shoul d not concern 

themselves with profound and serious social and political matters. 

Stephen is doubly angry because it seems to him that the com; c writer 

cannot be pinned down to any established set of values or opinions. 

S'imilar reactions .. may be seen in other journals. Bagehot, in the 

National Revievv (October 1858, reprint. p.2l436 ), feels that Dickens 

36 loco cit. 
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attacks abuses which are lithe natural evils and inevitable pains of the 

present state of being" and causes IIdiscontent and repining" amongst 

his readers. Here, of course, the radical Dickens comes up against 

the whole blank wall of laissez-faire attitudes and mid-Victorian self-

confidence as well as the kind of vested interest in the aristocratic 

institutions of society that is evident -in Stephen's comments. Such 

objections are not new - they had been hea·rd in the middle years of 

Dickens's career, as I have shown - but they are expressed more force-

fully than ever before during the 1850s and 1860s. According to 

McCarthy, in the Westminster Review (October 1864, p.43l), no one would 

think of discussing Dickens as a moralist, politician and reformer, did 

he not claim to be such in the Prefaces to his novels. In his topical 

satires he has, NcCarthy says (p.438), pointed out defp.cts in a number 

of institutions, but uhe has uniformly overstated the case, he has not 

often understood it, and never has he pointed out any remedy. It may be 

added that his criticism has generally come too late." The United States 

Magazine (September 1853, p.277), discussing Bleak House, shows a similar 

-impatience with Dickens's Chancery satire. He has, the reviewer feels, 

told his r~aders nothing about the Court except that~it is a nuisance, 

and he refuses to discuss a matter that Dickens himself does not attempt 

to argue in.aserious manner. 

Many revi.ewers who hold such opinions seem to expect the novel to 

do what Forster says in the Exam"iner (9 September 1854, Collins p.301) 

that it cannot do, and that is lito prove a case. 1I Its lIutmost purpose,fi 

he says, "is to express forcibly a righteous sentiment. 1I But those who 

seem to expect more would probably have answered that if the novelist 

could not treat of such highly important subjects fully, he should have 

left them alone. Indeed, the Westminst~rRe-'yi§Y.{, quo d above,37 says 

37 
P .159. 
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that the novel is the wrong pl ace for all such matters. But Forster 

does not go so far. He is willing that novelists should discuss 

whatever subjects they wish, and suggests that a change in the critics' 

attitude is needed. The Illustrated Times (8 December 1855, p.435) 

says that Dickens's determination to have a "purpose" has the un

fortunate effect of provoking "antagonistic and controversial feelings, 

which mar artisti c enjoyment, II and in the'l ight of the reaction surveyed 

above, the comment is justified. As I showed in the previous chapter, 

much depends on the ri gi dity of the demand for truthful ness in fi cti on. 

The National Review (July 1861, pp.143-44), discussed above38 accepts 

one-sided representations of institutions, and the Leader (11 July 1857, 

p.664), laughs at Stephen's attack on Little Dorrit,in the Edinburgh 

Review, and at his expectation of a "full and fair account of the \'Ihole 

science and art of government. 39 " Those who do not expect too much to 

result from the satirist's work are, in general, those who have the 

most valuable things to say about it. 

As a satirist, Dickens is nevertheless felt by some to be highly 

successful, although the frequency with which the early satires are 
-

dwelt upon--seemsto suggest that perhaps his reputation depends a little 

too much on past performances. Thackeray, in his lecture on "Charity 

and Humour" (Collins p.354) claims that the early' satire directed against 

the Yorkshire Schools was highly effective - parents were ashamed, pupils 

were taken away from schools, schoolmasters were accused of being 
" 

Squeerses, and schoolboys were much better fed and much more kindly 

treated. The early satires tend to retain the reputation for effective

ness, though not necessari ly as effecti ve as Thackeray's rhetori c makes 

38 p. 86. 

39 Stephen appears to miss the irony of Dickens's title to Book I Chapter 
10 of the novel. 
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it sound. The American Frank Walker, in the Universi 
-------~~--~~ 

(January 1860, p.95), says that Dickens's exposure of various institutions 

in his novels has left the active reform movement of his country much 

indebted to him, and in the London Review (16 November 1867, p.548), 

Friswell asserts that Dickens "had often experienced the force of his 

writings; he tells us that the Fleet prison exposed in Pickwick is no 

more, and that the Yorkshire schools are better. Mr. Laing, a coarse 

magistrate, portrayed in a like manner ..• felt the power of the 

novelist and was glad to resign." In Martin Chuzzlewit too, the 

portrayal of Mrs. Gamp is said to have dealt a "shrewd death-blow" to 

nurses of her type. If actual improvement or reform is not necessarily 

known to have followed, at least the reviewers can say that the exposure 

took place and this is felt to be a praiseworthy office for the novelist 

to have performed. Prais~ for one of the later satires which caused 

a lot of opposition is found in the American Knickerbocker magazine 

(August 1857, p.189) which quotes lIan able daily criticflwho says, "No 

Englishman hereafter will be able to look into the face of any of his 

hereditary legislators without thinking of ~lr. Tite Barnacle, or Lord 

Decimus Barnacle; and nobody will ever have anything to do \1ith government 

anywhere without confoundi ng it with the Ci rcuml ocuti on Offi ce. II Thi sis 

the very ki nd of opi ni on that some Briti sh cri ti cs fear. In its 

exaggerated assessment of the potential effects of the satire, it merely 

represents the other end of the scale from the exaggerated fears of the 

likes of Stephen, and placed alongside Stephen's objections, it shows how , 

much they are based on class considerations and a concern for the status 

quo in British society and politics. American critics may have been 

free from the kind of fear of revolution that some Britons had, stemming 

from the year of revolution in Europe, 1848, and even from the earlier 

Chartist agitation, but the reactions of British critics need to be 

understood in terms of their social and political context - and in terms 
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of their "literary" context: most journals held views on the kinds of 

topics Dickens raised, and it is to be expected that .they should allow 

to enter their criticism opinions that would now be deemed extra-

1 i terary. 

At the time of Dickens's death, even those who had strongly attacked 

his works in the past were inclined to be more favourable. The Saturday 

Review (11 June 1870, p.761) says that "His e~ident sincerity of 

purpose gave a kind of dignity to his writings, and took away from them 

all air of coming from a man who was merely making merry to get money from 

the public." That is, Dickens is more than just a comic writer, but 

the main message his comedy is said to teach seems rather lame: "That 

there is fun and goodness in all sorts of persons, high and low, and even 

very low, was a theme on which he loved to dwell, and which he brought 

home to all his readers by the example of the characters he delineated. 1I 

Like Hutton in the Spectator quoted above,40 the obituarist in the 

Saturday Review does not really place the comic artist's achievements on 

a high level, and his praise throughout is rather restrained. He says, 

for example, of the American satire in Martin Chuzzlewit,that it tells 

us "all that can be said or thought of that.portionof the life led 

there which comes within the sphere of a novelist. 1I Compared to some of 

the journal's earlier strictures, this is generous, but it does not allow 

the nov~l i st very much. At times in other obi tuaries, adverse cri ti ci sm 

almost appears but is held at bay. William Mackay, in the New Monthly 

Magazine (July 1'870, p.88) is generally full of eulogy, but he does 

question whether it is right for an author to go out of his way to point 

a moral or seek a reform through his fiction. However, ~lackay seeills to 

realise that the question is ill-timed and merely says that whether it is 
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right or wrong, Dickens ga"ined affection by doing so, and if the artist 

is sincere there is no reason why he should not include his views on 

morality, religion and philanthropy in his works of art. 

Most obituarists are full of praise for the deceased author and 

paint the most flattering picture possible, as they pay their "last 

respects" to him. Often there are long 1 ists of moral and practical 

effects of his writings. The Sunday Times (12 June 1870), for example, 

says that through his characters Dickens will continue to live, and "will 

through uncounted generations continue to influence mankind, softening 

the asperities of caste and class, redeeming poverty from shame, giving 

tenderness to compassion, suffusing justice with mercy, gently making 

the pietist ashamed of hypocrisies, and stimulating all to broader 

charities, to more genuin~ nobleness, and more genial dignity." Truly 

Di ckens is more than a mere comi c writer. One wonders why the writer 

here says "genial dignity" if he does not have Dickens's comedy in his 

mind as he says all this, but 'the tendency to ignore the comic in Dickens -

except ; n the mos t general terms - and to concentra te on the hi gh ly moral, 

is to be expected in solemn obituaries, and it is therefore no surprise to 

find Sala ~1870, pp.42-44) discussing the satires - af the Yorkshire 

Schools, of Chancery, of the Ecclesiastical Courts, of "imprisonment for 

debt, and of monthly nurses - and i gnori rig thei r comedy. More important 

for Sala is his argument that Dickens, through his fictions, influenced 

public opinion which in turn influenced the legislators and produced 

reform. 

Dickens quite clearly was a teacher of moral lessons, and he did 

promote reforms of various kinds through his novels. Just as clearly, 

however, h'is reviewers frequently become obsessed with the pol itical or 

actual effects of his work and ignore the means - often comic - by which 

such effects are communi cated. The Uni on Magazi ne (February 1846) 
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quoted above4l warns Dickens to consider the means as well as the moral 

end of his fiction, but it might just as 0e11 have warned Dickens's 

critics. Victorians all, they are deeply concerned about the moral 

effects of the age's greatest entertainer who, some feel, ought to give his 

readers a little more instruction, yet who, others feel, teaches enough, in 

either an acceptable or non-acceptable way. Whatever their opinions on 

the question, the reviewers leave a legacy, to the next generation, of 

a powerful interest in the effects of comic fiction. Already, however, 

interest in merely moral teaching is wearing off, and interest in Dickens's 

"philosophy" is appearing. It is ridiculed by McCarthy, in the 

Westminster Review (October 1864, p.43l), as being resolvable into the 

proposition "that things are right." Dickens is an optimist who seems 

to believe that the world is generally a good place and all that needs 

to be done is to pass a few simple laws, and all will be well. Dickens's 

world is one where good and evil are rewarded "on the strictest principles 

of poetic justice," McCarthy says (p.432). Stott, in the Contempor~ 

Review (February 1869, pp.224-25), claims that Dickens's "Theory of Life" 

is an expansion of the idea of.Christmas, and the utopia that he would 

create would be a land of joviality and high··living, fit habitation 

only for benevolent old gentlemen, virtuous artizans, gushing young 

ladies - a veritable "paradise of fools." Dickens's faults are said 

to be based on personal inadequacies such as ignorance and lack of 

intellectual power,42 and his teaching is felt to be limited. There are 

signs in this ~eriod that his appeal to the sympathies, which still works 

with the majority of his readers, is beginning to be questioned by sonE 

of them, and his work already fails to satisfy those who seek evidence 

of more i n te 11 ~ c tin nove 1 s . Such a reaction becomes more common in 

later decades. 

41 pp. "'42-43. 

42 See be 1 0\'1, p. 229. 
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Because Dickens's satire in particular becomes controversial in 

this period, there is great attention to the effects of comic fiction 

and to the uses to which fiction in general may be put. Even those who 

find that Dickens is successful or acceptable do not necessarily agree 

with his practice of using the novel as an instrument for social reform. 

Moral instruction is still largely accepted, although overt moral 

instruction is becoming less popular amongst those who begin to demand 

"ideas"Jrom the novelist. The signs of changes which become more 

apparent in the generation after Dickens's death are already visible, 

and once the satires of the later novels lose their controversiality, the 

kind of mind that is felt not to be able to argue effectively for social 

reform is said to be unable to offer any worthwhile "philosophy.1I 

The Generation After Dickens 1871 - 1906 

There are many in this period whose literary theories and practices 

are at odds with Dickens's novels. Because of greater than ever 

emphasis on the novelist's art and technique, Dickens'S social purpose and 

overt moral tendencies seem clumsy and old-fashioned, but despite the 

doctrine of "art for art1s sake,1I few rea11y question the novel's relevance 

to life, and the moral and social emphases of his works continue to be 

discussed. No doubt the continued popularity of Dickens helps per

petuate the concern, but equally, the continuing tendency to seek moral and 

practical effects in fiction means that Dickens remains popular. The 

tendency is questioned by some, and novelists' methods of satisfying the 

demand for instruction become subtler, but the demand itself does not 

disappear. Basically, Dickens satisfies the undemanding critics' 
, 

expectations but fails to -in-press the more demanding, pfrilosophical and 

rational critics. This is bound up with widespread opinions of his 

truthfulness and stature which I discuss els~where. Chesterton, at the 
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end of the period, is not the first but he is the best of the critics 

who claim that Dickens satisfies more ,than the sentimental and the 

n:aive. As I shall show, one of his methods of doing so is to point 

out more worthwhile effects and lessons that Dickens offers his readers. 

It is still felt that the novelist is a teacher whether he aims to 

teach or not. For example, the Dublin Review (April 1871, p.316) says 

of Dickens andThackeray, "80th men were more than novelists, and 

humorists; both were preachers, in the sense in which every great writer 

of fiction must be, whether intentionally or not." Troll ope , writing in 

The Nineteenth Century (January 1879, p.40) agrees: "The writer of stories 

must please, or he will be nothing. And he must teach, whether he wish 

to teach or not." The idea that pleasing and teaching are the aims of 

literature is a basic assumption 'of very many literary critics in all 

centuries, and the Victorians are certainly not alone in their expect

ations, but the utilitarian and evangelical -impetus given to the search for 

purpose and morality in fiction in earlier decades begins to wear off later 

in the century, and there is some doubt \'Ihether Dickens, being dead, is 

still relevant for late-century readers who need instruction in life which, 

later critJcs feel, has changed much since his time;-

Dickens's reputation as a humorist, or as a comic writer generally, 

often influences the kinds of effects reviewers are will-ing to attribute 

to his works. Because he is a comic writer, some critics posit insignif

icant effects, whne others continue to claim those kinds of effects which 

have been traditiona'lly associated with various fotms of comedy - satite 

1 eads to reform, humour encourages love, and so on. Hi s comedy is 

variously said to be the cause of his successes as well as his failures as 

a literary artist. 

After Dickens's death, the antagonistic critics attempt to destroy 

his teputation, and a favourite target is his morality. The Old and New 
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Magazine (November 1871, p.483) strikes a pose that is frequently seen 

throughout Dickens's career, when it s'ays liThe moral influence of 

a novelist depends mainly on his success in presenting herot~m,. 

sanctity, delicate honor, enlightened philanthropy, and the union of 

high intellectual and religious culture in such beautiful embodiments 

as fix his readers' attention and win their hearts." Dickens's failure 

to satisfy these demands, the critic says, results from his sentiment

ality'rather than his humour, but it has been a common tendency for 

reviewers in the past to point out that Dickens's comedy is true to the 

lower classes of society and to odd and eccentl~ic human types rather than 

to exalted personages. It is felt that he cannot even portray a 

gentleman or an aristocrat because he seems to know little of them. More-

over, such IIl ow" characters are typical of a certain kind of comedy, as 

some of Shake'speare's com; 9 scenes show. Because Di ckens does not -

indeed cannot - portray exalted personages, it is said that he cannot teach 

noble lessons to his readers. He is felt to be fit for domestic novels 

and not for the satisfaction of philosophical and religious ideals. 

Reviewers constantly point out that he has no highly intelligent or 

religious natures in his works, but creates emotional,pract-ical, homely 

characters. As Mrs. Oliphant says, in Blackwood's Magazine (June 1871, 

p.681), Dickens is, in Pickwick Papers, his most original novel, "humanly, 

not sacredly, profane. II He displays no "moral sense II and portrays no 

"human excellence. 1I Only in Dick Swivel1er and Mr. Micawber, amongst 

all the characte.rs of the novels, does Mrs. Oliphant find any admirable 

mora 1 content, and in these characters it is due to the agency of the 

humour. Generally, Dickens's humour is more "fun'lI than anything else, 

but these two characters succeed. In Dick Swiveller,"For the first 

time, Mr. Dickens goes direct to the heart; and he does so in one of the 

highest and most difficult ways, - not by tears but by laughter." Dick 
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touches us, she says (p.685), much more than Little Nell does. Micawber's 

superiority as a comic creation ;s explained (p.686) by comparing him to 

Skimpole. In t~i cawber, "humour has helped humani ty" and we see the 

character's goodness as well as his faults. In Skimpole, there is no 

humour and Mrs. Oliphant is more struck by his immorality than by the 

truthfulness of the character. Humour allows the reader to relax and see 

the truthfulnes~ of the characterisation,43 but humour is not present in 

Skimpole. In most cases, however, Dickens does not give his readers 

any moral lead. Though this is true of Pickwick Papers in particular, it 

is also true of Nicholas Nickleby, in which Mrs. Oliphant finds (p.683) 
4 

"gay malice (not maliciousness)1I in Dickens's portrayals of ridiculous 

characters and events. Dickens, that is, is too busy laughing at his 

Creations to give his readers guidance, and if he does not laugh cynic

ally at them, nor does he laugh lovingly. This whole discussion rests 

on two bases. One;s that humour is a higher comic form because it 

involves truth and love, and the other is that Dickens is too funny to 

be a sound moral teacher. Even in his satire he fails, she says (p.695), 

because he is "never bitter." Despite his occasional lI;mpressive 

rage,1I he_never falls upon the objects of his raillei"Y "with sharp 

disdain and loathing, as a thing ruinous and pernicious within." 

Failing as a humorist and satirist, Dickens only has "fun" left to h-im, 

and although Mrs. Oliphant does find some benefit in this, what she says 

indicates the level to which she attempts to reduce Dickens as a comic 

novelist: the fun of Pickwick Papers, she says (p.681), appeals to the 

schoolboy and to lithe wearied man, who has had enough of serious life and 

to whom it is a relief to escape into this curious world, where all is 

fun, and nothing is serious. 1I Dickens creates II with the most graphic 

and vivid clearness almost every grade of the species Fool ," she says 

(p.675), but lIamong all these he has never once stumbled upon the simple, 

true, -ideal woman, or any noble type of man ,II But rather than use th-is 

43 cf. Giss-ing oelolt!, p.1Sl .. 
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realisation as the springboard for an analysis of the comic characters, 

Mrs. Oliphant blames Dickens for not being able to create a hero or 

heroine of noble mien and high stature. 

I have spent some time considering her criticism because it combines 

many of the arguments of other adverse critics. The feeling, that 

Dickens is too funny to have any deep or lasting effect is shared by the 

Dublin Review (April 1871, pp.324-25). He IIwl11 make a few generations 

to come laugh," the reviewer says, because his humour will always appeal 

to the liking for lI oddities and eccentricities inherent in human nature. 1I 

But this is a superficial kind of humour and, unlike Thackeray's it 

teaches its readers little about human nature. It is rather IImerely 

quite delightful" and is felt more and more as a relief to the IIgrowing 

weariness of life,lI This feeling, that there is some value in mere 

amusement, here relegates Dickens's comedy to a low level, but in some 

critics' eyes, the power to amuse has a higher status. Andrew Lang, 

in Good Words (April 1888, p.~33) finds some value in it, when he says 

tha t Di ckens I s II grea t good deed" is II to have made us 1 augh so frequently, 

so inextinguishably, so kindly," and Hunt (1887, p.460) finds this effect 

particu1al"ly valuable because, in the literaturearound the l880s and 

1890s, the IIdespondent philosophy" is so widespread, and he feels that 

limen must have revealed to them the lighter side of life lest they be 

discouraged." Dickens's a"irn as a writer was, Hunt says, the same as it 

was in private life, lito make the world around him somewhat cheerier by 

his presence and effort." Clement Shorter, in Victorian Fiction (1897, 

p.43) adds that aH.hough for some, Dickens no longer serves any purpose, 

there are stil'l many, lias there were in the fifties and sixties," who 

have found his writings useful as an "aid to cheery optim-jsm." In the 

new century, Swinburne, discussing Mrs. Gamp in the .lli:@.der1,Y_.Revjew 

(July 1902, p.24), acknowledges "with infinite thanksgiving of 'jnexhaust-
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ible laughter and of rapturous admiration ll the. greatest II comic poetll 

who ever 1 i ved "to make the 1 i fe of other men more bri ght and more 91 ad 

and more perfect than ever, without his beneficent influence, it 

possibly or imaginably could have been." ~10re simply, W.E. Henley 

(1902, p.8) feels that Dickens did more to make his readers "happy and 

amiable" than any other writer of his time. Margaret Baillie-Saunders, 

in The Philosophy of Dickens (1905, p.34) speaks of his "mission of fun ll 

to brighten up the England of his day which was a dreary place, but 

Chesterton {1906, pp.21-22} does not like this emphasis on mere cheer~ 

fulness, as I shall show later. He says that Dickens and the earlier 

Victorians had a different philosophy based in a "sense of infinite 

opportunity and boi sterous brotherhood" whi ch new-century men do not 

understand, but could do with because they are so morbid and depressed. 44 

All of these comments admire Dickens's power to amuse because such a simple 

effect is needed late in the century or because critics feel that Dickens 

managed to bri ghten up a dull worl d. Very close is the idea that 

Dickens helped to make people happier by bettering their lot through his 

campaign for active reform. The effectiveness of his sati~e is, as I 

shall show, still believed in. 

But most critics, for or against Dickens, expect more than mere 

amusement, and his comedy is sometimes seen to stand in the way of more 

useful effects. His ineffectiveness as a moralist is blamed on his comedy 

by the 01 d and N~w Magaz; ne (April 1871. P .481) . Di ckens, accordi ng to 

the critic, "is ,too great a humorist to be a perfect moralist. He makes 

his characters so funny that we laugh at the good and bad indiscriminately, 

and are much too amused to praise or blame as we should." We are blinded 

to the wickedness and meanness of some of his characters by the "excessive 

44 For a similar emphasis, see also Gissing (1902, p.202) and Lang, 
Fortnightly Review (December 1898, p.946). 
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brightness of his wit." The Dublin Review (April 1871, p.336) posits 

a number of typical reasons for the failure of Dickens's satire when it 

says that "the social questions which he illustrates are treated with 

more zeal than knowledge," and "he deals too largely in the picturesque45 

to be regarded as a public instructor on all or any of his topics." 

Hard Times, the reviewer says, is amusing ane! clever, but Di ckens 

"exaggerated out of all practical utility.as an example the Gradgrind 

system. II The neat irony of this last gibe is no doubt intentional, but 

the dual charge of ignorance and exaggeration is widespread in adverse 

criticisms of his morality and satire. Leslie Stephen, in the Dictionary 

of National Biography (1888,pp.929,931), claims that Dickens seems 

to have believed that "every dissenting minister was a Stiggins ,II and 

later satires evidence no more insight than his early ones. James Oliphant 

(1899, pp.36-37) says that the satire of the Poor Law, in 
'""--'-;"";";;;'-'--""-----

shows Dickens's ignorance. Anything that was not truthful is naturally 

felt to have been ineffective. Graham (1897, p.l?) repeats substantially 

the objection of some earl"ier critics46 when he says that the remedies 

Dickens suggested for soc"jal abuses were futile. He adds that if 

modern readers take his works to be historically accyrate portrayals of 

the conditions of his time, they are likely to be misled. Lord, in the 

Nineteenth Centur~ (November 1903, p. 776), even more energeti ca lly protests 

against an example of Dickens's false teaching. He could have done 

II no thing but harm" because of his continual preaching on the basis of the 

line "A man's a man fora' that," Eugene Wrayburn, in marrying Lizzie 

Hexam would, Lord says, be socially ruined by his marriage, because 

gentility is not, whatever Dickens says, found in the gutter. Burns's 

45 Thi s term does not refer sol ely to the corn; c, but seems nevel~the less 
to incl ude -j t. 

46 For example, p.16l above. 
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text, Lord says, has "debauched the minds of three generations of 

Britons," Dickens's inability to portray gentlemen leads him to his 

error, and Lord is one of the many who make this charge. But since it 

is usually felt to be a matter of his ignorance of the higher classes 

of society, I shall discuss it in the next chapter. 

For those who find that the satire of the novels is misleading, 

it is almost a relief - although it is the mear'ls of a further attack on 

Dickens - to find that it was also ineffective. James Oliphant, quoted 

above, says that fortunately the Poor Law satire was not effective, and 

the London Quarterly Review (January 1871, finding (p.267) no love but 

only a pity "l'ittle more than kin to contempt ll in Dickens's characteris

ation, suggests (p.271) that the low comedy of the characters expresses and 

encourages lithe individual man's indomitable vanity and self-love - the 

pleasure he has in feeling that he is superior to other people." The 

right kind of moral teaching is absent .. The reviewer adds (p.272) that 

Dickens's f'iction lacks "that deep truth and earnestness that carries 

a fictitious life··lesson home to the man or woman to whom it is most 

appropriate" and causes readers to "steer clear of a great quicksand of 

offence. 1I Dickens inspires vulgar laughter) but he. achieves no deep, pOl1er-

ful moral instruction because he is more a popular comedian and caricaturist 

than a moralist. 

Yet if, as another adverse critic~ George Bentley>47 says, in the 

Temple Bar Magazi~~ (May 1873, p.l?l), Dickens is a humorist who was 

flattered and who flattered himself into the belief that he was also 

a great moral is t) perhaps it was nat mere fl attery, because many cri ti cs 

even in this later period~ agree with Robert Carruthers (1879, p.521) that 

Dickens was lIa public -instructor, a reformer, a Inoralist ll as well as 

a humorist. Carruthers seems to see humour~ however, as a source of 

amusement, which indicates that~ as in previolls periods, the carnic is 

47 Bentley has. of course, a family grievance against Dickens. 
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often played down in favour of the moral or practical ends that are said 

to underlie it. Arnold Quamoclit, in St. James's Magazine (April 1879, 

p.288), speaking of Dickens as a "humanisel\" says that "whilst cheer

fulness and mirth overspread thepages at which we are looking, there is 

underneath the whole a vein of genuine sympathy, an under-current of 

moral devotion and tender solicitude and love." That is, he finds in 

Dickens the love and sympathy that Mrs. Oliphant and the writer in the 

London Quarterly Review claim is absent. Both tradition and probably 

the majority of late-century critics are on the side represented by 

Quamoclit, although some of those who paint Dickens as the cheerful 

domestic novelist who exudes love for his fellowmen share the adverse 

critics' low assessment of his stature. 48 

The importance of love and sympathy is evident in a number of 

criti cal comments. Buchanan, in St. Paul's Magazi ne (February 1872, 

p.145) stresses them when he says that once the genial humorist has 

presented a character to us in a "funny light," hate for that figure is 

impossible. Humour and love are twin brothers, and Dickens has done much 

for human nature merely by "pointing out what is odd in it." Buchanan 

enthuses further: II He re come Hypoc ri sy, Gu il e, Envy, Se 1 f-conce it; 

you are ready to spring upon them and rend them; yet when the charm is 

spoken, you burst out laugh"ing. What comical figures! You .couldn't 

think of hurting them! Your heart begins to swell with sneaking kindness. 

Poor devils, they were made thus ... ," and so on. The stern moralists 

would say that the satire is ineffective, but Buchanan finds merit in 

the comic writer's supposed mercy. Love and sympathy are also important 

in Harrison's judgement, in Forum (January 1895, p.546). He says that 

"No waif and stray was so repulsive, no drudge was so mean, no criminal 

was so atrocious, but what Charles Dickens could feel for him some ray 

48 See Edward Dowden, Transcripts and Studies 2nd ed., (1896), pp.167-68. 
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of sympathy, or extract some pathetic mirth out of his abject state." 

Harrison then goes on to quote Thackeray's statement about the humorist's 

awakening the reader's love, pity, kindness, and so on. 49 

Forster stresses the emotions often in his discussions of the lessons 

Dickens teaches,50 but his Illost "important statement occurs within his 

defence of Dickens's exaggeration, when he talks (Life, II p.273) of the 

power of humour to discover "the affinities between the high and the low, 

the attractive and the repulsive, the rarest things and things of every 

day, which bring us all on the level of a common humanity." It is the 

property, Forst.er says, which Carlyle calls "inverse sublimity," because 

it has the pOVJer of "exalting into our affections what is below us" just as 

sublimity "draws down into our affections what is above us." This is 

what Harrison is speaking of too, and the idea has a social bias. Dickens 

is pre-eminently the delineator of lower class life and paupers and 

especi ally of eccentri c, out-of-the-vJaY types. Through his humour, he 

teaches benevolence and kindness towards them. A.W. Ward (1882, p.223) 

has a similar emphasis. He says that "the most observing and the most 

imaginative of our English humorists revealed to us that infinite multitude 

of associations which binds men together, and makes --us members of one 

another." Di ckens' s 1 ovi ng humour and sympathy combi nes, that is, vii th 

accurate observation and imagination to produce hjs particular kind of 

fiction. Ward pays lip-service to imagination here, because it is the 

reality of the social and human portraits that matters. The characters 

are felt to be 'human and a natural corollary is that they must have been 

observed by the author. The feeling of humanity in Dickens's comedy 

49 See above, p. 11. 

50 See, for example, Life I pp.90, 97, 124; II pp.30, 116, 288. 
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prompts W.B. Rands, in the Contemporary Review (July 1880, pp.17l-76), 

to argue that humour is a IIkindly leveller ll which takes down men's 

pride and points up their common weaknesses in a spirit of cheerfulness 

and love. He protests against Sydney Smith and Shelley who had 

doubted the power of comedy as a moral agent because it obscures the moral 

lesson. Certainly the IIrough edge ll of evi 1 is taken off, he says, but 

there is so much love and beneficence in Dickens's humour that it cannot 

fail as a moral force. 

All this claims much more for humour, and for comic art in general, 

than do those who dismiss it as exaggerated caricature. The kinds of 

effects seen to be typical of the humorist are, of course, linked to 

expectations held of humour, and the humorist and moralist are often said 

to be one. For those, like G.B. Smith, in the Gentleman's Magazine (March 

1874, pp.305-6), who harbour a suspicion either that Dickens merely amuses 

in his comic passages, or that comedy itself is incapable of serious 

effects, Dickens is, beneath his IIrich humour," a IImoral teacher" and 

"moral regenerator," and those who believe that he merely amuses are, in 

. fact, "guilty of an egre"gious mistake~lll Much depends on whether IIhumour ll 

is a special k"ind of comedy carrying love and syrnpa!hy with it, or whether 

"humour" is merely a term for the comic and may carry the connotation of 

lack of seriousness. Smith seems to use it as a general term and then has 

to show that Dickens is also "serious,1I and Albett CCl.nning, in The Philos

ophy of Dicke~ (1880, p.18), appears to hold a similar view, because he 

says that Dickens IIfirst charms his readers by his wit, fun and humour,1I 

then, "before the most captious critic can call him frivolous," he describes 

truthful scenes of \twe and misery which lIimpress all thoughtful minds 

with irresistible power. II The different kinds of comedy, which 

51 See Chambers'..s~.E.l.Q£aed"ia of English Literature (vo1.2, 1879, p.52l) 
for a simi"lar appl~oach. 
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C~nning does not further distinguish between, are merely a kind of bait 

to attract the attention of those who need to be taught to reflect. 

And once Dickens had caught his audience's attention he did not rely so 

much on his humour, which is reduced (p.326), in the later novels, to 

the function of merely diverting readers aniidst the "more serious thoughts 

and emoti ons they engender. II 

Gissing (1902) in part agrees with C?nning, since he sees (p.197) 

that Dickens's most earnest moral purposes depended for their furtherance 

on the genial power of humour. Humour made him popular, maintained his 

huge audience, and "only because they laughed with him so heartily, did 

multitudes of people turn to discuss-ing the question his page suggested." 

Far from obscuring the moral, the comedy of the novel soften hel ps make 

it clear and acceptable, Gissing shows (pp.201-2), as he recounts the 

scene in which Sally Brass feeds the Marchioness on two square inches of 

col d mutton and bi ds her never to say she had not had meat in that house. 

He claims that the humour of the scene makes acceptable what would other-

wise have been unendurable realism. The two square inches of mutton, he 

says, is lithe secret of DOi ckens' s power for good. II It is also in 

evidence when Judy Smallweed maltreats Charley in Bleak House. II After 

the merriment 5 II Gi ss -j ng says, "comes the thought, II and "henceforth the 

reader thinks sympathetically of poor little girls, whether ruled by 

vicious trollops or working under easier conditions." Without the humour, 

the story becomes "too unpleasant to remember." Gissing chooses his 

examples well aRd discusses them intelligently, but there is no great 

difference between his ideas here and those advanced, for example, by 

Horne. 52 The comedy serves the function of softeni ng unpl easant real i ty 

and making it more palatable to the fastidious or impressionable reader. 

52See above, p. 144 .. Horne says the humour of Di ckens' s treatment of 
Fagin makes the scenes acceptable ,for example. 
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Gissing had spoken of this earlier (p.86) during his chapter on 

IIArt, Veracity, and r~oral Purpose," The idea of a novelist not.wishing 

to offend his public, Gissing says (p.74), is irritating to late-century 

artists and critics, but he stresses Dickens's oneness with his public 

in an era that had different ideas about the morality of art. Dickens 

did not aim to shock his readers because he would probably have lost 

them, and in this he is unlike some of the novelists of the 1880s and 1890s 
& 

who desire freedom to offend the public. Instead of blaming Dickens, 

critics should attempt to understand his methods in terms of his artistic 

and social background. If Dickens seems untruthful and prudish, it was 

his public that made him so, but it also made him a better artist because 

he had to heighten reality. In this heightening process, Gissing shows, 

~ickens's humour often plays an important role. The feeling that 

readers need to be protected from disgusting details in fiction, though 

more typical of the early years of Dickens's career, does not disappear 

from English criticism, and Realistic and Naturalistic novels are strongly 

objected to in the 18805 and 1890s 53 largely because the details they 

contain are felt to be repulsive and unnecessarily highlighted. 

To modern critics - and to some people in the 1880s and 1890s -

this attitude is hard to understand, but its survival throughout the 

nineteenth century ensures that Dickens's humorous (and other) softening 

of repulsive charact~rs and scenes remain popular. Samuel Davey (1876, 
. 

p.130) illustrates such a reaction to it when he says, "If he introduces 

into some of his worst characters the humour and foibles of our better 

nature, it is to prevent us from degenerating into 'the heart poison of 

contempt and hatred,' that we may pity more than we despise them. II 

53 w.e. Frierson, liThe English Controversy over Realism in Fiction 
1885 - 1895." PfvlLA (June 1928, pp.533-50). 
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The emphasis is similar to that of Buchanan, quoted above,54 and the 

statements of this kind show that if the critics like their morality 

strong, they also like it sweet, and the comedy of the novels is seen to 

play an important role in ensuring that the moral teaching is not 

offensive. Swinburne, in the Quarterly Review (July 1902, p.22) gives 

this idea more of an lIaesthetic ll turn when he praises the creation of 

Miss Miggs and says that it is an lIunsurpassable triumph of dramatic 
~ 

humour" that mal ignity is made so del ightful and enchanting. He repeats 

the praise "in his discussions,. in subsequent pages of the article, of Dicken's 

v·j'llains and ruffians. 1I Modern criticism may be in sympathy with 

Swinburne's emphasis on art rather than morality, but the concern for 

the underlying morality of Dickens's art is understandable in an age in 

which a statement like Swinburne's is a novelty. Late-century critics 

frequently do not find more than mere moral purpose in Dickens's art, 

and they chide him for it. R. Brimley Johnson, in the Book Monthly 

(1906, pp.235-39),sees criticism of Dickens recovering from the 

aestheticism which dismissed him as a bad artist, and finds value still 

in the IIhumanity" which informs his pages. He also finds an artistic 

excellence that others had missed. Dickens has his faults, but these 

must be prayed down or ignored "in favour of'his excellences. 

For some, indeed, the faults become virtues. His exaggeration, 

for example, is said ty Margaret Baillie-Saunders (1905, pp.32-33), to 

have be~n deliberately used to pierce the dullness of his readers. 

Victorians were~ she suggests, dullards who needed unsophisticated art 

to make them sit up and take notice of Dickens's messages. His laughter 

was effective where "agitator, socialist and missioner ll had been ineffect-

ive. Or, as Davey (1876, p.123) puts it, IIHe has laughed down abuses 

54 p. 178. 
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where crying and preaching had been of 1 ittle avail. II The bel ief in the 

power of the satirist which had earlier caused so much praise for and 

opposition to his works, lasts through the generation after his death, 

as critics who do not necessarily believe that a satirist might enjoy 

such success in their time, are willing to believe that Dickens was 

a powerful influence on public opinion and on the law-makers in his own 

time. Forster's gives a lead in this direction, because he 
@ 

frequently comments on theeffectiveness of the satires in individual novels. 

Some of the comments are lifted from earlier Examiner reviews, but Forster, 

as one who 1 i ved through the years when Di ckens I smora 1 teach i ng was felt 

to be most immediate because the writer was alive and in communication with 

his readers through his books, naturally retains a. sense of the practical 

us~fulness of the comedy. His comments are too numerous for discussion, 

but they include references to Pecksniff and Mrs. Gamp ( I, pp,293, 

296) 297)~ the Blimber satire in Dombey and Son (II, p.30), Stareleigh 

(II p.100),Micawber and Skimpo1e (II, p.104) and he says (II, p.288) that 

the satire in Great Expectations "that enforces the old warning against 

1 i ving upon vague hopes . . . never presented itself ina more amus i ng or 

kindly shape,lI Davey (1876) comments several times on Dickens's 

successful satires. Discussing Mrs. Gamp (p.140), he says that Dickens 

has Ildone a good service in helping to put this race of vampires out of 

existence}' Davey pl-aces him "'in the first rank of social reformers," 

saying (p.150) that the early novels in particular "have re-acted for good 

upon the national, mind.1! He claims that Dickens "helped sweep away" the 

Fleet and Mar-shalsea pl~isons and the Yorkshire Schools, and that Chancery 

Reform was due to his influence. He did not abo'lish the workhouse system, 

but the suggestion is that since it still exists in 1876, it was pr~bably 

too much for a single novelist to conquer. The Scottish Review (December 

1883, p.130) says, vdth similar enthusiasm, "One has only to name 'Bumble' 

to call up memories of abuses and oppressions which the creation of that 
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good-for-nothing old noodle abolished,!! and the writer notes several 

other effective:.satires. Mrs. Gamp, for example, has been followed by 

a revolution in hospital nursing, and the creation of Mrs. Jellyby caused 

one lady who had made herself !!the friend of the African," 'to abandon 

her mission. Percy Fitzgerald, in Bozland: Dickens's Places and People 

(1895, p.237)," makes a long list of the subjects of the satires and 

says that in all of them the novelist was instrumental either directly in 

bringi'ng about reform, or indirectly by rousing public opinion. Edwin 

Chancellor, in Literary Types (1895, p.152), boldly says that Dickens 

IIset himself to bring to ridicule .•. the defects which were so 

characteristic of most public business in his time" in linearly everything 

he wrote. 1I The novels were aimed at either topical abuses or the 

failings of individuals, and he adds (pp.153-54) that IIDickens looked 

upon the novel as Mol i ~re di d the drama, as a 1 ay-pul pi t from wlli ch all 

-sham and falsity ought to be denounced and ridiculed, and he is probably 

the only writer, with the exception of Thackeray, who •.• made as 

equally potent an instrument of the novel as the great Frenchman ,did of 

the stage." 

There seems, in many such statements, to be a loss of awareness of 

the comic, but in some criticisms there is a naive belief in the power 

of laughter. Chancellor (p.152) says that Unothing brings about reform 

like ridicule,u and Margaret Baillie-Saunders (1905, pp.34,36) 

believes that even his "fun ll had similar results. Dickens, she says, 

JIhad a mission Of fun", but it was also IIfun with a mission." Having 

been poor and miserable himself, Dickens was able to teach his country 

lito know its own poor and to see their humour and'their pathos for 

itself. 5511 Aga"in,. it is assumed that the com"ic fiction is tl~ue to life -

55 Such crit"icism is common after the revelations made, in Forster's 
about Dicken1s boyhood misery. 
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that if there are comic characters in the novels, Dickens probably observed 

them in the real worl-d during his early life or at some later date. 

This argument for truthfulness is the corollary of the argument for the 

effectiveness of the fiction, and the critic continues to say that 

Dickens achieved what agitator, social ist and missioner had failed in -

lito set that picture' plainly before the public eye." But Dickens did 

more than just increase public awareness of poverty, it seems, for J~rs. 

Bail Tie-Saunders 1 ater says that he "got at" the IIgreat 1 aw-makers in 

the land, by the most golden of all golden keys - laughter." Amidst 

all this enthusiasm, it is almost refreshing to find the adverse critic 

in the London Quarterly Rev~ew (January 1871, pp.275-76) sarcastically 

remarking that Di ckens had very 1 ittl e to do with reforms in hi s day -

about as much, the reviewer says., as the author of Uncl e Tom's Cabi n had 

..lto do with the abolition of slavery. Sensibly, St. John Topp, in the 

Melbourne Review (July 1881, p.277) says, with a little more cau.tion, that 

Dickens directed public attention to a number of abuses and "so far ... 

assisted in remedy"ing them." And even more sensibly,. R. Brimley Johnson 

says, in the Book Monthly (1906, p,238), that lithe direct influence towards 

social reform" of the novels "must not, of course, be reckoned to his 
-

credit as an artist, II Johnson's caution is caused by his awareness of 

the cry for "art for art's sake" which he protests against, but there is 

no real evidence that critics did see Dickens as a better artist because 

of his reformist influence. When the subject of reform or morality 

appeared, they. often stopped talking about art and spoke of the artist as 

a private or public figure who was, or was not, doing good. Johnson 

himself illustrates this when he says that Dickens's "final appeal was to 

first principles,. the hatred of justice or hypocrisy, the love of the 

beautiful and the good," Nevertheless, it must be noted that he feels 

caution is still, in 1906, needed on the question of the effectiveness 

of the satire, and a glance at the. comments of some critics shows why. 
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Almost all critics who discuss Dickens make some mention of his 

moral teaching and his satires. A.W~ Ward (1882) is a typical example 

of the mixture of caution and adventure with which the effectivensss of 

the satire is often treated. He comments on it, novel by novel, in 

a rather tiresome fashion, and says (p.35) that the exposure of the 

Yorkshire Schools "did good in its way," but Squeers has survived in some 

forms. The satires of Mrs. Gamp (p.56) and of the Circumlocution Office 

(p.135) have been more effective, and even the description of the 

pri va ti ons of the r~archi oness, he says (p .43), "have pass i b ly had 

a result which would have been that most coveted by Dickens - that of 

helping towards the better treatment of a class whose lot is among the 

dust and ashes ... of many households." When Ward balances comedy 

and morality, he does so in a simple way which is typical of ordinary 

Victorian critical statem~nts on the mixture of the two elements in 

Dickens's work. Speak"ing (p.58) of Mr. Pecksniff, he says "Comic' art 

has never more successfully fulfilled its highest task after its truest 

fashion than in this picture of the rise and fall of a,creature, who 

never ceases to be 1 aughab 1 ~, a'nd yet never ceases to be loathsome." 

Gi ss i ng (1902), too, has a lot to say - intermittently - about the sati re 

of the novels, and he has a whole chapter on "Satiric Portraiture." 

Speaking (p.133) of the blend of "jocosity and horror" in Dotheboys, he 

clai~s that because Dickens was still young he made the Squeers family 

a 1 ittle too funny, but he says "nothing could have been practically more 

effectual ," nevertheless. The educational satire in general'lIhelped on 

the better day," he cla"ims (p.135), but Gissing prefers to discuss the 

significance and credibility of the characters rather than the social 

or political effeci:5of the satires. This is no doubt because of his idea 

that Dickens's answer to social evils was"for the most part, private 

benevolence"(p.25l)." Dickens, he says (p.2~9) struck great blows "for 
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the cause of humanity in his day and generation," but he does not make 

sweeping claims for the satires. 

Most critics accept that Dickens was a successful moralist and 

reformer in his day, but many find that his humanitarianism and phil.an-

thropy are out of tune with thei r own period. As I showed earl ier, however, 

there are those who find the cheerfulness of his novels and his ability 

to cause laughter, valuable. Saintsbury (1895, p.13l) speaks of his 

amiable optimist life-philosophy in a disparaging tone, and the realists 

and pessimists of later years find it inadequate as a solution for their 

doubts and problems. Cross (1899, p.189) finds that Mark Tapley expresses 

Dickens's philosophy of life reduced to its lowe.st terms: Be jolly." 

Clearly, something was needed to'rouse criticism from the postulation of 

such simplistic theories; It reaches its highest expression in the period 

under survey in Chesterton's work, but a prefiguring of his ideas 'may be 

seen in W.B. Rands's essay, "From Faust to Mr. Pickwick," in the Contemp-

orary Review (July 1880). He refers (p.166) to the "new fatalism" and the 

IIPessimism" and the "Evolutionary Determinism" typical of his dme, and 

says (pp.167-68) that there are three things which, may be opposed to 

IIFate." These are "the sense of Beauty, upon which all forms of Art are 

founded," the Heroic Sense - that ,which is appealed to in tragedy and 

pathetic story, and the IIsense of Humour, which is not less potent." 

Dickens illustrates the use of the latter. In Pickwick Papers, he makes 

his hero "so often ridiculous, yet never contemptible," and Rands says 

(p.170) that it "was a work of the finest art" to do so. The philosophy 

of 1 ife and the moral i ty of the novel are said (p.17l) to be "conventional" 

and unintellectual~ but the burden of fate is solved in the novel by the 

presence of th~ child-like, innocent Mr. Pickvrick. Once or twi ce, 
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Mr. Pickwick speaks like a man of the world, but in general he is as 

unworldly and trusting as a child (p.168). What the novel shows us, 

according to Rands (p.173), is that somehow "we must become as 1 ittle 

children, and take life as it comes, before we can be reconciled to 

ourselves. We must be helped to feel as at heart beneficent the 

paradox created by the conflict of conscience and free-will on the one 

hand and the seeming fatality of character and circumstances on the 

other."· A great humorist like Dickens may do the latter for us as 

well as a great poet like Goethe, Rands clailT)s, and he adds, "he may 

sometimes do it better, especially in times like ours, when the head 

has threatened and still threatens to be too much for the heart, and too 

many of our best and wisest barely escape the taint of cynicism." 

Rands says (p.174) that men no longer find in literature, art or society 

the gaiety th.at once existed, and Pickwick Papers "must take its place 

among the beneficent, books that help to'make life intelligible to.us in 

days when we ask too many questions" and take refuge in morbid art and 

literature. And he concludes his article (p.176) by saying that humour 

has in it love of mankind, and an enjoyment of life based on faith in its 

"values and purposes." 

-

Rands is one of the few critics who, looking steadily at Dickens's 

humour, rather than past it to more "serious" concerns, finds val ue in it 

for its own powers and does not push the comic into the background as he 

talks of moral and philosophical matters. Another such critic is 

Chesterton (1906). It is noticeable that Rands discusses only Pickwick 

Papers, and Chesterton, like many other critics, finds the early novels , , 

most valuable. The later novels are less susceptible to the kind of 

argument for happiness, optimi sm and so on that such criti cs put forward. 

But Rands wrote in 1880, and there were a number of subsequent critics who 

claimed no more than "cheery optimism" for him. The comic novelist is 
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Chesterton feels the need to do battle'with such an opinion. 
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One gibe of those who call Dickens a cheerful optimist is that his 

satire is ineffective, and Chesterton goes to great lengths to prove that 

it was effective. Like others before him,he argues (p.208) that the 

exaggeration draws people's attention to abuses and creates the desire 

for their destruction. In giving everyone an interest in Bumble's or 

Mrs. Gamp's (literary) existence, he claims, Dickens gave them an 

interest in the (worldly) destruction of the evil. Therefore, he says, 

Dickens "did definitely destroy - or at the very least help to destroy -

certa"in institutions." Earlier( p.200) he says "Dickens did help pull 

down the debtors' prisons ... [he] did drive Squeers out of his Yorkshire 

den ... [he] did leave his mark' on parochialism, on nursing, on 

funerals, on public executions, on workhouses, on the Court of Chancery. 

These things were altered; they are different." Dickens "played a solid 

and quite demonstrable part" in getting things done. Chesterton scores 

points off the Realists and sociologists of his time, and says (p.208) that 

if Dickens had painted reality the way the former do,he would have suc

ceeded only in boring his readers, but in creating iuteresting art by 

means of his exaggeration, he was much more effective - more effective, 

indeed, than the modern sociologis~s, he adds (p.200),ltJho "cannot get 

anything done at all." If Dickens was the sentimental, impractical 

opti mist that people say he was, then he was also "uncommonly active and 

useful." He is' unfair to the moderns of course, and takes no account of 

the fact that the time was right for a humanitar"ian and reformist novelist 

to do his work, but his main aim - as it is throughout his work - is to 

prove the superiority of the optimist over the pessimist, and Gissing is 

a favourite representative of the moderns. The optimist is a better 

reformer than the pessimist because, according to Chesterton, the optimist 
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believes that life is valuable and that men are interesting enough to 

be worth saving. The pessimist takes a dark view of life and cannot 

see the blackness of evil against the background, but to the optimist 

life is colourful, and evil stands out as a blot on the background -

a blot which must be removed. Dickens as an optimist creates, in 

his novels, a jl)yful world which is threatened by evil, and he gives his 

readers an interest in the removal of evil from the world. The 

pessimist paints such a world that the evil is difficult to discern and 

he only succeeds in conveying his own fatalism. Thus, Chesterton says 

(p.13),"Dickens, the optimist, satirizes' the Fleet, and the Fleet is 

gone. Gissing, the pessimist, satirizes Suburbia, and Suburbia 

remai ns. II 

On the other hand, he needs to prove that Dickens is still valuable, 

and his discussion of other satires shows this. Dickens did not, he 

says (p.53), succeed in destroying the Barnacles. There are those who 

say that he was successful because the abuse does not exist, but Chester

ton claims that "England is still ruled by the Barnacle family," and his 

description of an evil is still valid. In one of his seeming-digressions 

about modern politics, he says later (pp.1l5-l6) tha-t the caricature of 

America is not just that, because it is an attack on patriotism, and 

England's patriotism of the present day is just as blind, foolish, 

complac~nt and dangerous as the patriotism embodied in the Chollops and 

Jefferson Bricks of the novel. All of this is bound up with the question 

of Dickens's tr~thfulness, as are most of Chesterton's arguments, but the 

truthful ness of Di ckens 's comi cart is what makes it effecti ve. 

But he does not merely discuss the satire. Dickens's work rests on 

two propositions. One is that all men are comic (p.182), and the other is 

that all men are interesting {p.183}. These two ideas are very closely 

related, but ultimately it depends on the writer's appt'oach to life. 
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All men, from another point of view, are tragic, and tragedy leads to 

a "profound sense of human dignity," but comedy leads to a IIdel,ightful 

sense of human variety." Dickens is a comic writer and therefore he 

sees all men as being both lI'wildly interesting and wildly varied" 

(p.184), and he loves men for it. The idea of love, so common in 

criticism of Dicken's comedy, makes a reappearance in Chesterton's work, 

but it has undergone a transformation. Chesterton does not see 

Dickens as a sentimentali~t or a lover of his kind, but as a lover of the 

variety of mankind. He delights in them and his imagination recreates 

their individualities. In saying this, Chesterton is halfway between 

say; n9 that Di ckens 's imagi nation hei ghtens rea 1 ity and saying that he 

describes the oddities he finds in life. As I showed at the end of the 

previous chapter,56 he believes in both possibilities, but essentially 

it is a matter of vision, and the great comic wr;ter~ because of his 

imagination, can find, it seems, materials for his art where others only 

see ordinary reality. The comic "imag"ination is therefore a distinctly 

personal power, and I shall therefore discuss it in the next chapter. 

Chesterton avoids calling Dickens an emotional kind of comic writer, 

but he does not claim that Dickens satis fies the intellect as some critics 

had demanded. His interest, he says (pp.189-90) was in character, and 

his characters do not charm~with their intellects, they charm with them-

selves. All of the ·great characters of Dickens are,:,he says, "great 

fools,""and in being thus they are not below wisdom but above it. They 

do not appear in intellectual or high class society, they are mostly to . 
be found among the poor. As an example of this, Chesterton takes Toots. 

Dickens, he says (p.192), paints Toots as he is in the world in short, 

a fool in the ordinary sense of the \.oJord, - but he affects his readel~s 

so that they admire him. Toots, he says (p.193)" expresses certain 

permanent dignities in human nature more than any of Dickens's more 

p. 117. 
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dignified characters can do it." Great artists "always choose, great 

fools rather than great intellectuals to embody humanity." The 

intellectual is superior to the majority of mankind, but the fool is 

typical. Yet, as well as being ,typical, he is also interesting and he 

is different from other men. The intellectuals and cultivated 

characters in Dlckens are all the same and they are all boring. The 

fools are all different and all interesting. ~There is, he says (pp.193-

94), an apostolic injunction to "suffer fools gladly." We usually 

stress the word "suffer," but Di ckens shows that we ought to stress the 

word "gladly." We should delight in the characters that we would 

usually pass by. Thus, "if we are to look for lessons," - and Chesterton 

does not seem to be sure that we should - the "last and deepest lesson 

of Dickens" is that it is in our own daily life, in the ordinary rather 

than the extl~aordinary, that we should "look for the portents and the 

prodigies." "Every day we are missing a monster whom we might easily 

love, and an imbecile whom we 'should certainly admire." 

Chesterton, of course, looks at only one side of the question. 

There is no reason why, for example, intellectuals should not be as 

interesting as fools, but Chesterton deliber·ately champions Dickens and 

is unfair to other writers. Moreover, he deliberately picks out minor 

characters such as Toots because he wishes to emphasise the comic aspects 

of Dick~ns's art. The most popular characters for discussion in other 

criti ci sms seem to be I~rs. Gamp and r~r. Pecksni ff. These characters, 

appear time and ~gain, but are linked strongly to Dickens's social and 

moral purpose. Chesterton tends to speak more of the lesser characters 

in order to be able to stress that it is the weakest part of Dickens -

that is, what others have felt to be his weakest part - that is in fact 

the strongest. The "farcical occultism" he speaks of (p.23) is more 

impol~tant than any moral teaching. His "insane humour," he says (p.179), 
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was the product of the great Dickens, the Dickens who was superior to 

the "industrious" and the "public-spirited ll Dickens. Farce is often 

linked by Chesterton to joy and gaiety, and the central point about 

his argument for the Christmas Dickens (chapter 7) is that the Spirits 

of the Past, Present and Future in A Christmas Carol are IIHigh Spiritsll 

and are linked therefore by Chesterton (p.13l) to joy,and thence back to 

the comic Dickens. Both the first Christmas Book and the second, 

The Chimes, are he says, appeals for IIcharity and mirth." Like Gissing, 

he feels that humour and charity are close, and he speaks of Dickens's 

power for reform because he was at one with the people, but he finds it 

much more important (p.189) that Dickens's great characters amuse than 

that they instruct. Life was both laughable and livable. But in 

1.aughi n9, Di ckens shows that characters 1 ike Toots are i nteresti n9 and 

so, in a way, teaches a "lesson." Dickens's art, like all great art, 

has significance for the world that readers know, but it is not really 

reducible to "lessons." What Chesterton asks for, in short, is an 

enjoyment of Dickens's enjoyment of the world. Perhaps this may teach 

readers to find joy in the world, but at least Chesterton hopes they will 

find joy in Dickens. 

His argument is long and complex, and it is impossible to do his 

book justice here. What is important about it is that even if the 

argument seems contradictory and illogical, it is on the whole sensible, 

and Chesterton finds value in the comic aspects of Dickens's art above 

all other aspects. 

Conclusion 

The moral and practical bent of criticism of Dickens's fiction is 

undeniable. His comedy is searched for' its possible moral lesson or 

applicat'ion to life. After Dickens's death, IIphilosophical ll demands ate 
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made of the novel by critics in increasing numbers, but Dickens's 

position as a sentimental moralist and public reformer is settled. 

His humour continues to be seen as a vehicle for his love and com-, 

passion, and his satire as the instrument of exposure and amendment of 

abuses. Beyond these effects, achieved ; n times when i,t was eas ier 

to be such a novelist, some later critics believe he is incapable of 

more. 

Early critics are unashamed in their moral emphasis and believe 

that comic fiction is not merely to be laughed at. It must serve some 

purpose. Gradually during the century there is a change of approach. 

Partly caused by those who believe that Dickens is fit for no more, there 

is a movement towards seeing him as one who can cheer his readers up 

because of his tendency to look on the sunny side of life. At times this 

is tantamount to the kind of opinion rejected by Dickens's earlier 

defenders, that he is valuable for his mere "fun~" and later critics, 

while some s:til1 stress the moral and practical effects, attempt to find 

some kind of "p!tilosophy" in Dickens. The most successful of these are 

the attempts 1 ike those of Rar,ds and Chesterton which see Di ckens 's comedy 

not merely as an escape or relief from the prevailing fatalism in 
-

literature but as a positive alternative to it. Comedy itself seems to 

"come of age ll in such a situation. It is not seen merely as a vehicle TOY' 

"serious" concerns, not as the bait that catches the reader's attention so 

that he may then be edified, and not as the mere softening power which 

allows repulsive ,scenes and characters to be portrayed to a fastidious 

public. Instead of showing that the comic writer cou1d also have Il serious" 

(i.e. solemn) purposes - a tendency which offends the many who dislike 

writing with a purpose - comedy is stressed as a serious form of creative 

art. That is, comedy attains its own dignity instead of being attached 

to morality and social reform. 
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As a generalisation, that last statement may stand, but it does not 

really apply to satire, which is still seen as a practical and reform

orientated mode. Nor is Chesterton's kind of approach necessarily 

accepted by many others; but the possibility is now there. It may be 

noted that Chesterton does not often refer to Dickens as a humorist, but 

uses words like IIfarce" and IIcaricature" which suggest the comic above 

all else. Humour is close to charity and humanity, and although he 

believes Dickens has charity and humanity, he prefers to stress the 

comic - ultimately the poetry of comedy - above such secondary matters. 
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THE CONI C WRITER 

Introduction 

It is to be expected that readers should wish to learn something 

of the author who delights them, and that reviewers should attempt to 

supply them with details. The reviewers' information could come from 

a number of sources: personal acquaintance with the author, hearsay, 
• 

biography, or from his works. None of these sources is wholly reliable, 

and the last of them is particularly apt to be misleading. Critics 

in the period have more faith in it than do modern critics, but their 

readings of Dickens's character are often based on more than one 

source of information. Some of them may have realised that he often 

~reates personae rather than speaks always in his own person, but played 

along with him to save destroying the illusion. Often it is difficult 

to tell how naive a reviewer is or what the sources of his information 

are, but it is not my intention to consider' these things. Instead, I 

wish to examine what kind of person the reviewers thought Dickens was. 

What happens is that th2 literary is explained in personal terms, 

and causes for its merits and its defects are often said to lie in the 

author himself. There is little attention paid, for example, to 

literary convention, and because Dickens wrote to some extent to satisfy 

a taste for the sentimental , he seems to some of his critics to be over-

sentimental himsel f. Forster's biography generally tends to reinforce 

the impression ,given by the novels that Dickens is kindly~genial, 

sympathetic, sometimes righteously angry, sometimes high-sp'irited, and so 

on. Its appearance, as well as the appearance of the first edition of 

the Letters (1880-82), tends to reinforce the feeling that Dickens is 

!linH his novels, that the \>'Jork is an expression of the man. 

One thing is assumed by most critics. Dickens is a man of "genius ll 
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as opposed to one \I/ho merely has IItalent, II and there is great interest 

in genius in the period. Critics often consider what personal 

qualities cause Dickens'sgreatness and the particular nature of his art. 

Comic art especially seems to be felt to depend on personal sense of 

humour or ability to see the funny side of things. Frequently, too, it 

is claimed that Dickens must have had certain experiences or seen partic

ular sights before he could write about them. Much attention is paid, 

therefore, to his powers of observation and his knowledge of some aspects 

of life. But his knowledge is felt to be limited, and the cry becomes 

stronger and stronger, in adverse criticism, that Dickens is no intellect

ual, that he is ignorant of some aspects of life and learning, and that 

his emotional and imaginative faculties dominate his mind. There seems 

to be a split in his critics betweenthe rationalists, the highly educated, 

and the snobbish on one side, and on the other those who do not take so 

much pride in their educational background, who cultivate the feelings 

and who value Dickens for his love of the COlllll0n man. The split is no

where more clear than in the reaction to the comic aristocrats in the 

novels. Of course, it is unfair to divide his critics up in this way 

between two social or educational groups, but these groups are what 

opposing G-ritics give the impression of representing~ The first group 

becomes known as the IIsuperfine ll critics, and their influence, felt 

before Dickens's dea~h, becomes very strong in the generation after his 

death .. But dismissal of Dickens as intellectually fitted for nothing 

more than a humorist. begins as early as the reviews of American Notes. 

Especially in what critics deem his failures, his IIqualificationsll to 

write such Vv'orks are scrutinised, and in general the conel usion is 

reached that Dickens is best in that kind of fiction - seen best in his 

early works - for which his personal nature and his experience of life 

fitted him. He is an uncultured genius with a great sense of humour, 

who writes spontaneously and for effect rather than for art. 
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The Early Reaction : 1836 - 1842 

The early praise for Dickens's powers of observation illustrates 

the tendency of the reviewers to notice something in the novels and to 

explain it with reference to the .author's character. Often it is 

difficult to tell whether the novelist's character or his work is being 

discussed becau3e reviewers seek human qualities in the novels and give 

the author cred'it for them at the same time. -This is illustrated by 

Lewes's comment in the National Magazine and Monthly Critic (December 

1837, Collins p.65) that Dickens "should be compared to no one since no 

one has ever written like him - no one has ever combined the nicety of 

observation, the fineness of tact, the exquisite humour, the wit, 

hearti ness, 1" and so on. This seems to be at once about Dickens's 

Writing but also about the author's personal powers and characteristics. 

Later, Lewes says (Collins p.67) that Dickens's descriptions of every

day 1 i fe "are wri tten with such unaffected ease that we feel convi nced 

he has witnessed everything of the kind, and laughed at them," while the 
.. .. 

Morning Advertiser (25 October 1836) praises the "penetration d'esprit" 

shown by Dickens as he finds comedy in ordinary people and events. 2 

The_reality that "informs the comedy irnpresses-noth of these critics, 

and they imagine the author translating his life-experience into art, 

perhaps heightening it by use of the comic, perhaps choosing comic details 

from life to describe. The Eclectic Review (April 1837, p.340) believes 

that Dickens has "seen a great deal of human life," has "viewed it with 

a very keen and' observant eye," and has "deeply studied" peculiarities of 

manner and language. This is said about the first half of Pickwick Papers, 

and the assumption appears to be that if there are peculiar characters 

1 This speaks also of Dickens's versatility. See above, p.20. 

2 See below, p. 202 for comments of a similar nature. 
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in the novel their presence may be explained by the existence somewhere of 

original people whom Dickens has studied. Such comments do not solely 

apply to the comic. The parochial funeral in Oliver Twist, for example, 

proves for the Dublin University fvlagazine (December 1838, p.703) that 

"our author's capacity for observation has not been exercised merely 

upon what is ludicrous in humanity.1I And some reviewers merely see 

reality in the early works. The Satirist (14.February 1836, p.5l) 

simply claims that Boz is "a man of unquestionable talent and of great 

and correct observation ," and the Spectator (20 February 18.36, p.182) 

claims that the author is "evidently well-acquainted with the kind of 

life described" in his work. 

Early in his career, little is known about him, and reviewers can 

only judge of his character and talents by what they see on the printed 

page. The danger tha t faces the comi c wri ter, that he may be 1 aughed 

at instead of laughed with, is occasionally apparent in the criticisms. 

The clearest example of this is in the reviews written by Judge Beverley 

Tucker in the American Southern L iterary ~1essenger (r~ay and September 

1837) . Poe, reviewing Sketcnes by Boz in an earlier issue (June 1836, 

p.457) admits to knowing nothing about the author and makes a 1 iterary 
-

judgment instead. 3 In Tucker's attacks, little more is known, and the 

comedy of the works revi ewed is adversely cri ti ci sed in terms of personal 

abuse. In the article on "Tulrumble and Oliver Twist" (May 1837, p.323) 

Tucker still does not know who "Boz" is, and, referring to his "antics," 

asks, "What right has he that we should suppose him anything better than 

the Jack-Pudding of a drunken-club?" The attack is directed against 

both Dickens and his followers, whom the reviewer advises his readers to 

shun (p.325) as "bad company and dull company." In the later review 

3 See below, p.268. 
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(September 1837, p.525) he claims that his quarrel is not personally with 

Dickens but with the public who force him to write as he does; but the 

par all e 1 he draws between the "kept author" and the pros ti tute who is 

the victim of her keepers, naturally makes the criticism personally 

directed. These articles in the Southern Literary Messenger are the 

first examples of extensive harsh attacks on Dickens which are at the 

same time perso~al as well as literary criticism. 

Thomas Hood, in the Athenaeum (7 November 1840, Collins p.98), 

speaking of the pathos, says Dickens has "a well-toned head.and heart 

working ;n harmony with each other," and he adds that "no writer's 

personal character seems more identified with his writings than that of 

Boz." Reviewers generally create an impression of him as a kindly, 

h.umane, genial person. As a satirist, for example, he shows, according 

to Lister, in the Edinburgh Review (October 1838, p.77), "good feeling" 

as well as "sound sense" in his ridicule which is "not misanthropic;" 

and Ford, in the ~arterly Review (June 1839, p.90) says almost the same 

thing about his wit, which is "sparkl ing and good natured - never savage, 

sarcastic, malevolent, nor misanthropic." The ~lonthly Review (January 

1839, p.39) also praises Dickens as satirist, in its review of Oliver Twist. 

He is II a humane satoirist" who is "free from all bitterness," and "never 

indulges in invective of any kind." The satire, according to Lewes in the 

National Magazine and Monthly Critic (December 1837, Collins p.67) gives 

the impression of "an individual under the lash laughing at it himself, and 

feeling its deep' truth at the same time." All of these statements, of 

course, ten us somethi ng about the quality of the comedy, but they are 

couched in personal terms. The man. who writes such things must, it is 

felt, possess the qualities his work reveals. Literature is expression of 

personality. The American "J.S.D.," in the Christian Examiner carries 

this personal regard for the author further than most reviewers. Humour, 
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he says (p.170), is the "natural posture" of Dickens's mind, and it is 

bes t found -j n "ea rnes t and 1 ovi ng soul s" 1 ike Di ckens. The humori s t 

is, we are told (pp.171-72), "in harmony with himself, of good sense, 

and loving everything genuine, like himself." He observes the "not 

genuine" in the world around him, and, "Too buoyant and full of health 

to be sickened by it," the humorist merely describes without judging it, 

and it becomes ·"irresistibly comic." The pOvJ9rS of humour and satire 

are described as personal qualities in this way, but Dickens is so accurate 

an observer of what is gOing on around him that his satire·of society is 

no personal attack, but merely a true picture drawn by an impartial pen. 

The reviewer goes on (p.173) to paint a glowing picture of Dickens as 

a deeply religious and morally-exemplary person. With comments of a 

varying nature on the subject of the author's personal kindliness, what 

amounts almost to a myth about Dickens grows up, so that his later 

bitter satires appear to be either temporary aberrations of a genial spirit, 

or a more permanent decline from his youthful hilarity. 

Even the absence of vulgarity in the comedy is described in 

personal terms by the Court t~~azine (April 1837, Collins p.35), which 

says that the reader is allowed to enjoy the "broad_drollery released 

from all its repulsive associat"jons," because the subjects are "passed 

through the alembic of his mind and come, if we may say so, purified before 
. 

the public." More frequent, however, is simple praise for the comedy 

of the novels, in which reviewers are clearlYas enthusiastic about the 

author as they are about his work. According to Chambers's Edinburgh 

aournal (9 April 1836, p.83), Boz "has much comic power, and perceives 

traits which are not consciouslY noted by ordinary observers," and his 

"power of describing the singular and the r,i-diculous" is praised by 

Bell's Life in London (10 April 1836). Similar praise to this is offer-

ed by the Morning Post (11 May 1836, p.5), and the Edinburgh Review 
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(October 1838, p.76) speaks of Boz's kee~ sense of the ridiculous, among 

other attributes. His "keen apprehension for the ludicrous ll and his 

quick perception of it are praised respectively by ~:........;::~ (4 July 1839) 

and the Examiner (28 February 1836, p.132), while the County Herald 

(16 April 1836) simply praises Boz's IIwit and eccentricities." 

always, they are "Boz's" qualities, not those of the works. 

Almost 

Some reviewers wonder whether Dickens is not capable of better, 

however. The Athenaeum (20 February 1836, p.145) doubts whether the 

subjects of Sketches by Boz are "always worthy of the artistic skill and 

power of the wri ter, II a comment whi ch is not expl ained further but may mean 

that the reviewer feels that Boz has it in him to be more than a comic 

writer of the type he appears to be. The ExamiMer (28 February 1836, p.132) 

is, at this stage, sure that the'fault of this first work is its "carica-
( 

ture of Cock~eYiSmll which' is said to be "unworthy of the author,·A 

The ~onthly Review (March 1836, p.35l) generally feels that Dickens has not 

"come up to what might be expected from his head and his pen. /I The 

succeeding novels must, however, have satisfied reviewers on this score, 

because the comment is rarely heard again in the early reviews. 

When low spots are detected in Dickens's work; these are explained~ 

too, in personal terms. The News and Sunday Herald (10 April 1836, p.llS) 

finds in liThe Tuggses at Ramsgate"' some "common-place incidents and fa.r

fetched humour" which contrasts with the IIfresh pungency" of his earlier 

efforts. Boz~ the revimver feels, makes too-fi'equent demands on his 

imagination and would do well to study lithe fable of the goose that laid 

the gal den eggs. II The same thi ng is noted by J., Cooke, in Actors~ 

(9 February 1839, p,ll?). 
---''----'''--- . Dickens, he says, takes too-liberal 

4 Brice, loc.cit., suggests this may have been written by Albany 
Fonb'/anque, not Forster. 
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draughts of his imagination too often and occasionally appears to suffer 

from exhaustion. During this, his most prolific period, he is thus 

counselled against writing too fast, while others - e.g. the Spectator 

(31 March 1838 p.304) - tell him, to make hay while the sun shines. 

When Dickens appears to offend against the critical canon of truth, 

his failing is sometimes seen in personal terms. Reviewers often consider 

the possible effects of any errors he makes, as r showed -in the last 

chapter, but they also claim that he is ignorant of the real facts or has 

not the mental ability to argue clearly. Although this critical trend 

is mixed up with the concerns for truth and effect, it is important here 

because of the personal failings and the ignorance that are said to 

characterise the author. Fraser1s Magazine (April 18405) claims that he 

knows no more about the law than 'Tony Weller does, and in the ~rterly 

Feview (October 1837, p.509), Abraham Hayward suggests that Dickens1s 

ignorance limits him in his descriptions of lawyers in ~;;;';';';';;-'-"-"'-...;.;.J...."-'-_' 

and he feels that the country scenes fail for a similar reason: Boz seems, 

he says (p.507), "to possess about the same amount of general knowledge" 

about game-keepers as "Winkle and Tupman display during the shooting 

excursion." The reader is able to distinguish, according to the 

reviewer, between scenes whi ch have been obsey'ved by the author, those 

which he has imitated from other authors and those which he has merely 

imagined. Thus it is doubted whether Dickens was ever at one of Mrs. 

Leo Hunter1s dejeuners) but "we feel quite sure that he was acquainted 

with Mr. Bob Sawyer, and accompanied r~r. Pickwick to the supper party given 

by that young man to his associates. 1I This may be taken as evidence of 

the author's power of creating a vital illusion, but reviewers clearly 
. 

seem to think that the author must have experienced a scene to be able to 

5 Extract in Kitton, Dickensiana, pp.90-91. 
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describe it so clearly. Ford, in the Quar~erly Review (June 1839, p.91), 

judges Dickens's rural scenes by the.same standard. His descriptions of 

rural fel ici ty and scenery are 1I0ver-laboured and out of nature ll because 

IIhe clearlY knows much less ll of such scenes than he knows of London. 

The lack of knowledge on the part of the author, and his knowledge through 

experience are to become common explanations for his fa"ilures and 

successes in later periods. One idea that is later frequently pressed 

against Dickens appears already. Ford (p.91) says that Dickens's 

genteel characters are failures, and he feels that they are lithe mis

conceptions of our author's uninitiated imagination, mystified by the 

inanities of the kid-glove Novelists-. II He is never vulgar, however, 

when dealing with vulgar characters. It becomes a critical cliche 

amongst those who wish to decry Dickens that he cannot paint a gentleman, 

and it is often said to be caused by his own ignorance of the higher 

classes. He knows much more about lower class people because, it is 

said, he has mixed with them more. 

The London University Magazine (I, 1842, p.378), coming at the end 

of the early period, may be seen partially to sum up a number of the ideas 

of early reviewers. One of its stated aims in its review of Oliver 

Twist is lito reflect on the man, as well as the author, as seen in his 

works,1I and since Dickens's novels are regarded (p.379) as IIrevelations 

of mind, II there is a lot of emphasis on his mental and moral capacities. 

The satire betrays his good nature,and his powers of observation and his 

sense of humour are apparent throughout (p.385). Satire, the reviewer 

says (p.392), is not his IInativ~ vein,1I although his IIgenerosity of 

character:' hi s II contempt for se 1 fi shness II and hi s IIhatred to oppress; on ll 

. sometimes call it forth. In this, the reviewer is not quite at one with 

most of his contemporaries. The strong, harsh kind of satire which he 

appears to have in mind rarely appears in the early works, and Dickens's 
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early satires are often close in tone to humour: genial, kindly, tolerant, 

laughing. But in a way, satire is enveloped in humour, and it is not 

surprising that the reviewer should feel that Dickens is not a satirist. 

Oliver Twist, he claims (p.383), is like all of Dickens's works, lithe 

genuine and heartfelt production of a pure and truthful mind, endowed 

with the most acute powers of perception, and gifted with a lively imagin

ation under the constant control of pure sentiment. II This says nothing 

specifically about the comedy, but it shows the context in which the 

comic is to be seen, and since humour is felt often to be an emotional 

comic mode - close to pathos and encourag"ing love and sympathy - it is 

not surprising, in view of this kind of character-reading, that he should 

be seen mostly as a humorist. 

In general "in this early period, reviewers find in the novels an 

attractive personality and corrmendable personal powers. Although perhaps 

inclined to err because of over work or at times) ignorance, the new 

author is widely accepted for his personal qualities as well as for the 

truthfulness and effectiveness of his works. One main point in his favour 

is that, as the London University Magazine says (p.393), he is a young man, 

and it is hoped hi s faul ts wi 11 be amended as he grows older and learns 

more about his art and the world. But on the positive side, the early 

works are felt to be the effusive ~ubblings-over of an enel"'getic and 

exuberant nature, with admirable sympathies and social conscience as well. 

Jhe Middle Years : 1843 -1852 

Di ckens had made himself a reputation as an observer of men and 

p1aces, a man of kindly temperament and great comic perception. Those 

who are disappointed with his Ameri Notes because it contains no dis-
,-,,--,-c'-'--'..-=-:....:.c.......;..:.-"-.-.-''-.-

cussion of the country's political and social arrangements, seem to expect 

that his versatility - already amply proven;n his early novels - should 
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be unlimited. If this is so, they quickly discover his limitations, 

but it seems that their expectations of a different kind of book are 

a pose which ill lows them to object to Dickens's politics and to cut the 

highly successful young author down to size. They end up saying that 

he is a mere comic writer skilled in describing lower class English life, 

but out of his depth when any powers of intellect are required. He is 

ignorant of important facets of American life, and his having visited the 

country has made neither him nor his readers any the wiser. The 

failures - as well as, in favourable reviews, the successes - of American 

Notes are often attributed to personal causes. C.C. Felton, in the 

North American Review (January 1843, Collins p.134), sums up many objections 

to, and projected personal causes of the work when he says that some 

people expected of Dickens "long disquisitions upon what are called 

American Insti.tutions, - philosophical tirades upon the working of the 

republ i can machi ne of government, - or the future prospects of the warl d as 

affected by what we style the great experiment of sel f-government. 1I Such 

persons, he says, "expected what they had no ri ght to look for from the 

author of Pickwick." Hithout intending to decry Dickens, Felton says 

that because of hi s IIhabi ts of thought and i ntell ectua 1 pecul i ariti es, II 

Dickens co~ld not have written the kind of book that others expected, and 

he finds merit in his IIstriking expressions, brilliant descriptions, witty 

turns,; and humorous sa 11 i es. II 

That is, Felton treats it as literature rather than expects it to 

satisfy plneconcep~;ons of what a book about America should be. British 

reviewers - in Blackwood's Magazine (December 1842), Fraser's t~agazine 

(November 1842), the Quarterly Review (March 1843) and the Edinburgh Review 

(January 1843) - state their disappointment that it is not what they 

expected, but add that since Dickens is only a comic writer it ;s not 

surprising that he could not write a better book, and the lack of intellect 
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that they attribute to him remains a personally-directed gibe for the 

rest of his career. He is, as James Spedding says, in the Edinburgh 

'Review (January 1843, p.499), a comic writer not only "by profession" 

but also "by humour" and this is often seen as a mental or emotional 

characteristic which delimits his powers. Adverse British criticisms go 

nowhere near as far in personal abuse as does the New York Herald6 which 

says Dickens's mind is "most coarse, vulgar, impudent and superficial II 

and that he is the "most flimsy, the most childish - the most trashy

the most contemptible" of all the travellers who had gone to America. 

But in the reaction to this work, there appears - widespread for the 

first time - the kind of personal criticism that dogs Dickens's reputation 

throughout the period under survey. And it is advanced both by a 

favourable and by hostile critics. 

That Dickens had been to America and had written a controversial 

book on his travels is a distraction to some reviewers of Martin Chuzzlewit. 

A reviewer in the Westminster Review (December 1843, p.459) suspects what 
7 

has been shown to be true, when he says, "We wonder it di d not occur to 

Mr. Dickens that this satire might tell against himself. Was he only 

a Martin Chuzzlewit to the people of America.when they crowded to do him 

homage?" Dickens's motive is analysed, and the kind of critical approach 

that assumes that fiction has its roots in the writer's experience gains 

even more prestige than it usually has~ because of the circumstances of 

the case: Dickens had been to America and had shown interest in describ-

ing his travels.' It is not surprising that the fiction is treated partly 

as an extension of American Notes. In this vein, Cleghorn in the North 

British Review (Ma.y 1845, p.74), says that the American scenes in the 

6 Quoted, E.F. Payne, "Dickens's First Look at America," Dickensian 
(Winter 1942, p.13). No date is given. 

7 By Harry Stone, "Dickens' Use of his American Experiences in ~lartin 
Chuzzlewit." P~1LA·(June 1957, pp.46S··78). 
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novel are "a book of travels dramatized, and not in the best or most 

candid spirit," but his view is also literary, and he objects because he 

feels that the inclusion of the American episodes mars ·the unity qf

the novel. 

In general, however, criticism directed at Dickens the traveller is 

less frequent in the reaction to Martin Chulzlewit than it had been 

in the reviews of American Notes partly because there are more typical 

elements of the Dickens novel in it that need to be discussed and partly 

because so much had already been said on the American question. But the 

reaction to Dickens's attempted descriptions of America shows that when 

critics do not agree with him or feel he has failed in some way, 

criticism with a personal bias appears. Cleghorn agrees, substantially, 

with Dickens's opinion of America and says little that is directed at 

Dickens himself, but earlier (p.69), he objects to the satire of parochial 

authorities in Oliver Twist as an instance of " narrowminded antipathy" 

on Dickens's part. That Dickens is biased or somehow unqualified to 

speak becomes a favourite adverse criticism of his later satires, but its 

beginnings may be seen tn this period. The most common cause of his 

failure is ignorance, according to a number of critics. Not only did 
-

he know little about America, he even knows little about certain aspects 

of England, especially the higher reaches of its society. Sharpe's London 

tlJagazine (May 1848, p.202) in fact hopes that it ~ ignorance that causes 

him to be unfair to the aristocracy, because the alternative explanation 

for his conduct is that he has a deliberate bias against it, and the 

reviewer does not like to think that so popular an author should be guilty 

of such an offence. According to W.E. Aytoun, in Blackwood's r,1agazine 

(November 1846, Collins pp.208-9),however, Dickens is one of a group of 

writers who descr'ibe the aristocracy but who "know nothing whatever of 

the society which they affect to describe" and which "in truth they 

grossly libel." The cause of the lllibel" is,Aytoun claims, mere social 
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.inferiority and petty jealousy. 

Shades of the reaction to American Notes reappear in the reaction 

to Pictures from Italy. Dickens takes care to say in his first chapter 

that he does not aim to discuss Italian history, government,arts and 

religion, but rather, fancifully to describe the places he had visited, 

for the entertainment and stimulation of his readers. His "portrait" 

of the reader suggests that he is writing the work not for the benefit . . . 

of those who had objected so strongly to American Notes, and that he is 

anxious to avoid the kind of reaction his earlier work had stirred up. 

Nevertheless, the Economist (10 October 1846, Collins p.214) says that 

he had made an error in writing a book about "a land which he does not 

understand" because of his ignorance of its literature and arts, and the 

reviewer says that Dickens possesses IIgenius and observation" but only 

for writing about his own country. The work is poorly received also by 

The Times (1 June 1846, p.?) which says that "travels and grave essays on 

men and manners are not his vocation." Though few readers could be so 

unreasonable as to expect from Dickens the kind of knowledge about Italy 

that I'comes with early training and classic study," he has not, the 

reviewer says, given in place of slJch specialised knowledge the quality 

for which he is famous, his "Pickwickian zest." The work, therefore, 

satisfies neither the interests of the educated nor the expectations of 

those who like Dickens as a source of amusement. Such a reaction may be 

expected to a book on such a subject, but Aytoun, in Blackwood's Magazine 

(November '/846; Collins p.208), referring primarily to Dickens, complains 

that authors nowadays do not study their art before they write. They 

reject models and wri te swi ftly and fl i ms i ly - "not wi thout spa rkl es of 

genuine humour," but relying more on talent and native ability than on more 

solid acquirements. Dickens does not take care to inform himself by 

study before he writes on a specialised subject such as Italy or America, 

some criti cs say, but Aytoun feels that he shoul d study hi s ~ we 11 
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before writing at all. The kind of criticism that sees Dickens as an 

uncultured genius whose faults are due to his lack of education, 

becomes more widespread in later periods. Not only does he lack prior 

requirements, but for some critics he seems to be unable to imptove 

himself. The Family Journal (5 December 1846, p.16), fot example, finds 

no improvement, in Dombey and Son, and suspet::ts that Dickens is "a man 

who wti tes mote than he reads. II 

A man's writings are the product of his mind, and if Dickens does 

not seem to possess the intellectual powers expected of him in some 

quarters, there is nevertheless an intetest in the faculties of mind he 

does have. One who finds acceptable mental powers inDitkens is R.H. 

Hotne (1844), who had petsonal acquaintance with Dickens, and had therefote 

a basis of knowledge for the personal criticism he offers. Humour, he 

says (pp.8,40) is a predominant, if not the highest, mental characteristic 

. of the author, and, having ptaised many of Dickens's characters - a large 

number of those mentioned being comic - Horne claims, (p.28), that the 

materials Dickens uses in his novels "are evidently the product of a frequent 

way-faring in dark places . undertaken by a most observing eye, and 

a mind exactly suited to the qualities of its external sight." If ever 

the author's life were said to be in his books, Horne says, it may be 

said of Dickens, because his books contain things ,he has seen and they 

express lithe pri nci pc,] faculties of his mi nd and heart wrought up to thei r 

capacious development.1I His creative process is. described (p.57) as 

being "instinctive." Dickens, accord'ing to Horne, does not tax his brain 

but IItranscribes what he finds writing itself there. 1l rlis creation is 

both swift and effortless, and it is said (p.63) that his works are 

lithe spontaneous offspring of a mind that has started upon a well-understood 

course, and a nervous system that lives in th~ characters and scenes of 

imaginative creation. 1I All th'is teinforces the well-spread ideas that 
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Dickens writes in his novels what he observes in real life, and answers 

the charge of :1 ack of culture by sayi ng that hi s works are written with 

ease and with great personal involvement. In private, Horne adds (p.75), 

Dickens is livery much what might be expected from his works,1I a fact 

which Horne finds to be "by no means an invariable coincidence." Dickens's 

conversation is /lgenial ll and he "never talks for effect, but for the truth 

or for the fun of the thing." He tells a story admirably, Ugenerally 

wi th humorous exaggera ti ons. /I 

As Horne was acquainted with Dickens, perhaps his first-hand knowledge 

of the author should not be doubted, but his description of Dickens seem-s 

to be curiously too much like the literary personality, and Horne may well 

wish here to reinforce the impression that he knows Dickens has worked to 

create, and that he feels is a desirable example for his readers to have 

placed before them. Forster, too, knew Dickens, and his aim may have 

been the same as Horne's, to encourage readers to believe that Dickens the 

man is: the same as the personal impression given by his works. 8 Yet, in 

his review of Dombey and Son in the Examiner (28 October 1848, Collins 

p.232), he says IIWe doubt if any writer that ever lived has inspired such 

strong feel ings of personal attachment in his irnpersonal character or as 

an author,1I Perhaps this means that Forster wishes to shmv that too easy 

an assumption of personal details from the author~s fiction may be an 

error~ but if this is so, he only hints at the possibility, because he 

discusses the point no further. The II s trong feelings of personal attach

ment" Dickens creates are, of course, a laudatory achievement. Novelists 

are praised if they encourage the "right emotions and attitudes in readers 

by setting a public example, and had Forster feltthctlDickens \Alas not 

what he appears to be in his works, he might not have said so, even if he 

had not been the author's friend. 

The most valuable critical emphasis exemplified by Forster o.nd by 

8 He does this also in his biography, see below, p.240. 
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others is that Dickens's fiction is imaginative. To a certain extent 

Di ckens is "type-cast II as a sympatheti c, good-natured, humorous, but 

not particularly intellectual person, and this impression remains in 

some quarters for the rest of the period under survey. But it is 

recognised that in a way he is clever, that his comedy evidences 

a peculiar kind of power, and that above all, he is an imaginative writer. 

The attribution to him of such qualities Js partly bound up with the 

question of the truthfulness of his work, discussed in Chapter One 

above. 9 There, I showed that Forster, in his reviews of Martin Chuzzlewit 

and Dombey and Son, in the Examiner (26 October 1844 and 28 October 1848) 

finds qualities which "satisfy imagination and ref1ection." This suggests 

that Dickens has both qualities himself, and Whipple, in the North 

American Review (October 1849) praises his "piercing insight" into 

human character. Phillips9 in The Times (11 June 1851) says that the 

Peggottys in David Copperfield evidence at once Dickens's "knowledge and 

imagination," and Horne (1844) pays tribute to his knowledge of life as 

well as his creative powers. Dickens is not merely a describer of life, 

but he is not merely a creator of the impossible or the un:<nown. He may 

not be a great intellectual.,but he has the mind of an artist. He may be 
-

highly sympathetic, loving, ,good natured and genial, but he is also 

more than a soft-hearted describer of Little Nells and Paul Dombeys. 

Over-use of imagination may be said, however, to be a fault on a par 

with failure to describe nature, and it is to become a strong adverse 

criticism later that Dickens's imagination lacks control and moderation. 

Any evidence of shapelessness or exaggeration is likely to be explained 

by one of a variety of arguments positing the cause in Dickens's mind or 

natural faculties. In this period, only the beginnings of later 

9 See pp. 63ff.in particular. 
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hostil i ty may be seen, but in some cases the personal bi as is un-

mistakable. The Court Journal (21 December 1850, p.809) protests against 

the unreality of the characters10 and claims that the reason his grasp 

of the real is so tenuous is that his mind is highly poetic and imagin

ative. More aggressively" the Guardian (9 May 1849, p.304) says that 

Major Bagstock is the kind of character, becom"ing increasi,ngly common in 

Dickens's works, who exists nowhere "save in the crazed imagination of 

Mr. D1 ckens .11 Because a faul tis found, the rev; ewer exami nes Di ckens' s 

motive, but claims that he does not believe Dickens IImeans anything by 

what he pretends to tell" through his disjointed plots and impossible 

characters,11 and charges him with Ilbookmaking." Rather more kindly, 

Samuel Phillips, in The Times (11 June 1851, p.8), protesting against the 

exaggeration of more elevated characters in David Copperfield, says that 

either people in the Ilbest societyll have not their little tricks of the 

body or Dickens has "an unnatural faculty of detecting them.1I Probably 

Phil1"ips believes the first possibility, but he suggests that perhaps there 

is a personal cause for the literary "fault.1I If Dickens is felt to have 

erred, he may be said not to respect the rules of artistic composition, but 

he may be said to be personally incapable of adheri~g to them. His mind 

may be so structured that orderliness and accuracy of description are 

beyond it. This kind of criticism, of course, contrasts with earlier 

admiration for his powers of accurate observation, Indeed, at one stage, 

around the time of American Notes, apparently, Dickens was said to have gone 

mad. This was) no doubt~ an idle mischievous rumour, but the tendency is 

certainly there in the critiC"isms to explain artistic "disorders II by 

10 See above, p.70. 

11 See above, p.73. 
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corresponding mental ones. Horne (1844, p.48-49)makes mention of the 

"absurd report, extensively circulated, some year or two ,ago,12" and 

stresses, in opposition, "the true characteristics of ~1r. Dickens' 

mind," which, he says, "are "objective, and always have a practical 

tendency. " Dickens concentrates his attention on lithe actual and concrete,1I 

and lithe ideal and the elementary are not his region. 1I Horne believes 

that Dickens is creative, but he neverthless stresses the practical and 

realistic nature of Dickens's mind. 

His failures could,of course, be said to be caused by tiredness. 

The idea of some earlier reviewers, that Dickens writes too fast is 

suggested by Cleghorn, in the North British Review (May 1845, p.80) as 

the reason for the IImost careless and even slovenly manner ll in which parts 

of Martin Chuzzelwit are composed. He says that Dickens sometimes 

affects great exuberance and vivacity in order to hide lIan occasional 

f1aggingll attributable both to the speed at which he writes and to care-

lessness caused by easy success. It seems, Cleghorn says, that Dickens's 

"natural buoyancy and fun ll cannot IIkeep pace with the frequently recurring 

demands on his pen. 1I But the most looked-for personal characteristics and 

intentions at this stage in Dickens's career are emotional and moral ones. 

The trait most given to the humorist is "genialityll which is praised in 

Dickens by the Athenaeum (20 July 1844, p.666), a~d the English Review 

(December 1848, p.268) widens this to IIgenial sympathy with his fellow-men." 

The latter reviewer shows in its simplest form the theory that fiction is 

an expression of the author's personality, when he says that Dickens feels 

sympathy especially with children and childlike characters. This means 

for him that Dickens has a "pure and lovely childlike spirit,1I and he says 

12 I have not traced its source, but it is attested to also by Sala, in 
the ~_~!.:~via magazine (February 1868, Collins p.48S), who says the 
rumour appeared in 1842, after the appearance of The Qld Curio_~ 
Shop. 
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IlThis he must possess who could write thus, despite his keen sagacity, 

sound sense, and knowledge of the world." The reviewer creates Dickens 

in the image of favourite characters. 

A more sophisticated view than this of Dickens's creative method 

and personal involvement is held by Whipple, in the North American Review 

(October 1849, Collins pp.238-40). Whipple stresses three things. 

Dickens "has an open sense for all the liberal influences of his time;" 

and the IIhumanity, the wide-ranging and healthy sympathies, and, especially, 

the recognition of the virtues which obta-in among the poor and humble ll 

which are characteristic of his works, are characteristic also of the 

age. Dickens is a man of his time. This means, in the second place, 

that Whipple emphasises his emotional characteristics. He surveys human 

nature "from the position of charity and love," and he has "a sort of 

laughing toleration ll for IIfoibles of character. II These two things are 

in fact part of a larger idea, that Dickens is part of his social milieu 

and writes in accordance with its powerful influences. The third thing 

that Whipple discusses is Dickens's creation of character. In this, he 

says, Dickens is "troubled with no uneasy sense of himself." In creating 

Sam Weller or Mrs. Nickleby, he "forgets Charles Dickens" and enters into 

the characters. His nrind, as Whipple puts it, IIgenially assimilates 

other minds," because "his perceptions are not bounded by his personality, 

but conti nua lly apprehend and interpret new forms of i ndi vi dua 1 bei ng. II 

His "fellow-feeling with his race is his genius." Thus, Dickens is 

a man of his tim~ with characteristics dictated by it, but he has his own 

particular genius which is for the creation and understanding of comic 

characters who are both true to nature and true to Dickens. That is, 

they are recognisably the products of art as well as, in some degree, 

copies of nature. Yet Whipple says later that, in creation of character, 

Dickens seems to be taken by surprise as his"glad and genial fancies 
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throng into his brain. II He seems to "laugh and exult with the beings 

he has called into existence in the spirit of a man observing not 

creating." Whipple's ideas are couched in unmistakably personal 

terms, but he allows some freedom to create to the artist, instead of 

merely assuming that fiction is an expression of the author's own 

emotional qualities. Yet, he does not stray too far from the general 

impression of Dickens that prevails in criticism at this time, and he is 

but one step from the theory of personal expression when he talks of the 

spirit of the age, although he almost, but not quite, takes the next 

step, to the positing of a literary convention. He notes that the same 

sympathy with the poor and other qualities that are evident in Dickens's 

\vorks may be seen ina wi de range of 1 iterary works, "from the sermons 

of Dr. Channing to the feuilletons of Eugene Sue,1I but argues that they 

too, are expressing widespread feelings in society. 

Other reviewers' comments on the personal nature of the author are 

much s"impler than Whipple's. William Howitt, in the -"--:...L....;....;:.........;'---.c;...:..;..;~-'-

(3 June 1846, Call ins p.205) praises his "fine human constitution. II 

Dickens laughs at anything ludicrous, but there is no malice in his 

laugh. It is, Howitt says, lithe merriment of a genuine heart which, 

while it laughs, loves and does justice," and the reader feels lIuncon

scious admiration ll for the "sound, healthy, moral constitution of the 

writer." Dickens has, because of his IIfine human constitution," a great 

influence for good. His aim to do good is noted by the Monthly Review 

(September 1844,. p.143) which praises his benevolence and good intention, 

and by Masson, in the North British Review (~1ay 1851, Coll ins p.253), who 

says that his reforming zeal is dictated by a uwarm and generous heart. /I 

In such comments may be seen the kind of personal assessment that Dickens 

had to live up to; and not merely as a humorist is he painted as a kindly, 

loving creature, but also as a satirist, in this period, he is said to 
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show the same qual Hies, and not contempt for mankind ~ as Thackeray is 

sometimes said to do. As the Monitor (i February 1851, p.29) puts it, 

there is "such a love of the good and the amiable" in all of Dickens's 

writings, and "such an evident pleasure in dwelling on the pure and 

innocent,1I that II no worthy reader can help kindling towards him. II Again, 

this is directed at readers, in whom it is necessary to encourage such 

moral attributes, but, whether it is true about Dickens or not, what almost. 

amounts' to a myth grows up around him, and strengthens the impression of 

him as a genial humorist with high emotional involvement with his own 

creations and with his pub1ic. It is not surprising that the harsher 

comedy of some parts of the later novels upsets some reviewers, nor is 

it unexpected that so strong a myth should survive through the rest of 

his career and beyond, no matter what he does or some of his later 

reviewerssay.to disprove it. The II rea 1" Dickens i sfe 1t to be in these 

o early works. 

At the end of the middle period, Dickens creates personal contact 

between himself and his readers through the partly autobiographical 

Fraser's M~gazine (December 1850, Collins p.246) and 

---- (11 June 1851, p.8) guess at the possibility of autobiography, 

but criticism with a personal bias does not increase because it seems 

the reviewers treat the idea, at this stage, as being fanciful. The 

greatest emphasis on personality comes from two sources: Dickens's 

friends Forster and Horne, in this period, are examples; and his 

enemies - such as the critic in the Guardian quoted above, who prefers 

Thackeray's greater truth and realism. Partisanship of Dickens and 

Thackeray expresses an a 1 ready-deve lopi ng decl i ne 0 of enthus iasm for 

Dickens's exaggera"l:ion and his encout'agement of emotional response. 

David Masson, in the No BritishF€viel'l(May 1851, Collins p.25l) sensibly 

avoids partisanship, but nonetheless reinforces the sterotyped ideas 
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held by critics with regard to the two authors. He says that he wishes 

to view their intellects lias far as possible without reference to their 

special function as artistic writers)1I and finds that Dickens' s mind is 

lIof looser, richer, and freer texture ll than that of his rival .And although 

Masson does not find (Collins p.252) in him the intellectual strength of 

Thackeray, he does allow him "remarkable ll power of intellect, without 

which power no one would be able to rise to "his degree of excellence ll in 

any depa"rtment of literature. Still, Dickens is more likely to be 

emotionally persuasive than Thackeray, who possesses and practices II a cool, 

masculine, and decisive judgement.1I Dickens's greater emotionalism is 

evident in his social criticism, Masson says (Collins p.253), and he 

guesses that Dickens's tendency to pronounce on social matters may be due 

to Ita nati ve combati veness conjoined wi th great benevol ence of di spos iti on. II 

All of the time, in his "readingll of Dickens's character, Masson is 

cautious,.and he is fair to Dickens despite his dislike for some aspects of 

his work, such as his inclusion of social criticism in it. Masson, in 

fact, reconciles two tendencies in criticism which are illustrated by the 

partisanship of critics for Dickens or Thackeray. Some praise the 

appeals to the heart which are said to characterise Dickens, but others 

prefer Thackeray's presumed intellectual appeal. Masson generally agrees 

with this schematisation, but points out that both men share both 

characteristics, and he further manages to find merit in the work of each. 

Preference for llintellectual" appeal ;s one reason for the attacks on 

Dickens later in his career, but the desire to attack Dickens - because . 
of his political and social views, often - may also be what leads, in 

some cases, to emphas i s on the in te 11 ect. Dickens, that is, acts as 

a cata lys t on the cjeve loping des i re for inte 11 ectua lly-sa ti sfyi ng fi cti on. 

Despite the fact that "humour" is used as a general term,) the personal 

qual Hies of Dickens as a humorist are becoming evident his genial 
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sympathy for his fellowmen is probably the most comprehensive phrase 

used to describe it. Those who speak of his humour look for moral 

and emotional attributes, and there is an increasing tendency to deny 

him any great intellect. The adverse reaction to the later satires 

is based partly on the idea that Dickens has little intellectual prowess, 

and th is, i tmay be seen, extends as far back as the appearance of 

'But as Masson1s criticism ShOW;i, there is allov/ed to 

Dickens a certain degree of a peculiar mental faculty as well. His 

defenders begin to pay tribute to the imaginative qualities. of his work, 

and although his imagination is not highly regarded by all, there is 

a developing interest in it, and its qual ity is a matter for. debate in 

later periods. 

The Later Novels 1853 - 1870 

Following on from what he says in the North British Review, ~1asson, 

in ~ritish Novelists and thei.r Styles (1859, p.240),refers the "difference 

of style" between Thackeray and Dickens to "its origin in difference of 

intellectual constitution." He does not argue with the opinion of 

"critics [who] are accustomed to say that Thackeray1s is the mind of 

closer and harder, and Dickens1s the mind of looser and richer texture," 

Dickens, he says later (p.244), is II more genial, kindly, cheerful and 

senti menta P than Thackeray, and expresses a uphilosophy of ki ndl i ness, 

of a genial interest in all things great and small, of a light English 

joyousness ~ and. a uni versal sunny benevolence. II Masson refuses to join 

either faction which sees Dickens as a sickly sentimentalist or Thackeray 

as a cynical misanthrope. His sensible criticism takes no sides in the 

deba between the adherents of the two authors s and he is able to 

appreciate the excellence of each novelist. He is aware of~ and accepts, 

the tendency to find the cause of literary style, expression and IIph"ilosophyll 
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in an author's mind, and in his understanding of both writers, he gives 

a lead to other critics which many of them find difficult to follow. 

Dickens is disliked partly because he attacks the interests of 

critics who are sympathetic to existing institutions and to the upper 

classes, and partly because his emotional emphasis and his artistic 

methods are questioned even more strongly by those of Realist persuasion. 

Dickens may have suffered from a decline of in.terest in pathos and an 

increasing preference for intellectual wit over emotional humour,13 but 

the attacks on him may also have caused these developments. A strong 

influence on hostile critics appears to have been Henri Taine's article 

in the Revue des Deux Mondes (1 February 1856 14). A number of sub-

sequent British critics seem to borrow some of Taine's ideas which they 

re-model to suit British conditions and their own reasons for attacking 

Dickens. Taine finds (p.346 l4 ) that Dickens's imagination is irregular 

and perfectly suited, therefore, to the description of deranged reason 

in characters like Augustus Moddle and Mr. Dick, the one a ," gl ool11Y maniac ll 

and the other "half an idiot, half a monomaniac,lI It seems that Taine 

believes Dickens expresses so~ething of his own nature in such characters, 

because he says (p.344) that his imagination is IIlike that of mono-
-

maniacs." It is, he says (p.346), lIirregular, excessive, capable of 

fixed ideas,1I and Dickens's lIextravagant comicality spr'ings from excess 

of imagination ll but; Taine adds (p.352), Dickens usually remains grave 
. 

while drawing his caricatures. In this, he is a typical Englishman, 

lacking in happjness and brightness of mind, but rather intense and 

tenacious instead (p.353). His characteristics suit and are encouraged 

13 For these developments, see Phill ip Coll ins, IIDombey and Son, Then 
and Now. II Dickensian 1967 pp.82-94 and R.B. Martin, op.cit. 

14 repro Histo~ of English Literature" trans. H. Van Laun. (2nd edn. 
vol. 2 Ed'inburgh 1872). All page references are to this 
source. 
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by the English public which, Taine claims (p.354), represses gaiety in 

favour of morality and the encouragement of love and kindness. Though 

Taine is rather unfair in saying this, he might with justice have said it 

about many revi ewers in thei r reacti on to Di ckens 's comedy, but Di ckens 's 

comedy itself, and the popular enthusiasm for it, both contradict Taine. 

British r~viewers who seem to take up Taine's ideas make more of 

Dickens's personal failings than of the social" influence that Taine says 

works on Dickens, partly because most do not wish to offend a public that 

is theirs as well as Dickens's, and partly because they are attempting to 

persuade the public of his mediocrity, sometimes in retaliation against 

his social criticisms.Attacks on the national character might have been un-
\ 

popular, but those critics who deplore public enthusiasm for melodrama 

and pathos, by diverting the force of their objections to Dickens - among 

other novelists - indirectly attack the taste that encourages him. The 

whole area of hostile criticism is a mixture of varied motives about which 

it is almostimpossible to generalise, but personal attacks on Dickens for 

his intellectual limitations are very common. Many reviewers make it 

their aim, as Justin McCarthy puts it, in the Westminster Review (October 

1864, p.4l5), to study "some of the leading, qualiti~s of his mind and 

style, so far as these qualities find their expression" in his works. 

And like McCarthy (p.427), many of them are dissatisfied, and find 

"a want of analytical power" in the author. As a rational ist journal, the 

Westminster Review has a special cause for such criticism, but it is 

widespread in the intellectually more demanding journals. What is a tend

ency to find certain qualities of the author's mind in his style becomes, 

at times, almost a vindictive reduction of his mental capacity to the 

power of producing only what are considered the weakest elements in his 

books. 

An influential criticism of this kind is that of Walter Bagehot, who 
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discusses Dickens's intellectual make-up in his article in the National 

Review (October 1858). He says (p.189 l5 ) that Dickens's geniws is 

"irregular and unsymmetrical," and he concludes (p.220) that the two 

elements conspicuously lacking in him are the "masculine faculties ll of 

lithe reasoning understanding and firm, far-see"ing sagacity." At the 

same time, he is "too much inclined by natural disposition" to the -

presumably feminine 16 - characteristics of "la(.:hrymose eloquence and 

exaggerated caricature. 1I Dickens lacks education, but if he had had 

a regular education, Bagehot says (p.2l7), his genius would not have 

been radically altered and at best might have only been thwarte!d. His 

genius is further characterised by his "power of observation in detail" 

(p.194) and by his "vivification of character,of' rather of character-

i.stics" (p.197). Dickens has acute powers of observation, but he only 

notices externals, and his humour, Bagehot claims (p.202) is particularly 

dependent not on the reality of his characters but on the power Dickens 

has of vivifying particular traits. Bagehot does not use Taine's 

terminology, but his ernph.::.sis on this unsymmetrical "bizzarerie rl of 

Dickens's genius (p.194) is similar to the French critic's idea of a kind 

of diseased imagination. Dickens's powers naturally lead, Bagehot feels, 

to the exaggerated caricature which is his fault, and his lack of a "reason

ing understandingl! prevents him from being an effective satirist. He is 

adept at creating comic characters) situations and details, but he cannot 

describe "essential human naturel! and he is therefore not a high cl ass nor 

even a serious qrtist. 

Fitzjames Stephen is much less restrained in his personal criticism 

than Bagehot. At the end of a review of the Works, in the Saturday Review 

15 Page references to reprint, loc.cit. 

16 cf.I/lasson, North British Review U1ay 1851, Collins p.251) and Stott, 
Contemeorary Review bel-ow, p.229. 
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(8 May 1858, reprint17 p.170), he says that there is II a sex in minds 

as well as. bodies," and Dickens's "literary progeny seem to us to be for 

the most part of the feminine gender, and to betray it by most unceas"ing 

flirtations, and by a very tiresome irritability of nerve." Dickens is 

not merely a comic writer, because he has, from the first, been "led by 

nature as much as by art to mix up a very strong dose of sentiment with his 

caricature," Stephen claims (p.165). This was called for by his public, 

and Dickens was just the kind of man to answer the call . Often , in his 

reviews of individual works, Stephen sees Dickens as little more than 

a comic and pathetic writer who attempts social satire for which he is 

unfitted inte 11 ectua 11y and temperamentally. As he says in the Saturday 

Review (4 July 1857, p.15), Dickens has either been "spoiled by success" 

or has IImistaken his powers. II He is a "great master of humour - not 

of wit, for of this faculty- he is quite innocent - but he thinks that his 

voca ti on is that of the soci a 1 reformer, perhaps of the prophet. II He 

is success ful wi th Sam Weller, Di ck S,,/.i ve 11 er and Mrs. Gamp, but when he 

tries to sit in judgement upon the whole legal system of Britain and to 

denounce public men as "downright shams and selfish hypocrites," Stephen 

says, "we are forced to inquire whether this is not one sham among the 

universal crowd of shams - whether the preacher is not as his flock?" 

He is furthet reduced, a week later (11 July 1857, p.35), to lithe most 

distinguished buffoon of society" who, after some successes as a youth in 

drawing attention to obvious abuses, now sees fit to set himself up as the 

regenerator of society. . Because he can make men laugh and make silly women 

cry, Stephen protests, Dickens seems to think that he is qualified to be 

a social critic. Stephen and Bagehot are two of the leaders of a group 

of ctitics who insist that Dickens is suited by nature only to be a humorist 

17 A"lbert Mordell, Notorious Literary Attacks (New York, 1926, repro 1969, 
pp.162-170). Subsequent references are to this source. 
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or pathetic writer. He is fit to amuse the populace, but his abilities 

as a moralist or promoter of social reform are ridiculed. 

Because humour is seen to be close to pathos or to be at least 

a more emotional, less rational comic mode than, for example, wit, Dickens's 

emotional powers are stressed by some reviewers. The American Knicker-

bocker magazine (August 1857, p.188) feels that both his humour and his 

pathos spring from "the fundamental structure"" of his mind, and les's 

enthusiastically, Edith Simcox ("H. Lawrenny"), reviewing Edwin Drood 

in the Academy (22 October 1870, Coll"ins p.547),says that Dickens's 

tendency to imagine" a millenium of illogical good-w"ill" is principally 

the result of his "natural humour." For some, the non-intellectual 

appeal of the humorist remains attractive, while there are a large 

~umber who seek greater intellectual control of materials. Alfred Austin, 

in his obituary in the Temple Bar Magazine (July 1870, p.559) claims that 

Dickens, with his robust "animal spirits," is most suited by nature to 

be a humorist rather than a wit, and he strongly defends the "animal 

spirits" and "vigorous veins" of the healthy humorist against the 

"dyspepti c" wit. But whereas Austin, concentrating on bodily health, 

adm"ires humour, James Stothert, writing in the Rambler (January 1854, 

Coll ins p.-Z95), finds an intellectual poverty in the absence of wit. He 

says, 

Of wit Dickens has none. The intellectual portion of his 
nature is not sufficiently refined, keen, or polished to 
ap'preci ate the deli ca te s ubtl eti es of thought and 1 anguage 
which are included in that singular and charming thing, 
a witty idea or expression. He rarely writes a sentence 
in his own'proper character that imprints itself on the 
memory, or is worth treasuri ng i n the storehouse of the 
brain. He is not a man of thought. 

But it all depends on what the reviewer values, because the Eclectic Review 

(November 1865, p.475), while agreeing in away with the Rambler, differs 

in its conclusion. Dickens has, the reviewer says, "very little of that 
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which, in the general use of language, is called wit; he does not seek 

to make his sentences bite," and for this reason he seems to some 

people to be "wanting in the proper proportion of mental strength." But 

the power of wit is likened by the reviewer to the spring of the tiger, 

and if Dickens does not have this, he has in its place the equally 

worthy strength of the elephant; and the reviewer adds that there is not 

always strength in agility. Dickens, that is, may not have vivacity of 

mind .. accord"ing to the reviewer - but he has a solid,ity and depend

ability which are as admirable. The charge that Dickens has no wit 

is made so strongly and so unfairly that this critic, at least, is 

prompted to reply on his behalf; but few critics are willing to claim 

that he is witty, and the most persuasive attempt is made as late as 

1903, by Alice Meynell in the Atlantic Monthly.18 

There are more important issues at hand, in the 1850s and 18605, 

however. Dickens is felt, by the Eclectic Review quoted above, to be 

dependable in some of his moral teaching, but for Fitzjames Stephen, his 

tendency to mislead the public is little short of immoral. In the 

Edinburgh Review (July 1857, p,'128), at the beginning of an extensive 

protest against the misuse of facts by popular novelists, Stephen examines 

the "qualifications ll Dickens possesses as a critic of the"various 

departments of social life," Bu1wer Lytton evidences much classical 

and historical reading, Thackeray describes what he obviously knovls, and 

Scott was an antiquarian, but Dickens seems not to have such "solid 

acqui rements ,", He knows about as much about the law as an "attorney's 

clerk,1I and he offers s"imple sta~elT!ents on questions upon which most 

statesmen, lawyers and philosophers\would shrink 'from giving an unqualified 

opin'ion. Dickens', for Stephen, is characterised both by his ignorance and 

18 January 1903, p.54 
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by his terrerity. Because of his ignorance especially, he is seen by 

other reviewers to be no satirist. Bentlex's Honthly Review (October 

1853, p.227) feels that in Bleak House Dickens attacks problems which 

he does not understand, and that he should leave such matters to "wiser 

and more experienced heads than his,1I and in the same novel, the creation 

of Mr. Chadband offends the Eclectic Review (December 1853, p.677), 

which feels that he is ignorant of the ministers of Bethel. Despite this, , 

the British Quarterly Review (vol.35, 1862, pp.158-59) finds that, 

although Dickens constantly ignores the religious element in man, he is 

less offensive in this respect than Theodore Hook or Mrs. Troll ope , 

because his is a sin of omission while theirs is one of definite hostility 

to religion. And not surprisingly, his portraits of aristocrats still 

do not please many reviewers. B~imley, in the Spectator (24 September 1853, 

p.924), wonders whether it is because Dickens is ignorant of the lives of 

such people or whether they offer less than "strikes the eye of a man on the 

lookout for oddity and point," but whichever reason is the right one, 

the result in his eyes is the same: Dickens's IIpeople of station are 

the vilest daubs. 1I The same point is made less vigorously the the ~vest

minster Review (October 1854, Collins p.307); and Fitzjames Stephen, in 

the Edinburgh Review (July 1857, pp.126-27) and frequently in the 

Saturdax Review, complains bitterly of Dickens's ignorance of the upper 

classes. Such objections are basically to the lack of truthfulness in 

Dickens's characters,19 but the cause is sometimes said to be his ignorance 

or his own soci~l standing. Mrs. Oliphant, another of Dickens's most 

obdurate opponents, does not exactly banish him to the middle class, but 

she suggests such bani shment when she says, in B1 ackwood I s r4agazine 

(April 1855, Collil1s pp.328-29) , that he has II be come the historian" of 

19 The criti ci sms menti oned here are di scussed above, pp. 83-84. 
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the class and is unrivalled in the description of its life and members. 

The implication is that Dickens is out of his depth in any higher 

sphere, an opinion held by many critics who wrote for journals such as 

those just mentioned. 

A strong attack on Dickens's intellectual powers is made by ~lcCarthy, 

in the Westminster Review (October 1864, p.417),who believes, like Stephen 

in the Saturday Review (11 July 1857) quoted above, that Dickens has, in 

recent novels, mistaken the nature of his powers. He has many talents, 

one of the most prominent of which is his humour, but he is no philospher 

nor moralist nor pOlitician, and, McCarthy says (p.43l), he would not be 

thought of as such did he not claim these roles in some of his Prefaces. 

At the end of his long article, McCarthy conclude~ (p.441) that Dickens's 

intellect is If we will not say ruled, but crushed and dwarfed by his 

ernoti ana 1 facul ti es. II P.artly because of a "defect; ve educati on II and partly 

because of a "constitutional bias," he is "unable to take either an 

extensive or an intensive view of any subject, neither grasping it as 

a whole, nor thoroughly exhausting any single part. II The terms of all 

this are similar to those of Bagehot, and where Bagehot says that Dickens's 

genius is unsymmetrical, ~1cCarthy says (pp.437-38) that his "mind is in 

fragmen II He can neither compose a consistent plot nor conduct 

a philosophical discussion of any kind. In his passages of social 

criticism he is well-meaning but livery ignorant." Dickens is a comic 

writer and McCarthy praises him highly both as a wit and as a humor-ist. 

He is generous ~n this respect because he wishes to stress that Dickens 

has the intellectual capacity to be 1 ittle more than a writer of funny 

books. 

. 
That the adverse criticism, coming from the critics who place high 

value on the intellect and on evidence of learning, is uniform in tone and 

content, may be apparent already. This is ~een also in George Stott's 
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genera l1y unfavourable assessment of Di ckens in the Contemporary Review 

(February 1869). Stott describes Dickens's IItheory of life ll in its 

most laughable terms 20 then says (p.223) that he can do no better because 

he is ignorant of "theology, ph"ilosophy, science, history" and his 

opinions on the nature of social abuses are "vague and uninstructed. 1I 

Not only is Dickens's work marked by an absence of "loftiness of thought," 

Stott says (p.222), he does not even appear to believe that there is 

such a thing, and his unfair descriptions of the profession of the Law 

and of Parliament show this. His description of Parliamentary business 

as a struggle between Doodle and Coodle is based, howevet, not on cynical 

contempt for political differences, but on "an almost feminine incapacity 

for grasping abstract notions" and on his "sheer ignorance}' Stott 

goes on to say (p.223), that Dickens "neither understands nor cares for" 

anything that lies beyond the limits of his own experience. He shows 

ignorance, prejudice and narrowness of mind, and is therefore totally 

unqualified for the role of social reformer. 

All of this shows clearly that Dickens's social "criticism causes 

a large part of the opposition" to him which is directed at his personal 

capabilities. It is, of course, easy to accuse nineteenth-century crit; cs 

of unnecessary axe-grinding, but social class distinctions and political 

opinions were matters of great seriousness to them, and if Dickens so 

much as touched on such areas, his fiction was naturally given - for 

better or for worse - its widest possible import. It is assumed that 

the author has ·an axe to grind, and even if he has not, reviewers are 

swift to pounce, because he may ynwittingly give a sharper edge to the 

ideas of those who have. Crfticism of his satires and his representations 

of the aristocracy, therefore, is often couched, harshly, in personal 

terms. 

20 See above, p. 169. 
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Yet, if Dickens may be thought to lack the intellect for a wit 

and a successful satirist, his intellect is said also to be limited in 

other ways. HenryJames, in the Nation (21 December 1865, Collins 

p.473) says, for example, that he is a II grea t observer and a great 

humorist, but he is nothing of a philosopher," by which he means that 

Dickens is ignorant of the depths of human nature. He observes and 

describes externals. James's use of the word "philosophy" has a special . 
sense, but other critics, in charging Dickens with a lack of philosophy, 

use it in a more general way. Sargent, in the North American Review 

(October 1853, p.4l6) says, for example, that Dickens's mind is 

"essentially deficient in the capacity of taking that broad, philosophical 

view of his subject ll which distinguishes the works of Thackeray. 

Sargent and James are not em~roiled in the Engl ish class warfare that 

colours much of the criticism I have quoted so far, but a number of 

British critics speak of Dickens's personal limitations as the cause 

also of his inability to portray human nature in a satisfactory way. 

In the Roman Catholic ~ambler (January 1854, Collins p.294), Stothert 

blames the age as much as Dickens himself. He is lithe product of 

a restlessly observant but shallow era" and he therefore observes 

externals rather than delves deeply into human character. Hobart, "in 

Fraser's Magazine (July 1859, p.98) claims that Mr. Pickwick is significant 

of Dickens's comic .powers but also of his lack of "any particular 

knowledge of human nature2l , 'I and in the Spectator (24 September 1853, 

p.924), Brimley feels that Dickens's characterisation is too simplistic 

He has yet to learn from Nature, he says, IIhow cunningly she blends 

motives" and how seldom men and women in real life are entire"ly absurd 

or entirely selfish. Dickens's characters, that is, are not felt to 

21 See below, pp.292-93 for a further reference to this kind of 
criticism. 
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be true to life, but the "fault" is not just artistic, but also a matter 

of the artist's ignorance of human nature. This kind of criticism is 

carried on in the Spe~tator by R.H. Hutton, who says (18 June 1870, 

p.750) that Dickens illustrates, with marvellous fecundity, simple 

moral traits, a power which only requires a limited knowledge of humanity, 

but great inventiveness in illustrating them. 

On the other hand, however, Dickens's imagination rather than his 

knowledge may be at fault. The Rambler (January 1862, Collins p.437) 

thinks that Dickens's comedy is of a low class because of the IImere 

poverty of an "imagination sel f-restrained to one narrow fiel d of human 

nature. 1I Dickens chooses to describe absurd, unnatural characters 

because he will not lookformaterials in the wider field of general 

human nature. Taine finds that Dickens's imagination is like a mono-

mania, and Bagehot says that it leads to caricature. But S.F. Williams, 

-in the Rose, Shamrock and Thistle (IV, 1864, p.n), notes a kind of 

excessive imaginat-ion too, but has a completely different attitude to it. 

The humorous exaggeration of the novel sis "perhaps partly owing to the 

fertility of his rich fmagination, to the fruitfulness or his fancy, to 

the thronging of his brain with glad and thick-coming fantasies, to the 

very super-abundance and intensity of his conceptions. 1I G.F. Ta"lbot, in 

Putnam's Monthly Magazine (March 1855, pp.268-69) notes that humour is an 

'instinctive characteristic, lIa quality of the imagination and intellect ll 

which gives to the creator's thoughts lithe original forms of the 

grotesque and- extravagant. II The humorists are those who "cannot tell 

the most ordinary incident of everyday life, without loading it with comic 

exaggerations, and making each incident and character express and 

personate the grotesque creations with vJhich their own fancies are teem

ing," Placed in this light, Dickens's imaginative powers are not an 

excess of some weird or unruly character-trait, but the source of his 

marvellous creativity. The lack of sympathy and understanding shown by 
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some critics is explained by Whipple, in the Atlantic r~onthly (May 1867, 

Collins pp.478-79) , who says that to read of one Dickens's "romances ll 

is to see everything through the author's eyes. When "surveyed 

through such a medi urn," the most famil i ar objects take on an ai r of 

strangeness, and his IIweird imagination!! might alienate some readers 

were it not connected to II such warmth of heart, keenness of observation, 

ri chness of humor, and controll ing common, sense. II Talbot also notes 

Dickens's kindliness and good nature which, as I shall show, remain 

strong attractions in his personality despite this emphasis on his 

imagination. The importance of the imagination is by no means universally 

accepted. McCarthy, in the Westminster Review (October 1864, p.424), 

claims that imagination is not always a truth-telling power and that 

Dickens's imagination, at least, is not; but Walker,in the University 

guarterly (January 1860),believes that imaginative creation is superior to 

mere description of fact. Whether Dickens's knowledge of mankind and life 

and his imaginative heightening of what he observes is of the highest class 

is not clear to many revie\"ers~ and it is debated more strongly in the 

generation after his death. Nevertheless, his cOlllic powers are felt to 

be imaginative in some degree, or they depend on his sense of the 

incongruous, and therefore they are partly personal qua 1 iti es. 

But if the tendency to exaggerate and to create grotesque or un

natural characters may be explained by an excess of imagination or a lack 

of rational control, there is another kind of argument which some reviewers 

pursue dur-lng this period. Brimley, in the Spectator (24 September 1853, 

p.923), for example, says that intellectual habits IIbecome strengthened 

by use ll and late in a man's life it is hopeless to expect from him "growth 

of faculty or correction of fau1ts,1l but the Westminster Revie\li (January 

1862. p.288) feels that in his preference for grotesque characters and 

ugly jargon, Dickens has in fact worsened as he has grown older. These 
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qre the two options for reviewers: either Dickens is set in his ways, or 

he is deteriorating with age. The Saturday Review (20 July 1861, p.69) 

uses both options in its review of Great Expectations. Even though the 

novel evinces" 'a more profound study of the general nature of human 

character than ~~r. Dickens usually betrays," it still shows one "great 

fault" that Dickens has always had, that of exaggerating the comic side 

of or the comic turn of speech "in a chara~ter, so that all reality fades 

away. It was not to be supposed, the reviewer says, that Dickens would 

suddenly shake thi s faul t off. Di ckens ought, however, to "have the 

thanks of the wearied public, and the admiration of those who know how 

hard it is to observe when the first zest of observation is passed away, 

and how much courage and resolution it demands to note the comic in life 

and manners amid the tragedy and farce of decl ining years." Later, in 

its obituary of Dickens, the Saturday Revie~v (11 June 1870, p.760) repeats 

that Dickens did not improve as he grew older, and in a review of Edwin 

Drood it suggests (17 September 1870, p.369) that the youthful power of 

creating grotesque characters such as Honey thunder did not come easy to 

a man of over fifty. Most men grow more solemn as they grow old, and 

the tendency to exaggerate in a fanciful manner is seen as a youthful 
-

habit which may even be slightly ridiculous in an ageing man. G.B. Woods, 

in the Old and New Magazine (November 1870, p.532).claims that the growing 

gravity of demeanour which can be traced in Dickens's portraits "from 

Maclise's down" may "perhaps be followed in the novels." After Dickens's 

death, such a comment may be natural, but the Saturday Review in 1861 

suspects his decline through old age at a time when he was only forty-nine 

years old. The attempt is, of course, to make him seem older than he is 

and his career to seem to have lasted longer than it had~2 to support with 

22 Perhaps this explains Stephen's elementary mistake when he says,in the 
Saturday Review (8 May 1858, Mordell p.163) that Pickwick Papers was 
first published about the year 1832 or 1833. 
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some subtlety the feeling that he had outlived his usefulness and had 

outgrown the special powers which had'made him so successful as a youth. 

Clearly, too, the high-spirited comedy is felt to be the expression 

of Dickens's personal powers and any literary change is felt to be caused 

by a corresponding personal development. Those who defend Dickens do so 

in similar terms. The Literary Gazette (13 July 1861, p.32) however, 

protests against those who find a decline in his work. A writer does not 

necessarily go on improving, the reviewer says, and he may not still 

exhibit, in his maturity, lithe buoyancy, the recklessness, and the 

rollicking gaiety of youth ,II People who demand this of him are being 

unreasonable. They would nDt, the reviewer says, expect such consistency 

of their wives and husbands, so why should they demand it of a novelist, 

who is, after all, a human being and subject to change like everyone 

else. For this reviewer there is no decline, but a maturing into a better 

novelist, as others were to say in this period,23 Bagehot, too, uses the 

word "maturity,1I but his comment is a veiled insult, when he says, in 

the National Review (October 1858, loc.cit p.211) that Dickens's humour 

is not what it was as "we will not say age, but maturity has passed over 

his powers." For Bagehot, Dickens's humour has le~sened, but he still 

paints the "painful ~linutiae of social abuses, which are now no longer 

softened by its presence. 

Generally Bagehot and others ignore the merits of Dickens's works, 

or at least overshadow them with discussions of his faults. This leads 

Dickens's defenders to adopt the opposite strategy and ignore the faults 

yet make much of hi s merits. The ~.;~--,-~_......;..... __ c..;... (28 October 1865, 

Collins pp.454-55) says, for example, that the faults of Dickens's work are 

as obvious as ever, but to rail at them is a "simple waste of time." 

23 See above, 25 152 pp. , . 
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Value is found in Dickens's humour, in which lithe energy of youth yet 

remains" and is "united with the deeper insight of maturer years. II 

The tendency to explain both Dickens's merits and his defects of art 

in personal terms is clear. What is more important at this stage is 

that humour like his is seen to be a youthful quality. In the generation 

after his death there is even more emphasis on this idea of youthful high 

spirits as well as on Alfred Austin's idea of animal spirits mentioned 

above;24 

Some support for Dickens still comes through traditional lines such 

as the arguments in favour of his kindness and the delight with which his 

personal presence in his works is noticed. Many of the journals which 

praise Dickens for his emotional qualities are, in the latter part of his 

career, the less intellectually-demanding, more religious or heavily 

moral journal s. For example, the Young Englishwoman (9 December 1865, 

p.38l) praises as one of his "best moral qualities" his love of hUlilan 

kindness because this is one of the attitudes) no doubt, that the reviewer 

wishes to encourage in the magazine's young readers. 'The Christian 

Spectator (December 1865, p.721) similarly says that Dickens is never 

"merely the humourist" because he has a "kindly affectionate nature, II and 

so on. Such comments are commonpl ace in the obituaries, of course. 

Arthur Helps, in Macmillan's Magazine (July 1870, Collins p.530),says 

that Dickens's "own kindness of nature ll may be seen in most of his 

characters, of which there are only a few cases - for example, Jonas 

Chuzz1ewit - whe're Dickens IIhas succeeded -in denuding the character of any 

trait belonging to h-imself,,11 The Daily News (10 June 1870, p.5) praises 

his "genial satire, his kindly and gentle humour, his hearty love of 

human nature," and The Times of the same date speaks of his "eminently 

kindly nature. 1I EVen the satirist,so often criticised in recent years, 

is said by Fraser's Magazine (July 1870, Collins p.528) to have laughed 

24 p.225. 
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at mankind lIentirely without bitterness or ill nature." The tendency 

of obituarists to paint their subject in his best colours is frequently 

in evidence in such comments. 

Also present in some obituaries is the feeling that Dickens express

ed his personality through his works or was clearly visible somehow in 

them. Fraser's Magazine (July 1870, Collins p.527) claims that in his 
~ 

novels, lithe author, scene-painter, stage-manager, and moreover the whole 

company, tragic and comic, male and female, from 'stars' to 'supers,' 

[were] one and the same skilful individual." The personal presence of 

the author is simply described with, seemingly, no awareness of his many 

personae. Less controversial is the comment in the Illustrated London 

News (18 June 1870, p.639) that readers have now been deprived of lithe 

_a~reeable sense of being ~irectly addressed by thi& man of genius, this 

man of feeling and intelligence." Perhaps these are things that might 

be expected in obituaries, but similar statements are to be found else-

where earl ier. For example, 'Talbot, in the Putnam's Monthly Magazine 

(March 1855, p.268), having also paid tribute to the "candor and goodness" 

of the author, ends up saying (p.272) that, "No man can write as frankly 

as Dickens has done, without revealing the hue and qlfality of h-is own 

spirit. Judging from his works, he is a man void of pride and of 

malice, fun of kindness and cheerfulness, more to be loved than admired," 

and, that "No man coul d invent and appreci ate such rare natures as those 

of the two Peggotties ,John Jarndyce and sweet Esther Summerson, without 

being himself kindred in soul to the characters he describes." The 

Examiner (28 October 1865, p.682) says, in its concluding paragraph to 

a review of Our Mutual Friend,that all of the scenes and characters are 

t-inged with the "observer's humour," that is, IIwith his own character 

contained in the suggestions of them," and in the North American Review 

(April 1868, pp.671-72) C.E. Norton adds, IINa one thinks first of 
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Mr. Dickens as a writer. He is at once, through his books, a friend . 

. it is not in his purely literary character that he has done most 

for us, it as as a man of the largest humanity, who has simply used 

literature as the means by which to bring himself into relation with 

his fellow-men, and to inspire them with something of his own sweetness, 

kindness, charity, and good will." 

But on chis topic too, those who decry Dickens have their represent

ative in Mrs. 01iphant who says, in Blackwood'~ Magazine (April 1855, 

Collins p.329), that Dickens has "unveiled himself from that personal 

obscurity which softens so gracefully the presence of a great writer. 

He has ceased to speak his strictures or to pronounce his approbation 

out of that mist of half-disclosed identity which becomes the literary 

censor. He is less the author of Pickwick, of Copperfield ... than 

tie is Charles Dickens; and we confess that we cannot regard him with the 

same affection or tIle same "indulgence in the latter character as in the 

former." Dickens offends because of his opinions and attitudes, but he 

also seems to force himself upon readers. While many celebrate the 

kindly personal tone of the novels, those who dislike Dickens resent his 

intrusions and find them inartistic. 

Largely, by the end of his career, the critical audience has split 

into two halves. On one side, there are those who find that he does not 

satisfy their intellectual demands and appears to be a clumsy artist, not 

to mention his attacks on the aristocracy and its interests. On the 

other side there are those who admire his moral teaching and his expression 

and encouragement of right emot"ions, and those who appreciate his 

imaginative and creative powers and see more need for them than for high 

intellect in fiction. There are, however, already attacks on his 

imagination because of a distrust of the imagination in some cases, but 

also because his imagination does not seem to recreate reality in an 

acceptable way. In the generation after his death, these kinds of 

criticisms become even more at odds with each other. 
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The Generation After Dickens: 1871 - 1906 

Near the end of the period under survey, Frederic Harrison in 

Forum (January 1895, p.544) cornpla"ins thatllthere is perhaps a wider 

sympathy with Charles Dickens as a person than with any other writer 

of our time. For this reason there has been hardly any serious critic-

ism or estimate of Dickens as a great artist, apart from some peevish 

and sectional disparagement of his genius, whkh has been too much "tinged 

with academic; pedantry and the bias of aristocratic temper or political 

antagonism. 1I This is, of course, unfair to the many previous critics who 

had genuinely attempted to come to grips with Dickens's art, even if 

they had been mainly concerned with its truth to life and moral or practical 

teaching. But Harrison notes correctly the personal tone of much of 

the criticism, and whether Dickens's work is felt to be acceptable or 

unacceptable, critics attempt to find personal or biographical causes 

for his success or failure. During his lifet"ime, certa"in biographical 

facts were known, but in comparison to what Forster reveals in this period, 

they were few. While he was alive, it was natural that people should 

wish to know what kind of man he was and to seek in his works clues to 

his personality. After Forster, the particular nature of his works 

is often thought to be caused by the circumstances of his upbringing 

and both hi s opponents and hi s defenders fi nd fuel for thei r criti ci sms 

in the now known bi6graphical details. 

Forster helps to solidify the main currents of criticism, as he 

frequently discusses Dickens's geniality, his powers of observation, his 

imagination, his kindly sympathies, his moral purpose, and, most import

antly, his humour. All of this may be found in the Examiner's reviews 

of individual novels over the years, and Forster quotes liberally from 

them. This means that the ideas of typical friendly earlier criticism 

are given continued currency in a period in which there is much in the 
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literary world that is hostile to them. This has two results: the 

qualities for which Dickens was valued remain valid for some critics 

who, in effect, are adhering to the qualities of an earlier era; and 

Dickens is seen, by hostile critics especially, to be dated. The 

ferocity of the attacks made upon him leads largely to the kind of 

polarisation of opinion noted by Harrison, but Harrison's solution -

to ignore the faults and concentrate on the undoubted merits of Dickens's 

work - is shared by an increasing number of critics. 

Harrison notes two things: sympathy with Dickens as a person, and 

opposition based on academic pedantry, aristocratic and political bias. 

The first of these is caused by the tone of Forster's work, and by the 

tone of, for example, obituarists like Sala and Helps, who had lost 

a friend, but it is also caused by the distinctly personal tone of 

Dickens's works. He used them as a means of conmunicating with his 

public, and several critics note the loss of a friend to the public. 

Quamocl it, in 
~~~~~~~~ 

(April 1879, p.284) is still trying 

to explain the "universal rr.ourning ll that surrounded Dickens's death. 

The country felt, he says', that lIit had lost a friend in the departed 

writer. For Dickens had, by means of his pen, constituted himself the 
-

companion of the grave and gay al ike." At the end of along chapter on 

Dickens, Davey (1876, p.155) says that he feels as if he "had just 

parted with a friend ... who has taken us into his confidence, and 

introduced us to the companions of his soul, and to the merry, laughing, 

tricksy children. of his b'rain.fI And as late as 1887, Hunt (pp.459-60) 

calls Dickens's humour II a natural flow of genuine good-will, by which 

the reader is made the author's friend. 1I Comedy - most especially humour, 

in this period - is not the sole, but it is an important cause of Dickens's 

"personal" appeal. Howells, who is in no danger of fal1ing under any 

illusion created by Dickens, says, in Harper's Monthly Magazine (July 1902, 
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p.312) ,that few could read Dickens's works without feeling an admiration 

for him which "survived distinct proofs of his peccability." 

Howells suggests that the "friendly" appeal is only a literary 

illusion, but by far the majority of critics believe that Dickens is "in" 

his books, that they are an expression of his personal qualities and 

experiences. Forster gives the lead for this kind of criticism when he 

reveals the autobiographical content of David Copperfield and says that 

various characters in the novels were moulded on real people Dickens 

knew. Moreover, he goes to great lengths to show that Dickens was the 

kindly, beneficent man he appears to be in his novels, and he quotes 

liberally from letters 25 and tells anecdotes to prove that Dickens was 

a man with a great sense of humour, among other things. He says (Life, 

II p.263), "His 1 iterary work was so intensely one witll his nature that 

he is not separable from it, and the man and the method throw a singular 

light on each other." But not all of the influence came from Forster's 

approach. The tendency to seek personal qualities in the works is a very 

old one, and some critics, dissatisfied with Forster's biography, feel, 

with the Scottish Review (December 1883, p.128) ,that the novels are 

sufficient materials for the reader to work with in ~rder to find out 

wha t manner of man Di ckens was. But the Life generally 1 eads to the 

conclusion, expressed by G.B. Smith, in the Gentleman's I~agazine (March 

1874, p.30l), that more than most writers, Dickens's personality is stamped 

on his books, and it leads to the kind of statement - made so often by 

others - found in Alfred Welsh's Development of English Literature and 

Language (1882, p.450), that Dickens's "style" is liOn the whole, spon-

taneous, easy, free, idiomatic; now simple and vivid, now partaking the 

genial flow of spirits, the full, abundant tide of life, which runs 

25 The publication of the Letters (1880-82) reinforces the impression 
Forster gives, too. See the Dubl-in Review (April 1880, Collins p.596). 
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through the man. 1I I have emphasized the final word of this quotation 

because it shows that the 1 iterary is drawn back to the author's personal 

qualities. 

Welsh, however, notes qualities which are frequently connected with 

Dickens's comedy in other criticisms. He does not mention solely personal 

qualities, but a personal bias may be observed in his mention of the flow 

of genial spirits, and the tide of life r~nning through Dickens. The 

IIspontaneous ll quality of the works is felt to be the result of Dickens's 

energy and hi gh spi ri ts . Seemi ngly the most spontaneous and hi gh-spi ri ted 

of the novels, is Pickwick Papers. Topp, in the Melbourne Review (July 

1881, p.270), sees it as the first fresh outpourings of his genial spirit, 

and Leslie Stephen (1888, p.927) makes a similar observation. Stephen 

adds (p.931) that David Copperfield still shows similar qualities to 

those indicated by the ear"ly novel, and that if Dickens lest his IIfun" 

as he became more of a satirist, he at least never lost his vigour. 

The later satires are not "strengthened by additional insight," however, 

and it seems that vigour is no substitute for the knoi'iledge which Dickens 

does not have. Comments on his high-spiritedness are common throughout 

this period, as indeed they had been all his life. But after Forster's 

revelations of his boyhood misery, his high spirits are seen in a different 

light. Forster says (Life, I p.35) that throughout his early misfortune 

Dickens never lost his IIprecious gift of an-ima1 spirits" and his IInative 

capacity for humorous enjoyment. II The suggestion ;s that his natural 

buoyancy of spi.rits and his sense of humour protected him during the 

period in which he could have become irretrievably distressed and depraved. 

As Rands says, in the Contemporary Review (July 1880),26 the sense of humour 

may protect men against fatal ism and pessimism, and this is certainly what 

26 See above, p. 188. 
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is felt to have happened to Dickens at least. Dawson (1905, pp.102-4) 

summarises this kind of argument when he says that humour kept Dickens 

from despair because he could laugh rather than cry at life. He was 

naturally an optimist who looked on the sunny side of life and could not 

even be depressed by what he saw in the Marshalsea. Humour, Dawson 

says, i.s a "species of grace" by which men are saved from the "pit of 

pess imi sm. " But more important than humour, as far as Di ckens' s art 

goes, is his vivid imagination which Dawson (p.10?) calls "the cardinal 

quality of his art." This raises the whole question of Dickens's powers 

of observation and imagination, which is an extremely complex matter 

and may only be touched on here. 

The power of observation is felt to be a natural power which Dickens 

was born with. His imagination was stimulated by his father, by his 

"cousin"James Lamert, and by his reading of the eighteenth century 

novelists,the Arabian Nights, and so on. Details like these are provided 

by Forster and reiterated ad nauseam by others. 27 The young Dickens, 

possessed with these gifts, roamed the London streets and fantasized 

reality just as he was later to do in his novels. Things he experienced 

then are either directly described in his works, or they are heightened 

by his artistic imagination. His early experiences gave him a knowledge 

of men and 1 ife and a sympathy with the poor and t~e outcasts of society, 

whose experiences Dickens had shared. For those who admire his social 

teaching, his sympathy with unfortunates, and his imaginative transcending 

of often sordid realities~ here are the sources, in his early experiences, 

of his particular kind of fiction. His comedy is also felt to have its 

sources back in the dim days of his early struggles. 

27 It would be too complex a matter, as well as unnecessary, to illustrate 
these ideas. Forster's account is well known, and the details appear 
in almost every subsequent biographical account that I have read. 
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Gissing (1902, p.18) and Dawson (1905, p.102) suggest the influence 

of John Dickens on his son1s comic powers and his IIhappy temperament,1I 

but whatever the cause of their flourishing in hisyouth and in his later 

life and career, they are most commonly felt to be natural to him, like 

his high spirits. Indeed, high spirits and comedy are often put in 

harness with each other, as 'in Forster l s statement quoted above. Davi d 

Pryde (1879, p.428) too, says that the sOLJrces of his humour lI are those 

exuberant animal spirits which make him pull his characters into odd 

attitudes, plant them down among the most unexpected circumstances, put 

the most whimsical sayings in their mouths and envelop the whole in 

a sunny atmosphere of geniality. II Davey (1876, p.123) makes the personal 

causes of the comic art even clearer: IIGifted originally with a joyous 

temperament, great animal spirits, and a keen sense of the ludicrous, he 

has been enabled to show us the fun, frolic, and sunny side of human life. 1I 

Dickens ;s felt to have been born a happy man because his books reveal 

a happy world. 

Here it might be worthwhile to digress a little to consider again 

the fate of the later novels. When they were published they were not 

as widely liked as the early works,and various cause5 for their inferiority 

had been advanced, one of the most prominent being that Dickens was 

losing the high spirits of his youth. But the early, exuberant, fun

loving Dickens remained the most popular, and this pattern continues 

throughout the generation after his death. Forster feels more comfortable 

with the early works, as does Andrew Lang who believes that, from 

Dombey and Son on, Dickens was overworked. He adds, in Good Words 

(April 1888, p.236),that the later satires are inferior not because 

Dickens was out of his depth in the subjects with which he dealt, but 

because he was II not in the humour for them. II Robert Carruthers (1879) 

speaks at length of the early novels and gives extracts - even from 
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pjctures from Ital~, - but merely lists (p.521) the novels after eak 

House. Chesterton (1906), of course, prefers the early Dickens and says 

that if he became a better realist and novelist in his later works, 

he became less like Dickens and less of a creator (p.138). The later 

novels lose out in two ways: the; r social satire is not good enough, 

and their greater seriousness is not solemn pnough for the Naturalists 

and others, who find him ignorant and frivolous; but for those who prefer 

gaiety and happiness, they seem too depress ing. Di ckens' s famous 

qualities are his high spirits and his comedy, and both are seen to be 

lacking in the later novels. 

Both are, too, personal qualities. More than most other literary 

modes, humour is felt to be personal. One cannot imagine a humourless 

man writing a humorous book, and the impression of high spirits in the 

novels seem to come from the author's high spirits. All of the comments 

about his "native" or II na tural li humour already quoted give this impression, 

and the phrases usense of humour,!! "sense of fun,1I and IIsense of the 

ludicrous," of course, suggest a natural power. Forster (Life~ II p.272) 

calls humour Dickens's IIhighest faculty" and Hunt (1887, p.45?), although 

he cannot agree that it is necessarily his highest faculty, does admit 

that it was !Ian organic part of the man. 1I Halter Irving, in Charl~ 

Dickens (1874, reprint28 p.174), claims that "the humourist is born; 

the wit is manufactured," and he prefers the naturalness of the humorist 

to the artificiality of the wit. Humour, for him as for many others, 

is the expression of a personal quality, and Dickens's humour is the 

expression of a number of qualities. We never hear of lIthe born symbolist!! 

because symbolism, like wit, is assul11ed to emerge through literary 

endeavour. Dickens, the impression is given, writes easily and spontan-

eously and without a great degree of literary polish. As L'Estrange 

28 Extract in Kitton, op.cit., pp.172-75. 
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(1878, p.235) says, Dickens wrote too swiftly to be able to achieve the 

kind of perfection and conciseness that the true wit aims for. 

Dickens is criticised by some critics for his lack of "literaryll 

qualities, and the boyhood reading and the lack of education described 

by Forster are taken to show that Dickens was no intellectual, and that 

if he fails to appeal to more discerning readers it is because he has an 

uncultivated mind. I shall return to the.se critics in a moment, but 

Dickens's adherents place in opposition to these supposed defects his 

knowledge of life rather than of books, his redeeming sympathy for his 

fellowmen, his imaginative powers and the vitality of his writings. 

They do not claim intellectual powers for him. One of the vet'y few to 

argue that he has the more intellectual comic mode of wit is Alice Meynell, 

in the Atlantic Monthly (January 1903, p.54), but the question is not 

controversial, and Dickens's excellence is found elsewhere. 

Almost everything is explained in personal terms. He knew nothing 

of books, but his early involvement with life gained him knowledge and 

sympathy, lithe seeing eye and the feeling heart," as Marzials (1887, 

pp.37-38) puts it. He had suffered as a child and he felt sorry for 

others who suffered. His early reading spurred hi~ imagination and the 

books remained, as Gissing (1902, pp.25-26) says, "dear to his memory 

and to his imagination." As a little boy, Dickens walked about London, 

according to Buchanan, in St. Paul's Magazine (February 1872, p.140), 

observing all the dark places and scenes of suffering~ and so vivid were 

the scenes he saw that they impressed hi s mi nd forever. Buchanan 

suggests that the vision of society Dickens gained as a child remained 

with him throughout the rest of his life, that in fact he never grew up, 

but continued to observe with the dreaming and not quite comprehending 

eyes of a child. The ywrld seemed odd then, and Dickens never- stopped 

seeing it as odd, or making it so when it was not. As the reviewer in 
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the Spectator (29 December 1877, p.165l) says, his power of observation 

was completely subservientllto his keen sense of the ridiculous. 1I Whether 

it is comic imaginative heightening or imaginative heightening that is 

also comic, or whether it is truthful description of his surroundings, 

the general impression is that Dickens gained from his earliest days the 

trick of looking at the world in the way that he does, and that his 

novels are the expression of his personality and his vision. The 

cause of the literary is almost invariably sought in the personal nature 

or experience of the artist. Reality is transformed by his art, but 

his art is a highly personal quality. Davey (1876, p.153) says that 

"Dickens's humour coloured, more or less the whole of his writings; not 

only were external objects reflected in his mind, but his mind was 

reflected in them as well. He held the mirror up to nature, but the 

mirror was his own soul, which reflected back . . its brightness upon 

everything around him.1I A man's sense of humour is his own; it cannot 

be learned or taught, and the value of Dickens's art is therefore that it 

is original. While a writer like Stevenson might study painfully to 

perfect his style, Dickens's art seems effortless. Perhaps it is 

technically inferior, but it is refreshingly origin<:', While pessimists 

and fatalists like Giss-ing and Hardy write about gloomy subjects, Dickens 

gives the air of being an optimist and his works ~xude happiness. These 

are the values that critics in this period note in Dickens's works, and 

most of the values are said to be the result of his personal chara~ter 

constructed from the novels or via Forster and other biographers. 

There are not many attempts to defend Dickens as a stylist or as the 

creator of cohesive artistic wholes. Alice Meynell 's article mentioned 

above, in addition to her earlier ones in the Pall Mall Magazine (ll and 18 

July 1899, pp.3), are unusual in that they focus attention solely on 

a literary quality - Dickens's style. Others do note aesthetic qualities, 
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and W.E. Henley (1902, p.7), finding artistic improvement as Dickens's 

career progresses, says that Our ~1utual Friend shaul d be taken as 

a model by aspiring artists who, he complains, too often look to France 

for their inspiration. As G.H. Ford says,29 Henley's interests run 

counter to those of his time, and it is evident that if he likes this 

novel then he certainly runs counter to many favourable critics. 

Pickwick Papers is, he says (p.6), full of freshness and .fun, "mainly due 

to high spirits," but whereas others continue to praise the early novels 

for qualities that eternally appeal, Henley sees them as a stage which 

Dickens quickly developed from. Apart from artistic incompetence, the 

faults of the novels are seen, by favourable critics, to be caused by 

a kind of overflowing of the author's spirits. His imagination knew no 

bounds, or, as Omond (1900, p.1l6) puts it, II A jester like Hood, Dickens 

was also master of an imagination which outstripped and outsoared 

reality. II Oillond, who does not discuss the matter, suggests that Dickens 

was in control of his imagination, but the feeling given by the references 

to high spirits elsewhere is that he could not control the qualities that 

went to the making of his- particular kind of art. 

Nor, in the field of comedy, is it always felt to be necessary that 

he should control it. Saintsbury (1895, pp.130-3l) finds the secret of 

Dickens's failure in an "utter absence of the sense of limit." Dickens, 

he says, had no power of self-criticism, and always went too far in every-

. thing he did - his pathos, his satire, and his egotism, for example. 

Forster had revealed the ~xtent to which Dickens was bound up in his works, 

how his characters were almost realities to him, and how he exulted at the 

success of his works. George Bentley, in the Temple Bar Magazine (May 1873, 

p.172),is one of those who protest that Forster shows Dickens up as too 

self-centred, and the criticism seems to have stuck, because it is 

repeated by Saintsbury, and Omand (1900, p.1l3), a few pages earlier from 

29 Loc.cit. p.238. 
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his comment quoted above, says that Dickens is the same in his pathos as 

in his "fun". He is "the same quickly responding, easily exaggerating 

nature, too emotional to comprehend the satiety produced on his readers 

by his laboured sentiment as by the stereotyped catchwords denoting his 

comic characters." Dickens ought to have controlled an aspect of his 

comedy, according to Omond, just as Forster (Life, II p.273) admits that 

there was the occasional excess of exagger.ation which Dickens failed to 

control. But both Forster and Omond are tolerant, whereas Sa"intsbury 

may scarcely be said to be so. He praises~ (p.130) in Dickens's work 

his "pure fantastic humour," and suggests by his praise that it need 

not be curbed. However much Dickens may err elsewhere in his excess, 

in his "fun" he may go as far as he wishes. The reason for this is 

that Saintsbury does not see Dickens as a great artist. He is a jester 

and a funster, but "serious II art needs to show higher intellectual 

calibre and greater artistic control. 

Most of the adverse critics emphasise Dickens's mind, because it 

is in intellectual powers that he seems to be most deficient and they 

therefore have a convenient lever for their attacks. Their attacks are 

also prov~ked by.their desire for a more intellectual kind of fiction 

l"ike that offered by George Eliot) Meredith and Hardy. G.H. Ford offers 

an excellent account of the critical movements in .this period30 and 

a mere summary "is all that is needed here. He quotes (p.196) Edward 

Dowden, in the Fortnightly Review (1887, p.843), saying that more is 

needed from the'novel than mere high spirits and optimism, and he makes 

a list (p.229) of the things that the critics found wrong with Dickens's 

art. Although some of these things are aesthetic matters they are 

almost all traced to deficiencies in Dickens's qualifications as a novel-

ist. His ignorance and lack of education make his criticism of society 

childish, misinformed and fatuously optimistic; his absence of self-

30 ibid. Chaptets 10, 11, 12. 
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criticism and his untrained mind - cf. Bagehot's earlier idea of 

unsymmetrical genius 3l - lead to artistic faults such as improbabilities, 

sensationalism and an inability to analyse human nature; he has nothing 

to say to educated readers because of his lack of education. 32 Une 

thing mentioned by Ford that has direct relevance to the comedy is that 

Dickens "is a mere entertainer, not an artist ll in the eyes of many critics 

of the period. As I shall show in the next chapter, Dickens is 

constantly dismissed as a humorist - even a great humorist - with the 

suggestion that a humorist is no more than a mere entertainer. Dickens's 

mental qualities and artistic powers, however, are often said to be suited 

to humour and no more. The "fault"lies in him, and as much as Dickens's 

supporters find attractive personal qualities, his opponents find 

personal defects. 

R.H. Hutton, a frequent champion of Dickens's humour, in fact has 

a fairly low opinion of his intellectual powers. Humour, he points out 

in the Spectator (7 February 1874, p.169), depends on Dickens's "moment
~ 

ary flashes of perception ll and not on any power of IItaking pains;1I in an 

intellectual sense, with his art. No knowledge of lithe passions of the 

heart and intellect of manll is evidenced, but only ~ knowledge of 

"a superficial stratum of real life. 1I Hutton sees Dickens as a IIvivid 

dreamer" who did not describe life as it ordinarily is but always made 

scenes and characters extraordinary and special as if seeing them in 

a kind of dream. He had no IIcity of the mind,1I Hutton says (p.170), 

into which he COUld withdraw from external stimUli. Reviewing Forster's 

Life in the same issue, he adds (p.175) that even Dickens's humour lacks 

"repose. II He cannot withdraw into himself, but must keep tugging at his 

31 See above, p. 223. 

32 Here I paraphrase and slightly re-order Ford's list, which is based on 
Lewes's (1872) article. 
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comic conceptions, always with an eye to effect. Or, as Saintsbury puts 

it (loc.cit.), Dickens has an "absence of the sense of limit." Where 

favourable critics praise his animal spirits and his vigour, unfavourable 

critics merely find that he overdoes things. This feeling of Dickens's 

overdoing matters is attributable to an excessive imagination, a charge 

which Forster defends him against as best he can~ but most adverse 

critics prefer to follow Lewes, it seems. From the time ·of Poe's article 

in Graham's Magaz"ine (Hay 1841) through to Forster's Life, it had been 

a favourite tactic of pro-Dickensian critics to stress his imagination 

and his artistic transcending of the real. From the time of Taine onwards, 

an attack on Dickens's imagination was possible, but the major proponent 

of such an attack is Lewes. 

Dickens's power of imagination was not denied, but the quality and 

value of it were. Whereas Taine sees it in terms of his idea of "monomania," 

Lewes, in the Fortnightly Review (February 1872, reprint33 p.59), sees it 

as a k"ind of IIhall ucination. 1I He says (p.63) that lithe world of thought and 

passion lay beyond his horizon," that Dickens could stir only emotions and 

not thoughts in his readers (p.68), and that this was because he h"imself 

possessed merely.ll an imal intelligence. 1I It must be noted that Lewes replaces 

"intelligence ll for "spirits" in the usual phrase used to describe Dickens. 

He says further (p.69) that Dickens's lack of ear~y education starved no 

"intellectual ambition ll because he "was not and never would have been 

a student,1I and he goes on to make the famous observation (p.70) about 

Dickens's bookshelves - that they contained three-volume novels and travel-

books s mostly presentation copies. " These and many others of his gibes are 

congenial to later IIsuperf"ine li critics, who repeat them during the rest of 

the period. Leslie Stephen (1888, p.935) refers to the idea of 

IIhallucination,1I and Lilly (1895, pp.17-18) seems to have a mixture of both 

33 1 . t oc .Cl • 

/\1 
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Ta"ine and Lewes "in his statement that Dickens's "violent and lurid 

imagination, fixed upon one object, becamea·kind of possession." 

Griffin, in the Irish Monthly (September 1896, pp.495-98) calls Dickens 

a monomaniac with a vivid imagination, and claims that this superabundance 

of imagination is a fault in the works, because Dickens becomes too 

restlessly excited with his works. He is too much involved imagin

atively and per~onally to exert the proper amount of artistic control . • 

Later (October 1896, pp.546-48), he says that A Tale of Two Cities is 

Dickens's best work because it describes a world in turmoil, a world 

which suits Dickens's restless mind. Artist and subject are one, and 

Dickens's imagination and personality do not intrude, but are submerged 

in the art. 

None of these critics pays adequate attention to Dickens's comedy 

because it is not considered to be serious art. Lilly, indeed, discusses 

Dickens as a humorist, but he is most intent on showing (p.27) that he 

has "grave limitations and defects" chiefly attributable to his want of 

"early intellectual culture." Reluctantly he admits (p.17) that he has 

"vigour and originality" but even this is only because Dickens's "ignorance 

of the great literary traditions of the Western world threw him back upon 

himself, upon his own observation, his own experience, his own creative 

gift." The only difference between a humorist and any other artist, 

according to Lilly (p:6),is that he treats of the subjects that others 
. 

treat of, in a playful manner. Dickens certa"inly has the playful manner, 

but he does not have the other qualities which make him a great artist. 34 

On this question of literary culture, Andrew Lang says, in Good Words 

(April 1888, pp.236-37), that Dickens's childhood reading exactly suited 

the novels he was to write. Dickens was at home, because of it, in inns, 

on the road, and in hospitable houses. Yet, Lang also says that Dickens 

34 For further discussion of Lilly's definition, see above p. 18, 
and for his estimate of Dickens's stature, see below p. 318. 
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owed nothing to literature. His taste was perhaps formed by his early 

reading, but thereafter he learned from Nature, and he owed his successes 

to IInative genius and hard work.1I No doubt, he concludes, this makes 

him 1 ess than acceptable to lithe 1 i terary cl ass, II but he is popul ar wi th 

the public because of "his heart, his mirth, his observation, his 

delightful high spirits, his intrepid loathing of wrong, his chivalrous 

desire to right.it. 1I Lang summarises here mO~,t of the things favourable 

critics found valuable in Dickens, and they are all seen as personal 

qualities. On the question of his early reading, the Scottish Review 

(December 1883, pp.128-29) says that it encouraged his imagination which 

was thereafter not balanced by the kind of rational development achievable 

;n scholarly pursuits, and Harrison, in Forum (January 1895, p.550), feels 

that ultimately Dickens's lIutter severance from books" will tell against 

his own. 

His lack of intellectual training is seen most obviously in his satire. 

Even Gissing (1902, p.22) says that Hard Times has faults which IImust, 

in some degree, be attributed to Dickens's lack of acquaintance with various 

kinds of literature, with various modes of thought." The theme, he says, 

is admirable, but the manner of presentation IIbetrays an extraordinary 

naivete, plainly due to untrained "intellect, a mind insufficiently stored. 1I 

Whipple, in the Atlantic Monthly (March 1877, Collins pp.317-l8), also 

generally a favourable critic, asserts Dickens's ignorance in this novel. 

Dickens does not understand Bounderby and therefore only describes him 

from the outside. In his successful characters, Dickens knows them from 

the inside and can describe them as real people, but a character such as 

Bounderby is no more than a IIpersonified abstraction. 1I Whipple's criticism 

is interesting because he speaks of the comic writer's method - if in 

elementary terms - but basically he believes that Dickens's lack of 

training in the fields of political, social and legal science holds him 
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back as a satirist in the later novels. He should, Whipple says, have 

"contented himself with usi~g his great powers of observation, sympathy, 

humour, irnag"ination, and characterization" in their right ways, and not 

taken on questions that he did not understand. All of these thi~gs 

listed are not literary elements, they are personal powers, it appears, 

and the suggestion is that intellect is on quite a different plane 

al together. According to James Oliphant (1899, pp.36-37) , it was .. 
Dickens's imagination that helped lead him astray in the satire of the 

Poor Law in Oliver Twist: Dickens formed a hasty and superficial opinion 

and because he "was no thinker" he was prompted, by his sympathy for the 

pauper, into evolving scenes out of his imagination and passing them off 

as facts. 

That Harrison (quoted at the beginning of this section) is right 

when he says that opposition to Dickens is caused partly by the bias of 

aristocratic temper, is indicated by the frequency with which Dickens's 

satire of the upper classes is attacked and defended. Literary and social 

class are not always kepi distinct. Saintsbury (1895, p.125) calls 

Dickens a middle class Eng1is:Jman who also had genius, and in 1896 (p.147) 

he adds that Dickens's knowledge "was very limHed; his logical faculties 

were not strong; and while constantly attempting to satirize the upper 

classes, he knew extremely little about them." He did have, however, 

a "wonderfully accur~te'l knowledge of the lower and middle classes. 

W.H. l~al1ock, in Forum (December 1892, p.5l0) says, indeed, that he had 

no real knowledge even of the upper ranks of the middle class, and the 

debate that was alive in Dickens's time continues throughout the generation 

after his death. ~Ihen the London Quarterly Review (January 1871, pp.274-75) 

makes the charge that Dickens cannot draw a gentlemen, it is aware that 

there had been opposition to it, but the critic says that there is never

theless some justice in the charge. His idea of a gentleman is of a person 
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of "fineness of disposition and superior elegance of soul," and Dickens can 

only create good, genial, charitable peop"le. Mrs. Oliphant, in 

Blackwood's Magazine (June 1887, p.756), claims that Dickens is an un

cultivated humorist who is "at his least best" in the company of ladies 

and gentl emen. The suggestion is that an artist's materials as well as 

his treatment of them may decide his literary stature. High class 

characters help to ensure a high class of fiction. Soberly, Dickens's 

defenders point out that he can describe a gentleman. Ward (1882, 

pp.220-2l) says that Twemlow and Sir Leicester Dedlock are gentlemen, 

while Lord Verisopht and Cousin Feenix, though foolish, are nevertheless 

gentlemanly. Ward, Davey (1876, p.143) and Lang, in the Fortnightly 

Review (December 1898, p.143), all suspect that Dickens had no intention 

of drawing a gentleman and that if they are artificial figures in many 

cases, Dickens had a reason for it, but they do not discuss what the reason 

might have been. Marzials (1887, p.148) still has to point out that 

Dickens is not vulgar merely because he deals with vulgar subjects. The 

subject may be vulgar, but the treatment never is. Ma~zials realises 

that this defence had been made. long before, but it is incredible that so 

many critics still make the charge. The suggestion is that Dickens 

cannot describe an aristocrat because he is no aristocrat himself. 

Even Chesterton (1906) has to take up the question, and defend Dickens's 

use Qf Fools. 35 The idea occurs t~ him, as it had occurred at times to 

others,36 that the use of lower class characters is likely in comedy - as 

in Shakespeare's comedies. Yet the question of the social standing of 

Dickens's comic characters troubles many critics - even Gissing, who 

explains (1902, p.120) that Dickens's idea of a gentleman is of one who 

35 See above, pp. 192-93 for his discussion of Toots. 

36 e.g. Buchanan, in St. Paul's Magazine (February 1872, p.143). 
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"derives his patent of gentility from Almighty God." Dickens found such 

peopl e abundantly among the lower cl asses, he says. And the alleged 

ignorance of the attacks on the aristocracy still worries Swinburne, in 

the Quarterly Review (July 1902, pp.28-29), who says that he was definitely 

ignorant of some matters, but that he was also, at times, successful 

in his satire of social pretensions. But Chesterton is not consistent 

in his stand .. He says, (p.176), that though :'cads" have said that 

Dickens could now draw a gentleman, it is "like saying that he never 

described a zebra." This suggests that Dickens never wanted to, but 

Chesterton also says at another point (pp.152-53) that Dickens drew his 

aristocrats better later in life when he had mixed in higher social 

circles. 

But this whole question of the social and literary class of the 

writer who describes mainly lower class characters and often satirises 

the aristocracy, and the question of the intellectual capacity of a man 

who does not describe intellectuals, are extreme examples of the tendency 

to seek the cause of the 1 iterary in the petsonal. Everything that 

happened to Dickens is thought to have some literary effect. For Gi ss ing 

(1902, p.37), even act"ingin Jonson's Every .~lan in his Humour strengthened 

Dickens's tendency towards grotesque observation, and the only critic 

I have discovered who casts some doubt on the personal causes of the 

1 iterary effect, does· so unwitti ngly. Andrew Lang, in the Fortni ghtl y 

Review (December 1898, p.959),discusses the passage in Forster in which it 

is stated that D·ickens took himself and his works very seriously, with 

lithe intensity and tenacity with which he recognised, realised, comtemplated, 

cultivated, and thoroughly enjoyed his own individuality." This self-
I 

centredness, against which others object, is felt by Lang to have prevented 

Dickens from being the humorist in real life that he was in his writings. 

His letters and Forster's anecdotes show him to be full of high spirits only, 
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and not the softness of humour. 37 But Lang says this near the end of his 

article, and he does not discuss the humour of the novels as a literary 

effect. Indeed, the mere fact that he is speaking at this stage of 

Dickens as a person shows that his intention in saying what he says is 

not literary, and he does not question the tendency to see Dickens·s 

humour as an expression of his own sense of humour. 

Chesterton offers very little novelty ill this area. He too finds 

the secrets of Dickens·s art in his childhood misery and his natural 

powers. He suggests (p.30) the influence of John Dickens ~n his son, 

and he claims (p.2S) that Humphry Clinker-and Tom Jones influenced the 

budding comic writer. The little Dickens was possessed of great 

imaginative powers with which he transformed reality, or, as Chesterton 

s'ays (p.42), "Dickensized London." Dickens did not, he says (p.45),look 

back on his childhood scenes and see how delightful they were despite the 

fact that he had been miserable, but rather "he was delighted at the same 

moment that he was desperate." His soul was not a compound colour like 

grey, caused by no element being quite itself, but it was "like a shot 

s;'lk of b'lack and crimson, a shot silk of misery and joy." He took in 

tragedy and gave out comedy, and Chesterton ,argues (p.44) that these two 

things can "run parallel in the same personality." The "born optimist" 

(p.43) can be both happy and unhappy at the same time and Dickens was 

therefore able to lay up the memories of which his later books are made. 

Partly it was observation, but even more importantly, it was his comic 

vision that was ~eveloping. And so Chesterton goes on, for the first three 

chapters at least, showing that the achievements of the later Dickens are 

rooted solidly in his early life. jVlost of the information comes from 

Forster, and his merits are that he does much more colourfully and in a far 

37 See above, p. 10. Lang chal'acterises humour by its qualities of love, 
me 1 ancho ly, etc. 
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more entertaining manner what so many had done before him, and that he 

links most of it to the growth of the ~omic writer. 

Dickens is also seen as the product of his age. T~is tendency 

arises most strongly as the Dickens era gets further and further away, and 

as literary tastes and social fashions change. Dickens the satirist, it is 

often felt, was able to be more effective in his time than any sat-irist 

could hope to be in the late-century; his pathos appealed to his earlier 

audiences as they do not in the late century; the humanitarian novel, as 

Cross (1899) calls it, was in vogue when he wrote, but it has been re-

placed by other modes; there have been social reforms,scientific advances, 

and so on. Gissing's first" chapter is devoted to the times in which 

Dickens lived, and so is Chesterton's first chapter. - Andrew Lang (1886, 

pp.14-15) notes that his own times are "almost destitute of humour," and 

wonders whether there is anything signif,icant in the fact that in former 

times when there was a "broad- blown comic sense," there were also 

hangings, bull-baitings, cock -fights and so on. This kind of thinking 

seems to begin around the late 1880s,38 when Dickens's' time seemed far 

enough off, and it is in full swing around Chesterton's time of writ"ing. 

r~argaret .Baillie-Saunders (1905, pp.28-29) sees the-period from 1830 to 

1850 as one in need of great social reforms which Dickens helped achieve, 

and to do so he had to pierce the dullness of his readers and cast sunshine 

into the gloom around him. Gissing's main point (p.14) is that the time 

was one of ugliness and misery, and Cross (1899, pp.180-81) spends some 

time showing wh~t a shocking state the laws and constitution of the 

country were in. Chesterton, in- his first chapter, takes quite a different 

approach, in deliberate opposition to Gissing. The gibbet, he says (p.13), 
. 

stood up above the men of the time, but it stood up against the dawn and if 

38 Al though it is a development of the d-iscussions of contemporary taste 
common in Dickens's time. See, for example, p. 230 above, for the 
Rambler's comment. 
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the period was full of evil things, it was fuli of hope. There is no 

need to go into Chesterton' s theory here" but, to summari se, he sees 

Dickens's time as one in which the common man was encouraged to feel 

that he was important in society, that he was the equal of other men. 

He was also encouraged to be himself, and to express his individuality. 

Dickens's novels express these tej~dencies. Dickens allows his characters 

to be themselves - he does not shape them by art, but allows them to 

develop 'in ways that often ruin the plots. This naturally slides into 

Chesterton's theory that shapeless art is more life-like than carefully 

prepared realistic art that only gives the illusion of reality, which 

I have mentioned above, at the end of Chapter One. 

,There is, however, little that is new in Chesterton's argument for 

the personal causes of Dickens's work, and in his account of the growth 

of Dickens's "art through ~is early years he is at one with his pre

decessors in the previous thirty years. The reason for the emphasis on 

Dickens's childhood and youth is not necessarily a remnant of any Words

worthian tithe child is the father of the man II idea, but again it seems 

to be caused by the critics,' emphasis on the early novels. Apart from 

a few exceptions, most of them believe that Dickens's best work was in 

his first productions, and especially in his first novel, Pickwick Papers. 

Noting that he had no literary training, the critics seek the causes of 

his excellence elsewhere, and the most moving and most graphic as well 

as the most surprising portions of Forster's Life are those that describe 

Dickens's early.years. His literary excellence is therefore said to lie 

in his natural powers of humour and high spirits which his early setbacks~ 

if anything, increased. 
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Conclusion 

It is not possible to do more than give an idea of the extent of 

criticism that is based on readings of Dickens's character and experience 

either through biography or through the novels. Nor, in a study directed 

primarily at the comedy of the novels, might it seem necessary to do more 

than give an idea of the extent of such criticism, if it was not that 

almost anything might be seen as relevant to the comic in some way. 

Lilly (1895), for example, calls Dickens liThe Humorist as Democrat," 

which suggests two things: that Dickens aimed to promote social reform, 

and that Dickens was one of the people. The latter suggestion is taken 

up particularly by Chesterton (1906, p.133) who says that Dickens was 

i rri tated by the th i ngs that peopl e were i rri tated by, and he di d not 

merely champion the people, he was the people, when he protested against 

abuses. The usual run of the argument in this case is that because 

Dickens had suffered as a child, he had sympathy with the poor people, and 

sympathy is one of the characteristics of the humorist. Because the 

attributes of the humorist are so numerous, many of Dickens's experiences 

may be seen to have an ultimate bearing on his comic art. To a certain 

extent, his humour is an imaginative element, so th~stimu1i to his 

imagination - his father, James Larnert, his early reading, the odd corners 

of London - are all, finally, stimuli to his humour. This kind of 

criticism is particularly widespread and extremely complex in its ramif

ications in the generation after his death,mainly because of Forster's 

biography. But in the last period discussed in this chapter,there survive 

certain strands of criticism which had been apparent in earlier periods. 

His comedy is felt to depend on his observation of life and his 

heightening of what he observes. Sometimes it is argued that he in fact 

saw in life what he describes, no matter how odd it may seem, but in 

general his comic art is said to be the result of the working of his 
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;.magi na ti ve powers on the raw materi a 1 s of 1 i fe. Because to some he 

appears to caricature and to exaggerate more than is necessary, it is at 

times argued that his imagination is of a peculiar kind. He is possessed 

by it rather than in control of it. His art, as a result, is lacking 

in shape and balance. This kind of argument does not refer solely to 

the comic, but often it is suggested that his peculiar kind of comedy -

caricature and exaggeration - depends on shapelessness and incongruity. 

Those who defend Dickens make few claims for him as an artist but say that 

hi s glory is hi s hi gh spi rits, the spontaneous overflow of exuberance. 

His comedy is a distinctly personal quality which makes his work highly 

original. If his opponents say he is an uncultured genius, his defenders 

admit that he is uncultured but stress that he is a genius. He may 

have had no knowledge of books and no literary trainin~, but he knew 

a lot about life and men and he was able to recreate them in his novels. 

Such critics deny that Dickens did not know human nature in sufficient 

depth to be able to portray it accurately. 

The adverse critics, of course, make the most of Dickens's lack of 

education andllabsence of culture. II They say that he is over-imaginative 

and lacking in intellectual fibre, and that this shows nowhere more clearly 

than in his satires. There he shows that he is ignorant of the facts 

and cannot reason. His imagination spoils his case. Moreover, he is 

an over-emotional writer. His earlier pathetic writings and his later 

attempts at pathos are ridiculed) and he is said to be fit for the amusement 

of his readers but for no more. The close link between humour and pathos 

in early decades does not last, but Dickens is always remembered as one 

who linked them closely together, and the softer emotions of his humour 

are both celebrated and ridiculed throughout the period. His heart-

warming sympathy, kindliness, and geniality as a humorist and his benevolence, 

good feeling and lack of misanthropy as a satirist are always felt to be 
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typical of him, even if some critics find his philosophy ofllcheerfulness lt 

puerile and his satire lacking in strength. 

What is common to most of the possible turns that such criticism 

may take is that a cause for the literary effect is almost invariably 

found in the personal nature or experience of the author. The "best" 

Dickens is the early Dickens whose youthful high spirits and love of fun 

were, it is said, expressed in his first ~orks. When Dickens changes 

later in his career, he is sometimes said to be growing old and losing 

his spirits but not gaining any greater insight into human nature or 

social life. In the early novels, the low spots were explained away by 

Dickens's over-work and tiredness, in the later novels by his allegedly 

losing his grip. Because the novels are found to be humorous in places, 

Dickens is humorous, where they are felt to be sentimental, Dickens is 

sentimental, and those who'claim that the novels are disordered claim 

similarly that Dickens's brain or imagination is in disorder. Novels 

are regarded as revelations of mind, personality and genius, and Dickens's 

characteristics are reconstructed from his writings. 
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THE STATURE OF THE COMIC WRITER 

Introducti on 

This chapter is placed la$t because to an extent the others lead 

up to it. As has been evident in earlier discussions, Dickens's work 

is evaluated highly or lowly according to its degree of truthfulness and 

its effectiveness, and the personal qualities of the author are felt to 

cause either hi s 1 iterary exce 11 ence or hi slack of it. Of course, 

further through his career, estimations of his standing as a literary 

artist affect assessments of his power to satisfy the important demands 

made of him, but in general there is a strong impulse towards evaluation 

of his statO,re. Earlier concerns reappear in this chapter, but I shall 

generally leave them to speak for themselves as I consider more or less 

direct attempts at assessments of stature. 

There are basically three questions which concern critics on this 

point: whether Dickens is a great comic writer, whether he is a great 

novelist, and whether he is a great artist. Separable in theory, these 

questions are not wholly separable in the practice of the critics. 

Especially towards the end of his career, there is a feeling that he is 

a great comic writer - more particularly, a great humorist, although 

the word is used in a general sense - and that although this qualifies 

him for a respectable stature, it does not necessarily ensure his great

ness as a novelist or as an artist. Such an assessment, which gains 

ground in the generation after his death, leads to an acceptance of his 

comedy, but not to greater understanding or analysis of it. His' novels 

are condemned for their technical deficiencies of form, style and purpose, 

and their comedy is praised as the most important grace which keeps them 

alive. It is given high importance in hfs work but it is not necessarily 

an artistic element that will gain him respect as an artist. Comedy is 
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something Dickens had and expressed, and it betrays no evidence of the 

"cul ture" that a secti on of the criti cs seeks. 

From the beginning, there are comparisons, often of the most per

functory sort between Dickens and other great writers, mostly novelists. 

He is continually placed alongside, above or below the eighteenth-century 

novelists and his contemporaries, but such comparisons depend on the 

individual critic's attitude to the other authors he uses as standaids. 

Fielding, Smollett and Sterne are not accepted unreservedly as great 

artists, and indeed novelists in general are not always accepted as such. 

Comparisons therefore appear between Dickens and those who were recognised 

as supreme artists>such as Virgil, Milton, and, most often, Shakespeare. 

All such relative assessments may work in Dickens's favour but they may 

e'qually be used to show how lowly in fact he is. But the mere use of 

high-flown comparisons, of course, indicates that Dickens is seen to be 

worthy of much respect. If he were the bad artist some critics claimed, 

they waul d not have needed to' adduce Shakespeare's name to prove it, 

although some of those that do so are merely replying to the critics who 

had favourably compared his work with Shakespeare's. 

The_use of the names of past masters is an indication of the critics' 

desire to find in Dickens "permanent" qualities which will make his books 

favourable to posterity. Shakespeare, Fielding and others have "lived" 

becausa they portray universal humanity, and there is some doubt whether 

Dickens does so in his comic characters. Will future generations laugh, 

and will they see descriptions of mankind beneath what appear to be merely 

portraits of local oddities? Dickens is most often compared to comic 

novelists of the past and present, but it is clear that the critics who do 

so are not always comparing their comedy. As usual, they look for under

lying sources of more lasting merit, and there is a wide variety of opinion 

on whether he possesses any. Very few are willing to allow that he is 
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a. great novelist because of his comedy, although they do base their 

favourable opinions on qualities which are attributed to the comic 

novelist, such as love for mankind. 

Aga in those who favour Di ckens a re ranged up aga ins t his opponents 

who give the impression of representing the cultured classes. Thackeray, 

also a comic novelist in some respects, is the favourite of the latter, and 

it is interesHng that those who prefer h"jm at".:) will"jng to dismiss· 

Dickens almost wholly, while those who acclaim Dickens are loath to decry 

Thackeray in return. This shows that there are elements in Thackeray's 

work which appeal to most critics, but Dickens was unfortunate in that 

some aspects of his work alienated certain kinds of critics. As far as 

the con~dy goes, these aspects are the sentimentality that is associated 

with his humour and the various political stands he makes as a satirist. 

Dickens was too much a man ill the public eye, too much IIpersonally" 

present in his novels to be acclaimed "literary" by a number of critics. 

Again, this feeling begins late in his career and continues after his 

death. 

There are many ways in which Dickens's stature is discussed or 

suggested~ and I cannot hope to consider them all here. To have written 

the greatest comic novel of the century was no mean feat, but some critics 

insist on saying that he did not go beyond that, and they also claim 

that hjs comedy;s not of the highest kind. Terms like IIfun" or "farce" 

therefore indicate low stature$ and it is with such indirect indications 

as well as with more direct assertions of Dickens's stature that I am 

concerned here. Few deny him a kind of IIrespectable" position in letters, 

but few are willing to place h"im very high on account of his comedy. 

One of the most valuable emphases is on Dickens's imagination. 

Once it is realised that he is not to be expected faithfully to represent 

"life and human nature, those who wish to defend him against the charge of 
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distortion begin to discuss his powers of heightening reality. On the 

highest level, he is an idealist, a term which includes an acknowledge-

ment of his creative imagination. The best kind of creative artist, 

for a long time, is felt to be he who recreates reality but at the same 

time transcends it. This is felt also to be a poetic power, and there 

are a few comments, scattered through the period, about Di ckens as 

a poet. Whether a comic writer can be a poetic novelist, and whether 

comic IIpoetryl! is all that admirable is, however, not clear. 

The Early Reaction: 1836 - 1842 

In general, Dickens i? rated high in this period. In spi te of 

a tendency towards caricature noted by some critics, his work is felt 

to be on the whole truthful. The demand for truth is ubiquitous, and 

I sha 11 say' no more about it because the comments to be quoted in th i s 

section often make reference to it. The Mi rror (16 Apr; 1 1836, .p. 249) 

feels, of Ske 
~'--'-"~'---'--~~:..' 

that there is more amusement than instruction, 

but most early reviewers find positive value in his works. He promotes 

love of mankind and successfully - it is thought - attacks abuses. 

These attributes naturally raise him above the level of the ordinary 

writer, and they are partly thought to be admirable personal character-

istics. Dickens knows a lot about the life he describes, he is not 

misanthropic, he teaches the right lessons, and he is, moreover, highly 

entertaining.' 

Amidst this widespread enthusiasm, some reviewers note faults which 

do not prevent them from enjoy; ng and admi ri n9 Di ckens I s work, but whi ch 

they feel need to be improved upon before he can join the ranks of the 

truly great. According to Lister, in the Edinburgh Review (October 1838, 

1 
See above, Chapter Two. 
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p.97) , what he needs to do is to "supply whatever may be effected by care 

and study - avoid imitation of other writers - keep nature steadily before 

his eyes - and check all disposition to exaggerate." If he can do all 

this, Lister says, II we know no writer who seems likely to attain a higher 

success in that rich and useful department of fiction which is founded on 

faithful representations of human character, as exemplified in the aspects 

of English life.~' Some of the expectations of. fiction-writers expressed 

here, and shared by many critics throughout the period under survey, are 

difficult for a comic writer such as Dickens to fulfil,and it is interesting 

to note that the kinds of things asked for in such quotations are similar 

to the qualities that late-century critics f"ind lacking in Dickens. The 

Examiner (27 October 1839, Collins p.5l) concludes its review of Nicholas 

N;ckleby by saying, "In reserve for Mr. Dickens are still greater triumphs 

if he has patience and perseverance to prepare himself by study and self

restraint, by the pursuit of art and the pruning of common-place exuberance, 

for their full and satisfactory achievement. We hope that he will not 

fail in this. . We see in him, at no distant day, if he does entire 

justice to his powers, the not unworthy successor of our Goldsmiths and 

Fieldings\1I Ana the generally sensible London University t,lagazine (I, 1842, 

p.393) doubts Dickens's power to emulate Fielding in "perception of the 

springs of action," but adds, "much however lllay yet, and doubtless will be, 

done. Mr. Dickens is but a young man; and we must not forget that Field"ing 

produced his first novel at a comparatively advanced age." In this higher 

artistic power DJckens is inferior to a recognised master, but at least the 

possibility of a comparison is entertained, and the reviewer does not give 

up hope. In this phrase about F"ielding, the "perception of the springs 

of action," the reviewer refers to Hayward's article a few years earlier, 

in the Quarterly Review (October 1837, pp.484-85). He agrees with Hayward 

that Dickens has not the power of Fielding, but Hayward seems to have made 

up his mind that Dickens's level is def"initely below the older novelists, 
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because he says that he also has none of Smollett's "dash, vivacity, 

wild spirit of adveniture and rich poetic imagination" and his characters 

are not of the quality of Steele's and Addison's. Much is asked of 

the new writer by all of these critics, but others were not so demanding. 

On moral grounds, Dickens is said, by the New York Star (18382), 

to be superior to Smollett, Sterne, and Swift: he is not so coarse as 

Smollett, less'effeminately sentimental than 5terne, and has not Swift's 

obscenity. As I showed in Chapter Two, Dickens's moral purity and 

instructiveness are seen to be literary merits, and here they help raise 

his stature. High praise comes also from the Morning Chronicle (7 June 

1836, p.3) which says that Pickwick Papers is "full of the truth and 

humour of Fielding and Smollett," and from John Bull (11 September 1836, 

'p.295) which says that "Smollett never did any thing.better than the 16 th 

chapter" of the same novel. The Literary Gazette is, 1'; ke these, much 

less demanding, and gives Dickens indiscriminate praise (24 November 1838, 

Collins p.80): "At the end of a long career, Richardson, Fielding, 

Smollett, our brightest 1 ights in fiction, had done no more than he has 

achi eved within th i s wonderfully short space. II And the Exami ner 

(4 December 1841, p.773) moves on in its p~riod of _confident championship 

of Dickens with Forster's assertion that Gabriel Varden will last longer 

than Parson Adams. 

3hese comparisons, sometimes doubting, sometimes placing Dickens 

very high, at least place him above his contemporaries. As the Sunday 

Times (12 June 1836) says, the "style" of Pickwick Papers "is that of 

Fielding and Smollett, and we can truly affirm that no modern writer 

has approached so nearly to these great originals." Even without favour-

able comparison with the great eighteenth:..century novelists, he is said 

by some to be superior to other writers of his time. Bell's Life in 

London (10 April 1836) praises his IIpower of describ'ing the s'ingular 

2 . 
1 oc . cit., p. 219 . 
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and the ridiculous, in the human character ll which ;s IInot excelled by any 

writer of modern times;1I and the Spectator(November 1838, Collins 

pp.42-43) places him specifically above Hook, Ainsworth and Bulwer, 

although this is not on the grounds of his comedy alone. Buller, in 

the London and Westminster Review (July 1837, Collins p.53) notes that 

a taste for depicting the IImanners and humour ll of the lower orders of 

London IIhas long been gaining ground in our hi gher 1 iterature,.1 and cl aims 

that Di ckens has done lion a 1 arger scale and with far more stri king effect, 

what many before h"im have laboured to do,1I wh"ile earlier the Globe 

(8 June 1836) simply says that Dickens stands "facile princepsll in this 

kind of description, and the,Morning Advertiser (25 October 1836) says, 

IIAn author has not appeared amongst us for many a day so peculiarly gifted 

with that penetration d'esprit which enables him in the ordinary affairs 

of life .. .- to discover treasures of the richest humour, and of the 

deepest pathos." EVen in Sketches by BOz ,reviewed under the title of 

Watkins Tottle and other Sketches, Dickens's superiority is noticed by 

Poe, in the Southern Literary Messenger (June 1836, p.457), who says, on 

the eve of the journal's onslaught on Dickens's comedy, that he is lIa far 

more pungent, more witty, and better disciplined writer of sly articles, 
-

than nine-tenths of the Magazine writers in Great Britain.1I 

While from these comments it would appear that Dickens is consistently 

placed above his contemporaries, there are those who rate him on or near 

their level. The New Monthly Magazine (September 1836, p.103) in fact 

believes that Theodore Hook lIexcels h'im in rich humour and playful yet 

po"inted satire,1I and the Spectator (20 February 1836, p.182) places h"im 

alongside Hook and Marryat but below Addison, Gol.dsmith and Washington 

Irving. However, 'in the London and l~estminster Review (July 1837, Collins 

p.53), Buller says that Dickens is superior to Hook as a "writer of good 

comedy" is to one of IIbroad farce ll and Lewes, in the National Magazine and 
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Monthly Critic (December 1837, Collins p.65) rightly protests against the 

comparison. Dickens -has genius, but ,Hook only has "a certain talent 

of a certain sort" and has "never written any th'ing that will live. 1I 

The comparison with Irving, he says, is more just, but Dickens now 

IItranscends his model. 1I The vote is not unanimous, but it appears to 

be strongly in favour of the superiority of Dickens to other writers of 

the early nineteenth century. 

He is, moreover, highly popular, and his popularity is explained by 

Hayward, in the Quarterly Review (October 1837, p.484) ,as being due to 

his open'ing up lIa fresh vein of humour ll and his II new and decidedly original 

genius." Comparison with IIpreceding English writers of the comic order ll 

shows, Hayward goes on to say, that, lIin his own,peculiar walk, Mr. Dickens 

is not simply the most distinguished, but the first.1I The Quarterly Review 

is much more "demanding than many of the other journals at this stage of 

Dickens's career, and this statement must be paired with that quoted above, 

that Dickens has none of the high qualities of Fielding and others. IIIn 

his own peculiar walk,1I is the important part of the statement, because 

~hough Dickens may be a good comic writer, it is felt that there'are far 

higher achievements for the IIserious" artist. The fact of his popularity, 

too, always seems suspicious to educated reviewers who are often unwilling 

to admit that they like what the masses like. There needs to be some 

other proof of merit, and the feeling remains, that what is popular is 

"low,1I A similar kind of emphasis may be seen in the Monthly Review which, 

having objected·to Dickens's exaggeration in a review (March 1836) of 

Sketches ~ Boz, First Series, says in a review of the Second Series and 

part of Pickwick Papers (February 1837, p.153), that perhaps the seeming 

defects are due to 'his humour, and that Dickens should rather be called an 

1I 0 riginalist,II The reviewer adds, however, IIWe ate far from according to 

this distinction a very high station, as respects the amusement or the 

lasting benefit of mankind. 1I Pethapsotiginality is not l"iked because it 
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the eighteenth-century novelists, for example - or perhaps he uses the 
1/ original II 

term in its ei ghteenth-century sense, to mean that Dickens's work appears 
1\ 

eccentric. 

Others feel ,too, that Dickens is good on a limited level of 

achievement. This is expressed by the Athenaeum (3 December 1836, Collins 

p.33) which, after the publication of the first nine Numbers of Pickwick 

Papers, says that the comic writer is good only as a relish but as no more 

of the 1 iterary diet. The reviewer adds that he does not wish to refine 

Boz - he does not wish to be lithe weekly Hercules to his monthly Antaeus ," 

because "if he were once lifted from the earth he would lose much of his 

strength:- he is not for the 'cloud-capp'd towers and gorgeous palaces,' 

for he could not be easy "in them or near them. II Comic literature is 

popular, even with the most high-brow reviewers, as a form of amusement, 

but generally they look for more than mere amusement and when they look 

for that they rarely look at comic literature. For this reason, Fraser's 

Magazine (April 1840, reprint3 p.90) says of the characters, "All their 

sayings and doings4 are fit material for the caricaturist - created for 

fun, and fun only, II and the revi ewer goes on to say that none of the 

characters has any gentleman-like accomplishment or feeling and even 

common sense appears to be out of the question. Harsh attacks on Dickens's 

lI an tics," "buffoonery," and "coarse humour" come from Tucker, in the 

Southern Literary Messenger (May and September 1837), and from the 

Literary and Pictorial Repository (July 1838, reprint5 pp.269-70), which 

3 F.G. Kitton, op.cit. 

4 This is an indirect comparison with Hook's Sayings and Doings (1826-29). 

5 Dickensian (Autumn 1939, pp.269-7l). 
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places Dickens's comedy below that of Douglas Jerrold "who does not 

indulge in those vulgar trickeries and buffooneries which run through every 

page of Mr. Dickens's comic writings. II As I have shown, especially in 

Chapter One above, such words as these imply low stature, but not con

sistently, because the less demanding John Bull (12 June 1836, p.190), for 

example, praises the "real fun" of Pickwick Papers. The range of comments! 

during the early period depends to a large extent on what is expected of 

literature - papers like Bellis Life in London and the Sunday Herald are 

more likely to appreciate fun than the Quarterly Review and Fraser's 

Magazine, but the comment mentioned above from the latter, illustrates 

a class as much as a literary reaction. 

However, the more demanding reviewers do seek more than amusement, 

and Dickens must have been encouraged by the support given to him by the 

influential, high-brow Edinburgh Review (October 1838, p.76) where Lister, 

though believing that the form and manner of the publication of his works 

does little to "inspire a belief of probable permanence of reputation,1I 

says that they are not "literary ephemerae~1I II mere specimens of the lightest 

kind of reading," '"good"nonsense,' - and nothing more. II Dickens is the 

"truest and most spirited delineator of English life, amongst the middle 

and lower classes, since the days of Smollett and Fielding," he is both 

original and deserv;ngly popular, his work is truthful, appropriately 

effective and pure. Later, Lister concludes with the passage quoted earlier, 

that if Dickens takes care he may achieve even greater success than he 

has already_ ,Despite the extravagant praise of some early critics, and 

despite the equally extravagant adverse criticism of some others, the 

position taken up by the Edinbyrgh Review fairly summarises the early 

period's assessment of Dickens's stature: he is an excellent comic writer, 

with the presence of something more than just comedy; with some faults 

that greater care and experience may improve; and he is at least worthy 
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of comparison with great writers of the past. That he is "spirited" in 

his delineations, and that he draws only middle and lower class characters, 

are two characteristics that in later decades carry more weight as 

criticisms, but in this period both are accepted without too much 

reserve because only the incautious claim a very high stature for the new 

author. Most reviewers recognise that it is too soon to judge, but th.e 

criteria by whi·ch Dickens is later to be judge<l are already visible. 

This is true also of his work as a satirist. Little is said of this in 

comparisons with other n.ovelists, but his satire is judged by its aims and 

effects, and as I showed in Chapter Two, Dickens if felt on the whole to 

be successful. 

The level that Dickens is to be seen on is indicated by some of the 

discussions mentioned in earlier chapters. Poe claims high idealism for 

Dickens, but not for his comic characters, and the ..:...:...:...;~~=.:.......;;;:::;..:..::::.;.:..;:...:..:...:: . .:..... says 

that he is more tied to the actual and local than is necessary for an 

idealist. 6 Some reviewers expect grand passion and tragic force? in the 

novel before it can be rated very highly and the comic writer simply does 

not measure up to this standard. But his imagination is already praised 

by Poe and briefly by others, his head and bis hear~are acclaimed as being 

admirable,8 and there ;s the promise of better things to come. For some, 

his comedy spoils the more serious aspects of his work~ but there are moves 

afoot to reconcile comedy with the demands made of fiction. As a comic 

wr'iter, he produces more than just "fun," and as a humorist and satirist, 

gains respectable stature because of this. But he is, neverthele$2, 

a comic rather than a serious writer, in the eyes of most critics at this 

stage, and it is doubted that he is of the highest class. 

6 See above, p. 54. 
7 See above, p. 134. 

8 See Chapter Three. 
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The Middle Years 1843 - 1852 

One of the harshest attacks on Dickens's stature in this period is 

made by Thomas Powell (1851). He notes (p.90) that most of Dickens's 

characters are drawn from the lower classes, and says that wh"ile this is 

acceptable, as it is in Much Ado About Nothing, as an agreeable relief 

from elevated portraits, when low life is all that is described, literature 

becomes "degraded to a far lower style, II because it is not a "represent-

ation of life, but only of a particular phase of it. II This kind of 

criticism comes mainly from adverse critics who attempt to draw a link 

between social class and literary class. Powell later (p.96) says that 

Dickens can sketch low life unerringly but fails with loftier and more 

complex natures, and is therefore "one of the most one-sided delineators 

of the human family that ever enjoyed a popular reputation." But in an 

age before universal education, it is perhaps to be expected that educated 

critics should assume that lower class people were simple and uninterest

ing, and throughout the period under survey Dickens is decried because he 

does not describe intelligent, educated, elevated characters. Already 

in this period, there are' objections to his comic aristocrats,9 and the 

trend in criticism that sees taste, learn-ing, sense ~nd nobility all as 

the preserves of the higher social classes - which excludes, they imply, 

Dickens and most of his characters, certainly all 9f his best creations -

begins in this period, too. The Rambler (September 1849, p.333) claims 

that, because of the exaggerations in Dickens's works of late, his readers 

must now be of a· lower class than they had been in the days of Pick~dck 

Papers. Samuel Warren, in Blackwood's Magazine (November 1846, p.638), 

says that Dickens does not seem to care what the "upper and thinking 

classes of society" think of his novels, and in the same issue of the 

periodical, W.E. Aytoun (Collins p.208) complains that Dickens, though 

9 See above, pp. 68-69. 
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showing IIsparkles of genuine humour,1I is limited by his lack of training, 

stud~ and care in writing. These objections of educated critics had 

begun, as I have shown,lO with reviews of American Notes and continued 

through reviews of Pi ctures from Italy, and they do not abate at any 

stage throughout the rest of the period surveyed in this study. 

Powell (pp.97-98) claims that Dickens exaggerates his characters . . 

rather than uses imagination to heighten them in an acceptable way. 

This, he says, ensures that he remains lIin the second class of literature," 

and even in this class he is second to Fielding and Smollett. In the 

highest class are Shakespeare and other great poets whose imagination is 

put to proper use. The proper use of imagination is to recreate and 

transcend life, so that what is created is recognisably both true to life 

and yet a product of art. For Powell there is evi dence of too much 

imagination and not enough understanding of the real, in Dickens's work, 

and his criticism is supported by the Court Journal (21 December 1850, 

p.809), which finds that Dickens is highly imaginative and poetical yet 

not sufficiently truthful!' Dickens's comic imagination is evident in 

his works, but reviewers generally expect it to be held in restraint. 

Even Masson, in the North British Review (May 1851),-though he recognises 

in Dickens the "idealistic ll method, is unwilling to a110w him.a high 

stature because he detects a certain lack of control which makes Dickens 

occasionally fall into the grotesque. 12 But Dickens has influential 

supporters in Whipple and Forster, on this question. The American 

Edwin Whipple, "in the North American Review (October 1849, Collins p.238), 

10 See above, PP.207-8, 210. 

11 See above, p.lO. 

12 See above, p.65 .. 
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calls Dickens "a novelist and prose poet [who] is to be classed in the 

front rank of the noble company to which he belongs,1I and Forster, 

reviewing Martin Chuzz1ewit in the Examiner (26 October 1844, p.675) 

finds that his work satisfies both "imagination and reflection" Clearly 

neither Forster nor Whipple places such high value on the mere copying of lifE 

and they are willing to find truthfulness in Dickens even though it may 

take a little effort to do so. 

The question of truth often decides stature, however, and 1n this 

period there is some antagonistic criticism from those who are not 

satisfied with Dickens's character-drawing. For example, the Rambler 

(January 1848, p.64) says that Dickens is successful with lovable 

eccentrics like Captain Cuttle, but rises no higher because he can probe 

'no deeper into human nature, and the same journal adds (September 1849, 

p.334) that there is only just enough humanity in Dickens's novels to 

save them from being improbable farces. Because he creates "peculiarities 

of character," he is popular-, according to the Weekly. Dispatch (6 r~ay 

1849, p.278), but the reviewer concludes that he is only a man of talent, 

not of genius, because his cliaracterisation is lacking in depth. And 

Dickens needs to strengthen both his teaching and his truthfulness accord-

1ng to the --'-____ in its review of David Copperfield. 13 After all 

of the praise given to Dickens as a humorist by the English Review 

{December 1848),14 bickens is counselled (p.272) to deepen his mind and 

soul by the cUltivation of correct "moral and intellectual, religious and 

political" pri-nciples. Nartin Chuzzlewit and parts of the Christmas 

Books have given the reviewer fear that if he does not do so, he may 

II re trograde. " Despite the prai se for humour, it seems that after all 

artistic excellence lies elsewhere, although the reviewer's description of 

13 See above. 67 68 140 . pp. - , . 

14 See above, pp .. 1L215-16. 
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humour is sufficiently wide to include a number of non-comic elements by 

which he may be judged, and the fact that he is a humorist rather than 

a wit, a political satirist or a mere punster, assures him a respectable 

status in the reviewer's eyes. Fraser's Nagazine (December 1850, Collins 

p.245), having said in 1840 that Dickens had no more than mere fun,15 

returns to say of David Copperfield that his fun is IInot mere fun" because 

of the "truthsll that lie beneath it. Whippl@, in the North American 

Review (October 1849, Collins p.240), defends him partly against the 

charge of caricature,16 and bolsters his argument by sayin.g that if 

Dickens's work is caricature of a kind, it is of a higher kind and 

Shakespeare, Cervantes, Hogarth and Scott all use the same method at times. 

He says, "Although it hardly approaches our' ideal of fine characterisation, 

·it has its justification in the almost universal practice of men whose 

genius for humorous delineation cannot be questioned. 1I His works, 

Whipple adds, IIrest on the deeper powers of imagination and humour." 

Other defences against' adverse criticisms are made elsewhere. 

Review"ing ~lartin Chuzzelwit, the Atheflaeum (20 July 1844, p.665) says 

that, although it once thought of Dickens as a mere source of amusement, 

it n0\1 believes that there is, as Dickens claims in his Preface, evidence 

of hi gher art, of greater care, and of 1 ess attenti on to what the revi ewer 

calls "COUpS de theatre. 1I Again, not merely referring to Dickens's 

comed~ the Dublin University Magazine (April 1844, p.520) hopes that 

Dickens will be able to continue to instruct as well as delight his readers. 

Thus, the writer says, may novelists lay claim to "a niche - more than 

a niche - a chapel, in the temple of Fame. 1I What is most valuable for the 

reviewer is Dickens's moral teaching, and it is evident that much more than 

15 See b 270 a ove, p. _ . 

16 See above, p.62. 
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comedy is needed for fame, and even those who claim fame for Dickens as 

a humorist by-pass the comic to an extent because of the attributes of 

sympathy and love they give him. But nonetheless there is some respect 

for his comic art, and even in suggesting that there are deeper things in 

Dickens than the comic, such critics pay respect to it. No one claims 

great heights for him, but they rescue him from the level of ordinariness 

that the adverse critics place him on. 

A similar respectability of stature is given him when he is compared, 

as in Whipple's criticism, with Shakespeare, Cervantes and others. The 

comparison with Shakespeare could work in one of two directions. Dickens 

may be seen to emulate a recognised excellence in Shakespeare, as he is 

when Masson, in the North British Review (May 1851, Collins p.249), 

compares his idealistic method with the dramatist's.17 If Masson finds 

a similarity, he nevertheless places Dickens on a much lower level. 

But Shakespeare is also at times seen as the great flawed genius. 

Whi ppl e, in fact, defends Di ckens by reference to a fl aw in Shakespeare, 

and he is careful to say that Shakespeare does not often use the method 

which looks like caricature. Fraser's Ha9.azine (December 1850, Collins 

p.244), trying to account for Dickens's great popul_arity, says it is "not 

because he is faultless - he is too human for that; not because his plots 

are of absorbing interest - neither Shakespeare's nor Scott's are so." 

But Dickens's humour, kindliness and charity - separate but associable 

qualities - make him popular. The mere fact that he is mentioned in the 

same breath with Shakespeare suggests that at least a respectable stature 

is be-ing claimed for him, and even if the comparison is used against him, 

as -in Powell's criticism quoted earlier, this is still true, for otherwise 

it would be much like breaking a butterfly upon a wheel. Yet since 

Dickens offends some reviewers, and seems to others plainly to have done 

17 See above, p. 66. 
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bad work in parts of all his novels in this period,and especially in his 

Christmas Books and non-fiction works, perhaps the comparison with 

Shakespeare was as yet a little daring. There is a feeling, however, in 

many of the comparisons with Sh~kespeare at this time and even in later 

periods, that reviewers are answering or throwing out challenges in 

making them. 

& 

More typical is comparison of Dickens with the illustrious novelists 

of the past. Powell places Dickens below Fielding and Smollett, and 

Warren, in Blackwood's Magazine (November 1846, p.636), condemns Dickens's 

tendency to caricature, in preference for Goldsmith's "delicate and 

exquisite limning" of human nature. But Bell's Life in London (6 May 

1849, p.3) enthusiastically says, in a review of the first Number of 

David Copperfield, that if Dickens can keep this standard up, he will win 

fame "as lasting as that of a Goldsmith or a Sterne. 18 Reviewing the 

completed novel, Forster, in the Examiner (14 December 1850, p.798), praises 

the "broad and genial humour" alongside that of Field-jng, Smollett, Sterne, 

Goldsmith and Addison, and the Atlas (9 November 1850, p.714) compares 

him with Smollett - for his dependence on comic character, and with 

Fieldin9-- for his tone of "allusive satire," a tel"lll which is unexplained 

and unillustrated. This reviewer returns to Shakespeare as a comparison 

(p.715) because he feels that it is impossible to examine an author's 

merits, without reference to the great dramatist. Dickens, despite his 

tendency to over-colour, shows a characteristic which is similar to 

Shakespeare's,' the power to suit a character's speech to its personality 

so well that the reader can always tell who it is that is speaking even 

if the passage is taken out of context and headed with no nanE. Dickens's 

18 
Sterne is not lHed by everyone. The Dublin University ~1agazine 
(April 1844, p. 520) feels Di ckens is super; or to him because Sterne 
; s too "a ffected. " In "s ly yet -j nnocent comi ca 1 i ty," however, the 
two writers are said to be simil ar. 
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power of creating dramatic speech is not exactly placed on a level with 

Shakespeare's but the finding of a similarity suggests strongly that 

high stature is being awarded to him. 

This suggestion is enhanced by the fact that the reviewer places 

Dickens above some of his contemporary novelists and a more recent pre-

decessor, Scott. In the Peggotys, he feels, Dickens has outstripped 
. . 

Scottinthe use of dialect speech, and he place"s him also above Bulwer 

and Thackeray (p.714) because Bulwer has too many affinities with the 

romance school, and Thackeray is bound too closely to the society he 

describes. Dickens, that is, is more likely to stand the test of time. 

With regard to Thackeray, however, there are the beginni ngs of the debate 

that surrounds their rivalry "for the prize of light literature," as r'1asson 

puts it, in the North British Review (I~ay 1851, Collins p.249). As I have 

shown, Masson sees neither as be; ng super; or to the other, but di scusses 

thei r di fferent methods. However, the Court Journal, menti oned above, 

prefers the more realistic 19· Thackeray, and in this a reviewer in the 

Guardian (9 May 1849, p.304) agrees. Dickens's comic art seems neither 

sincere nor serious, to the reviewer, and he accuses him of "bookmaking." 

The North British Review (August 1851, pp.423-24) res:;ognises merit in both 

as comic novelists, and if it slightly prefers Thackeray for his greater 

realism and intellectual content, it places both of them above the eight

eenth-century novelists, who were ribald,20 the reviewer says, and above 

lesser contemporaries, Hook and Marryat. R.H. Horne (1844, p.40) also 

rates Dickens higher than his (unnamed) rivals because, although some of 

them may have flashes of equal brilliance, none of them can "keep it up" 

for so long. Yet Horne feels that humour is not Dickens's highest 

characteristic, and he finds artistic excellence elsewhere. Thus, when 

19 This term is not yet in use. I use it only fa)" convenience. 

20 This is the main' complaint against Fielding, Smol1ett, Swift, Sterne 
and others, but on the whole they provide a convenient standard of 
literary excellence, as it is conceived. 
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he says that Dickens's "best productions" will "live as long as our 

literature endures, and take rank with the works of-Cervantes, of 

Hogarth, and De Foe," he does not mean simply in comedy that Dickens 

ranks so high, but by his choice of two of his comparisons at least, he 

clearly has comedy partly in nrind. 

To compare a novelist to a cheap dramatist in this period, when the 

stage was at a low ebb, and when the farces and melodramas catered for 

very undemanding audiences, is felt - by more demanding journals at least, 

although Dickens may have had mixed feelings about such comparisons - to 

be an insult. Samuel Warren, in Blackwood's Magazine (November 1846, 

p.636), feels that Dickens wants everything to "tell" as if from the stage, 

and the Family Herald (28 July 1849, p.204) warns Dickens that, if he 

must describe teachers, he should describe from Nature and not from the 

boards of the Adelphi Theatre. 2l The distaste felt or expressed by 

educated and fastidious reviewers for dramatic forms such as farce and 

melodrama must be understood to lie beh"ind their application of such terms 

to Dickens's fictions. Farce is thought of as a ki nd of comedy, but it 

is associated with a very low kind of drama. 

Such criticism comes, in the main, from Blackwcrod's I~agazine, the 

Rambler and the ~ctator. The Athenaeum, apart from its reference, quoted 

above, to "coups de th~atre,1I has changed its original attitude to Dickens, 

and, with the Examiner under Forster's influence, the Athenaeum consistently 

opposes the snobbish and unsympathetic assessments of journals that are 

already taking up their positions for the next period of Dickens's career. 

Forster, reviewing Martin Chuzzlewit in the Examiner (26 October 1844, p.677), 

says that the novel is lIanother of those sterl ing works whi ch wi 11 not pass 

away with the perishable matter of the time. 1I In largely solemn moral 

tones, Forster praises this and, in later reviews, the two succeeding novels, 

21 See above, p. 146. 
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but already there is something of a challenging note in his championship 

of Dickens. The biggest challenge is yet to come in Dickens's later 

career. 

The Rambler (January 1848, p.65) says that Dickens is "unrivalled 

in his --pecu] iar art." His "peculiar art" is his power to amuse readers 

by means of comic, exaggerated characters who are not true, either in all 

respects or in depth, to humanity. Forster, in proving that Dickens 

has the power to do more than amuse, that he is a "serious" artist, tends 

to over-stress the non-comic, and he has to re-stress Dickens's humour 

in his biography. But Forster is not alone in his over-stressing of the 

moral and the profound in Dickens's work seemingly at the expense of the 

comic. There is a widespread feeling that the comic writer's art needs 

to be dignified, and this generally means, at this stage of the period, 

that comedy has to be defended in the terms laid down by those who do 

not greatly admire the comic. A further method of defending Dickens is 

to compare him to the great writers of the past, but since there are no 

extended comparisons of method and achievement but only assertions of his 

quality, superiority -01" similarity, little progress is made, and 

largely, critics begin to set up positions for the next fifty years or so. 

-

His stature as a satirist is rarely directly pronounced upon, partly 

because he does not yet offend in any major way, and partly because his 

satire is still in the main good natured and is felt to be an extension 

of his humour. That he is a truthful, effective and popular satirist is 

fel t by the maj.ority ofcriti cs, and assessments of hi s sati re are made 

in the ways discussed in earlier chapters. 

The Later Novels : 1853 - 1870 

Not half way through this part of Dickens's career, Frank Walker, in 

the University Quarterly (January 1860, pp.94-95),notes that in criticisms 

of Dickens there is almost always a tone of "sharp controversy." One 
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school of critics is determined to disparage him because of his "maudlin 

sentimentality" and his defen"ders strike back strongly on his behalf. 

There is, Walker says, "little of the cool literary dissection, which 

dispassionately decides merit," and his rivalry with Thackeray causes 

much parti zanshi p amongst criti cs. 22 Cri ti ci sm of either writer "i s 

less a literary disquisition than a public discussion." It is not 

didactic but polemic, and individual critics seem to be replying to 

objections against their favourite rather than attempting a comparison of 

the two authors. This is most relevant to the dispute over Dickens and 

Thackeray, but the critic's remarks have wider reference. Dickens is so 

often attacked during this Reriod that his defenders are usually answer

ing objection~ sometimes in anticipation. The adverse criticism had 

begun before 1853 and this defensive - offensive tone is apparent earlier, 

but it becomes pronounce~ in reviews of the later works. I sha 11 return 

to the dispute between the supporters of Dickens and Thackeray later, but 

f~rst it must be pointed out that in this period some of the adverse 

critics feel that Dickens does not satisfy what they b.elieve are "higher" 

demands of fiction. The most"frequent complaints are that Dickens is 

unable to portray human nature with any depth or insight and that he fails 

to mirrof life accurately. On the one hand he seems superficial, and on 

the other,even more superficial truthfulness is said to be lacking. 

Exaggeration is the main fault in both cases, and many agree with S.F. 

Williams, in the Rose, Shamrock and Thistle (IV, 1864, p.17), that its 

presence IImakes, the thi ng or person exaggerated so much below perfecti on 

as an artistic achievement. 1I Exaggeration aside, the mere fact that 

comedy is i nvo 1 ved casts doubt somehow on the arfi sti c acceptabi 1 ity of 

22 See above, pp. 80,87 for Walker's defence of Dickens. 
Masson makes a similar point in his British Novelists. See Ford 
and Lane, The Dickens Critics, p.30. 



the works. As Bagehot says in the National Revie\,1 (October 1858, reprint 

p.2l8), "You take up the esteemed writers, Thucydides and the Saturday 

Review; after all, they do not make you laugh. It is not the function of 

rea lly arti sti c producti ons to contri bute to the mi rth of human bei ngs . 1123 

For the later reviewer in the same journal (July 1861, p.150), comedy may 

act as a "moral agent," but its position is not high because the lessons 

taught are not made cl ear or strong enough, but tend to be obscLred by the 

reader' $ enjoyment of characters 1 ike Pecksniff. The "fun" of comedy is 

seen to prevent the novel is t from bei ng a "phil osopher" in one of two 

senses: McCarthy in the Westminster Review (October 1864, p.432) says that 

he does not expect "theories II from a funny wri ter, and woul d not cons i der 

Dickens a philosopher did he not claim to be one, and James, in the Nation 

{21 December 1865, Collins p.473).~feels the lack of "philosophy" in 

Dickens's cha-racters. He suggests that comic writing is not "ser-ious," 

because it does not deal with "humanity" but with oddities. This·is put 

a little more kindly by George Eliot, in the Westminster Review (July 1856, 

p.55), who f-inds the humour of the characterisation a "corrective to his 

frequently false psychology," -Whipple, in the Atlantic Monthly(t~ay 1867, 

Collins p.486), defends Dickens against the charge of caricature once more, 

and suggests for him a respectable stature, but says that he is "not to be 

ranked with the greatest masters of characterization" because the subjects 

he chooses are not noble types, and because even among the comic characters 

there are no Falstaff's to be found. I shall return to this later24 when 

comparisons with Shakespeare are discussed, but it should be noted that 

such opinions come dangerously close to confusing social with literary class. 

As in the previous period to this, Blackwood's Magazine does not always 

23 Bagehot's statement speaks - as does that of George Eliot quoted below -
of the importance of cOl11edy -in Dickens. See above, pp. 29-30. 

24 See below, p.291. 
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make the distinction. Mrs. Oliphant suggests, without saying, (April 

1855, Collins pp.328-29) that Dickens's sphere, the ground where he is 

stron ges t and can outrun all hi s ri val s, is society in its "thi rd or 

fourth circle of elevation. 2511 When this confusion is avoided, it may 

be seen that Dickens's comedy is felt to keep him from the highest class of 

literary achievement and at the same time to preserve him from the 

lowest. But this is a generalisation to which there are a number of 

exceptions. 

The critics' extra-literary biases are often clearly evident -

although in James's case, one supposes, it is a literary objection. 

The strongest and most entertaining attacks on Dickens, which include 

personal, social, intellectual and, to some extent, an aesthetic bias, 

appear in the Saturday Review.. Fitzjames Stephen, reviewing A Tale of 

Two Cities:objects to the tricks of manner Dickens bestows upon his 
26 

comic characters. He says (17 December 1859, reprint pp.42-43} that 

Jerry Cruncher's hair, which sticks out like spikes, is not essential to 

his character but is merely one of Dickens's "gro tesque ll tricks. He 

adds that, if, instead of saying this, Dickens had said "his ears were 

like mutton-chops, or his nose like a Bologna sausage, the effect would 

have been much the same. 1I Rigaud, in Little Dorrit is knovm by his nose 

and moustache, and Stephen says that since II there are many members in one 

body, Mr. Dickens may possibly live long enough to have a character for 

each of them, so that he may have one character identified by his eye-

brows, another by his nostrils, and another by his me-nails." This, 

Stephen concludes, is lithe very lowest of low styles of art.1I Elsewhere 

- in the review of Great EXRec.tations in the Saturday Review (20 July 

1861, p.69) - Dickens is accused of relying too much on the exaggeration 

of a comic trait in a character, so that lithe person who is the centre of 

25 See above. pp.227-28. 
26 Ford and Lane,. op,cit., pp.38-46. Page references are to this. 
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the extravagance becomes a mere peg or clothes-horse on which the rags 

of comedy hang loosely-and flutter backwa~ds and forwards 27 ." The words 

used in such criticisms - trickery, extravagance, exaggeration, and so 

on - recur in the Saturday Review's articles of the period, and Dickens 

is called things like a buffoon (11 July 1857, p.35) and his comedy is 

described as banter (8 May 1858, reprint28 p.165). The social, artistic 

and intellectual level on which Stephen places Dickens is perhaps best 

summed up in the analogy he draws between Dickens and a pastrycook 

(11 July 1857, p.35). Dickens is, according to Stephen, dissatisfied 

with his position as an amuser of the public, and he has turned social 

reformer ins tead. In this De is like a pastry cook who, dissatisfied with 

his successes with mere cream tarts, proceeds to "assert his native 

superi ority to persons of a hi gher convent; ona 1 rank by scari fying the 

Lord Chief JJstice in gilt ginger bread caricatures, or handing down the 

Prime t~inister to infamy in cleverly-devised shapes of !~..!5~ilE~ange.u 

Stephen' s arguments are prej udi ced, but entertaining. And they cl ea rly 

show both his attempts to relegate Dickens to low standing as an artist 

rtnd his distaste for exaggerated' art. Dickens's art is low because of his 

tendency to exaggerate character in order to amuse his readers, and, 

according to Richard Grant White, in the Galaxy (August 1870, p.258), his 

comedy is "l ow comedy" because of its dependence on tri cks of speech to 

distinguish characters. White says, "Great ... as Mr. Dickens's humor 

was, it was not of the highest quality" because "it did not rest sufficiently 

upon unmitigated human nature." 

That it is the absence of truthfulness - philosophical, psychological 

or the truth of realism - that is most objected to is quite clear, and 

almost as important is the question of effect. Dickens is felt either not 

27 A similar gibe appears in the Saturday Review (12' December 1863, p.759). 
28 

1 oc .cit. 
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to teach any worthwhile lessons, or he is castigated for promu,lgating 

mislead-jng doctrines •. A typical method of loweri,ng his stature is to 

refer to his work in terms of the low styles of other kinds of art. 

The Spectator (24 September 1853, p.924) calls his comedY farce, and 

reviewing Our Mutual Friend, it says (28 October 1865, p.120l) that Silas 

Wegg "is far less unforced and natural than the picture of Dick Swiveller, 

still it has the great carver's peculiar touch upon it, and will amuse as 

long as 'literary gurgoyles continue to attract the student of this kind 

of art.lI. The review is a very harsh one, and the word "peculiar!! and 

the phrase "this kind of art" carry the full force of the reviewer's 

distaste. Comic art of this kind is disliked also by the Rambler. 

Stothert, reviewing Bleak House,says (January 1854, Collins pp.294-95) that 

the theatrical element in the con1edy is a limiting element: "He has no 

claims to be 'regarded as a writer of comedy; his characters are a congeries 

of oddities of phrase, manner, gesticulation, dress. . Admi rab ly, 

indeed, he does his work. Never were there such farces off the stage 

before. II And McCarthy, in the Westminster Review (October 1864, p.427) 

says of the use of manneri sm and catchphrase, liOn the stage the. art; fi ce 

is common and allowable; the novelist, however, has opportunities of 

developing character which are denied to the playwright. The impression 

left by this posture-making is, that the men and women we meet are acting 

their parts ~ and not acti ng them parti cul a rly well ei ther. To represent 

Daniel Quilp eating hard-boiled eggs, shells and all, drinking boiling 

spirits ... is mere burlesque. 1I Bagehot, in the National Review 

(October 1858, reprint29 pp.204-5\ says that Dickens's humour consists in 

"treating as a moral agent a being who really is not a moral agent." 

He says, we read about II an acting thi ng, and we wonder at its scrapes, and 

29 1 oc. cit. 
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we laugh at them as if they were those of the man~" and he concludes that 

there is "something of thi s humour in every sort of farce. If Such 

characters Ifbelong to an altogether lower range of inte11ectual achieve-

ments, than the real depiction of actual livi,ng men. II Bagehot plainly 

does not like comic caricature, and he says that the Shakespeare who 

created Falstaff is inferior to the creator of Lear, Hamlet and Ophelia. 

Di ckens' s cari cature therefore "can never be fq,r a moment compared with 

the great works of the real painters of essenti al human nature. II 

The word "fun ll continues to hol d depreciatory connotations. In 

Fraser's Magazine (July l859~ p.99), Hobart, preferring Thackeray to Dickens 

as a comic writer, claims that lithe weapon which Mr. Dickens employs to 

excite risibility is little more than what is commonly called 'fun,1 and 

implies none but the most superficial knowledge of the motives of human 

action." For Stott, in the Contemporary Review (February 1869, p.220), 

however, Dickens is inferior in humour to George Eliot, because his is 

"hardly ever anything more than burlesque and caricature. II It depends too 

much on exaggeration, and is "somewhat coarse and superficial ,II while 

George Eliot's is at once "mote profound and subtle." The reviewer adds 

that Dickens's rival l s "perception of the greatness and littleness so 

strangely mingled in human life has, we think, been always a distinguishing 

feature in humourists of a higher order .. It is hardly necessary to 

say that of such nuan'ces as these there is no trace of appreciation in 

Mr. Dickens~ and the absence of them leaves his humour wanting in depth 

and delicacy of-tone." 

Another means of lowering Dickens·s stature is to consider his work 

only as 1I1ight literature,JI as does the Saturday Review (11 July 1857). 

Novels in general are relegated to this class~ and the term is not necessarily 

an insult to Dickens in all cases, but the tone in which the term ;s used 

sometimes -implies hostility on the critic's part. HovJever, some literary 
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modes are less liked than others, and in this period any approach to 

"sensationalismll is 'treated with suspicion by the more high-class 

journals~ in a similar way to that in which Oliver Twist had once been 

linked to the Newgate novels. 3D These kinds of literature were extremely 

popular, but reviewers of a higher class tended to stand out against them. 

In this period, Great Expectations appears to be sensational and Mrs. 

Oliphant, in Blackwood's ~1agazine (f~ay 1862, Collins p.439), protests, 
~ 

as does the British Quarterly Review (vol.35, 1862, p.1S7), which likens 

Dickens to the low-class novelists, the "Smiths and Reynoldses,lI Sala 

therefore does his friend little favour when he draws attention - as if 

it is a new idea - to the sensational elements in Dickens, in his 

article liOn the 'Sensational' in Literature and Art,1I in Be1gravia 

~February 1868, Collins pp.487 ff.) In such comments, however, the comic 

aspects of Dickens's work are not under attack. 

Yet the most frequent and most controversial comparisons made during 

this period are between Dickens and Thackeray. Thackeray, the educated 

man, whose view of life e.ppears to be more IIserious" and who paints human 

nature more accurately, appea.ls more than Dickens does to the intellectuals 

writ"ing for the Westminster RevieltJ and the National Review. The former 

journal (April 1853, reprint31 pp.175-77) c"aims th~t Dickens merely 

amuses) appeals to the heart and not the intellect, and paints only the 

casualties of character, not the essence; and the National Review (January 
. 32 . 

,1856,reprint pp.270-7l) prefers Thackeray's truthfulness. Putnam's 

~lonthly Magazine indicates two possibilitieswhen it first (November 1853, 

p.559) places Thackeray above Dickens as a "literary artist,!! then (March 

30 See above, p, 128. 

31 Tillotson and Hawes, Thackeray: the Critical Heritage (1968). 

32 ibid. 
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1855, p.268) reverses its verdict because Dickens is less cynical, more 

kindly as a satirist •. Yet Fraser's Magazine (July 1859, p.99) finds 

Thackeray's humour "far finer and more subtle," and his satire more harsh 

and more effective, than Diskens's. Walker, in the UniVersity Quarterly 

(January 1860, pp.97-98), vigorously defends Dickens's greater imagin-

ative powers. Mere realism is not necessarily more truthful than 

Dickens's idealisation of fact, he claims. The debate is long and in

conclusive, and there are too few like r~asson, in his British Novelists 

and their Styles (1859), who take no sides but see merits in both authors. 

The Brit; sh Quarterly Revi ew (October 1859, P .462), revi ewing Masson's 

book, feels that lion the whole," t1asson prefers Dickens, and the reviewer 

is surprised that this is so, since Masson is a scholar, and since Dickens 

shows no signs of scholarship, even in his historical novel, Barnaby Rudge. 

As a moral te'acher and describer of mankind, Thackeray is in every way 

superior to Dickens, according to the reviewer. Dickens's reputation 

could only suffer in such a debate, because although the "intellectual" 

critics are only too willing to scorn him in favour of· Thackeray, his 

defenders are seldom willing to' scorn Thackeray in his favour, because of 

Thackeray's solid accomplishments which satisfy most of the critics' 

demands of fiction. Thackeray's offences against mankind, in the form of 

cynicism, are less often complained about after Vanity Fair, and in general 

those who support him are the ones who place most value on the intellect 

and on realism. Reviewers feel that there is much more thought in his 

work than in Di~kens's, and that Thackeray's greater education shines 

through his work. As a satirist, Dickens's stature i~ decided in accord-

ance with its supposed truthfulness and effectiveness. This may be seen 

in the critical statements quoted here, but it is needless to repeat that 

t~ose who object to the truthfulness of the satires in this period see 

Dickens as a poor satirist and those who fear for the effects of his social 

teaching are apt to damn him similarly. But the considerations of truth ':'" 
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fulness and effectiveness predom'jnate 'in discussions of the satires as may 

be seen in above chapters. 

Those who wish to save Dickens's reputation make use of the 

comparison of his powers with those of Shakespeare and other, great 1 iterary 

names from the past. Forster., in the Examiner (8 October 1953, Collins 

p.290), compares Dickens with-Virgil and Milton, saying that such com-
, , 

parisons flare not impertinent" because Dickens writes novels that "rise 

to the dignity of poemsll in the spirit in \vhich Fielding composed Tom 
, -

.;;;...;;;.;;.~ as an epic. Reviewing Little Dorrit a few years later, 'jn the 

Examiner (13 June 1857, p.372), Forster makes a similar high comparison, 

this time placing Dickens's method of characterisation against that of 

Spenser in the Faerie Queene. Such daring proposals are an attempt to 

'forestall low assessments of Dickens's stature by placing him with the very 

highest, but the usual standard for such a critical tactic is Shakespeare. 

The references to Shakespeare are almost always inexact because the 

range of Shakespeare is very' wi de, and whil e some reviewers intend to 

compare Oi ckens' s versatil tty with Shakespeare IS> the usual reason for 

comparison is the supposed similarity of their characterisation. No 

cri ti cs seri ous ly be 1 ieve that Di ckens really approaches Shakespeare IS 

standard, but, on one level, he creates the same kinds of characters in 

similar profusion. This opinion is summarised by Putnam's r~ontblY 

Magazine (November i853, p.558), \'Jhere Riggs says,"As a delineator of 

persons, and the creator of distinct types of humanity, he stands second 

only to Shakspeare; while, in fertility of invention, he is fully the 

equa 1 of the great poet of humani ty. I f he has gi yen us none of the 

,grander forms of human passion, none of the Othellos, Hamlets and Lady 

Macbeths, he has created a vastly greater mul ti tude of the baser order 

than the great dramatist.1! Another American, Whipple, in the Atlantic 

Monthly (May 1867, Collins p.486), praises Dickens highly, but nevertheless 
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says that he is IInot to be ranked with the greatest mastet's of character-

ization,1I not because" of his caricature, but because he chooses not to 

paint noble characters. His materials are lithe common stuff of humanity,1I 

heightened and lovable perhaps, but lacking in lithe element of thought,1I 

as Whipple illustrates by comparing Falstaff to CaptainCuttle. Falstaff 

as a companion would be always interesting and stimulating, but Captain 

Cuttle, despite his kindness of heart, would be lIa bore. II 

But some reviewers are less cautious and more inclined to be led by 

their emotions than Riggs and Whipple. Talbot, in Putnam's Monthly 

Magazine (March 1855, p.265), claims that Dickens IIhas told over again the 

story of human life, substantially the same in all ages; he has laid bare 

the springs of human character and given utterance to the manifold deep 

sorrows that accumulate in humarr experience. What has Shakespeare done 

more than this?" During the discussion that follows this statement, 

Talbot claims that Dickens is the equal, at times the superior, of 

Shakespeare in low-life delineation, in fitting the characters' speech 

to the characters, and in the sheer fecundity of his creation. In The 

Train (August 1857, p.79),-John Hollingshead praises mainly the 'pathos of 

Little Nell, in his final paragraph, and he conclud~s that Dickens is 

IITrulya fit companion for that low player of the olden time, who wrote 

King Lear and acted at the Globe." Whether this is said about Dickens's 

stature as a writer or a man is, however, unclear. Charles Cleveland 

(1867, p. 720), though aware that the time "has not yet come for an 

impartial estimation of the writings and genius oLDickens,1I says that it 

is IIgenerally conceded " that he stands "at the head of all writers of 

fiction,1I and has been IInot inaptly called 'the prose Shakespeare of the 

n-ineteenth century'I." Cleveland's mixture of caution with enthusiasm 

sometimes disappears in highly eulogistit obituaries, as for example in the 

Athenaeum (18 June 1870, p.804), where Chorley calls Dickens lIone of the 

greatest and most beneficent, men of genius England has produced since the 
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days of Shakespeare." Trol1ope, in St. Paul's Magazine (July 1870, 

p.372), pays his rival a handsome tribute when he says that IIno other 

writer of the Engl ish 1 anguage except Shakespeare has 1 eft so many types 

of characters as Dickens has done,u and Alfred Austin, in the Temple Bar 

Magazine (July 1870, p.562), claims that Dickens is "as far above all other 

English novelists, as Shakespeare is above 311 other English dramatists. 1I 

But Austin is, however, cautious, for he.says earlier (p.559) that Dickens 

is "unspeakably below" the great dramatist. It needs to be repeated 

that no critics really place Dickens on Shakespeare's level, but some 

aspects of his work compare favourably with Shakespeare's, and the 

comparison offers'a means of showing how high Dickens is rated compared 

to his contemporary rivals. Even if, as Austin says (p.562), both Dickens 

and Shakespeare share the same faults, this proves that even the greatest 

writers are not perfect and that Dickens's faults should be treated leniently. 

Similarly, the (4 July 1857, p.640) points out that Dickens's lack 

of higher education should not be held against him, because Shakespeare had 

none. 

But the reference to Shakespeare could work against Dickens. 

Unfavourable critics point out that Dickens does not at all share some 

qualities which make for greatness. The United States Magazine (September 

1853~ p.280), for example~ says IIHomer and Shakes,peare will always be 

read, because valor and heroism and grand stonns of passion will always 

necessarily interest human nature. But Bulwer and Dickens will pass away 

with the manners they describe. 1I Hobart, in Fraser's Magazine (July 

1859, p.98) also places him belO\", Shakespeare. He proves his point by 

comparing Falstaff and Mr. Pickwick. We laugh, he says, at Falstaff's 

/lmoral weaknesses and follies," but in Pickwick we only la~gh at externals. 

"In Pickwick it is the tights and gaiters; in Falstaff it is the man. 

for Dickens has humour only, Shakspeare had both humour and wit; Shakspeare 
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had creative genius, Dickens has only an extraordinarily-developed mimetic 

faculty.II The sense in which II wit fl is used here appears to be that of 

general intelligence or intellectuality. Fitzjames Stephen, however, in 

the Saturday Review (8 May 1858, reprint33 p.168), colourfully attacks 

Dickens's wit - as a comic power - as being inferior to Shakespeare's. 

The wit of Henry IV or The Mert~y Wives of Windsor, he says, is like 

"spangles on rich velvet,/! but the wit of Pickwick Papers is like 

"spangles on tinsel paper.1I The like-m·jnded - rationalist and anti-

Dickensian - Westminster Review (April 186634 ) also says that he comes far 

short of "the highest rank of highest genius." That is, he does not 

compare with Aristophanes, Moliere, Swift, Cervantes and Shakespeare, 

according to the reviewer, \vho says (Collins p.47435 ), "the more we study 

Falstaff, Gulliver, and Sancho Panza, the more we perceive the art of the 

artist and thinker, but the closer we look at Mr. Dickens's characters, 

the more we detect the trickery of an artificer." The lack of truth..;; 

fulness of characterisation again perturbs the reviewer, and his criticism 

has more than a touch of the personal to it, but sinc~ reference is made 

by other critics to a number of other illustrious literary names from 

the past, I shall go on to consider such references. 

There is still a feeling that Dickens is better than some of the 

eighteenth-century novelists because his work is morally purer. 36 As 

late as 1870, Sala (pp.23-24) says Dickens is funnier than the "deplorable" 

comic writers of the decade just before him, more comprehensible 

33 1 oc .cit. 

34 Quoted by J.B. Castieau, "Dickens and his Critics," Dickensian 
(January 1919, p.33). 

35 Not having access to this review, I have used two sources. 

36 For similar comnent, see above, p. 267. 
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than Fielding and morally purer than Smollett and Sterne, whose comedy, 

"when it was funny", was "usually ribald." Usually, however, the 

early novelists make a good comparison for Dickens. As H. Dennison, in 

the National Quarterly Review (June 1860, p.93) says, Dickens may not be 

on the same level as Homer, Milton or Shakespeare, but he does rank with 

the "much humbler" Fielding, Ri chardson, Gol dsmi th, Sterne and Smollett. 

That the novelists are considered to be humbler is a remnant of the 

earl ier sus pi cion of the novel, and even though by m; d-century the novel 

has become a respectable literary genre, Talbot in Putnam's Month'ly 

Magazine (I~arch 1855, p.265),feels the need to justify the title of 

novelist for Dickens by stating, that "men of the highest order of 

intellect, such as Cervantes, Goethe, Richter and Walter Scott, have given 

highest dignity to that class of \vriters." The implication is that 

Dickens fits well into such noble company, but as the Westminster Review's 

statement above shows, the more "high-brow" journals use the same kind of 

list to prove the comic writer's unfitness for such comparison. The 

detractors of Dickens say that the comic element is too strong in his 

work, whereas the great ~riters of the past are more truthful to human 

nature and more intellectual than he. 

As a literary artist in general, Dickens mayor may not measure up 

to the highest, although the point about comparisons like Forster's 

quoted above 37 is that he does stand alongside great poets. Those who 

compare h'il1l favourably with Shakespeare are often claim'ing some kind of 

"poetic ll status for him and this raises him above the ordinary kind of 

novelist because IIpoetry" is felt to be higher than mere "prose." 

Dickens's imagination raises him higher than the mere copiers of life, 

but as I have shown, those who demand greater intellectual control in 

fiction either do not like imagination itself, or they do not like Dickens's 

37 P.290. 
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imagination because it seems to lack control. Often the objections -

and the defences - are not concerned specifically with his comic imagin-

ation, but at times this is, indeed their fault. Not enough stock is 

taken of the comic, and Dickens's imagination is simply said to be 

inferior. 

As a "mere" comic writer, Dickens may measure up to the comedy of 

the hiQhest. Edward Roscoe, in the Victoria Magazine (August 1870, 

pp.357 ,360), claim~ that he is comparable, in humour, with Shakespeare 

and Scott, while S.F. Williams, i.n the Rose, Shamrock and Thistle 

(IV •. 1864, p.74) says of his humour that !lIt is as delicate as Scott's, 

as broad and farcical and happy as Smollett's .... As in the case of 

Sterne, it is blended with a pathos which can move the heart to tears. II 

Here we are told something about the nature and range of Dickens's humour, 

but the suggestion is also that he is on the same level of achievement 

as the novelists mentioned. Riggs, in Putnam's Monthly Magazine· 

(November 1853, p.558) indeed, on the score of fecundity of character

creation, places Dickens above all of the novelists from the time of 

Fielding put together, but· the Christian Spectator (December l8~5. p.l2') 

feels that Dickens is inferior to Defoe, Fielding ~nd Thackeray because 

of his lack of truthfulness. The fact is, the reviewer says, in reading 

Dickens "we do not care to enquire whether it is actually true, because we 

feel it is amusing," The lI'farcical" element in Dickens is uncensured, 

but it automatically places him on a low level of achievement. Thus·it 

may be seen that the comparison with earlier novelists does not necessarily 

mean that high stature is being claimed for him. And sometimes it depends 

on the critic's attitude to the earlier novelist mentioned whether Dickens 
. 

'is praised or blamed. The Ecclesiastic and Theologian (October 1855, 

p.469) calls Dickens's novels "a mine of whim and fancy,1I and says that 

few besides Tristram Shandy may be "placed on a level with them,1I but 

Sargent, in the North American Review (October 1853, p.420) dislikes 



Sterne although he dislikes Dickens more, for he says that, in comparison, 

Dickens's novels "possess even greater eccentricity and exaggeration" 

and have an even more prolix style. Sterne is not liked by other critics 

because of his immorality and, later in the period, his sentimentality. 

If Dickens does not compare with the great novelists of the past, 

he is still sometimes said,condescendingly, to be good 'in his way. 

In creating "oddities," he is excellent, accor.;d'ing to Stott, in the 

Contemporary Review (February 1869, p.212). But the resultant stature 

is not high, for Stott adds (p.2l3), "What he aimed at doing here, he has 

done perfectly; and to have attained perfection in any line, though it may 

not be a very high one, is not an achievement which criticism can 

consent to estimate lightly." As a humorist he is, as Stott reiterates 

·(p.220), "in his own line excellent,1I but "this line does not seem to us 

a very high one," because his humour is "hardly ever anything more than 

burlesque and caricature" and depends on IIsomewhat coarse and superficial" 

exaggeration. The emphasis.here is the same as that which may be seen 

in the comments of thoSE: who place Dickens below Shakespeare but on the 

same level as Fielding and Cervantes. The level he has reached is 

respectable, but it is not the highest, and Stott (pp.220-2l) places 

George Eliot's subtler and more intellectual humour on a higher level. 

Even Sala (1870, p.99) cannot escape such a conclusion, even though he is 

no high-brow and wishes to do all he can for his friend's reputation. 

On the topmost rung stands Shakespeare with Milton, Dante and Homer, but 

Dickens marche£ in great company nonetheless - with Jonson, Dryden, 

Moli~re, Cervantes, Scott and Thackeray, and his reputation will be world

wide. 

Dickens's career ends with very high praise for his humour from both 

undemanding enthusiasts such as Sala and from the intellectual Hutton, in 

the Spectator, a journal which had, in the 1850s and 1860s, taken a high 
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intellectual - and class-prejudiced - line with Dickens's work. In the 

Spectator (17 April 1869, p.474), Hutton.boldly says, IIWe doubt if there 

were ever so great a humourist in the world before, Aristophanes and 

Shakespeare not excepted. 1I He repeats this praise in 11 June 1870, and 

defends it against the objection· of J. Hain Friswel,38 the following week. 

Friswell says that not only does Dickens have no characters to compare with 

the breadth and depth of characterisation of Falstaff, but he has none even 

to compare with Shakespeare's lesser characters such as Nym, Pistol, Maria, 

Sir Toby Belch, and the Fools in King Lear and Twelfth Night. He has not 

even equalled Partridge, Parson Adams, Uncle Toby, Corporal Trim and 

Sancho Panza. Again, the earlier novelists are seen to be of the 

second rank, and Dickens, mainly because of a lack of knowledge of human 

nature and depth of character analysis, is seen to be inferior even to 

them. Hutton agrees with Friswell that Dickens's characters are not 

real, but, taking one of Friswell 's examples, he says that Mrs. Gamp~. 

lias a feat of humour,1I ;s superior to anything in Shakespeare. 39 It is 

not necessary that the humorist should paint truthfully and show depth of 

knowledge of human nature, and he is far below the gre~test painters of 

humanity because of his deficiencies in these areas, but as a humorist 

he is nevertheless the greatest ever, in Hutton's opinion. He returns 

to the question, in the Spectator (25 June 1870, p.776), and says lIin any 

sense in which we can call Shakespeare one of the greatest of humourists, or 

Moliere a great humorist, or Jane Austen, or Thackeray a great humourist, 

the genius of Dickens displayed a humour richer and higher than the highest 

kind attained by any of these, though some of them were, of course, as 

far above Dickens in general intellectual strength as Dickens was above 

38 See above, p.93. 

39 St. James's t~agazine (August 1870, p.698) fol1ows Hutton's lead, and 
reiterates this. 
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Horace Smith or Miss Burney." Hutton puts his argument sensibly and 

kindly, but the limited powers evidenced by the humorist had been noted 

before with less enthusiasm. Stothert, in the Roman Catholic Rambler 

(January 1854, Collins p.297) says,at the end of his review of ;::.....:..;::..:::.:..:.-;..;..=..;::.;:.=-' 

that Dickens, though an uunrivalled humorist" and "eminently respectable 

in his morals," evidences a knowledge of human nature which is lias super

ficial as it is extensive." Dickens's observation of mankind is praised, 

but the more intellectually-biased reviewers find that he knows a little 

about many aspects of life and humanity, yet betrays no ggpth of per

ception. Later, reviewing Great Expectations, the Rambler (January 1862, 

Collins p.438), having discussed mainly his faults, says that despite them 

"we should be puzzled to name [his] equal in the perception of the purely 

farcical, ludicrous, and preposterously funny. II The words used themselves 

limit Dickens's achievement, as does the statement that his work is 

sufficient to excite Ita pleasant quiet laugh on a dull winter-day.," even 

if the attractive high spirits and laughter of Pickwick Papers are no 

more. 

As I mentioned above,40 there are those who, in reviewing the later 

novels, take refuge from the charge of the absence of bright comedy in 

them, by saying that Dickens has matured both as man and as artist. 

Dallas~ indeed, says, in his review of Great Expectations in -'-'-__ _ 

{17 October 1861, p.6),that Dickens has managed to give his readers the 

fun of the earlier novel without sacrificing the gains he has made as an 

artist in recent years. Dallas, of course, finds much more than mere fun 

in Dickens, and he chastens both. those who find no more than fun and those 

who expect no more, but when he asks IIWho is going to find fault when the 

very essence of ttle fun is to commi t faul ts? If he appears to be doi ng no 

40 See p.152. 
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more than fend off Dickens's depreciatory critics. There is an obvious 

difference between his criticism, however, and that of the Dublin 

University Magazine (December 1861, Coll-jns p.436), which finds many faults 

in Dickens's work, but is sti11 willing to see him as lithe oldest, yet 

still the first of our living humorists. 1I Even the Saturday Review 

(11 November 1865, Collins pp.461-62) admits that Dickens lIin humour, in 

inexhaustible fertility of fancy, in quickness of eye for detecting the 

right" points, when he is at his best, stands altogether unrivalled." 

The powers described are not high, and as usual the Saturday Review dwells 

long and hard on his faults, but on a limited level of achievement, Dickens 

has at times reached a very.high standard. Even the usually generous 

Examiner (20 July 1861, p.452), amidst high prai~e for Great Expectations, 

seems to choose its words carefully when an attempt is made to assess 

Dickens's stature. In ~arlier reviews, of Bleak House and Little Dorrit, 

Forster had given high praise to Dickens and placed h-jm in the company of 

Spenser and Milton. 41 The reviewer of Great Expectations,42 however, 

merely says that Dickens is lithe greatest master of the whimsical and the 

pathetic yet to be found in any age among the prose writers of Europe. II 

The word IIwhims i calli does not suggest a very hi gh 1 evel of achievement, and 

the reviewer looks as if he is being careful to say "prose-writers" because 

he does not believe that Dickens ranks with the poets. The review praises 

Dickens highly, with the IS usual enthusiasm, but nevertheless it =-.:.::=-:..:..:..;;:;..;... 

works from a basis which subtly limits Dickens's achievement: he is 

a prose writer and not a poet, and if he is equal to the greatest prose-

writers, it is only in a special ~'/ay. Reviewers often state clearly, or 

as in this case, subtly suggest that, though Dickensls work is not negligible, 

41 See above, p.290. 

42 Possibly Forster although he left the Examiner in 1855. Brice,· 
loc.cit,) sugges that the reviewer mayoerrenry Morley. 
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it is nevertheless not of the very highest quality. 

An important question for many tritics was how long Dickens's works 

would last after their immediate appeal to the masses had passed away. 

Would literature which was not true to the depths of human nature, which 

described passing social types in a way that make it possible only for 

contemporaries to understand it, last through the future generations? 

Those who find "permanent qualities" in Dickens's works are not troubled 

by this question, but his adverse critics need to answer it. Sargent, in 

the North American Review (October 1853, p.420),claims that no one reads 

Sterne in the middle of the nineteenth century, and "in after times" no 

one will read Dickens, who ts said to be too intent on playing the buffoon 

to care much for hi s future fame. Future generations wi 11 not under-

stand his humour which, according to White, in --'-"-'-'--'-"- (August 1870, p.258), 

is more 1I0f im age" than ,"for all time." In this, White says, Dickens 

is 'inferior to Shakespeare, Scott and Moliere. According to Stephen, 

in the ~Clturday Review (8 May 1858, reprint43 pp.167-68) the same fate will 

befall Dickens as, he claims, has befallen Pope: IIFifty years hence, most of 

his wit will be harder to undefstand than the allusions in the Dunciad; 

and our grand-children will wonder what their ancestors could have meant 

by putting Mr. Dickens at the head of the novelists of his day." Stephen's 

judgment is that it is not certain IIthat his books will live~ nor 

that his place in literary history will be by the side of such men as 

Defoe and Fielding. 1I The Westminster Review (January 1862, p.288), in 

its dissatisfaction with 9reat EXQectations, foresees an even swifter 

demi se than Stephen does, for it ,says that "twenty years hence ll no one wi 11 

find enjoyment in the novel. It adds, two years later (October 1864, 

p.44l), that Dickens will not live as a classic. Not all of these comments 

refer solely or even mainly to Dickens's comedy, but in those that do not, 

43 loc.cit. 
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it is recognised as an important element in his appeal, which, the critics 

have decided, is local and temporary in its nature. 

Already there are signs that demands are being made of the novel 

which George Eliot and Thackeray answered more readily than Dickens. 

These demands, for greater realism, for more intellectual appeal, for 

evidence of learning, become more acute in the generation after Dickens's 

death. Most critics during Dickens's car~er are willing to leave it to 

"posterity" to deci de on hi s merits, assumi ng that if Di ckens conti nues 

to be read or fails to be read any longer, the question will be decided, 

but failing this, they feel that posterity may be better equipped to judge. 

The Generation After Dickens 1871 1906 

G.H. Ford44 says that the reputation of Dickens, during the period 

1848-1872, was beginning to be undermined by a minority of critics who had 

outgrown his books or who desired another kind of fiction than that which 

he offered. They were, Ford says, "willing to leave the small principalHy 

of humour" as his sole domain, but they insisted that his hands were 

"quite unworthy" for "the -other respons"ibilities of his kingdom." After 

1872, acco~ding to Ford, this minority opin-ion become.s "increasingly 

important and prevalent." It may be seen from the previous section that 

while it is correct that humour is seen as Dickens',s strong point it by no 

means secures him a high stature as a writer. He is "good in his way," 

many say, and even though he is often felt to be an unrivalled humorist, 

there are much h~gher forrDs of art in the eyes of critics in the generation 

after his death. Many factors contribute to Dickens's decline in 

popularity with a section of the critics: they desire change, they emphasise 

44 op.cit., pp.154-55. 
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the intellect, they feel that Dickens is no longer relevant to the times 

they live in, they prefer more modern artistic modes, and so on. If 

Dickens is not liked for some reason or other,45 then it ;s quite 

natural that his most prominent ~haracterist;c should be especially 

attacked. In fact, however, despite some peevish attacks, which there 

had always been, his comedy is liked by many critics in the generation, 

and although they may not value it highly. as an artistic quality most 

criti cs make some reference to its excellence. The continued tendency 

to see Dickens as primarily a humorist is abetted by the influence of 

Forster's Life and by the continuation by R.H. Hutton of the stance he 

adopts in his 1870 articles. The numerous literary historians, who at 

times rely on critical cliches to fill out their chapters and sections on 

Dickens, draw on such conventions and help perpetuate them. 

Forster's emphasis on humour may be taken as a starting point. 

In his Life (II p.272 ff), he conducts a notorious dispute with Taine and 

Lewes who do not pay sufficient attention to it, and Forster goes to great 

lengths to show that humour is superior to "fun" because of its greater 

imagina ti veness, truth ful ness and ri ght effecti veness. 46 "Fun "i s used 

to indicate low comic stature by Mrs. Oliphant in Blackwood's Magazine 

(June 1871, pp.b9l-92), who says also that Dickens "drew but sparingly" 

from the "hi gher fount of humour." More than tW,enty years 1 ater, 

Saintsbury (1895, p.128) says that the only quality in Dickens that is 

not spoiled by being alloyed with a baser element is his "fun" - a dual 

insult, since it is said to be the only element, and even it is not a high 

one. Leslie Stephen (1888, pp.927,93l) suggests, through the use of the 

45 SaintsbuY'Y (1895, pp.117-19) offers a contemporary account of the causes 
of Dickens's unpopular'jty. Ford, op.cit.,p.229 says Lewes's article 
in the Fortnightly Review (February 1872) is typical. 

46 See above, p. 179. 
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same term, that Dickens is enjoyable for simple effects, but as soon as 

he attempts to become a moralist or reformer his fun stands out as his 

most worthwhile qua1ity. When other comic modes are noted as well, 

the attribution of fun is no insult, but when fun is said to be the summit 

of Dickens's achievement, Forster's anger is understandable. The same 

goes, on the whole, for IIfarce." Mrs. Oliphant, in her later The 

Victorian Age of English Literature (1892, p.265), says that Dickens does 

not create high comedy, but at least he does not sink to the level of 

farce. Dawson (1905, pp.112) questions whether Dickens would not better 

be described as "a great master of farce ll rather than as a humorist. 

Farce, he explains (p.115), always borders on vulgarity, and he blames 

Dickens's contemporary critics for not truly criticising his \'/orks. If 

they had, he says (p.ll7), Dickens might have learned to write better. 

Lilly (l895, p.14) calls Pickwick Papers Ila farce, but a farce of a very 

high order," but it is also, in his opinion, Dickens's "masterpiece." 

Gissing (1902, p.202) admits that there is farce in Dickens, and he draws 

a di s ti nct; on between it and humour. Farce aims only to amuse, but 

humour "always suggests ~ thought, always throws light on human nature." 

Chesterton (1906, p.144) defiantly calls Dickens's early and best works 

II farces II because the term stresses Dickens's irresponsible comic exag

gerati on and therefore supports Chesterton IS thes is that the "imposs ib leI! 

Dickens is the greatest because in this mood he is most creative and, 

paradoxically, most realistic. 47 Both Chesterton and Gissing defend 

Dickens against the adverse connotations attaching to the words "caricature" 
. 

and "exaggeration," which are still potent attacking forces in the early 

twentieth century. Chesterton's defence is the same as his tactic used 

with respect to "farce," but Gissing (pp.153-54) more soberly disagrees 

47 See above, pp.116ff. I shall return to Chesterton later in this 
section. 
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with those who think that to call Dickens a caricaturist and to praise 

his humour "is to dismiss him once for all." Although Dickens 

occasionally invites the charge, he is, Gissing maintains, an idealist 

as much as Shakespeare is. But the charge is made strongly in some 

quarters, and even critics who are disposed to be favourable to Dickens 

are embarrassed by the element in his works. The London Quarterly Review 

(January 1871), which is far from being favourably disposed, makes 

repeated reference to Di ckens I s buffoonery, grotesqueri e and vJei rdness ~ 

and the charge of car; cature is made wi th some hostil i ty. Aware that 

Dickens had been excused as an idealist, the critic says (pp.275-76) that 

his caricatures merely lead to low comedy and fail to become idealizations. 

The insul ts di rected at Di ckens are numerous, and as is cl ear from di scus

sions of the review above, his work is placed on a very low level indeed. 

Subsequent charges of carfcature are not often so vi gorous, but Harri son, 

in Forum (January 1895, p.547) , who does not wish to decry Dickens, has to 

admit that the presence of caricature disqualifies him from being "a humour

ist of the highest order,II,and Lord, in the Nineteenth Century (November 

1903, p. 769), though concl udi ng that "most of hi s work is !::letter than 

car; cature, II is neverthe less di scomforted by its presence. Ward (1882, 

p.219) dislikes the grotesque, and though he admits that Dickens is a great 

humorist, he is uneasy about the tendency towards the inferior mode. 

No one claims that Dickens i~ faultless, of course. Even Forster 

(Life, II p.273) admits to an occasional excess of exaggeration "beyond the 

allowable," and Chesterton speaks (1906, p.216) of his bad work, and earlier 

(p.24) says that there ;s "plenty to carp at in this man if you are 

inclined to carp." Forster would say that the faults are negligible, but 

Chesterton and others would say, in varying ways, that the faults are 

considerable and need to be ignored in order to concentrate on the excellences. 

Harrison, in Forum (p.553), having spoken of many of Dickensls faults, 
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concl udes his arti cl e by say; ng, "The young and uncriti cal make too much 

of Charles Dickens, when they fail to distinguish between his best and 

his worst. Their fastidious seniors make too little of him, when they 

note his many short-comings and fail to see that in certain elements of 

humour he has no equal and no rival. If we mean Charles Dickens to live 

we must fix our eye on these supreme gifts alone." Dickens is not 

a great humorist, but on a limited level he is excellent. Even Lord, in 

the Nineteenth Century (p.765),has to admit that Dickens must be "greater 

than most" because his adherents allow that he has many faul ts yet sti 11 

find value in him. Lord does not entirely enter into what he calls 

a world-wide "'freemasonry of mirth" among Dickensians, but he is clearly 

puzzled that so much can be denied to Dickens by severe critics yet so 

many people still find value in his work. He concludes his long article 

(p.78l) with a tribute to Dickens's cheerfulness. Though he "bores us 

worse than the daily newspaper," Lord says, he also "cheers us beyond any 

other writer that ever lived." Chesterton, at the end of the period, 

does not defend Dickens against the severe critics. He admits the 

artistic faults of the novels, but finds more than mere che2rfulness and 

a limited level of humour. Since he ,takes the praise of the comic further 

than anyone else, he is an important figure in this study. 

He notes (p.2l6) the bad work of Dickens, but says that both 

Shakespeare and Wordsworth not only wrote an "enormous amount of bad work," 

they wrote "an enormous amount of enormously bad work," and if Dickens has 

written badly this should not prevent him from being seen as a great writer. 

He says (p.2l5), "That Dickens will have a high place in permanent literature 

there is, I imagine, no prig surviving to deny," and he feels that in future 

Dickens's place in the nineteenth century will not merely be high, it will 

be "altogether the highest." In the past, he has been Y'anked vJith Bulwer 

Lytton, Thackeray, Charlotte Bronte and "perhaps more," but whatever the 
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op; ni ons now on these wri ters, Ches terton says, "I venture to offer the 

proposition that when more years have passed Dickens will dominate 

the whole England of the nineteenth century; he will be left on that 

platform alone." These statements use some methods used by others, 

over the decades,of deciding Dickens's stature: comparison with other 

authors and references to posterity. Chesterton is more confident than 

most on Dickens's behalf, but he is no mere partizan, because he adds 

the qualification that his "disparagement of the other English Novelists 

is wholly relative and not in the least positive." Men will, he says, 

always read Thackeray, but Dickens will "bestride and dominate our time 

as the vast figure of Rabelais dominates •.. the Renascence and the 

world." This statement comes at the end of a period in which com-

parisons of this kind abound. 

The preference for Thackeray among certain journals continues. The 

Dublin Review (April 1871), in a lengthy comparison of the two novelists, 

prefers the more intellectual and refined Thackeray. The reviewer says 

(p.322), that although most people would say Dickens was the greater of 

the two, the word "great" usually refers to his popularit.r, and he looks 

forward to the day when the majority shall be better educated and shall 

"reverse the popular verdict" in favour of Thackeray. The same kind of 

social and intellectual snobbery is seen in the London Quarterly Review 

(January 1871, p.272), which compares Dickens's satire with Thackeray's 

and finds that the latter's is "many degrees more refined." Although 

Dickens is vastly more popular, this only shows how mistaken, how taste

less and ignorant, the masses are, and the reviewer claims that he has 

never met a single person of high cultivation who regards Dickens as an 

artist in any respect. 

throughout the period. 

This "high-brow" preference continues to appear 

Mrs. Oliphant expresses it in her survey of the 

literature of the previous fifty years, in Blackwood's t~agazine (June 1887, 

p.755). Dickens's best novels contain, along wi.th their faults, "such 
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whimsical creations, and ever humorous, ever entertaining embodiments of 

character, as any age might be proud to have produced," but her preference 

lies clearly with Thackeray's IJfar more pervasive, delicate, and human" 

humour. Even in Knowledge (12 June 1885), an "Illustrated I~agaz-ine of 

Science,1J there is the beginning of a series of three weekly articles by 

Richard A. Proctor, which end (26 June, p.538) with the assessment that 

Thackeray's position in literature is IIfar higher" than Dickens's, and 

that recognition of this fact is growing IIdaily." 

Much of this is a class as much as, if not more than, a literary 

reaction, as Shorter (1897, p.44) notes. Thackeray's fame has eclipsed 

Dickens's "in the minds of a certain literary section of the community," 

he says, and Thackeray with them stands for II cu lture II and Di ckens for 

lIilliteracy. II And he adds (p.43) that it is the fashion with some to call 

Dickens lithe novelist of the half-educated." This refers to Leslie 

Stephen's indictment (1888, p.935). Stephen says, "If literary fame 

could be safely measured by popularity with the half-educated, Dickens 

must claim the highest position among English novelish." IIMore severe 

critics,1I however,assert· that "his merits are such as suit the half-

educated. They admit his fun to be irresistible. (but) he writes 

too clearly for readers who cannot take a joke till it has been well 

harrmered into their heads." And he concludes, "His books are therefore 

inimitable caricatures of comtemporary I humours I rather than the master

pieces of a great observer of human nature. The decision between these 

and more eulogi~tic opinions must be left to a future edition of this 

dictionary. II Generally, Stephen follows Lewes's arguments, in the 

Fortnightly Review (February 1872, reprint48 p.62), and here echoes the 

feeling Lewes has that it is ignorance and lack of intellectual control 

48 
loc.cit. 
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in readers that make Dickens so popular. Nicoll (1883, pp.387-88) sees 

a partial parallel between Dickens and Thackeray as novelists and 

Carlyle and r~acaulay as historians, because Carlyle's admirers are found, 

like Dickens's, among lithe less cultured classes." There are still 

counter attacks, such as Irving's decision (1874, reprint49 pp.173-74) 

that Dickens, as a humorist, is much more attractive than Thackeray, the 

heartless satirist and wit. Buchanan, in st. Paul's Magazine (February 

1872, p.148),is able to appreciate Thackeray's satire, but he prefers 

Dickens's "simple delightfulness" and says earlier in his article that 

it is "head and shoulders" over that of Thackeray, which is "radically 

unpoetic." Topp, in the Melbourne Review (July 1881, p.268), condemns 

as livery narrow cri ti ci sm" that whi ch attempts to set one author up above 

the other. There is no reason why one person should not admire them both,50 

he says. He finds (p.277) Thackeray's satire to be of a higher class, 

but is able to appreciate Dickens, without condescension, for his humour, 

fun and high spirits. As a satirist Dickens is measured according to his 

actual or potential effectiveness by most critics, but there is an 

expectation in some quarters that the satirist should be more harsh and 

vigorous,_and Dickens is seen to be more funny than -Otherwise. 51 

Comparisons between Dickens and other authors abound in this later 

period in the century. Buchanan (pp.145-46), in.bewildering fashion, 

compares Dickens favourably with a number of great names from the past. 

Having said that humour and love are "twin brothers," he adds, "there is 

more true humour, and consequently more helpful love, in the pages of 

Dickens than in all the writers we have mentioned put together; and . 

4910c.cit. See above, P.244. 

50 Arnold Bennett, in T.P.'s Weekly (16 September 1904), repro The Author's 
Craft ed. Samuel Hynes, p.237, illustrates another possibility, "in 
dlsmissing both as "local poets." 

51 See above, pp.173,175-76 and below, p.314. 
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in guality, the humour of Dickens is richer~ if less harmonious, than that 

of Aristophanes; truer and more human than that of Rabelais, Swift, or 

Sterne; more distinctively unctuous than even that of Chaucer, in some 

respects the finest humorist of all ••• certainly inferior to that of 

Shakspere only." This high praise is like a summary of critical compar-

isons made by favourable criti cs duri ng the century. Buchanan goes on 

to elaborate. He claims that Swift's humour wasllof the earth,earthy; 
" 

Gay's was shrill and wicked; Fielding's was judicial, with flashes of 

heavenlike promise; Smollett's was cumbrous and not spiritualising; 

Sterne's was a mockery and a lie ... Scott's was feudal, with all the 

feudal limitations, in spite of his magnificent scope and depth." Because 

of his "love," Dickens is superior to all these. There is some objection 

here to these authors on moral grounds. It also appears faintly in 

Irving's comment mentioned above, and in Davey's corrment (1876, p.155)on 

Sterne. Davey prefers Dickens because IIHe has none of the laughing, 

leering merriment, forced conceits, and stage clap-trap of Sterne, that 

profound master of doubl~entendre, and most impiously impure writer in our 

1 anguage. II The old moral objections to the eighteenth-century novelists 

are obviously lasting well, because Davey adds this to a comparison between 

Dickens and Smollett, in which he says (pp.l·54-55) that Dickens's IIboist-

erous fun and good humour" are similar to Smollett's "with this advantage, 

that to find his best things we have not to go to a dunghill and scratch 

them out.1! He even finds Dickens in a way superior to Fielding. He has 

not Fielding's truth to nature and accuracy of description, but "there is 

a wider range of sympathy, a warmer glow of life, a more intense individ

uality of character, and a greater refinement of feeling" which will give 

his works a "longer vitality." Clearly, this tells us little about the 

relationship between these novelists and Dickens except that he is more 

Victorian than they are. 
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Fielding's greatest merit is felt, as ever, to be his truthfulness 

to universal nature, and he more than Smollett or any other novelist of 

the earlier century is the yardstick by which later novelists are 

measured. Forster (Life, II p.274) places Dickens near, but not above, 

Fielding when he says that the art which IIcan combine traits vividly true 

to particular lllP.n or women with propensities common to all mankind,1I an art 

which reached its "highest expression" in FielQing, was seen even in the 

first of Dickens's books. Dickens is not quite up to Fielding but he 

shares with him the most important characteristic, in Forster's eyes, 

that a novel may have. Forster usually stresses Dickens's truth to life, 

but he also pays tribute to his imaginative powers. Cross (1899, p.179) 

is sympathetic to realism, but he is tolerant of Dickens's tendency to 

allow his imagination to work on the manners and customs of his time and 

to lift them into lithe world of the grotesque." Aware that this might 

appear to be adversely critical, Cross adds, "This has been the home of 

the very greatest humorists -. the creators of Don Quixote, Falstaff, and 

Uncle Toby." Again, Dickens is by no means so high, but he is excused 

because he uses a similar metl-tod to writers whose stature is not 

questioned. This tendency to shelter Dickens under the wing of a greater 

author is illustrated also by Lang, in the Fortnightly Review (December 

1898, p.950). He says, of Dickens's tendency to exaggerate, lithe modern 

novelist and critic,' who cannot forgive Dickens's tolerance, and protests 

in the sacred name of insulted Art and injured Nature, may go wage his war 

with Shakespear~ for like offences. The world will decide in favour of 

Shakespeare's artistic instinct, as against the critic's artistic theory." 

Henley, in his Vievls and Reviews (1902, p.l), makes one of his periodic 

attacks on Lang who, he says, loves the comic in Dickens too much to be 

aware of his artistic merits. But he agrees with Lang that Dickens should 

not be blamed for his faults because Shakespeare had faults and they are 

not held against him. 
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But the adverse critics would say that Dickensls merits did not in 

any way compare with those of Shakespeare. Mrs. Oliphant, in Blackwood1s 

Magazine (June 1871, p.675),goes further, and says that in the creation 

of character, Di ckens is below Scott and Thackeray, and IInot to ascend 

to any Shakespearian heights, there is not even such a light as Uncle 

Toby shining out of his pages ,II Dickens has described lIevery grade of 

the gen'us FoollI but he has been unable to portray exalted excellence. 
~ 

Harrison, in Forum (January 1895, p.545) agrees with this assessment. 

He too finds that Dickens, largely because of his caricature, is 'inferior 

to his predecessors. Scott shows lIa more truly Shakespearian humour of 

the highest order," and Swift, Fielding, Hogarth, Sterne, and Goldsmith 

all IIreached at times a more enduri n9 level of humour without cari cature." 

Dawson, near the end of the period, says (1905, p.112) that although 

Shakespeare and Fielding create comic characters, they never "overstep 

the modesty of nature." Dickens1s comic characters, he says, are 

sustained by lIall the tricks and artifices of the stage. 1I Late in the 

period, it is still an insult to describe his work as being theatrical, 

despite improvements in English drama. 

But the comparisons with Shakespeare go on. Henley, in the Pall 

Mall Magazine (August 1899, p.578), aga-jn objecting to Lang1s approach 

to Dickens, says that lithe genius of humour (if you will, the genius of 

farce) and the geni us of l~omance, together with a well-ni gh unri va l1ed 

capaci t'y for presentation, whether comi c or pi cturesque, are combined -j n 

Dickens as they are combined in nobody since Shakespeare." Swinburne, 

in the Quarterly Review (July 1902, p.20),adds his powerful voice to 

this kind of praise, when he places Dickens at the head of all English 

writers of the nineteenth century. Since there is no Shakespeare and no 

Hugo in the period, he says, no one can dispute Dickensls position. 

His humour, he claims (p.22), reminds lithe appreciative readerH of 
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Shakespeare and perhaps of Aristophanes; and throughout his article, 

Swinburne makes frequent comparisons between Shakespeare and Dickens, 

and frequent attacks on readers - such as Lewes - who are not appreciative 

of his art. Most of those who make such comparisons refer to some aspect 

of characterisation - fecundity, vividness - or praise Dickens's 

creativity. His art is not placed on or near the level of Shakespeare's 

tragedy, for whjch there is higher regard, but there is a similar power 
• 

of creative imagination in both as comic artists. 

That there were faults in Dickens's work no one denied, and, like 

Topp, in the Melbourne Review (July 1881, p.276),most critics felt it 

necessary to point them out. Topp says that Dickens failed to develop 

his characters credibly. They either remain the same throughout or 

change too swiftly, as Micawber does, and Topp says, "This is a very 

serious failing, and one which no amount of inventive skill or super

abundance of humour can atone for.1I This suggests, as so many critics do, 

that Dickens's stature may be, in the end, limited, that the critic is 

unwilling to claim too nn.lch because of his uneasy awareness of the faults 

of the novels. That Dickens is good in a limited capacity may be 

expressed in many ways, but a number of critics are_not even sure that the 

comedy is of the highest quality. The (29 December 1877, ._J_ __ _ 

p.165l) claims that he is 1I 0ne of the greatest humourists who ever lived,1I 

but only under a special definition of humour. Dickens can "accumulate 

round the thread of a particular grotesque idea an unrivalled wealth of 

apt and ever-br.ightening illustration," but in lithe deepest sense II of the 

word IIhumour," - that which IIsprings from the subtler paradoxes of feeling" 

- he was not, according to the reviewer, a "creator of anything like the 

first order.1I Dickens was a great master "in his own way," but his own 

way was not the highest. Strangely, this uses similar terminology to 
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Hutton's52 but denies Dickens the stature as a humorist th~t Hutton seems 

to give him. However, Hutton does vary his terms a little, for he says, 

'in the Spectator (31 December 1892, p.95),that "in the rather special 

humour of personified caricature, even Shakespeare is not his equal," 

which suggests high stature in a limited field. Objecting to Lilly's 

(1895) lecture, Hutton says, in the Spectator.:. (26 January 1895, pp.127-28), 

that Lilly dwells too much on Dickens's obvious vulgarity and pays too 

little attention to his strength, which in fact lies in his vulgarity in

asmuch as it is based on the extravagance and shallow grasp of human 

nature which, Hutton always argues, constitute his strength as a humorist. 53 
\ 

Even a favourable biographer such as r~arzials (1887, p.45) does not claim 

very much for the humour. He admits that it may not be agreeable to the 

"superfine and too dainty critic," and says it is not that kind of 

humour which "for its rare and exquisite quality can be placed beside the 

masterpieces in that kind of Lamb, or Sterne, or Goldsmith, or Washington 

Irv'ing," but nonetheless it is "very good humour" which is lithe thoroughly 

popul ar humour of broad comedy and obvi ous farce." It is most concerned, 

Marzials says, with absurd characters and ridiculous situations, and is 

good, above all, for amusement. This suggests that the "superfine" 

critics are out of sympathy with Dickens's aims and methods, but it is not 

certain that Hutton's kind of assessment is not preferable to that of 

Marzials, who really claims very ordinary stature for Dickens. 

Yet the superfine critics would say that the comic art of Dickens 

is not "serious,". According to the Dublin Review (April 1871, p.323), 

Dickens's humour simply amuses and is "merely quite delightful" but he 

is not "seriously impressive." The London Quarterly Review (January 1871, 

52 See above, PP."5-l6. The article is not attributed to Hutton by any 
of the sources of i nforma ti on I have used. 

53 See above, pp.94,297. 
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p.266) finds that Dickens's comedy is of the kind which laughs at the 

physical characteristics of a neighbour." It is "obvious and broad," 

and the wit of the novels is "independent of cultivation in the reader." 

Mrs. Oliphant, in Blackwood's Magazine (June 1871, p.694), too, says that 

his "claims as a humorist, in the highest sense of the word, are limited, 

chieflY by the absence of that fine sense of moral excellence ..• which 

is like an ear for music, an unexplainable gift." Oddly, she concludes 

(p.69~).by repeating that it is "the absence of .... warm moral sentiment 

which limits him both as a satirist and humorist, giving him admission 

but to the threshold of the highest circle." What she means is lacking 

from Dickens's satire is the sharp disdain and loathing with which she says 

Thackeray attacks.abuses and moral evils. Dickens is too playful, too 

unconcerned to be a great satirist. But except" in the figures of Dick 

Swiveller an~ Mr. Macawber, she appears to have missed the qualities of 

love and sympathy that so many others find in Dickens's comedy. For 

James Oliphant (1899, p.46), the mere presence of humour ensures lm<J 

artistic stature, and he says, in a statement reminiscent of Bagehot,5'4 

"Indeed there is too much of it from the artistic point of view; it out-

weighs the serious elements in his fiction." And for J.C. Watt, in 

Great Novelists: Scott, Thackeray and Dickens (1880~ p.19l), Dickens's 

tendency to produce "the boisterous laugh" rather than any subtler effect 

means that he is not one of the greatest humorists. 

It is clear, however, that Dickens is regarded primarily as a 

humorist and his excellence in this field is said by many critics to 

compensate for his deficiencies elsewhere, not to make him a better artist, 

but to make h"il11 at least acceptable to a degree, to explain the appeal of 

his art to the cri,tics and to the public. Comments hailing D'ickens as 

a great humorist are numerous. Forster begins his Life (I p.3) saying 

54 See above, pp.30,283. 
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that Dickens is "one of the greatest humorists that England has produced," 

and Hutton's inf1uence55 remains to the end of the period. Andrew Lang 

(1886, p.12) praises Dickens as a comic genius, and he follows this up 

in Good Words (April 1888, p.236) saying that Dickens is lunsurpassab1e" 

when "diversion is his aim," and in the Fortnightly Review (December 

1898, p.959), calling him an "unrivalled humorist." Buchanan, in 

St. Paul's Magazine (February 1872, p.148), Kate Field (1871, p.63)., 

Davey (1876, p.122), Swinburne, in the Quarterly Review (July 1902, p.20), 

and R.W.G. Hunter, in the Dickensian (January 1906, p.8), all pay tribute 

to his greatness as a humorist. All of these value the humour of the 

novels highly, but even those others who do not are forced to admit his 

power in this respect even if they deny him all other merits. Thus, 

the antagonistic George Bentley, in the Temple Bar Magazine (May 1873, 

p.17?) says that as a hUlnorist Dickens is "unrivalled in this age," 

although he goes on to state that as a moralist and politician Dickens 

was out of his depth. And Edward Dowden, in Transcripts and Studies 

(1896, pp.167-68)56 praises t'he "'inexhaust"ible comedy and farce" of the 

novels but ridicules the moral and social teaching of a man who, with 

life tingling at his fingertips, is limited by having "no sense of dis-
57 -satisfaction with himself." If, as Ford says, the novels of Dickens 

were seen as childish, the fact that they were seen as comic, and not 

necessarily the greatest comedy at that, also helped to limit their 

appeal .to "serious" critics. 

Because of the prolonged attacks on Dickens, there is naturally an 

interest in whether the novels will survive, and many studies have sections 

55 See above, p p. 296ff. 

56 His article on "Victorian Literature" was published originally in the 
Fortnightly Review (1887). See G.H. Ford, op.cit., pp.196-97, 
mentioned above, p.249. 

57 0p .cit.,p.190. 
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or chapters devoted to the question. Ward's (1882) last chapter and 

Chesterton's (1906) are concerned with the future of Dickens, and articles 

such as Hutton's "How Long Will Dickens Hold His Place in the Future?" 

·in the Spectator (31 December 1892), and Mallock's "Are Scott, Dickens and 

Thackeray Obsolete?" in Forum (December 1892), are common. Some critics, 

like Davey (1876, p.153) and the Scottish Review (December 1883, p.125), 

feel that it is. still too soon to decide, and others, like Topp, in. the . 
Melbourne Review (July 1881, p.269),feel that he will probably live, or 

like Henley (1902, p.8), hope that he will. Henley hopes that rather 

simple effects58 of the comedy will still be ·,evoked. by Dickens's works in 

future generations, and Dawson (1905, pp.122-23) in a similar vein, feels 

that Di ckens wi 11 be great "so long as men know how to 1 augh at pure 

~bsurdity, to revel in the jovial fun of high spirits and audacious 

youth ..• to feel pity, mirth and love." This does not appear to claim 

very much for Dickens, but in fact Dawson is highly favourable to him. 

Dickens, he says, "takes his place with the immortals" because he is 

"a great creative artisL" A little earlier (p.12l) he says, "When 

criticism has uttered its last word about his faults, the element of 

caricature, farce and grotesque exaggeration in his characters, the great-

est word of all remains to be spoken - they live." Dickens's creative 

imagination endows his characters with life. 

Tributes to the ·imaginative, creative and vital qualities are common 

throughout his career, but especially in the 1890s and early 1900s they 

become even mor.e frequent. Even Saintsbury (1895, p.134) notes that, 

although compared to Balzac's creation, Dickens's is a "magic lantern show 

rather than a human comedy,1I the individual figures in his work IIhave 

a vividness and vigour of life exceeding anything" in Balzac. Lilly 

(1895, p.18) says, similarly, that though it is true that many of Dickens's 

58 See b 1 a ave, p. 75. 
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characters are "cari catures, monsters, deformities," they nevertheless 

Jllive in his pages by. the power of his c"reative. genius." Lilly prefers 

truthful art, but he cannot gai nsay the power of Di ckens 's wri ting. 

David Murray, in My Contemporaries in Fiction (1897, p.15) points out 

that even when the chat'acters in the novels are grotesque they are alive, 

and Lang, in the Fortnightly Review (December 1898, p.954), says that 

though there are now "hundreds of writers who, with conscious rectitude, 

avoid. h·is technical errors," they do not have "the essential thing, the 

crea ti ve power ," Griffin, in the Irish Monthly (October 1896, p.543), 

having objected to Dickens's many errors, admits that no matter how unreal 

the characters are, Dickens manages to make them "vital and real" so 

that the reader knows them as intimately as he does most of his acquaint-

ances. The characters are not known in depth because they are not 

minutely analysed, but they are vivid creations. Thus something is 

salvaged for Dickens from the attacks on his imaginative powers conducted by 

Lewes in 1872, and by Mowbray Morris ten years later in the same journal, 

the Fortnightly Review (December 1882, pp.769-71). Morris says that 

Dickens only has fancy and not the higher power of imagination, and he 

substantially agrees with Taine's assessment. He ends (p.779) saying 

that the world will probably always laugh with Dickens, but he does not see 

much of a future for Dickens's fame as an artist because great art is 

produced by the imagination, not the fancy. Yet whether fancy or imagin-

ation, its power to make the characters real to the reader is noted by 

Morris (Collins p.60959 ) and by Brimley Johnson, in the Book Monthly 

(1906, p.236), and others. 60 

Many of these critics who speak of Dickens'i creative powers and 

imaginative vitality do not refer simply to the comic, even though they 

59 Not having "immediate access to this review, I have also used the extract 
in Call ins. 

60 See Chambers's Cyclo.Baedia of English Literature (1903, pA68) and Lord, 
in the Nineteenth Century (November 1903, p.780). 
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mention the names of Mrs. Gamp, Micawber, Pecksniff, Pickwick and other 

comic characters in support of what they say. What they find is that 

Dickens has imagination but it lacks control and direction, and opinions 

vary on his merits because some critics prefer realism, others 

appreciate invention but do not rate Dickens's achievement highly and 

for others the comic does not even seem to come "into account as an artistic 

quality. Brimley Johnson hints (p.238) tha~ the humour is inferior 

because it is not intellectual, but he does allow it some merit because 

it is "spontaneous, sympathetic and sustained." It is not one of the 

qualities which will make Dickens a great artist, but it is one of the 

lesser elements which keep alive the appeal of his works. The minimal 

importance of humour for the stature of a writer is also suggested by 

.Lilly (1895, pp.4-9), because he shows that the difference between a great 

humorist and a great artist of any other kind is merely that the humorist 

treats his subject "playfully." Dickens has too much playfulness and 

too little artistic competence, and because of his tendency towards 

caricature and exaggeration, Lilly does not feel that he creates an ideal 

world which is superior to, yet at the same time a reflection of, the 

rea 1 worl d. 

Dickens is claimed as an idealist in this as in other periods, and 

the term suggests tolerably high stature as well as a kind of poetic 

quality for Dickensis work, which in turn suggests high stature, because 

poetic literature is considered more highly than prose fiction. The 

arguments for Dickens's similarity to Shakespeare and other poets 

(M"ilton, Dante, Spenser), scattered throughout the criticism of the period 

surveyed, and the acceptances of his heightening of the real are all in 

some degree the attribution to Dickens of some kind of poetic quality. 

That Dickens is an original poet had been said by Felton, in the North 

American Review (January 1843, p.13l), Poe had praised his creative 
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imagination, in Graham's American Monthly Magazine (May 1841, p.25l), 

Forster, in the Examiner (8 October 1853, Collins p.290) had said that, 

like Fielding's,61 Dickens's novels rise to the dignity of poems, and in 

the present period, Buchanan, in St. Paul's Magazine (February 1872, p.146) 

compares Dickens with a number of poets and places him above Thackeray 

the satirst because his work is more poetic. Swinburne, in the Quarterly 

Review (July 19Q2, p.24.), calls Dickens a great comic poet and pays tribute 

to his creativity, but Chesterton is the first to place,ex.tended emphasis 

on the comic poetry of.the novels. 

To see Dickens as a poet is not new, but to emphasise the fact that 

comedy creates great poetry is, it seems, Chesterton's own valuable 

contribution. His sense of "poetry" is of something mystical or spirit

ual, and he argues that Dickens achieved it not by restraining his fancy, 

not by shaping his art, but by giving freedom to his creative powers, by 

creating the "impossible." He argues against most of the adverse criticisms 

which had been levelled at Dickens. He shows that Dickens is truthful 

in acceptable ways and that he need not be truthful in some of the more 

slavish ways of other novelists. He shows that Dickens was a practical 

teacher and reformer and that he offered more than mere sentimental 

optimism. He does not claim great intellect for Dickens, but he does not 

seem to think that intellect is supremely important, and stresses the 

imagination instead." And through all of his tactics, Chesterton does not 

lose sight of the fact that Dickens is a comic writer. From the point 

early in his bopk when he says (p.22) that "few now walk far enough along 

the street of Dickens to find the place where the cockney villas grow so 

comic that they become poetical ," to the statement near the end (p.2l7) 

that "by his serious genius, I need hardly say, I mean his comic genius," 

61 
See the Preface to Joseph Andrews, on the argument for the novel as 
comic prose-epic. 
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Chesterton consistently - and persistently - stresses the importance of 

the comic. He defends Dickens against many of the charges that had 

been made against him at various times: Dickens has his personal faults, 

but he is a "divine ll creator (p.24); his novels are constructed badly, 

but they are in fact not novels but fairy tales, myths or folklore 

(pp~66 ff); Dickens's popularity is no fault because it proves he has 

universality (p.86); his work is simple rather than complex, but perhaps 

this merely means that critics reject it because they cannot explain it 

(pp.9l-92); and so on. Behind all of his wordpl ay, he is quite serious -

and he thereby puts into practice as a critic what he believes Dickens 

does as an artist - in his a~tempt to rescue Dickens's reputation. The 

whole work is a gigantic defence of Dickens against adverse criticism, 

and Chesterton, in a situation that appeals to his love of paradox, 

defends Dickens with his .most obvious~ his most popular, and his most 

readily underrated artistic e"lement. 

Chesterton ;s in no doubtabout Dickens's future: he will survive 

and he will dominate the nineteenth century.62 This is not despite 

his comedy but because of it. For example, he says (p.114) that 

the IIcomic and fantastic" Martin Chuzzlewit will -survive American 

Notes, the "serious book" on America, because Dickens has created the 

ideal democracy in the former, whereas the "serious ll book only describes 

what exi sted. He defends this by asking "Who cares whether 

Aristophanes correctly describes Kleon, who is dead, when he so 

perfectly describes the demagogue, who cannot die?" Later, he says 

(p.2l8), that the argument that those who paint exact copies of the world 

are more likely to last than those who paint the impossible, is absurd. 

62 See above, p.305. 
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We do not know, he repl ies to this, whether Homer eX,a,ggerated when he 

created Achilles, but the fancy has survived the facts just as the fancy 

of Podsnap may survi ve the facts of Engli sh commerce. Hi s sl ei ght of 

hand is obvious in his use of the word "impossible," and the idea that 

Dickens creates universal truths is by no means new. His concluding 

argument (p.220) - the point from which he began, in fact - that Dickens 

descri bes the democracy as a worl d of free and yet funny men~ is a matter 

of politics and history, but his emphasis on Dickens's tlserious joyll is 

an important one, and although it is dressed up as philosophy and politics, 

its importance as a critical emphasis should not be ignored. There had 

been much concern in earl ier periods whether comedy was "serious" or not. 

Wit, when it was not word-play, was seen to be a serious intellectual 

exercise which Dickens did not partake of;, satire was clearly serious, 

but the criti'cs found at ~imes the danger of unwanted consequences; humour 

was always seen as being serious, because it was linked with pathos, with 

chari ty, sympathy and love, and with some degree of knowl edge of human 

nature. Fun, farce, buffoonery and other kinds of cotredy were mere means 

of diversion and relief. Chesterton emphasises as much as poss,ible the 

purely comic and says that Dickens could not be serious unless he could 

fi rs t be permitted to be comi c. 63 

The emphasis Chesterton places on creativity is probably his most 

crucial argument. It is important for him that Dickens was a creator. 

Dickens, he says (p.180), udid not point out things, he made them.1I 

Mr. Guppy - and' again Chesterton chooses a minor comic character to prove 

a major point - may be disapproved of, but he is lIa creation flung down 

like a miracle out of an upper sphere; we can pull him to pieces, but we 

63 
See above, p. 30. 
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could not have put him together." Dickens as creator is god-like and 

his creations call for admiration rather than criticism or appreciation. 

This places Dickens on the highest level and attempts to make him 

immune from reproach. Swinburne, in the Quarterly Review quoted above, 

attempts the same kind of thing: he begins with a description of the 

novelist as poet, who is ultimately seen as a god. This may be seen, 

of course, as merely high eulogy for Dickens in compensation for the low 

stature he is awarded by others, but the tendency to see the novelist as 

poet is a very old one. When Fielding described his novels as comic 

prose-epics he was in part attempting to gain for them a stature that the 

novel - and especially the comic novel - did not have at the time. 

That the novel ought to stri ve for the achievements of poetry is suggested 

by some of the important favourable criticisms of Dickens duri.ng the 

period surveyed. His work is compared to Shakespeare's because he is 

judged ultimately against the standard set by a great poet, and the method 

of idealism discussed so frequently by the critics, is mere readily 

achieved by the poet than by the novel ist who describes the everyday. 

Dickens, however, does not simply describe the everyday, and especially 

when his work was compared to that of the Realists and Naturalists, his 

creative powers became evident. The consideration of him as a poet 

occurred to criti cs at various points during the period surveyed, but the 

first to make any real effort to see him as a comic poet - to realise that 

the comic artist is capable of poetry - ;s Chesterton. 

Concl us i on 

It is remarkable that what Dickens is early counselled to learn or 

to expunge from hi s art has been nei ther learned nor expunged by the end 

of his career. The "faults" that are briefly noted by early critics, 

hopeful that he will do better as he matures, are seen in fact to persist 

and even to VJorsen. Ironically, his early work vJhich cou1d have been 
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improved on, according to the early critics, becomes that for which he is 

most renowned, and it,comes to be most liked because of its comedy. There 

Dickens gives rein to his most important gift and does not attempt to 

become the ki nd of writer whi ch he is fe 1t not to be i ntell ectually or 

artistically gifted to become. Yet, the comedy is also the element by 

which his stature is seen to be limited. It is felt that the comic writer 

- or at least a comic writer of Dickens's kind - is inherently not a serious 

artist because he is too often in jest and because his work seems to 

offend against important critical demands. Attempts to argue against this 

kind of approach frequently show that Dickens is not a mere comic writer 

because there are a number of admirable non-comic qualities and effects in 
-

his work. Dickens could, of course, have had all of these qualities with-

out being a comic artist, and what such critics do is to subordinate the 

comic to non~comic aspects, and in the process to lose sight of the comic. 

The most valuable kind of argument is that Dickens's comedy is an 

imaginative power, that he is an idealist, that his work is essentially 

poetic. But whatever claim is made, tile fact that comedy is involved often 

seems to be fel t to 1 imit his stature as a serious artist. He would have 

been better if he had been a serious rather than a comic writer, his critics 

suggest, and it takes a Chesterton with an eye for paradox to show his 

contemporaries that seriousness and comedy may be combined, and that 

a comic writer may have a high stature on account of rather than despite 

his comedy. 

Dickens is recognised as a comic writer, and towards the end of the 

period, his comedy - especially his humour - is felt to be his most 

important qual ity. Whether he is a great humori st seems generally settl ed 

in his favour by thf? time of the generation after his death~ but there are 

a number who would say that he is only unrivalled in a particular line of 

comedy. His humour suffers a litt1e because of a growing preference for 
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the intellectual in fiction, but if, as R.B. l~artin64 a,rgues, there was 

a triumph of wit, there was also,in a sense, a triumph of the imagin-
-

ation. Insofar as wit appeals to the intellect,' humour and other comic 

modes may appeal to the poetic, creative and imaginative faculties. 

Humour lost some ground as sentimentality, with which it was associated, 

went out of fashion, but the emotional connotations of the mode remained 

and Chesterton ,notably avoids using the term ~oo frequently. Yet ,there 

seems to have been a compensatory emphasis on the imaginative qualities 

o'f humour. H.D. Traill (1897, pp.290-9l),in a chapter entitled 

liThe Future of Humour," likens humour to poetry in a general thesis: humour, 

like poetry, is "a habit of contemplating, and of being affected by, the 

facts of consciousness in a particular way .... Poetry unveil s the 

,hidden beauty, humour exposes the lurking incongruity, of these relations." 

The greatest triumph of the humorist is to "renew with humour those common 

things on which the careless eye of the world has rested, unsuspecting of 

their secret charm, a thousand times," This is the same in essence as 

Chesterton1s emphasis on the common man like Toots who is found to be 

i nteres ti ng even though he may be passed over by some as a fool, and it 

goes right back to some of the earliest appreciations of Dickens1s power 

to heighten the real, to describe scenes that everyone had seen but had 

not seen so clearly until Dickens had described them. 65 

It is thiskin~ of emphasis that, on the whole, achieves more than 

the common means of assessing stature, by comparison of Dickens with other 

writers, a practice which goes on for the whole of the period without 

really making much progress. Many of the other artists named by the 

criti cs sati s fy thei r formal demands for great 1 i terature while Di ckens 

64 op.cit. 

65 See above, p. 46. 



does not - they feel that he does not construct good plots, control his 

imagination, or describe universal humanity. Technically Dickens is 

rarely defended, but his excellence is felt - and often no more than 

felt - to lie elsewhere: in his comedy, which is linked to his imagination. 

Not all critics place high value on the imagination, and a number of them 

spurn Dickens for.his lack of intellect and culture. He is no philosopher, 

they say, and n9 doubt Chesterton's retaliation did not satisfy them. 
~ 

But with Chesterton and those who prefigure him, more and more is being 

claimed for the comic novelist both generally and in the. person of 

Dickens. Comedy is no longer merely a means of amusement, no longer 

colourful wrapping for something weightier and more important, no longer 

jus t the cause of "cheery optimi sm. II 
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CONCLUSION 

Criticism of Dickens's comic fiction during the period surveyed 

seems to go through a process that novel-fiction had once gone through. 

The novel was objected to because it was frivolous, and it had to prove 

its relevance to life and its usefulness. Dickens's comedy is often 

charged with being frivolous, and consequently critics spend a lot of 
• 

t"ime dignifying the comic by attaching it to acceptable non-comic elements 

such as morality, sympathy and charity. Few critics doubt the import-

ance of comedy in Dickens's work, and if other elements such as pathos 

seem at times to be equally important, there is gradual acceptance, thanks 

to a continuing preference for the early Dickens, of the fact that he is 

a comic writer above all. This by no means ensures him high stature, 

because there is a strong vein of adverse criticism, almost from the 

beginning of his career, which is remarkablY unvarying in its tenets. 

Dickens is uncultured, unintellectual, over-emotional, over-imaginative, 

and fit only for the amusement of the public to whom most of these critics 

consider themselves socially and intellectually superior. Dickens's comedy 

involves exaggeration, and this is probably its most glaring fault in the 

eyes of many critics. Early "in the period', everyone hopes he will learn 

to be more faithful to 1 i fe and nature, but as it becomes evi dent that 

this is not going to. happen, there are developed critical arguments which 

accommodate a degree of exaggeration. Dickens comes to be seen as an 

artist with an abundance of imaginative and creative power which makes 

up for his technical deficiencies. Emphasis on his moral and social 

teaching never dies out, but slowly there is more importance given to his 

imaginative powers. Interest in his personality and character is always 

strong, and it in fact increases during the period. There is ah/ays 

a suspicion that the fiction is the expression of the man, and after 
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Forster ' s bi ography it becomes a downri ght conv; ction. The main trend 

is towards evaluation, and most of the maiters discussed above tend in 

the direction of the final chapter. Fiction that reflects 1ife,either 

accurately or imaginatively heightened, is felt to be superior to that which 

does not. Fiction with a purpose or with some kind of statement about 

life is felt to be better than that which seeks merely to amuse. Success 

or failure is explained by reference to the author's personal capabilities. 

Dickens's comedy - most especially his humour - is felt to be 

important. Few critics doubt its importance, but equally few give him 

high stature as a novelist on account of his comedy. Comedy, it is felt, 

may be important in Dickens, ~ut it is not really valuable as a literary 

quality. Those who defend Dickens's comedy may, like Forster in many of 

his reviews in the Examiner, end up talking of more "serious" underlying 

matters such as morality a~d imagination, or they may, like Hutton in 

most of his articles in the Spectator, give high praise to the comic in 

Dickens yet suggest that no matter how high he is rated as a comic novelist, 

he does not reach the highest level as a novelist or literary artist. 

Chesterton in a way combines Forster and Hutton and says that Dickens is 

both a great comic writer and a great literary artist~ Shrewdly, Chesterton 

seems to pinpoint what it was that had been worrying critics for so long: 

whether comic writing could also be accepted as serious writing. The 

importance of comedy for Dickens had long been recognised, but an assessment 

of its value for Dickens as literary artist finds its fullest expression 

in the period in,Chesterton's work, at the end of seventy years of criticism. 

It seems strange, however, that so many of the great Victorian novels contain 

comic elements, yet comedy is viewed cautiously and often suspiciously by 

many of the critics .of the greatest comic novelist of the era. 
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W.B. RalJds [IlMatthew Browne. lI
] IIFrom Faust to Mr. Pickwick. 1I 

July 1880, pp.162-76. 

Cornhi11 Magazine 

*John Ruskin. IIUnto This Last. 1I August 1860, pp.155-66. [Footnote 

referring to Hard Times, p.159.] 

A.E. Street. IIDickeos and Daudet.1I October 1891, pp.400-15. 

County Herald 

16 April 1836. [Notice of Pickwick No.1.] 

Court Journa 1 

20 February 1836, p.123. [Notice of Sketches.] 

21 December 1850, pp.809-10. [Review of P~ndennis, with initial 

compar~son of Thackeray and Dickens.] 

Daily News 

2 December 1850, p.2. [Notice of Copperfield last Nos.] 

Di ckens ian 

The first two years of this publication are relevant. Of special 

interest are the following articles: 

William H. Bailey. "Wellerisms and Wit. II February 1905, pp.3l-34. 
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J.W.1. Ley. IIA Critic Criticised." February 1905, pp.41-42. 

[Review of W.T~ Shore's Charles D1ckens (1905).J 

R.W.G. Hunter. "Charles Dickens:his Contribution to English 

Literature." January 1906, pp.5-8. 

Dublin Review (London) 

C.W. Russell. February 1840, pp.160-88. [Review of German 

translation of Pickwick.J 

*Frances Hoey(?}. IITwo English Novelists: Dickens and Thackeray.1I 
'April 1871, pp.315-50. 

Dublin University Magazine 

"01 iver Twist." December 1838, pp.699-723. 

"Boz." April 1844, p.520. 

Ecclesiastic and Theologian 

IICharles Dickens." October 1855, pp.467-n. [Review of novels up 

to Bleak House.] 

Eclectic Review 

April 1837, pp.339-55. [Review of Pickwick Nos. 1-12.J 

IIBleak House!' December 1853, pp.665-79. 

IICharles Dickens I Great Expectations. II October 1861, pp.458-77. 
!: 

*"Mr. Dickens's Romance of a Dust-Heap.1I November 1865, pp.455-76. 

[~eview of Our Mutual Friend.J 

t 

7 November 1846, pp.1462-63 .. [Notice of Dombey No. 2.J 

12 Decernber 1846, pp.1622-23. [Notice of Dombe,t No.3.J 

Edinburgh Review 

*T.H. Lister. October 1838, pp.75-97. [Review of .:::.:..:..=...;;:...::..;;:..=...::- and the 

first three novels.J 

*James Spedding. January 1843, pp.497-522.' [Review of American 

Notes. ] 

*J.F. Stephen. "The License of Modern Novelists." July 1857, 

pp.124-56, [Review of L alongside Reade's It is 

never too late to mend and Mrs. Gaskell's Life of Charlotte Bronte.] 
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English Review 

December 1848, pp.257-75. [Review of Dombey and Vanity Fair, with 
long preamble on humour.] 

July 1852, p.430. [Brief notice of Bleak House No.1.] 

Every Saturday (Boston) 

23 July 1870, p.471. [Note on Dickens's lesser known writings.] 

30 July 1870, p.482. [Note on obituaries in English magazines.] 

17 December 1870, p.811. [Dickens's "blank verse" style noted.] 

Examiner 

* 

[Whether Forster wrote all of these reviews or whether - as Alec W. 
Brice (see below) maintains - Albany Fonb1anque, Leigh Hunt and Henry 
Morley wrote some of them,is a question which is still unsettled. 
I attribute to Forster those about which no doubts appear to have been 
raised, but leave others unassigned.] 

28 February 1836, pp.132-33. [Brief notice of Sketches.] 

5 November 1837, pp.708-9. [Brief notice of Pickwick.] 

John Forster. 4 December 1841, pp.772-74. [Review of Barnaby Rudge 
and Old Curiosity Shop.J 

---- 26 October 1844, pp.675-77. [Review of Chuzzlewit.J 

----5 May 1849, pp.277-78. [Notice of Copperfield No.l.J 

----14 December 1850, pp.798-99'. [Review of Copperfield.] 

13 June 1857, p.372. [Review of Little Dorrit.J 

20 July 1861, pp.452-53. [Review of Great Expectations.J 

28 October 1865, pp.68l-82. [Review of Our Mutual Friend.J 

Family Heral d 

IISchools; or, Teachers and Taught." 28 July 1849, pp.204-5. 
[Protests against the image allegedly given to teachers in 
Co~.field No. 3.J 

Family Journal 

IIPopular Literature. II 5 December 1846, pp.15-16. [A little on 
Dombey to da te .] 
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Fortnightly Review 

*G.H. Lewes. "Dickens in Relation to Criticism." February 1872, 

pp.141-54. [Rpt. G.H. Ford and Lauriat Lane, op.cit., pp.54-74.J 

*Mowbray Morris. "Charles Dickens." December 1882, pp.762-79. 

Andrew Lang. "Charles Dickens." December 1898, pp.944-60. 

[Reprint of General Introduction to the Gadshill Edition of 

Works.J 

Forum (New York) 

W.H. Mallock. "Are Scott, Dickens, and Thackeray Obsolete?" 

December 1892, pp.503-13. 

Frederic Harrison. "Dickens's Place in Literature." January 1895, 

pp.543-53. 

Fraser's Literary Chronicle 

9 April 1836, p.295. [Review of Pickwick No.l.J 

Fraser's Magazine 

"Dickens's American Notes." November 1842, pp.617-29. 

V.H. Hobart. "Thoughts on l~odern Engl ish Literature. II July 1859, 

pp.97-110. [Dickens, pp.98-99.J 

Galaxy 

R.G. White. liThe Styles of Disraeli and of Dickens." August 1870, 

flP·253-63. 

Walter Carey. "Hook, Thackeray, and Dickens." January 1878, pp.31-

43. 
, 

Gentle~an's M~gazine 

February 1844, pp.170-71. [Review of Carol.J 

Blanchard' Jerrold.' July 1870, pp.228-4l. [Obituary.J 

G.B. Smith. ~1arch 1874, pp.301-l6. [Reviewer of Forster's Life.J 

Globe 

8 June 1836. [Review of Pickwick Nos. 1 and 2.J 

Good Words 

Andrew Lang. "Dickens." April 1888, pp.233-37. 
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Graham's Magazine (Philadelphia) 

E.A. Poe. May 1841, pp.248-5l. [Review of Old Curiosity Shop.J 

Greenwicb,Woolwich and Deptford Gazette 

27 August 1836. [Extract from Pickwick.J 

Guardian 

9 May 1849, pp.303-4. [Review of ~erfie1d No.1.J 

28 September 1870, pp.1152-53. [Review of Edwin Drood.J 

Harper's Magazine (New York) 

W.O. Howells. "Editor,',s Easy Chair." July 1902, pp.308-12. 

Idler and Breakfast Table Companion 

August - November 1837. [Notices of last four instalments of Pickwick. 
Rpt. W. Miller and E.H. Strange, op.cit., pp.175-77.J 

Illustrated Times 

8 December 1855, p.435. [Review of Little Dorrit No.l.J 

Irish Monthly 

Montagu Griffin. "An Estimate of Dickens as an Artist-" September 
1896, pp.490-98; and October 1896, pp.539-549. 

John Bull 

12 June 1836, p.190. [Brief notice of Pickwick No. 3.J 

11 September 1836, p.295. [Brief notice of Pi~kwick No.6.J 

Knickerbocker (New York) 

September 1844, pp.274-77. [Review of Chuzz1ewit.J 

August 1857, pp.188-89. [Notice of Little Dorrit.J 

Knowledge 

Ri chard A. Procter. "Di ckens and Thackeray." 12 June 1885, pp .493-94; 
19 June 1885, p.520; and 26 June 1885, pp.537-38. 

Ladies' Companion and Monthly Magazine 

vol. 20. 1861, pp.218-21. [Review of Great Expectations.J 
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Leader 

4 July 1857,pp.639-40. [Beginning of defence of Dickens, Jerrold 

and "light "literature" against the Saturday Review.J 

11 July 1857, p.664. [Criticism of Edinburgh Review's July 1857 

article, for which see above.J 

18 July 1857, pp.689-90. [Attack on Saturday Review and defence of 

Dickens's satire.J 

1 August 1857, p. 737. [Returns to ~rgument against Edinburgh Review 

and gleefully recounts Dickens's reply to it in Household Words.J 

Literary and Pictorial Repository 

July 1838. [Review of Nicholas Nickl~. Quoted L.B. Cho1mondeley, 

"The Offending Razor," Dickensian (Autumn 1939, pp.269-71).] 

Literary Gazette 

13 August 1836, p.520. [Brief notice of Pickwick No.5.J 

10 September 1836, p:584. [Brief notice of Pickwick No.6.J 

7 April 1838, p.214. [Review of ~ickleby No.1.J 

13 July 1861, pp.32-33. [Review of Great Expectations.J 

Lloyd's Weekly London Newspaper 

10 June 1849, p.8. [Mostly plot summary of Copperfield No.2.J 

London Revi ew 

J. Main Friswell. "Mr. Charles Dickens." 16 NOvember 1867. pp.546-50. 

[Some passages repeated in Modern Men of Letters (q.v.) J 

London Quarterly Review 

*January 1871, pp.265-86. [Survey of Dickens's career, ostensibly 

a review of Charles Dickens Edition of Works.J 

London Uni versitLMagazi ne 

J.S. vol.l. 1842, pp.378-98. [Review of American Notes.J 

Man in the Moon 

*"Inquest on the Late Master Paul Dombey." March 1847, pp.155-60. 

[Comic "inquest" and description of the "funeral."J 

"DoJnbey and Son Finished." February 1848, pp.59-67. 

"Law Report. II January 1849, pp.50-52. [Dickens charged with having 
written an unintelligible novel.J 
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Melbourne Review (Australia) 

S. St. John Topp. "Charles Dickens. 1I July 1881, pp.265- 82. 

Mirror (New York) 

16 April 1836, pp.249-51. [Brief notice of Sketches, with extracts.] 

Moni tor 

1 February 1851, pp.28-29. [Review of Copperfield.] 

Monthly Religious Magazine (Boston) 

J.H. Morison. "Charles Dickens'" vol.44, 1870, pp.129-38. 

Monthly Review 

March 1836, pp.350- 57. [Review of Sketches First Series.] 

February 1837, pp.153-60. [Review of Sketches Second Series and 
Pickwick to date.] 

January 1839, pp.29-4l. [Review of Oliver Twist.] 

May 1840, pp.35-43. "[Review of Master Humphrey's Clock Nos. J and 2.J 

November 1842, pp.390-402. [Review of An~rican Notes.] 

September 1844, pp.137-46. [Review of Chuzzlewit.J 

January 1856, pp.40-41. [Notice of Little Dorrit. No.1.J 

Morning Advertiser 

25 October 1836. [Notice of Sketches and Pickwick.] 

~orning Chronicle 

7 June 1836, p.3. [Notice of Pickwick Nos. 1 and 2.J 

9 July 1849, p.5. [Notice of Copperfield No.3.J 

8 August 1849, p.3. [Notice of Copperfield No.4.J 

Morning Post 

12 March 1836, p.6. [Notice of Sketches.J 

11 May 1836, p.5. [Notice of Pickwick No.1.J 

Munsey's Magazine (New York) 

A.D. Hurd. "Charles Dickens." March 1894, pp.647-660. [Biographical, 
centred round a series of portraits of Dickens.J 

W.D. Howells. liMy Favourite Novelist and his Best Book." April 1897. 
[Rpt. Edwin H. Cady, W.O. Howells as Critic. 1973, pp.124-25.] 
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Nation (New York) 

*Henry James. 
Friend. 

21 December 1865, pp.786-87. [Review of Our Mutual 
Rpt. G.H. Ford and Lauriat Lane, op.cit., pp.48-54.] 

National Intel1igencer (Washington) 

N.P.W. "Dickens and his Writings." 12 July 1843. 

National Quarterly Review (New York) 

H. Dennison. liThe Works of Charles Dickens. 1I June 1860, pp.91-113. 

National Review 

*Wa lter Bagehot. ItCharl es Di ckens.1I October 1858, pp .458-86. [Rpt. 
Literary Studies. Ed. R.H. Hutton. 2nd vol. 1879, pp.184-220.] 

*Martin Chuzzlewit. 1I July 1861, pp.134-50. 

Naval and Military Gazette 

16 April 1836, p.253. [Brief notice of Pickwick No.1.] 

23 July 1836, p.477. [Brief notice of Pickwick No.4.] 

20 August 1836, p.540. [Brief notice of Pickwick No.5.] 

New Eclectic Magazine (Baltimore) 

September 1870, pp.257-62. [Reprint of Spectator article, 18 June 
1870, (q.v.).] 

New Monthly Belle Assemblee 

May 1837, pp.233-34. [Brief notice of _______ "'-'----_' with extract.] 

N.ew Mon th 1 y Ma gaz i ne 

September 1836, pp.l02-4. [Review of Pickwick.] 

William Mackay. liThe Late Charles Dickens." July 1870, pp.86-9l. 

New Moral World (Leeds) 

"Boz's Sketches." 18 July 1840, pp.34-35. 

New York Herald 

See E.F. Payne, in section C. 

New York Sta r 

1838. [Rpt. Dickensian (August 1908, pp.219-20).] 
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Ni neteenth Century 

Anthony Trollope: "Novel Reading-." January 1879, pp.24-43. [Dickens 

and Thackeray.] 

W.F. Lord. "Charles Dickens." November 1903, pp.765-81. 

North American Review (Boston) 

W. Sargent. October 1853, pp.409-39. [Review of Bleak House.] 

C.E. Norton. "Charles Di ckens." Apri 1 1868, pp .671-72. 

North British Review (Edinburgh) 

*Thomas Cleghorn. May 1845, pp.65-87. [Survey of Dickens's works, 

especially Chuzzlewit, Carol and Chimes.] 

1. Gregory Smith. "Recent Works of Fiction." August 1851, pp.419-41. 

[Dickens and Thackeray, pp.423-24.] 

Old and New (Boston) 

G.B. Woods. "The Mystery of Edwin Drood." November 1870, pp.530-33. 

"Dickens as a Moralist." Apr"il 1871, pp.480-83. 

Pa 11 Mall ·Gazette 

Alice Meynell. "Charles Dickens as a Writer." 11 January 1899, 

p.3 and 18 January 1899, p.3. [Similar in wording and emphasis 

to her article in Atlantic Monthly (q.v.).] 

Pa 11 r~a 11 Na gaz i ne 
-

W.E. Henley. "Some Notes on Charles Dickens." August 1899, pp.537-

79. [Cri ti ci ses Lang's Gadshi 11 Introducti on, see Fortni ghtly 

above.] 

Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post 

E.A. Poe. 1 May, 1841. [Revie\'J of Barnaby Rudge, Nos. 1-3. Rpt. 

Dickensian (July 1913, pp.174-78)~] 

putnam's Monthly Magazine (New York) 

C.F. Riggs. "Characters in Bleak House." November 1853, pp.558-62. 

G.F. Talbot.> "The Genius of Charles Dickens." March 1855, pp.263-72. 

guarterly Review 

*Abraham Hayward. October 1837, pp.484-518. [Review of Sketches 

and Pickwick Nos. 1-17.J 
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*Richard Ford. June 1839, pp.83-102. [Review of the early 

novels.] 

A.C. Swinburne. "Charles Dickens." July 1902, pp.20-39. 

Queen's Magazine 

J.M. Rymer. "Popular Writing." vo1.l. 1842, pp.99-l03. (Dickens, 

p.103.] 

Rambler 

January 1848, pp.64-66. [Review of Dombey No.16.] 

"David Copperfield and Con Gr.egan." September 1849, pp.333-37. 

,[Review of Dickens to p.335.] 

Rose, Shamrock and Thistle 

S.F. Williams. "Dickens's Works: a Series of Criticisms." vol. 3, 

1863, pp.186-88,289-97, 405-13,636-45; and vol. 4, 1864, 

pp.73-80, 145-S7. [Articles on: Dombey; Chimes, Literature 

before Pickwick, Pickwic'k, and Oliver Twist.] 

St. James's Magazine 

"Charles Dickens." August 1870, pp.696-99. 

Arnold Quamoclit. "Charles Dickens as a Humaniser." April 1879, 

pp.281-91. 

St. Paul's Magazine 

Anthony Troll ope. "Charles Dickens." July l8Z.o, pp.370-75. 

[Obi tua ry.] 

*R.W. Buchanan. "The 'Good Genie' of Fiction." February 1872, pp.130-

148. [Subtitled "Thoughts while reading Forster's Life .... "] 

Sa10pian Journal 

7 July 1841. [Bri ef noti ce of Barnaby Rudge.] 

Satirist 

14 February 1836, p.51. [Br'ief notice of Sketches.] 

1 May 1836, p.138. [Brief notices of Pickwick No.2.] 
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Saturday Revi ew 

* 

* 

H.J.S. Maine. "Circumlocution versus Circumvention." 22 November 

1856, pp.649-50. [Mainly concerned with the truth of what 

Dickens allegedly says about the aristocratic government, in 

L ittl e Dorri t.] 

J.F. Stephen. "Little Dorrit." 4 July 1857, pp.14-l6. 

---- HL; ght Literature and the Saturday Revi ew." 11 July 1857, 

. pp.34-:35. [Replies to Leader, (q .. v.).] 

---- "The Edinburgh Review and ~1odern Novelists." 18 July 1857, 

pp .57-58. [Defends his own article in Edinburgh Review (q.v.) 

July 1857.] 

---- "Mr. Dickens." 8 May 1858. [Rpt. Albert t~ordell, 

Notorious Literary Attacks. New York 1926; rpt. New York, 1969. 

PP.162-70.1] 

----17 December' 1859, pp.741-43. [Review of A Tale of Two 

Cities. Rpt., G~H. Ford and Lauriat Lane, op.cit., pp.38-46.] 

---- 23 February 1861, pp.194-96. [Review of Uncommercial 

Traveller and re-issue of Pickwick.] 

---- 20 July 1861, pp.G9-70. [Review of Great Expectations.] 

* 12 December 1863, pp.759-60. [Review of "Mrs. Lirr-iper's Lodgings."] 

* G. Fraser. liThe death of Mr. Dickens." 11 June 1870, pp.760-61. 

*17 September 1870, p.369. [Review of Drood.] 

Scotti sh Revi ew 

"Charles Dickens." December 1883, pp.125-14'7. [Review of Forster's 

Li fe, etc.] 

Sharpe's London Magazine 

May 1848, ·pp.200-3. [Review of Dombey.] 

Southern Literary Messen~ (Richmond, Virginia) 

E.A. Poe. June 1836, pp.457-59. [Review of Watkins Tottle, and 

other Sketches ... , the ti tl e under whi ch the Sketches were 

published in America.] 

E.A. Poe. November 1836, pp.787-89. [Review of Pickwick to date.] 

Judge Beverley Tucker. May 1837, pp.323-25. [Review of Tulrumble, ----

and Oliver TVJist No.l.] 
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Judge Beve~ley Tucker. September 1837, pp.525-32. [Review of 

Pickwick.] 

January 1843, pp.58-62. [Two reviews of American Notes, one from 

the north and one from the south, to show that Dickens's Notes 

"do .. n·ot pass current in either section. "] 

August 1851, pp.499-504. [Reprint of "David Copperfield and Arthur 

Pendennis" from The Times (London) 11 June 1851, (q.v.).] 

Spectator 

"The Sketches of Boz." 

16 April 1836, p.373. 

20 February 1836, pp.182-83. 

[Notice of Pickwick No.1.] 

"Second Series of Sketches by Boz." 24 December 1836, pp.1234-35. 

*31 March 1838, p.305. [Review of Nickleby No.1.] 

5 May 1849, p.422. [Brief notice of Copperfield No.1.] 

23 November 1850, pp.1l19-20. [Review of Copperfield.] 

*George Brimley. "Dickens's Bleak House" 24 September 1853, pp.923-

25. 

December 1853, p.1216. [Brief notice of Little Dorrit No.1.] 

29 December 1860, pp.1246-47. [Brief notice of the Uncommercial 

Traveller.] 

20 July 1861, pp.784-85. [Review of Great Expectations.] 

R.H~ Hutton. "Unctuous Sentiment." .12 April-1862, p.406. 

[Protest against sentimentalism in literature, and Dickens'srole 

in popu1arising it.] 

28 October 1865, pp.1200-2. [Review of Our Mutual Friend.] 

*R:H. Hutton. "Mr. Dickens's Moral Services to Literature." 17 April 

1869, pp.474-75. 

"The 1nfl uence of Dickens on Society" 11 June 1870. 

[Rpt. Dickensian, June 1905, pp.143-46.] 

*-~- "The Genius of Dickens." 18 June 1870, pp.749-51. 

[Rpt., New Eclectic Magazine (September 1870) above.] 
'-

"What is Humoui"?" 25 June 1870, pp.776-78. 

" 

"The Di spute about the Geni us of Di ckens. " 7 February 

1874, P p. 169 - 70 . 

I 
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*R.H. Hutton. "Charles Dickens}' 7 February 1874~ pp.174-76. 

[Review of Forster's Life.] 

"Charles Dickens's Verse. 1I 29 December 1877~ pp.1651-53. [Discusses 

the occasional verse in the novels.] 

R.H. Hutton. IIMr. Ward's 'Dickens.'11 17 June 1882, pp.797-79. 

[Review of A.W. Ward, 1882, (q.v.).] 

IIPathos. 1I 13 August 1877, pp.1082-83. 

"How Long Will Dickens Ho}d his Place in the Future?" 

31 December 1892, pp.950-51. 

"Sam Weller and the Irony of the Streets." 29 July 

1893, pp.139-40. [Occasioned by the second edition of a book of 

Wellerisms by C.F. Rideal (London 1893).J 

liThe Superfine View of Dickens." 26 January 1895, 

pp.127-28. [Comments on Lilly 1895 (q.v.).] 

2 May 1836. [Brief notice of Pickwick No.2.J 

4 July 1836. [Brief notice of Pickwick No.4.] 

4 July 1839. [Notice of Nick1eby No.16.] 

6 September 1847. [Review, mostly plot summary and extract, of 

Dornbey No.12.] 

Sunday Heral d 

21 February 1836, p.62. [Notice of §ketches.] 

10 April 1836, p.118. [Notice of Pickwick No.1.] 

12 June 1836, [Brief notice of Pickwick No.3.] 

*12 June 1870. [Obituary.J 

Temple Bar Magazine 

*Alfred Austin. "Charles Dickens." July 1870, pp.554-62. [Obituary.] 

*George Bentley. liThe Life of Charles Dickens." May 1873, pp.169-85. 

[Review of Forster's Life.] 

Herman Merivale. IIAbout Two Great Novelists." vol.83, 1888, pp.188-

204. [Dickens and Thackeray.] 
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Lewis Melville. uThackeray and Dickens. 1I October 1902, pp.413-20. 

Times 

27 December 1845, p.6. [Review of Cricket on the Hearth.] 

1 June 1846, p.7. [Review of Pictures from Italy.] 

2 January 1847, p.6. [Review of Battle of Life.] 

*Samuel Phillips. uDavid Copperfield and Arthur Pendennis. u 

11 June 1851. p.8. 

*LS. Dallas. "Great Expectations." 17 October 1861, p.6. 

*---- "O ur Mutual Friend." 29 November 1865, p.6. 

F.N. Broome. liThe Nystery of Edwin Drood." 2 April 1870. [Review 

of No.1.] 
. 

*10 June 1870, p.9. [Obituary.] 

T. P • I s \tJee k 1 y 

lrai n 

Arnold Bennett. liMy Literary Heresies." 16 September 1904. 

[Rpt. Samuel Hynes, The Author's Craft and other Critical Writi~ 

of Arnold Bennett. Lincoln (Nebraska),1968, pp.235-37.] 

John Hollingshead. "Mr. Dickens and his Critics." August 1857, 
pp.76-79. 

Union Magazine 

"Charles Dickens's Christmas Books." February 1846, pp.223-36. 

[Carol, ~himes and Cri ket with general criticism of the novels 

in te rmi n 9 1 e d . ] 

United States Magazi ne and Democrat; c Revi ~w (New York) 

*"The Reception of ~1r. Dickens." April 1842. [Rpt q Dickensian 

(September 1907, pp.229-33.] 

IlBleak House. 1I September 1~53, pp.276-80. 

University Quarterly (New Haven) 

Frank A. Walker. "Dickens - How Far a Literary Examp1ar. 1I January 
1860, pp. 91- 101 . 

Victoria Magazine 

Edward Roscoe. IICharles Dickens." August 1870, pp.357-63. [Obituary.] 



Weekly Chronicle 

[All are brief notices of serial parts.] 

5 May 1849, p.3. [Copperfield No.1.] 

4 August 1849, p.2. [Copperfield No.4.] 

6 October 1849, p.3. [Copperfield No.6.] 

9 February 1850, p.6. [Copperfield No.~O.] 

9 March 1850, p.6. [fQ£P.erfield No.1l.] 

7 July 1850, p.3. [Copperfield No.1S.] 

4 August 1850, p.6. [Copperfield No.16.] 

'~eekly Dispatch 
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6 May 1849, p.278. [Notice of Copperfield No.1., with preamble on 
Dickens's faults and merits as a novelist.] 

Welcome Guest 

G. Turner. "Mr. Charles Dickens and his Reviewers." vol.l, 1860, 
pp.375-77. 

Western Times (Exeter) 

6 March 1841. [Notice of the close of Old Curiosity Shop and opening 
of Barnaby Rudge.] 

Westminster Revie\v 

W.E._Hickson (1). December 1843, pp.457-59. tr~artin Chuzzlewit 
not; ced among other "New Nove 1 S. It] 

January 1862, pp.288-89. [Notice of Great Expectations.] 

*Justin McCarthy. "Modern Novelists: Charles Dickens." October 1864, 
pp.414-441. 

Working Man's Friend and. Family Instructor 

liThe Genius and Characteristics of Charles Dickens." 21 August 1852:, 
pp.326-28. 

Young Englishwoman 

IIMr. Dicken's Last Book." 9 December 1865, pp.380-82. [Review of 
Our Mutual Friend.] 
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C Books Wholly or Partly on Dickens 

Page references to sections or chapters on Dickens are given in most 
cases. 

Baillie-Saunders, Margaret. The Philosophy of Dickens. 1905. 

Bayne, Peter. Essays in Biography and Criticism. Boston, 1857. 
[Section on Dickens, pp.383-88.] 

Canning, A.S.G. The Philosophy of Dickens. 1880. 

Chambers's' Cyclopaedia of English Literature. Revised by Robert 
Carruthers. 4th ed., vol.2. Edinburgh, 1879. [Entry on Dickens, 
pp.515-21.] 

---- Ed. David Patrick. 5th ed., vol.3. Edinburgh, 1903. 
[Entry on Dickens, by R.C. Lehmann, pp.464-74.] 

Chance 11 or, E. B. 
New York, 1970. 

Chesterton, G.K. 

Literary Types. 1895; rpt. (Port Washington) 
[Chapter on Dickens, pp.140-71.] 

Charles Dickens. 1906. 

Cleveland, C.D. English Literature of the Nineteenth Century. 
Rev.ed., New York, 1867. (Dickens, pp.718-30.] 

Cross, W.L. The Development of the English Novel. 1899; rpt. 

/ 

(Westport) Connecticut, 1969. [Chapter largely on Dickens, pp.168-96.] 

Davey, S.J. Darwin, Carlyle and Dickens. 1876. [Chapter on Dickens, 
pp.121-56.] 

Dawson, W.J. The Makers of English Fiction. New York, 1905. [Two 
chapters on Dickens, pp.98-l23.] 

Dictionary of National Biography. 1888; 2nd ed., 1908. Ed. Leslie 
Stephen and Sidney Lee. [Entry on Dickens, vol.5, pp.925-37, by 
Stephen.] 

Dowden, Edward. Transcri and Studies. 1887; 2nd ed., 1896. 
[Dickens mentioned, pp.167-68.] 

Field, Kate. Pen Photographs of Charles Dickensls Readings. 1871. 

'Fi tzgeral d, Percy. Afternoon Lectures on Literature and Art. Two 
English Essayists: Charles Lamb and Charles Dickens. 1865. 
[pp.85-l00 on Dickens.] 

---- Bozland, Dickens' Places and Peo~le. 1895; rpt. Ann 
Arbor, 1971. 
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A.J. Hoppe. 

The Life of Charles Dickens. 

2. vo 1 s. 1969. 
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(3 vo 1 s. 1872-74 . ) Ed. 

Friswell, J. Hain. Modern Men of Letters Honestly Criticised. 1870. 

Gissing, George. Charles Dickens: a Critical Study. 1898; rev.ed., 

1902. 

Graham, R.D. The Masters of Victorian Literature 1837-97. Edinburgh, 

1879. [Section on Dickens, pp.1-23.] 

Hanaford, Phebe A. The Life and Writings of Charles Dickens. 

Bos ton, 1882. 

Henley, W.E. Views and Reviews. New York, 1902. [Dickens, pp.1-8.] 

Horne, R.H. A New Spirit of the Age. 2 vols. 1844; rpt. Farnborough 

(Hants.) 1971. [Chapter on Dickens, vol.l. pp.1-76.] 

Hughes, J.L. - Dickens as an Educator. New York, 1901. 

Hunt,Theodore. W. Representative English Prose and Prose-Writers. 

New Y.ork, 1887. [Chapter on Dickens, pp.444-78.] 

Irving, Wal ter. 

Dickensiana. 

Jeaffreson, J.C. 

2 vo1s. 1858. 

Charles Dickens. -1874. [Extract in F.G. Kitton, 

1886; rpt. New York, 1971, pp.172-75.J 

Novels and Novelists from Elizabeth to Victoria. 

[Chapter on Dickens, vol. 2, pp;303-34.J 

Kitton, F.G. The Life.of Charles Dickens. 1902. 

---- The Novels of Charles Dickens. 1897.--

Lang, Andrew. Letters to Dead Authors. 1886. [liTo Charles Dickens," 

pp.l0-21.J 

. L'Estrange, A.G. History of English Humour. 2 vols. 1878. [Chapter 

on Dickens, vol. 2, pp.226-40.J 

Lilly, W.S. Four English Humourists of the Nineteenth Century. 1895. 

[Lecture on Dickens, pp.4-33.] 

Lockwood, Frank. The Law and Lawyers of Pickwick. 1904. 

l~cCarthy,Justin. Portraits of the Sixties. 1903. [Section on Dickens, 
p p. 15 - 30. ] . 

~1arzials, Frank T. The Life of Charles Dickens. 1887. [Includes 

useful bibliography.] 

Mason, Edward T. Personal Traits of British Authors. New York, 1885. 

[Chapter on Dickens, pp.171-232.J 



Masson, David. British Novelists and their.Styles. 1859. 

[Thackeray and Dickens, pp.233-53.] 
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Murray, David C. My Contemporaries in Fiction. 1897; rpt. 

Pennsylvania, 1973. [Dickens, pp.5.15.] 

Nicoll, Henry J. Landmarks in Literature. 1883. [Dickens, pp.378-

85; Dickens and Thackeray, pp.387-90.] 

Oliphant, James. Victorian Novelists. 1899; rpt. New York (n.d.). 
[Chapter on Dickens, pp.30-47.] 

Oliphant, Margaret. The Victorian Age of English Literature. 

2 vols. 1892. [Dickens, vol.1, pp.260-74.] 

Dmond, 1.S. The Romantic Triumph. Edinburgh, 1900. [Comments 
on Dickens pp.112-16.] 

Powell, Thomas. Pictures of the Living Authors of Britain. 1851. 
[Dickens, pp.88-1l5.] 

Saintsbury, George. Corrected Impressions. New York, 1895; rpt. 

1965. [Chapter on Dickens, pp.l17-37.] 

----- A History of Nineteenth Century Literature. 1896. 

[Section on Dickens, pp.145-50.] 

Sala, George Augustus. Charles Dickens. 1870; rpt. Farnborough Ulants), 

1970. 

Scudder, V.D. Social Ideals in Eng1 ish Letters. Boston, 1898. 

[Dickens, pp.128-42.] 

Shorter, Cl ement. Vi ctori an Literature: Si xty Years of Books and Bookmen. 

1897; rpt. New York, 1970. [Section on Dickens, pp.42-44.] 

Spalding, William. The History of English Literature. 2nd ed. 

Edinburgh) 1853. [Dickens compared to Thackeray~ p.400.] 

Taine, Henri. History of English Literature. Translated by H. Van 

Laun. '2 vols. 4th ed. Edinburgh, 1872, [Chapter on Dickens, 
vol. 2. pp.338-66.0 

Traill, H.D. The New Fiction. 1897; rpt. New York, 1970. [Comments 

on Dicken~, pp.293-95.] 

Treasury of Modern Biography. Compiled by Robert Cochrane. 

Edinburgh, 1879. [Entry on Dickens by David Pryde, pp.419-29.] 
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Ward, A.W. Charles Dickens. 1882. 

watt, J.C. Great Novelists: Scott, Thackeray, Dickens and Lytton. 

Edinburgh,1880. [Chapter on Dickens, pp.16l-218.] 

Welsh, A.H. Development of English Literature and Language. 

2 vols. Chicago, 1882. [Chapter on Dickens, yol.2, pp.438-54.] 

D Secondary Sources 

This part of the bibliography is selective rather than exhaustive. 

The articles and longer studies listed are those which have been particularly 

useful in understanding the criticism surveyed above or in providing extra 

information about reviews and reviewing. 

Abrams, M.H. The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and the 

Critical Tradition. New York, 1953. 

Bevington, M.M. The Saturday Review 1941; rpt. New York, 1966. 

Brice, Alec W. "Reviewers of Dickens in the Examiner." Dickens 

Studies Newsletter (September 1972, pp.68-80). 

Carroll, David. George Eliot: the Critical Heritage. 1971. 

Collins, P.A.W. "Dombey and Son Then and Now." Dickensian 

(May 1967, pp.82-94). 

---- "The Popularity of Dickens." Dickensian (January 1974, 

pp.5-20). 

Cox, _R.G. "The Great Reviews." Scrutiny (June-1937, pp.2-20; 

September 1937, pp. 155-75). 

Dexter, W. "The Reception of Sketches by Boz." Dickensian (Winter 

1935, pp.43-50). 

---- "Contemporary Opinion of Dickens's Earliest Work." 

Dickensian (Spring 1935, pp.105-8). 

---- "How Press and Pub 1 i c Recei ved The Pi ckwi ck Papers." 

Nineteenth Century (March 1936, pp.318-29). 

---- "The Rise to Farnell Dickensian (Summer 1936, pp.193-202). 

Di ckens ian. 1905-. [Numerous reprints of or extracts from 

contemporary reviews, and articles on the reception of Dickens's 

work by British and American critics. It is impossible to list all 

such items, but those which are of most relevance and have been most 
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useful, are noted el sewhere. In general, I have referred to 

a reprint or extract in the Dickensian only if that is the only 

source I have used for a particular article.] 

Ellegard, A. Darwin and the General Reader. Goteborg, 1958. 

[Appendi x descri bing extral i terary standpoints of periodi ca 1 s.] 

Everett, Edwin M. The Party of Humanity: The Fortnightly Review and 

its Contributors 1865 - 1874. 1939; rpt. New York, 1971. 

Fielding, K.J. liRe-reading the Examiner 1,832 - 55. 11 Victorian 

Periodicals Newsletter (January 1968, pp.24-25). 

---- "Forster and Reaction: 1870 - 1900. 11 Dickensian (May 

1970, pp.85-100). 

Ford, G.H. Dickens and his Readers. Princeton, 1955. 

Frierson, W.C. liThe English Controversy Over Realism in Fiction: 

1885 - 1895. 11 PMLA (June 1928, pp.533-50). 

Graham, Kenneth. English Criticism of the Novel 1865 - 1900. 1965. 

Graham, Walter. English Literary Periodicals. New York, 1930. 

Gross, J.J. The Rise and Fall of the Man of Letters. 1969. 

Hayden, J. O. The Roman ti c Re vi ewers. 1969. 

Scott: the Critical Heritage. 1970. 

Houghton, W.E. The Vict0rian Frame of Mind 1830 - 1870. New Haven, 

1957. 

Jump, J.D. IIWeekly Reviewing in the 1850s. 11 Review of English Studies 

(January 1948, pp.42-57). 

---- "Wee~lY Reviewing in the 1860s." ibid. (July 1952, 

pp.244-62). 

Ley, J.W. T. "The National Dickens Library." Dickensian (May 190?, 

pp.117-2Q; July 1908, pp.183-85; September 1908, pp.244-46). 

[Three articles, the first two entitled "Early Magazine Articles," 

the thi rd enti tl ed "Later Magazine Art; c1 es. II] 

Lively, Cheryl. "Truth in Writing: the Standard of Real ism for the 

Novel in Fraser's Magazine 1830-1850." Victorian Periodicals 

Newsletter (December 1973, pp.3-l0). 

Marchand, L.A. The Athenaeum: a Mirror of Victorian Culture. 

1941; rpt. New York, 1971. 
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Martin, R.B. The Triumph of Wit: a Study of Victorian Comic Theory. 

1974. 

Monad, Sylvere. liThe Age of Chesterton: 1900-1920." Dickensian 

(May 1970, pp.101-120). 

Morgan, P.F. "Problems in Examining Periodical Criticism." 

Victorian Periodicals Newsletter (January 1970, pp.9-1l). 

Matt, F.L. A History of American Magaz1nes. 5 vols. ~1assachusetts, 

1957. [Vols. 1-4, covering the period 1741-1905, are useful.] 

Nisbet, Ada C. liThe Mystery of Martin Chuzz1ewit," in Essa.ys Critical 

and Historical Dedicated to Lily B. Campbell. 1950, rpt. New York, 

1968. 

Osbourn, R.V. liThe British Quarterly Review." Review of English 

Studies (April 1950, pp.147-52). 

Payne, E.F. "Dickens's First Look at America." Dickensian (Winter 

1942, pp.7-13). [Quotes NeVi York Herald (q.v.).] 

Rantavaara, Irma. 01 ckens in the Light of Engl ish Cri ti ci sm. 1944; 

rpt. Pennsylvania, 1971. 

Slater, Michael. liThe Christmas Books." Dickensiall. (January 1969, 

pp.17-24. 

Smalley, Donald. Trol1ope: the Critical Heritage. 1969. 

Stang, Richard. Jhe Theory of the Novel in England 1850-1870. 1961. 

Stone, Harry. "Dickens' Use of his American. Experiences in Martin 

Chuzzlewit. 1I PMLA (June 1957, pp.464-78). 

Taylor, John Tinnon. Early Opposition to the Engl ish Novel: the 

Popular Reaction from 1760 to 1830. New York, 1943. 

Tener, Robert H. liThe Writings of Richard Holt Hutton; a Check

list of Identifications." Victorian Periodicals Newsletter 

(September 1972).· 

Tillotson, G. and Hawes, D. Thackeray: the Critica] Heritage. 1968. 

Vann, J.D. David Copperfield and the Reviewers. DA (1968, pp.3159-

60A) . 

"Pick\'Jick in the London Newspapers." Dickensian (January 

1974, pp.49-52. 
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Victorian Periodicals Newsletter. 1968 -. [Numerous articles have 
some bearing on the materials used in this thesis. The more 
useful of them are noted separately.] 

Wolff, Michael. IIVictorian Reviewers and Cultural Responsibility,1I 
in 1859: Entering an Age of Crisis. Ed. Philip Appleman, et.al. 
Bloomington, 1959. 

---- "Charting the Golden Stream: Thoughts on a Directory of 
Victorian Periodicals. 1I Victorian Periodicals Newsletter 
(September 1971, pp.23-28). 
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